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ABSTRACT

This study presents a structural analysis and
criticism of thirteen contemporary American plays.

Emphasis

is on the playwrights' uses of the elements of drama as
identified by Aristotle:
music and spectacle.

plot, character, thought, diction,

The point of this analysis is to gain

knowledge of contemporary usage of these elements, pointing
out relative emphasis the writers made of them, and describ
ing any experimental forms which appear.
Selection of the plays studied was on a basis of
critical acclaim received.

The dramas were published be

tween 1965 and 1975; each has won one or more of three
major awards— The New York Drama Critics Circle Award,
The Pulitzer Prize for Drama, and the Antoinette Perry Award
The dramas and playwrights included in this study are
The Subject Was Roses, Frank D. Gilroy; A Delicate Balance
and Seascape, both by Edward Albee; The Great White Hope,
Howard Sackler; The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-In-The-Moon
Marigolds, Paul Zindel; The House of Blue Leaves, John Guare
No Place To Be Somebody, Charles Gordone; That Championship
Season, Jason Miller; The Hot L Baltimore, Lanford Wilson;
Sticks And Bones, David Rabe; Short Eyes, Miguel Pinero;

The River Miger, Joseph A. Walker; and The Taking of Miss
Janie, Ed Bullins.
This research consists of eight chapters.
is an introductory unit.

The first

The next six succeeding chapters

deal one at a time with the use of the six elements— plot,
character, thought, diction, music, spectacle— in the
thirteen plays.

A final chapter contains a summary and

conclusions.
The study determines that no particular method of plot
arrangement is evident in nine of the dramas.

Gilroy, Miller

Pinero, and Walker all utilize causally developed plots.
In their characterizations, the playwrights reduce dis
tinctions between protagonists and antagonists.
make limited use of auxiliary characters.

The writers

Two unique

types

emerge— the discontented youth and the angry black person.
There are no completely admirable characters in these plays.
Character delineation occurs through speeches of the charac
ters about themselves and others, and their appearance.
Concerning thought, none of the plays are didactic.
All of the dramatists infer thought, with varying degrees
of clarity, through the actions and speeches of the charac
ters ,

Conversational prose is the principal form of diction
in these dramas.

Poetry exists in some of the plays, but

never as an integral part of any script.

The playwrights

employ different methods to make their prose interesting,
including direct address to the audience, intimate state
ments of self-disclosure by characters, dialects and
idioms of ethnic groups, and vulgarisms.
There is a breakdown in traditional distinctions
between incidental and dramatic music in these dramas.
Some of the writers give music an essential role in
contributing to the total effect of their plays.
Regarding spectacle, realism is the prevailing scenic
style.

Innovations include the use of lighting to direct

the audience1s attention in a manner similar to some cam
era techniques in films.

Violent and naturalistic action

onstage marks many of the dramas.
The thirteen plays depend mostly on the appeal of
their spectacle for favorable critical attention.

There

fore, the playwrights give spectacle the greatest emphasis
among the six dramatic elements.
All six elements which Aristotle identified as basic
to drama still appear in the works of contemporary play
wrights .

v

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This study presents a structural analysis and criti
cism of selected contemporary American plays.

Beginning

with The Poetics of Aristotle (c. 384-322 B. C.) theorists
and critics of dramatic art have identified as essential
elements in the structure of a drama plot, character,
dialogue, thought, music, and spectacle.

Contemporary

practitioners still accept these elements as the basic
principles of drama.

Vera Mowry Roberts said, "... these

six elements are 'necessary parts of all possible unique
1
creations in the art of the theatre."
Roberts maintains that changes in dramatic structure
from ancient to modern times occurred when playwrights
gave different emphasis to one or several of the six clas
sical elements.

As an example, Roberts says that tragedy

emphasizes thought, whereas comedy stresses character, and
melodrama features plot.

In modern drama, which Roberts

calls "nonhuman and nonliterary, where man is a 'thing*

1 Vera Mowry Roberts, The Nature of Theatre (New York:
Harper and Row, 1971), p. 51.

1

and there is no sense nor logic."

2

she sees spectacle

underscored.
Vera Mowry Roberts defines "structure" as the "rela
tionships of the various parts to each other and to the
whole."

A new dramatic structure, according to Roberts,

is the consequence of a distinct synthesis of the basic
six elements.3
Alvin B. Kernan punctuates the differences between
ancient and modern dramatic structures.
A Greek tragic dramatist of the fifth century
B.C. wrote in a tradition which prescribed the
use of certain poetic meters, limited the num
ber of characters who could appear on stage at
one time, made obligatory the provision of odes
and dances for a chorus, and directed that the
plot must be drawn from heroic legend and the
myths of the distant past. Modern dramatists .
work in no such dramatic tradition, and they
have been left entirely free to choose subjects
and invent new dramatic styles. The result has
been a bewildering number of styles: realism,
naturalism, poetic drama, symbolism, expression
ism, the epic theater, the theater of the absurd,
and surrealism, to name only the most prominent
among them.4
Roberts explains that playwrights are inspired to
change their emphasis of the six elements, that is struc
ture, by the prevailing dramatic mode, or "way of looking
2

Roberts, pp. 259-261.

3 Roberts, p. 75.
4
Alvin B. Kernan, ed., The Modern American Theater,
h Collection of Critical Essays (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1967), pp. 15-16.

at the world."

5

She acknowledges only two dramatic
g

modes— the classic and the romantic.

Classical dramas

are typified by action which is governed by cause and
effect, and true-to-life characters, dialogue, and spec
tacle.

In contrast, dramas in the romantic mode are

generally less representational, more expansive and more
poetic in their use of the six elements.
Contemporary drama is decidedly of the romantic mode,
according to descriptions of today’s dramatic structure.
Roberts says that contemporary dramatists share just two
common stylistic qualities.

These playwrights, she says,

recognize no binding dramatic form,

and they

fail tocon

sistently observe

or even establish any sort of probabil7
ity in their plots.
In The Irrational Man, William
Barrett recognizes "one common denominator" among all con
temporary theatre

movements opposed to the realistic style:

"rejection of the

realistic theatre of plot,

action,crisis,
Q
and individual characters psychologically developed."
in
commenting on the American drama of 1979, Martin Gottfried,
5

Roberts, p. 75.

g
Roberts, pp. 78-79.
^ Roberts, pp. 244-245.
O
William Barrett, The Irrational Man, quoted by Allan
Lewis in American Plays and Playwrights of the Contemporary
Theatre, 2nd ed., rev. {New York: Crown Publishers, Inc.,
1970), p. 245.

theatre critic for the Saturday Review, notes, "But we've
forsaken such plays [realistic]— with their characters and
stories and emotional peaks— as hopelessly old-fashioned,
naturalistic drama."

Gottfried attributes the decline of

realistic, or classical, drama in America to the influence
of the 1956 Broadway production of Waiting for Godot.
Beckett's play, Gottfried says, "ignored the conventions
of plot, setting, character."

Gottfried concludes that

"A generation of American playwrights was affected by the
freedom from structure and sense that the absurdist ap
proach allowed.

Dramatists no longer felt the need for

form, story, characterization, or comprehensibility."

9

The objective of the study is first to determine the
use made of the six elements by the authors of each of the
selected contemporary American dramas; and second, to iden
tify as far as practicable from the evidence discovered
the relative emphases made by the playwrights, collectively,
of the classical elements of drama.
It is intended that the study will reveal (1) emphases
being given the various structural components,

(2) any ex

pansion or innovative development in the use of certain
elements, particularly music and spectacle, and (3) levels
of craftsmanship in structural design affecting clarity of
communication by the dramatic work.
9

Martin Gottfried, "Naturalist Stirrings," Saturday
Review, 3 March 1979, p. 48.

Observations of Roberts, Kernan, and others concern
ing forms used by contemporary playwrights notwithstand
ing, dramatic theory is traditionally concerned with the
form of the structural elements in scripts.

Theorists

since Aristotle have generally agreed that playwrights
use plot, character, thought, diction, music, and spec
tacle in the composition of scripts.

Two major works of

the period between Aristotle and the Italian Renaissance
reflect the continuing influence of The Poetics on criti
cism.

Horace's The Art of Poetry (c. 15 B.C.) and Dante's

Epistle To Can Grande (1318) basically support Aristotle's
judgments.
Scholars of the Renaissance rediscovered The Poetics
around 1498, thus beginning a period of intensive critical
inquiry concerning dramatic form.

Works such as Pope's

Essay On Criticism (1711) and Voltaire's Discourse On
Tragedy (1731) endorsed the neo-classical rules of drama,
while other theorists, including Diderot, Lessing, and
Goethe, proposed a greater portrayal of emotion than strict
compliance would allow.
The realists were a recognized force in drama by 1860.
Two major scientific ideas of this time, scientific deter
minism and laissez-faire, greatly influenced the theoriz
ing of Emile Zola, the spokesman for the naturalistic
movement.

Scientific determinism states that all human

actions have their origin in each individual's heredity

and environment.

Laissez-faire is the belief that nature

unimpeded works all things out for the best."^

Zola advo

cates applying the scientific method to drama in such
writings as Experimental Novel (1880).

The dramatist's

job was to place characters into settings of unselected
naturalness and allow the inevitable outcomes of the work
ings of heredity and environment to develop the situation.
Naturalistic theatre artists gave the dramatic element of
spectacle great importance.

The painstaking reproduction

of real life in setting, costumes, and acting became the
emphasis of drama.
The slavish attention to detail advocated by the nat
uralists finally brought about a reaction.

The subsequent

trend toward psychological drama appeared in the symbolism
of such authors as Ibsen, Chekov, and Maeterlinck.

Oscar

G. Brockett explains symbolism as being:
antirealistic in denying that ultimate truth is
to be found in evidence supplied by the five
senses or by rational thought. Instead, it holds
that truth is to be grasped intuitively. Since
it cannot be logically understood, utlimate
truth cannot be expressed directly. It can only
be suggested through symbols that evoke feelings
and states of mind, corresponding, though impre
cisely, to the dramatists' intuitions."11

Gay Wilson Allen and Harry Haden Clark, eds.,
Literary Criticism Pope To Croce (Detroit: Wayne State
University Press, 1962), p. 586.
11

Oscar G. Brockett, The Theatre, An Introduction,
3rd ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,
1974), p. 332.

As Brockett points out, the surface dialogue and action
in a symbolist play are secondary in importance to the
mood or feeling that they convey.

Spectacle is important

since the major symbols of the dramas are visual.
is very flexible.

Plot

The authors place no emphasis on causal

progression of actions, and resolutions to the story are
vague.

Similarly, characterization is not concerned with

lifelike portrayals; the motivations, physical appearances,
and psychological attributes of the characters are unim
portant. ^
Strindberg fathered expressionism in such works as
£ Dream Play (1902).

The expressionists differed with

the symbolists over the lack of concern for contemporary
issues in symbolist drama. 13 Brockett describes the phi
losophy of the expressionists and their use of the use of
dramatic elements:
Many plays concentrated on the negative aspects
of the present in an attempt to show how false
ideals have distorted man's spirit until he is
little better than a machine. Other plays look
forward to the transformation of society and to
achieving harmony between man's environment and
his spirit. Because the plays are messagecentered, they are episodic; many take the form
of a search or pilgrimage. Since truth is said
to lie in internal vision, the external appear
ance of things is often distorted. Shape may be
exaggerated or altered. Color may be abnormal,

^

Brockett, pp. 332-333.

^

Brockett, p. 347.

movement may be mechanical, speech may be re
duced to short phrases or single words.
Expressionism continued in the 1930's as Brecht attempted
to completely intellectualize drama.
Again a backlash occurred in the rise of a sort of
drama which emphasized emotions.

Artaud, writing in The

Theatre And Its Double (1938), said that the portrayal of
emotions on the stage must reach the heights of a prim
itive intensity in order to move the desensitized mbdern
man and provide a cathartic effect for him.

The "absurd

ists” attacked Brecht's Epic Theatre because of its at
tempt to communicate with its audience on an intellectual
level.

From the 1950's through the early 1960's, Camus

and Sartre's existentialist teachings found expression in
a drama that says communication under any circumstances
is impossible.

Absurdist theatre portrays the disinte

gration of language and fails to make clear the relation
ship among the events portrayed.
The dramas of the latter 1960's and early 1970's
seemed to move away from the extreme position of the ab
surdists.

Brockett observes that while perhaps a majority

of contemporary playwrights accept the absurdist idea of
an unknowable universe with no supernatural force present
to guide it, some newer dramatists are rejecting the atti
tude that man must live a life devoid of meaning.

14

Brockett, p. 347.

These

authors give man the responsibility of recognizing the
ordered aspects of the universe and contributing (or
demonstrating) a richer understanding than those preced
ing him.15
In his analysis of Greek drama, Aristotle specified
the relative prominence of certain of what are known as
the six classical elements of drama.

As dramatic art has

evolved through the centuries to contemporary times it has
retained the six elements basic to making a drama.

Con

temporary theorists and practitioners have provided an
authoritative base on which to found an investigation such
as the one proposed here.
Scope of the Study
This study analyzes thirteen recent scripts by Amer
ican playwrights.

This list of thirteen titles includes

each script which has been accorded a best American play
designation between the years 1965 and 1975 by winning one
or more of three major awards, the New York Drama Critics'
Award, the Pulitzer Prize for drama, and the "Tony" award.
The dramas included in the study, their authors, the
date of their awards, and the awarding organizations are
as follows:

15 Oscar G. Brockett, Perspectives On Contemporary
Theatre (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
1971), p. 74.

10

1. (1965) The Subject Was Roses, by Prank D. Gilroy;
New York Drama Critics' Circle, Tony Award, and Pulitzer
Prize.
2. (1967) A Delicate Balance, by Edward Albee;
Pulitzer Prize.
3. (1968) The Great White Hope, by Howard Sackler;
New York Drama Critics' Circle; (1969) Pulitzer Prize and
Tony Award.
4. (1969) The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-In-TheMoon Marigolds, by Paul Zindel; New York Drama Critics'
Circle;(1971) Pulitzer Prize.
5. (1970) The House of Blue Leaves, by John Guare;
New York Drama Critics' Circle.
6. (1970) No Place To Be Somebody, by Charles Gordone;
Pulitzer Prize.
7. ‘(1971) That Championship Season, by Jason Miller;
New York Drama Critics' Circle;(1973) Pulitzer Prize and
Tony Award.
8. (1972) The Hot L Baltimore, by Lanfcrd Wilson;
New York Drama Critics' Circle.
9. (1972) Sticks And Bones, by David Rabe; Tony
Award.
10. (1973) Short Eyes, by Miguel Pinero; New York
Drama Critics' Circle.
11. (1974) The River Niger, by Joseph A. Walker; Tony
Award.

12. (1975) Seascape, by Edward Albee; Pulitzer Prize.
13. (1975) The Taking of Miss Janie, by Ed Bullins;
New York Drama Critics’ Circle.
The selection of these scripts for study represents
an effort to compile a list of titles of American dramas
that would be in some way typical of the output in the
field over approximately the last ten years.

An evalua

tion of the worthiness of the scripts to be called a "best
play" is not within the purpose of this study.
The use of the term "structural analysis" in the
title of this study is not meant to be confused with that
type of analysis associated with the structuralist school
of criticism of which Claude Levi-Strauss is probably the
best known proponent.

A correlation may seem to exist be

tween the structuralists1 viewpoint that design is inher
ent in every aspect of existence and the idea in this
research that drama is composed, or structured, using the
six classical elements.

This study makes no deliberate

effort, however, to employ any of the analytical methods
of the formal school of thought known as structuralism.
Scholarly works exist in numbers too numerous to list
that consider directly or indirectly the six classical
elements of plot, character, thought, diction, music, and
spectacle in drama.

Previous research has shown the use

of a single structural element, even of two of the ele
ments, by selected writers.

Three such doctor's theses

12

are "Character In The Drama/' by Thomas N. Magil, Cornell
University, 1941; "The Devaluation of Language In AvantGarde Drama," by Linda Ben-Zvi, University of Oklahoma,
1972; and "A Study of Act Structure In Drama," by Richard
K. Redfern, Cornell University, 1950.

An analysis of the

combination of all of the elements in contemporary drama
has not been made.
The following list serves to give example of the type
and scope of previous studies that deal in some way with
analysis of one or more of the six elements of drama:
"The Absurd In Recent American Drama," L. D. Lowenthal,
doctor's thesis, New York University, 1970; "American Po
etic Drama," Blair Whitney, doctor's thesis, University
of Illinois, Urbana, 1967; "An Ancient Structure:

A Study'

of the Influence of Medieval Drama On Selected Contempo
rary English and American Plays," Jerry Donald Holmes,
doctor's thesis, University of Mississippi, 1969; "Ex
pressionism In American Drama," Mardi Valgemae, doctor's
thesis, University of California, Los Angeles, 1964; "Ex
pressionism In British And American Drama," Joan Templeton,
doctor's thesis, University of Oregon, 1966; "Form In
Modern Verse Drama," Bellamy Douglas Kurdys, doctor's
thesis, Stanford University, 1969; "Main Currents of
Thought In American Drama," Allan G. Halline, doctor's
thesis, University of Wisconsin, 1936; "Rhetorical Char
acterization In Elizabethan Drama," Francis William Lanaham, doctor’s thesis, Fordhara University, 19 70; "Self-

Conscious Form In Modern American Drama," Daniel Marc
Lamer, doctor's thesis, University of Wisconsin, 1968;
"The Syntax of Revenge:

A Structuralist Reading of Eng

lish Revenge Drama,” Delores Josephine Palomo, doctor's
thesis, University of New York, Buffalo, 1972; "Theatri
cality In Contemporary Drama," Alice Naomi Benston, doc
tor's thesis, Emory University, 1962; and "Typification
In The Characterization of Contemporary American Drama:
With An Analysis of Stereotype," Patricia A. Mcllrath,
doctor's thesis, Stanford University, 1951.
Since this is an analytical study, the main sources
of material are the published texts of the thirteen prizewinning American dramas.

Aristotle's Poetics (trans

lated by Gerald F. Else) is the basic source of informa
tion as to the meaning and purpose of the elements of
drama for this research.

Hubert C. Heffner's Modern

•

Theatre Practice, fifth edition, Oscar G. Brockett's The
Theatre, An Introduction, Sam Smiley's PIaywriting:

The

Structure of Action, and H. D. Albright's Principles of
Theatre Art provide clear contemporary explications of the
use and meaning of the six elements.
The study consists of eight chapters.

This introduc

tory unit explains the history of the problem, and the
purpose and scope of the research.

The next six succeed

ing chapters deal one at a time with the use of the six
elements— -plot, character, thought, diction, music, and

spectacle— in the plays selected for examination.

A final

chapter contains a summary and appropriate conclusions.

CHAPTER II
PLOT
■ Aristotle defines plot as the structuring of events
in a drama. ^

Modern definitions of this element differ

little from the classical.

Albright states that plot is

"the scheme of action which includes the selection, ar
rangement, and progression of events from the beginning
to the end of the play.

Plot, in the writing process, is

defined in this study as the creation and arrangement of
events, of occurrences, of instances of revelation and/or
discovery in a drama.
According to Aristotle, plot is the greatest of the
six elements of tragedy.

Drama, he says, is primarily an

imitation of men's actions.

Aristotle states that all of

the remaining elements proceed from the actions included
in the plot— drama itself cannot occur without a plot.

3

In the succeeding analysis a brief synopsis of the

1 Aristotle, Poetics, trans. Gerald F. Else {Ann
Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1967), p. 26.
^ H. D. Albright, William P. Halstead, Lee Mitchell,
Principles of Theatre Art, 2nd ed. (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1968), p. 17.
^ Aristotle, p. 27.
15

action in each play comes before a listing of the events
composing the basic plot of the drama.

Then, a concise

statement identifies the unique structure of each playscript.

This chapter concludes with a summary of the

authors' uses of plot in all thirteen dramas.
Traditionally, dramatists have used two distinct
structural patterns in composing plots.

Authors of mimet

ic drama were concerned with showing the human condition
in a manner that approximates real existence, with the ob
jective of giving the audience an intense experience in
which thought is presented implicitly.

The element

which

give unity to mimetic drama are probability, causality,
story, thought, and character.

These elements are not as

pects of plot (they do not create the events); but play
wrights may use these elements in ordering events to give
mimetic drama the quality of wholeness.
An alternate structural system, termed didactic drama,
which uses thought as the main unifying element

was first

identified in the works of modern playwrights such as
Brecht, Ionesco, and Genet.

Didactic dramatists are con

cerned with presenting thought, or more specifically per
suasion, rather than a mimetic representation of life.
They manipulate plot and character, sublimating natural
probability or causality for the benefit of affecting au
dience attitudes and presenting their proposals for

changing the human condition.^
Another feature of plot structure is the movement of
the events.
ment."

Mimetic drama incorporates "horizontal move

Horizontal movement indicates a plot in which the

events proceed chronologically, with character motivations
making the causality probable and clear, and the story con
trolling the arrangement of events.

Writers of didactic

drama employ "vertical movement," in which each event oc
curs for its own sake, and need not be related to what pre
cedes or follows.**
The movement of events in a plot can also be classi
fied according to how directly the author presents the ac
tion.

In simple plots events move from a beginning to an

expected outcome with little deviation from a single line
of action.

Unexpected occurrences may change the direc

tion of events in complex plots.

In the compound plot,

one or more subordinate lines of action, or subplots, may
correlate the events of the major plot.
Finally, authors may use a focal character or group
as a unifying element in plot structure.

Such a character

initiates or is involved in the events of the plot.
u

4

Sam Smiley, "Structure," Playwriting: The Struc
ture of Action (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1971), pp. 41-78.
5
Smiley, p. 73.
g

Smiley, p. 73.

Frank D. Gilroy's The Subject Was Roses is the story
of the return of Timmy Cleary from military service to the
house of his parents, John and Nettie.

Timmy is able to

regard the family’s situation with a new perspective after
three years in the army.

The young man’s childhood was

marred by the incompatibility of his parents.

Timmy was

alienated from John because of his father's frequent ab
sences and irritable attitude.

The son returns with a

resolve to understand his father.

Timmy finally reaches a

point where he no longer blames either his parents or him
self for the circumstances which exist in their house.
With this maturity, Timmy also decides to begin life on
his own by moving into an apartment.
Gilroy has created a mimetic script since his objec
tive is to represent natural life in dramatic form.

Ac

cordingly, the plot moves horizontally in a chronological
order, with characterization the major controlling force
in the arrangement of the events.

Gilroy constructed a

complex plot in which actions develop in some unexpected
directions.

After initially leveling his blame toward the

mother, the son's relationship with his father breaks down.
Also, the son adds a moment of suspense at the end by tem
porarily deciding against leaving home.
stimuli for many of the actions.

The son provides

Since Gilroy uses the

interactions of the three characters to such a great de
gree, however, involving them all in most of the action,

it is their actions as a group which help lend unity to
the plot.
The Events:

Act I

1. Timmy comes home.
2. A celebration party is held; drinks are served.
3. John and Nettie argue at breakfast the following morn
ing.
4. The son demonstrates a more distant relationship with
his mother, but dances with her to soothe her.
5. The father cancels a business appointment to accept the
son1s invitation to attend a ball game.
6. The father and son bring the mother a gift of roses
after the game.
7. The father invites the mother and son to a night on the
town.
8. Returning home, the drunken father attempts to make
love to his wife.
9. The mother smashes the vase of roses in disgust.
Act IX
1. The father, mother, and son quarrel at breakfast the
following morning.
2. The father storms from the scene.
3. The son chides his mother for past behavior toward the
father.
4. The mother abruptly leaves home.
5. The son telephones barrooms searching for the father.
6. The father and son quarrel, and come to blows.
7. The mother returns home after twelve hours.
8. The son announces his plan to move to his own apartment.
9. At

breakfast the next morning, the father and mother

react to the son's decision to move.
10. The father offers privileges to the son if he will not
move out.
11. The son tells his father he loves him, and father and
son embrace.
12. The son announces a tentative decision to postpone
moving out.
13. The father announces that painters have already been
engaged to redecorate the son's room.
14. The son will leave as scheduled.
The Subject Was Roses is a conventional mimetic drama.
Gilroy's plot moves horizontally, the events progressing
by cause and effect, within the boundary of natural pro
bability.

The playwright mainly employs story and char

acter to give unity to his plot.

The family— parents and

a son— are a focal group.
The action of Edward Albee's A Delicate Balance takes
place in the home of Tobias and Agnes.
coholic sister, lives with them.

Claire, Agnes' al

They are joined by Julia,

their daughter, who returns home after another in a series
of unsuccessful marriages.

Harry and Edna, Tobias and

Agnes' best friends, also join the group after leaving
their own home under mysterious circumstances.

The action

concerns the development and resolution of conflict among
all these characters.
Albee's play is not mimetic principally because of
the immoderate eccentricities of the characters and the
erratic nature of the events.

However, the script cannot
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be considered didactic since Albee does not overtly argue
for any point of view, thus not making thought a unifying
element in the drama.

The script's events move vertically,

but, in the absence of a prevailing thought, they often
seem to lack unity.

Albee's plot is complex in structure.

The sudden, unexplained arrival and departure of the sec
ond couple moves the events in unexpected directions.
Albee does give some importance to the problems of the
characters of the sister and daughter.

But these charac

ters and their personal difficulties are only significant
to the drama in their relation to Tobias and Agnes.

There

fore, those events developing the personalities of these
subordinate characters do not qualify as subplots.
The Events:

Act I

1. Agnes talks of madness.
2. Tobias admits to Claire's charge of extramarital realtions one summer with an unnamed woman.
3. Harry and

Edna arrive to spend the night unannounced.

4. Claire makes a mysterious statement.
Act II
1. Julia arrives.
2. Julia and Harry and Edna parry for Julia's room.
3. Claire perceives Julia to be a treat to Claire's posi
tion in the house.
4.
5.

Harryand

Edna leave, but return.

Juliathreatens Harry and Edna with Tobias' pistol be
cause she judges them to be a threat to her position
in the house.
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6 . Tobias takes possession of the gun.
7. Edna states that she and Harry have come to stay
permanently.
Act III
1. Agnes and Tobias declare that their relationship has
become closer because of the situation in their home.
2. Julia objects to the presence of Harry and Edna.
3. Harry announces to Tobias that he and Edna have become
closer.
4. Harry declares his intent for him and

Edna to go.

5. Tobias strongly defends Harry's right to stay with them.
6 . Harry and Edna leave.
7. Agnes talks of madness.
Albee's plot in A Delicate Balance unfolds in verti
cal movement.
tic in pattern.

The action is not clearly mimetic or didac
Edward Albee employs a complex plot.

A

family, parents and a child, is among the characters, but
Albee uses only the husband and wife as a focal group,
giving the husband the primary position of interest.
The Great White Hope, by Howard Sackler, tells the
story of Jack Jefferson, a black prizefighter, who wins
the heavyweight title around the time of World War I.
Jack is persecuted by whites who want to

see the title

again in the hands of one of their own race.

He meets

opposition from blacks and whites alike because of his
relationship with Ellie, his white mistress.

Jack and

Ellie finally flee to Europe in order to escape prosecution
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for violation of the Mann Act.

Life on the road physi

cally weakens Ellie, but Jack remains determined not to
give in to overtures from officials who offer him amnesty
in return for forfeiting his title in a fixed fight.
Ellie's suicide breaks Jack's resolve, and he agrees to
give up his championship.
Sackler’s The Great White Hope may be considered mi
metic for purposes of classification.

The author violates

natural probability, however, most notably in fantasy seg
ments in Act One, Scene Six, Act Two, Scene Six, and
scenes two and three of Act Three.

At these points, Sack-

ler deviates from the established line of action to present
several of the characters in monologues addressed to the
audience.
zontal.

Yet, the overall movement of the play is hori
Sackier’s plot is complex.

The events following

the winning of the boxing title by the protagonist take
many unexpected turns, beginning with Jack being forced
to flee to Europe.

Although Sackler uses many characters

in the play, he does not involve any of them in subplots.
The author maintains attention on the protagonist's un
yielding determination not to give up his championship.
The multiplicity of events in the drama and the author's
inconsistency in chronologically arranging the events in
terferes with the plot's unity.

The presence, or influ

ence, of the protagonist, Jack Jefferson, is apparent in
all of the action, however, and this increases unity

among the events.
The Events:

Act I

1. Jack Jefferson challenges Brady to a title boxing match.
2. Clara attacks Ellie; Goldie, Jack's manager, identifies
Ellie as Jack's white mistress.
3. Jack becomes the world heavyweight boxing champion.
4. Cap'n Dan, a promoter, pledges to find a white challen
ger to Jack.
5. A temperance group threatens to have Jack's new restau
rant closed; Jack succeeds in eliminating the competi
tion.
6. Ellie's mother demands that Ellie leave Jack. Ellie re
fuses and Jack is threatened by the mother's lawyer.
7. The district attorney responds to pressure to close
Jack's restaurant. A federal agent joins in to threaten
Jack with a charge of violating the Mann Act. The epi
sode culminates when lawmen raid Jack's bedroom, find
Ellie there, and arrest Jack. Jack is tried and con
victed. While free on bail he escapes disguised as a
baseball player.
Act II
1. Jack, with Ellie, is in London, and is about to be de
ported as an undesirable alien. The decision is ar
rived at when Jack's license for a boxing match is re
fused, leaving him no other reasons for remaining.
2. Jack meets a challenger in Paris. The crown reacts with
hostility to Jack's injuring the local fighter in the
ring. Jack, with Ellie, runs away hurriedly.
3. Cap'n Dan and a new fighter, the Kid, challenge Jack to
return to the States and fight. Dixon, the federal
agent, adds incentive by assuring a lightened government
sentence if Jack returns and loses the fight with the
Kid.
4. In Berlin, Ellie arranges for vaudeville work for Jack.
(The episode is interrupted)
5. Jack receives Cap'n Dan's proposal for a fixed fight
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and declines the offer.
6. The interrupted episode is resumed in Budapest with Jack
and Ellie in a vaudeville act, playing Uncle Tom and Eva
to earn money for survival.
Act III
1. In a Belgrade railway station, Jack receives a message
that his mother is near death. Jack decides not to
return to the United States to be with her.
2. Jack is in Mexico, training to return to the ring.
Ellie goads Jack to accept the fight in the States,
and Jack repels her.
3. Dixon arrives, offering Jack a suspended sentence to
return and fight; Jack walks away, and a Mexican offi
cial, presumbably by prior arrangement with Dixon, uses
guns to stop him.
4. Ellie's body is brought in; she has committed suicide
after being rejected by Jack in a previous episode.
His resistance crushed, Jack accepts the challenge to
fight in the fixed match.
5. The scene is the fight in Havana; the fight occurs off
stage. The Kid wins and is carried away on the shoulders
of the mob.
6. Jack wanders out of the arena alone.
Without noting the individual exceptions, The Great
White Hope is a mimetic drama and moves horizontally.

The

author does make departures from traditional mimetic struc
ture, however, thus confusing his drama's unity.

The pro

tagonist serves as a focal character, thereby providing
some unity.

Sackler's plot is complex.

Paul Zindel's The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-In-TheMoon Marigolds is the tale of Beatrice and her two .
daughters, Tillie and Ruth.

The family is impoverished.

Ruth suffers nervous disorders, and Tillie is singularlyretiring.

Tillie unexpectedly becomes a finalist in her

school's science fair with her experiment involving mari
golds.

Although she wins the contest, her worsening home-

life continues to stifle her.

But Tillie's curiosity

*

is whetted by the experiment, and her attitude remains
hopeful.
Paul Zindel's play is mimetic, in that the author
is offering a representation of life that is essentially
realistic.

While the stylized quality of the play's open

ing and closing somewhat lessens the drama's degree of
natural probability, the movement of events remains hori
zontal.

The plot is simple, with a direct movement of

events from beginning to end.
the

Zindel does not develop

mother’s change of attitude toward her daughter's

stutus as a contest finalist at the beginning of the sec
ond act, and the duration of the change is short.

So,

the author gives no indication that unexpected changes
are in store for the girl's life even if she does win the
contest.

The author involves all three of the family mem

bers together in a majority of the action, making them a
focal group which adds unity to- the play.
The Events:

Act I

1. A recording is heard of Tillie's statment concerning
her abstract concept of herself in the universe; this
initiates the audience's orientation.
2. A telephone conversation connects Tillie, the school,
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and the home environment.
3. Beatrice threatens harm to Tillie's pet rabbit to force
obedience.
4. Tillie prepares to plant the flower seeds, imitating
an action she observed in school.
5. Nanny, the boarder, appears, and Beatrice demonstrates
scorn for the old woman.
6. A continuanceof the action in #3, showing
to be used in the threat to Tillie's pet.
7.

the drug

Beatrice uses the telephone to get information from
Tillie's teacher, all the while showing anger at the
teacher.

8. Ruth has a nervous reaction during a nighttime thunder
storm.
9. For the third time, Beatrice is furious toward Tillie's
pet.
10. Tillie is chosen as a finalist in the school project
competition. Beatrice receives the announcement by
telephone from the school, and reacts with sarcasm.
Act II
1. Ruth reveals to Tillie that Beatrice is regarded as an
eccentric by the teachers at the school.
2. To secure a promise of silence from her sister regard
ing the school personnel's attitude toward their mother,
Tillie gives her pet rabbit to Ruth.
3. Beatrice orders Ruth to stay with the boarder during
the science fair at school; angered, Ruth tells her
mother what bad memories the teachers have about her
mother as a student. The mother cannot' face the teach
ers under such conditions, and allows Ruth to go to
the fair.
4. The science fair begins with the strongest competitor
to Tillie giving her presentation.
5. The mother, under influence of drink, orders the board
er's family to take her away.
6 . The mother destroys the pet rabbit, as she first threat
ened in event #3 of Act One.

7. The science fair competition continues with Tillie's
entry and her reasons for participating. She is de
clared the winner.
8. The mother tells the girls that the dead rabbit must be
buried. Ruth reacts to the death of the pet with a
severe nervous seizure. Tillie sobs; the mother ex
presses hatred of existence itself.
9. A recorded voice of Tillie wondering at the mysteries
of the universe is heard. The play ends as it began.
Zindel's play is largely mimetic and uses horizontal
movement.

The author infrequently interrupts the order of

natural probability in the events.

The plot is simple.

A family, a mother and two daughters, are the drama's fo
cal group.
In John Guare's The House of Blue Leaves, Artie
Shaughnessy and his mistress, Bunny Flingus, desperately
want to achieve success through the songs that Artie com
poses.

Artie believes that he has a direct link to star

dom in the person of Billy Einhorn, a boyfriend who is now
a famous motion picture producer.
complicate his life.

Artie's wife and son

Bananas, the wife, is slightly mad,

and Ronnie, Artie's son, is an army deserter who returns
home with a plan to assassinate the Pope.
Guare vertically arranges the plot of The House of
Blue Leaves.

Events do not proceed on a basis of natural

probability, and the characters are not developed realis
tically.

Still, Guare does not advance the kind of de

finite rhetorical communication traditionally found in
didactic drama.

The author aligns many obstacles against

the protagonist's desire to become a professional song
writer, making this plot complex.

The protagonist, Artie

serves as a focal character by his extensive involvement
in the actions, although Guare mainly uses other charac
ters, such as the mistress and the son, to initiate many
events.
The Events:

Act I

1. Prologue; Artie sings his songs for an audience at a
bar and grill.
2. Ronnie secretly hides in his bedroom.
3. Bunny and Artie plan marriage and a trip to Hollywood,
where Artie's friend, Billy, can help them in show
business.
4. Bananas confronts Bunny.
5. Artie telephones Billy in Hollywood.
6 . Bananas relates her mental fantasy about driving a car
7. The characters leave the stage to view the Pope, who
is visiting in New York.
8. Ronnie constructs a bomb, attaching a ticking clock
and a timing device.
9. Corrinna, Billy's protegee, arrives to visit Artie and
Bananas.
10. Artie auditions his songs for Corrinna.
11. Nuns appear and take the television set into the bed
room to watch the Pope on television. In the bedroom,
they discover Ronnie, whom they identify as an altar
boy.
12. Ronnie, dressed as an altar boy, brings his bomb and
grapples with the nuns for tickets from Corrinna to
the Pope's address in Yankee Stadium.
13. A police officer arrests Ronnie.

14. Corrinna takes Ronnie's bomb, believing it to be a
gift.
15. The man from the institution arrives and carries away
Bunny instead of Bananas.
16. The bomb Corrinna carries explodes offstage.
Act II
1. The Pope, in a recorded message, praises the noble
traits of Americans.
2. Artie auditions for Billy, who has come to New York
out of respect for Corrinna's fatal accident.
3. Billy arranges through an army friend for Ronnie to
serve his time for desertion in Rome.
4. Bunny replaces Corrinna in Billy’s scheme of opera
tions.
5. Bananas and Artie are to remain at home as a contact
for Billy.
6. Artie kills Bananas by strangling her.
7. Artie sings for the bar and grill audience as in the
opening.
The House of Blue Leaves moves vertically, but is not
definitely a didactic drama because the author does not
use thought as a unifying factor.

The plot is complex.

Guare gives the action unity by almost continually involv
ing the protagonist in the play's actions.
Charles Gordone's NO Place To Be Somebody claims to
be a play within a play.

The play within is logically the

secondary plot, but it makes up the greatest part of the
drama and develops the story.

It is the story of Johnny

Williams, a small-time racketeer in Harlem.

Johnny's bar

is a congregating place for Gabe Gabriel, a mulatto, who

is an aspiring actor; Melvin Smeltz, a dancer; Shanty
Mulligan, a white man; and two prostitutes— Dee Jacobson,
a white, and Evie Ames, a black.

Johnny's efforts to be

accepted by the white crime bosses bring calamity upon
the lives of almost every character.

The major plot is

comprised of short episodes which express statements on
racial themes.
Gordone unfolds this drama on two different levels
of probability.

Fantasy segments introduce the first two

scenes in Act One; the first scene in Act Two; and scenes
one and three in the third act.

Also, the closing of Act

Three and the Epilogue do not incorporate natural prob
ability.

These segments involve two of the major charac

ters in the play, principally Gabe Gabriel, and less of
ten, Johnny Williams, but Gordone does not make definite
the relation between the fantasy segments and the remain
der of the drama, which is mimetic.

The author vertically

arranges events in the fantasy portions, and presents the
action horizontally in the mimetic sections.
plot is compound.

Gordone's

There are minor lines of action involv

ing subordinate characters.

The secondary plots include

the romance between Shanty Mulligan and Cora Beasely; Dee
Jacobson's eventual suicide; Melvin Smeltz's failure as a
professional dancer; and Sweet Crane's sacrifice for
Johnny.

The major role that Gordone gives to Gabe Gabriel

in both the fantasy and the mimetic divisions of the play

makes him a focal character.
The Events:

Act I

1. Gabe identifies himself as the writer of the play.
2. Johnny states an intent and Gabe warns him of inherent
dangers.
3. Gabe continues talking about his play.
4. Johnny receives a telegram with concrete information
about the coming release from prison of Sweets, a man
he will use in a venture.
5. Cora and Shanty plan cohabitation, though Shanty has
a wife.
6. Mary Lou Bolton, a judge's daughter, comes to Johnny's
bar.
7. Cora and Shanty are warned by Johnny.
8. Johnny is surprised to find Sweets is now a tired old
man, not the swaggering outlaw Johnny remembered.
Sweets declares himself through with crime.
Act II
1. Gabe recites a poem about a black family coming to dis
favor with blacks for moving to a white neighborhood.
2. Johnny courts the favor of crime boss Zerroni, despite
his boyhood friend Mike Maffucci1s warning that Zerroni
does not like blacks.
3. Sweets offers Johnny control of his considerablereal
estate, since he will soon die.
4. Gabe and Melvin work in the arts and hope for white
recognition.
5. Dee becomes restless and impatient for Johnny to marry
her.
6. Shanty's ineptness, as demonstrated by his effort to
perform on the drums for Johnny, causes him to break
off the relationship with Cora.
7. Dee learns that Johnny is now preferring Mary Lou to
herself.
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8. Mike Maffucci recognizes Mary Lou as the daughter of
the judge who gained acquittal for Zerroni on charges
of bribery and murder.
Act III
1. Gabe recites a paean to black culture in a setting of
symbols of violence such as guns and molotov cocktails.
2. Dee warns Mary Lou against becoming involved with
Johnny.
3. Johnny asks Mary Lou to get some papers
Zerroni from her father as a protection
roni's objections to Johnny's operating
territory. He suggests the judge might
accomplice.

incriminating
against Zerin Zerroni's
be Zerroni's

4. Dee commits suicide offstage.
5. Cora is marrying a doctor. Shanty, in an irrational
tirade, expresses white supremist attitudes toward
Johnny and weilds a knife wildly before leaving the
bar.
6 . Melvin denounces decadent dance artists and declares
that he will abandon a career in dance.
7.

Johnny learns from the tapes and documents Mary Lou
brings that Maffucci is a murderer in the employ of
Zerroni. Johnny admits to Gabe that he does not want
the materials for protection, but for purposes of
blackmail.

8. Gabe initiates efforts to have Johnny return the tapes
and documents. Johnny hands the documents to Gabe.
9.

Judge Bolton and Maffucci demand of Johnny the return
of the documents. They threaten Johnny and leave.

10. Machine Dog, a mythic character, prophesies that
Johnny will be the next martyr to the black cause.
11. Bolton's vice squad enters the bar. Mary Lou is ac
cused of soliciting for Johnny. She admits the work,
and Johnny hands over the bag of stolen materials.
12. Maffucci and a gunman arrive to kill Johnny. Sweets
intervenes with a knife to aid Johnny, who, in the
moment, is able to kill Maffucci and the gunman.
13. Sweets is fatally wounded.

14. Against the urging of Gabe, Johnny puts into effect
his plans for blackmail.
15. Johnny puts a gun into Gabe's hand and asserts a war
between blacks and. whites. Johnny insults Gabe, and
Gabe fires a fatal bullet into Johnny.
The major plot of No Place To Be Somebody moves ver
tically, and the lengthy play within the play is horizon
tal, but the drama as a whole is neither mimetic nor di
dactic. Gordone's plot is complex.

The author achieves

unity through giving the character Gabe a major role in
both separate plots.
The action of Jason Miller's That Championship Sea
son concerns one annual reunion of a high school basket
ball team.

All of the teammates are now on the verge of

middle age, and they suffer feelings of disillusionment.
The old Coach remains fixed in an era twenty years past,
and views the world from this perspective.

Strains in the

men's relationship threaten to tear them apart.
cover that even their team championship is a lie.

They dis
But

Coach is able to subjugate the men's dissatisfaction with
their present state by recalling in them the gratification
they knew as a championship team.
Jason Miller's That Championship Season is a mimetic
drama, and the author horizontally arranges the events.
Miller's plot is complex owing to the suspense he sustains
until near the end over whether the men will be able to
overcome their interpersonal conflicts and survive as a

group.

While all of the characters participate equally

in the action, the Coach is the central figure which gives
unity to the whole.

The other characters' allegiance to

the Coach and what he represents in their lives is the
major characteristic that they all hold in common.
The Events:

Act I

1. The playwright creates a social event, an anniversary
of a team's championship, to which members assemble.
2. One member, George, is campaigning for re-election as
mayor.
3. Tensions mount under opinions permitted by the social
setting.
4. The Coach attempts to ease feelings by dancing in antic
ipation of George's political victory. Coach is not
physically strong, however, and is carried off by George.
5. Phil, George's financial backer traditionally, is ac
cused of and admits to an extramarital affair with
George's wife.
6. Shocked and angered, George threatens Phil with a gun.
Act II
1. Coach, the peacemaker, calms George's anger.
2. Comments allowed by the social event lead to a dare to
Phil to withdraw financial backing from George and
offer it to Sharman, a political opponent who is not
part of the social event.
3. Phil accepts the dare and telephones the opponent, fly
ing into a rage when the offer is refused.
4. Coach calms Phil by talking privately to him offstage.
5. The social event promotes other members alternately to
propose actions or threats to which they in turn react
in anger.
6 . Coach approaches each one by talking privately.

7. The social event permits interaction among the men to
rise to such heat that one strikes another in anger.
8. In utter disgust at the quarrelling, the bickering, the
plotting among the members of the team celebrating the
championship season, George becomes nauseated and lun
ges for the team's trophy.
Act III
1. The social event has survived the tensions. George's
nausea relieved, another member takes the trophy to
clean it.
2. Coach this time reverses the favor and helps George off
to rest and recover.
3. George has talked offstage with his wife who says her
affair with Phil was to secure Phil's financing for
the campaign.
4. The social event motivates the members to recount again
Martin's rough play as cause for discrediting the win
ning of the championship.
5. Coach plays again the broadcast narration of the final
moments of the game.
6. The social event effects a thorough catharsis in the
members. They gather around the trophy for the annual
photograph.
Miller's play is an orthodox mimetic script.
is complex.

The plot

The author uses the Coach as a focal charac

ter.
The action of Lanford Wilson's The Hot L Baltimore fo
cuses on the interaction of a group of people whom the au
thor brings together in a dilapidated hotel.

Among the

major characters are Bill Lewis, the night clerk; the Girl,
a young call girl; two older prostitutes, April Green and Suzy
Jackie and Jamie, brother and sister itinerants; two elderly
residents, Millie and Mr. Morse; and Paul Granger III, a
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young man who comes in search of his grandfather.

The

action spans the time between the people's discovery that
the hotel has been scheduled for demolition and Paul's
decision to abandon the hunt for his relative.
Lanford Wilson's play is vertical in movement, but it
is not didactic either in content or in unity.
is simple in construction.

The plot

The playwright appears to ini

tiate a major conflict early in the play with the discovery
by the residents that the old hotel which houses them is
to be torn down.
velops.

However, this line of action never de

Events proceed until the final curtain when the

author concludes the piece without having developed or
resolved any lines of action.

The night clerk, Bill Lewis,

is the one character who becomes involved, albeit passively,
with all of the other characters.

In this capacity, Lewis

is a focal character, lending some unity to the play's
events.
The Events:

Act I

1. The hotel night-clerk makes wake-up calls; the Girl
assists.
2. A woman wants to talk with the manager about her son,
a boarder at the hotel.
3. The hotel manager has letters of eviction delivered to
all boarders; the building is to be razed.
4. Some of the boarders are introduced:
and a man.

three prostitutes

5. The woman's request to let her son, a thief of hotel
property, stay is refused by the manager, Katz. She

begins moving the son's belongings out in boxes.
6. Jackie and Jamie seek a pawnshop.
Act II
1. Paul Granger III arrives and seeks information about
his grandfather, a former guest of the hotel.
2. Morse complains in a rage of being robbed.
3. Jackie is suspected, searched, and Morse's property is
recovered.
4. Katz orders Jackie and Jamie to leave the hotel.
5. Jackie and Jamie are told that the land in Utah they
allegedly purchased to farm is no good for that pur
pose.
Act III
1. Jamie is seeking Jackie, who is overdue from purchasing
gas for their car in preparation for travel.
2. The Girl discovers a receipt giving a date when Paul's
grandfather left the hotel. Paul is now disinterested
in searching further.
3. Suzy has found a job and an apartment; she serves all
the boarders champagne as she moves out of the hotel.
4. Paul leaves, the Girl being unsuccessful in persuading
him to continue the search for his grandfather.
5. April dances with Jamie to distract him from the real
ization that Jackie, his sister, will not return for
him.
Note: Since the curtain on the theatre stage opened at
the start, it now has to close to end the activity.
The Hot L Baltimore unfolds vertically, but Wilson
does not use thought as a unifying element to make the
script didactic.

Neither does he employ story, causality,

or character development to the degree necessary to make
the play mimetic.

The plot is simple in construction.

The playwright uses the night clerk, Bill Lewis, as a
focal character.
Sticks and Bones, by David Rabe, begins with the
homecoming of a family's eldest son from the Vietnam War.
David, the son, returns blinded, bitter, and strangely un
responsive toward his parents, Ozzie and Harriet, and his
younger brother, Rick.

David is agonized both by his

guilt over abandoning Zung, his Vietnamese lover, and by
his recognization that he no longer shares the beliefs and
values of his family.

At the climax of the conflict be

tween David and his family, the young man discovers that
he is not able to resist reassimilation into the familiar
environment.
Rabe vertically arranges the events in Sticks and
Bones.

The author does not develop the characters or

their actions mimetically in his script, but neither does
he develop thought in the play to a degree where it serves
as a unifying element.

The plot is complex, with unex

pected, even mysterious, events occurring throughout.
Rabe employs the eldest son, David, as a focal character.
Early in Act One, this son initiates the unrest that dis
turbs the entire family, and he sustains the conflict in
most of the subsequent events.
The Events:

Act I

1. A telephone call announces to Ozzie and Harriet their
son David is returning from military service in Vietnam.
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2. David, totally blind, arrives with an armed forces
representative.
3. David thrashes about the room in his blindness, rest
less .
4. In.a fantasy, David's Vietnamese mistress, Zung, is
personified to David.
5. Harriet visits David's room where he is asleep. Intu
itively, Harriet assures David he was wise not to
bring the woman home with him.
6 . Zung appears to David in his room, and he flees from
her.
7. Ozzie reacts in negative derision at the knowledge of
David's sex activity with a female of another race.
The parents unite against David.
8. Rick entertains with his guitar and singing; he pre
pares to show home movies.
9. David attempts the same, wresting the guitar from Rick,
but his Vietnam movie film is blank. David describes
war atrocities. David asks Zung's forgiveness for
leaving her in Vietnam.
Act II
1. The Priest explains to the parents how he will help
David. The Priest enters David's room to council and
bless him; David fights back at the Priest’s mention
of Zung. The Priest blesses David from a safe distance.
2. Ozzie talks with David about his overseas cap. The
cap is equipped with a deadly weapon, which David
threateningly demonstrates.
3. In his room, Harriet listens to David's stories of war
horrors; she belittles his relations with the Vietnamese
girl, and he responds by attacking his mother with a
cane.
4. Ozzie acknowledges Zung's presence, warning her to leave
David alone.
5. David describes an offstage noise as a truck convoy
earring the war dead. David begs his father to accept
Zung.
6. Ozzie and Rick attack David and he lies still on the

floor.
7. Zung speaks briefly in her native tongue and Ozzie
attacks and strangles her; Harriet covers her body.
8. The family performs a ceremonial execution of David.
9. David expresses a wish to kill his family.
Rabe's play moves vertically, but the drama is nei
ther didactic nor mimetic.

The playwright does not stress

thought as a unifying element, neither does he employ
story, causality, natural probability, nor realistic char
acter development.

The plot is complex.

The character of

David, the eldest son, is a focal character.
Miguel Pinero1s Short Eyes is a naturalistic prison
drama.

Life in the House of Detention is marked by ex

treme regimentation.

The prisoners live under the author

ity of the officials, and, in addition, they must conform
to the laws of the society of their peers.

The entrance

of Clark Davis into the prisoners1 community creates a
disruption.

Davis is accused of being a child molester,

an unforgivable crime among the inmates.

Of all the pris

oners, only Juan has any compassion for the accused.
Davis becomes a scape goat upon which the prisoners furi
ously pour out their suppressed feelings of guilt, selfhatred, and rage against the society which has caged them.
Davis is murdered, but the prison officials allow the crime
to go unpunished to allay themselves of responsibility.
Even the discovery of Davis1 innocence fails to stir
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remorse in his killers.

It is then that Juan points out

to the inmates that they have allowed life in the institu
tion to brutalize them, eternally imprisoning their human
spirits.
Short Eyes is a mimetic drama in which the author
horizontally arranged the events.
pound.

Pinero's plot is com

The major line of action involves the murder of

a prisoner by his fellow inmates, and the resulting con- .
cealment of the crime by prison officials.

A secondary

plot shows the relationship between two of the prisoners,
Juan and Julio, in which Juan unsuccessfully tries to guard
the younger man against the dehumanizing effects of impris
onment.

Pinero employs Juan as a focal character by having

him singularly oppose violence among the inmates before and
after the murder, and in the active interest he takes in
preserving Julio's integrity.
The Events:

Act I

1. A group under regiraentated conditions responds to roll
call off Prison Dayroom.
2. A new prisoner, Clark Davis, is committed. The only
other white, Longshoe, attaches himself to the new man.
Rumor is that Davis is a "short eyes freak," or a child
molester.
3. The group cruelly attacks Davis both bodily and men
tally .
Act II
1. The group discusses problems of individual members.
Sick call motivates exits.
2. Juan, a confidant, listens to Davis' troubles.

3. The group threatens Juan when he does not join their
plan to commit violence against Davis.
4. Davis runs from them, calling the guard for protection
and threatening legal action if he is abused.
5. The group is enraged, and an extended session of pun
ishing and threatening Davis ensues. Davis is murdered
by having his throat cut with a knife.
6. Warden Allard investigates by questioning the prisoners
and the guard about Davis' murder. Alibis are heard
and accepted, though the questioner knows them to be
false, all lies. The prison administration takes no
blame.
Miguel Pinero's Short Eyes is a traditionally mimetic
drama.

The plot is compound in nature.

Juan, the one

judicious inmate, is the play's focal character.
The River Niger, by Joseph A. Walker, is the story of
a Harlem family in which conflicts between the generations
are overcome in the face of a common enemy— the white so
ciety.

John Williams is the head of the household which

includes his wife, Mattie; his son, Jeff; and his motherin-law, Grandma Wilhemina Brown.

John's plans for Jeff

to achieve recognition in the white man's world are dashed
when Jeff abruptly ends his career in the Air Force be
cause of racial prejudice encountered there.

The family's

inner conflicts are forgotten in the face of larger per
sonal tragedies.

Jeff becomes involved with a militant

street gang, and Mattie discovers that she has a recur
rence of cancer.

John dies trying to protect Jeff and his

younger acquaintances during a gun battle with the police.
In this crisis, Mattie displays the fortitude to keep the

family together in the future.
Joseph A. Walker's The River Niger is a mimetic drama
in which the author has horizontally arranged the plot.
The plot is compound in form.

The major line of action

contains the father's search for a cause to which he can
dedicate his life.

The secondary plot involves his son's

efforts to establish an identity for himself.

The father

is the script's focal character because of his involvement
in both his own and his son's affairs.
The Events:

Act I

1. The parents, mother-in-law, and Dudley, a family friend
and physician, are introduced.
2. Ann, Jeff's fiance, arrives to spend the night with
Jeff's parents, anticipating his release from the Air
Force.
3. A gang of ruffians gathers, attracted by Ann.
threaten, but John disperses them with a gun.

They

4. Jeff arrives in the night; he wakens Ann by blowing
marijuana smoke in her face.
Act II
1. The gang returns. Al, a new member no one knows very
well, asks questions.
2. Jeff, interrupted in his room by Chips, a gang member,
with Ann, beats Chips savagely. Jeff is in control as
he holds a cocked gun to Chips' temple.
3. Mo, another gang member and earlier friend of Jeff,
brings his girl, Gail. He plans a violent act to at
tract the attention of whites to his gang.
4. Ann and Jeff agree to marry.
5. Gail reports that Mo plans the destruction of a public
building or a police station, and asks Jeff to help her
prevent the act.

6 . John encourages Jeff to pursue a career in the Air
Force. Jeff argues that it will not bring the rewards
John believes.
7. Jeff threatens to leave home if he must be. ordered
about by his parents.
Act III
1. Mattie has cancer, as Dudley diagnosed.
2. Jeff agrees to monitor a telephone in an effort to
catch the informer in M o ’s group.
3. John comes home from a period of drinking and fight
ing, convinced it is right that Jeff should proceed
in his own way, and not by his parents' orders. The
news of Mattie's illness fills John with feelings of
futility and defeat, and he explodes in a fit of vio
lence. Mattie reassures him.
4. The gang assembles when Jeff believes that he can
identify the voice he heard on the telephone.
5. Mo's efforts to destroy a public building result in a
gang member being wounded.
6. Jeff threatens Mo for involving his parents by bring
ing the wounded man to the home.
7. police surround the house, giving all time to surren
der.
8. John orders all gang members to hide their guns.9. Jeff identifies Al's voice as the informer's.
10.

Al identifies himself as apolice officer, and draws
his gun on Jeff, believing him to be the killer of
another officer in the past.

11. John draws on Al. They exchange fire. Al dies; John
is fatally wounded. Mattie orders the gang to carry
out John's plan to hide their weapons. The young
people then get a new chance.
The River Niger is a typical mimetic script.
plot is compound.

Walker's

He uses the father, John, as a focal

character in the play.

The plot of Edward Albee's Seascape is uncomplicated.
A man and wife, Charlie and Nancy, fall into a discussion
of their philosophies of life at middle age while on a pic
nic at the beach.

Charlie is content with his accomplish

ments, while Nancy looks for new experiences to affirm her
continuing zest for life.

The humans meet a reptilian

couple, Sarah and Leslie, who emerge from the surf.
The challenge of initiating the primordial couple in their
development as humans invigorates Charlie as well as Nancy.
A crisis occurs when the reptiles decide there is more
civility beneath the ocean than on land and prepare to re
turn to the water.

Finally, Leslie and Sarah realize that

the evolutionary process is too compelling to deny, and
they resign themselves to begin the transformation.
Albee vertically arranged the events in Seascape,
but the play is not clearly rehtorical, therefore it is
neither didactic nor mimetic.

The plot is simple in that

once the author establishes an abstract order of probality there are no unexpected occurrences or serious re
versals.

Albee builds some suspense at the conclusion

over whether the amphibians will postpone their evolution
ary development.

The human couple, Charlie and Nancy,

serve as a focal pair in the script.

The author uses their

concern over the proper evolutionary development of the
amphibious couple to initiate and sustain most of the
plot's events.

The Events:

Act I

1. Nancy and Charlie are at the seaside when Nancy sights
Leslie and Sarah in the distance.
2. Nancy notices peculiarities about the people she sees.
3. Sarah and Leslie, manlike lizards, appear, frightening
Charlie.
4. Nancy, unafraid, hands Charlie a stick for a weapon.
5. Sarah and Leslie try to escape toward the water at the
sound of a jet plane. They return, and Charlie and
Nancy determine to remain motionless.
Act II
1. The lizards initiate a poking action against Charlie.
2. The women, Nancy to Charlie and Sarah to Leslie, advise
the males.
3. The males initiate blunt communication expressions.
4. The couples then begin communicating, exchanging sim
ple information on subjects such as death, evolution,
and mortality.
5. The individuals fend for each other.
6. Nancy restrains the lizard couple from returning to the
sea, insisting they must inevitably come back again.
7. Charlie and Nancy are more aware of existence as a re
sult of the brief impulse to civilize Sarah and Leslie.
Albee's plot moves vertically, but the play is not
didactic.

Given the fantastic nature of the events and

the reptilian couple, the drama cannot be mimetic either.
The plot is simple.

The humans, Nancy and Charlie, form

a focal group around which the play's actions develop.
The events of Ed Bullins' The Taking of Miss Janie
are put together in a convoluted structure.

One of the

most unusual features of this plot is in the author's use
of time.

Intermingled in the action are periods in which

time moves in a natural sequence and instances when time
becomes confused and the distinctions of past, present,
and future are not easily discerned.

The action focuses

on a group of young adults in the era of the sixties.
Their lives intertwine throughout the decade as they grow
from hedonistic youth to anguished adults.

Some of the

characters realize that the lack of direction in their
lives is to blame for their failure to find satisfaction.
The two central characters are Monty, a young black man,
and Janie, a white girl.

They are able to maintain a

platonic friendship over the years even though each ex
periences failure in marriage and all other efforts to
establish lasting relationships.

But, as the author re

veals in the beginning of the plot, even the friendship
of Monty and Janie is vulnerable to deterioration.

Monty

rapes her with no expression of compunction.
The author of The Taking of Miss Janie vertically ar
ranged the events of the script.

However, Ed Bullins

chose not to make an overtly didactic statement in the non
realistic drama.

The plot is compound, with all of the

characters interrelated in one or more associations.
Little of the play's action transpires before the audience
Most of the important events are reported directly to the
audience by the characters who are involved.

Some of the

events discussed by the characters occurred in the past,
and others are yet to happen.

There are no true focal

characters because no one character or group influences
the action more than the others.

Bullins does achieve

some unity in the plot, however, with an action of the
characters of Monty and Janie.

The author begins the

play with the characters engaged in a specific action.
Then, after interruptions, Bullins shows the completion
of the two characters1 original action at the close of the
drama.
The Events:

Act I

1. Monty invites Janie to a party at his apartment.
2. Janie accepts Monty's invitation.
3. Len and Rick, Monty's apartment mates, react to Janie
at the party.
4. The party (a social event) identifies two groups with
two attitudes.
5. Mort Silberstein, a mythic character, dances and passes
out marijuana to the group.
6 . The social event moves individuals to articulate per
sonal thoughts and views to the audience and/or other
members.
7. Monty wishes or wills to have Janie since he is at
tracted .
8. Janie enjoys Monty in a spiritual sense.
9. Monty agrees to drive Janie to Mexico for an abortion,
she being pregnant from a boyfriend.
10. Peggy, another group member, and wife of Monty, had a
child put out for adoption.
11. Flossy, another group member, initiates bisexual

relations with Monty and then Peggy.
12. Lonnie is responsible' for three of Janie's abortions
while her boyfriend.
13. Len and Rick are involved with black nationalism.
14. Sharon married Len, a "perpetual student," and lives
a life of parties.
15. Mort accuses Sharon of betraying her Jewish heritage;
Sharon says the same of Mort, who lives with a German
girl. .
16. The party ends when all leave of boredom.
17. Monty rapes Janie.
Bullins* play moves vertically, but he does not em
phasize thought enough to make the play didactic.

With

no story, natural probability, or realistic character
development, neither can the drama be mimetic in nature.
The plot is compound.

There are no true focal characters

in the script.
In summary, no one dominant plan of structuring events
of plot emerges in the thirteen scripts.

The authors of

six of the plays arrange their plots in horizontal move
ment.

These six plays with causally arranged action are

The Subject Was Roses, The Great White Hope, The Effect of
Gamma Rays On Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds, That Championship
Season, Short Eyes, and The River Niger.
A similar number of the plays have characteristics of
vertical movement.

These plays include A Delicate Balance,

The House of Blue Leaves, The Hot L Baltimore, Sticks And
Bones, Seascape, and The Taking of Miss Janie.

One drama
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— No Place To Be Somebody/ the play within a play— con
tains two separate plots, the major plot vertical in move
ment, the play within horizontal.

The scripts of Albee,

Sackler, Zindel, Guare, Gordone, Wilson, Rabe, and Bul
lins all depart from traditional standards of plot struc
ture for both mimetic and didactic drama.
In fact, the plot structures of nine of the thirteen
contemporary scripts in this study cannot be classified
as either mimetic or didactic, according to definition.
Four of the dramas, The Subject Was Roses, That Champion
ship Season, Short Eyes, and The River Niger, are conven
tionally mimetic.

None of the plays is explicitly per

suasive enough to be didactic.

But, as stated earlier,

not all of the scripts follow a horizontal movement, which
is necessary for mimetic drama with its emphasis on re
flecting natural probability.

Of the horizontal plots,

The Great White Hope and The Effect of Gamma Rays On
Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds do not consistently maintain
natural probability.

The unifying element in these plays

is not causality, character, or thought to the degree seen
before in either mimetic or didactic drama.
Three of the thirteen plots are simple in construc
tion— The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-In-The-Moon Mari
golds , The Hot L Baltimore, and Seascape.

The complex plots

number seven, and include The Subject Was Roses, A Deli
cate Balance, The Great White Hope, The House of Blue

Leaves, No Place To Be Somebody, That Championship Season,
an<i Sticks And Bones.

The three compound scripts are

Short Eyes, The River Niger, and The Taking of Miss Janie.
This categorization indicates that the contemporary au
thor preferred complex scripts over the more direct sim
ple plot.

But, they did not choose to include subplots

in most of their dramas.
All of the authors use some form of focal characters
to lend unity in action in their plays.

The writers of

four of the dramas— The Subject Was Roses, A Delicate
Balance, The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-In-The-Moon Mari
golds , and Seascape— employ more than one character, or
focal groups, in this function.

All of the focal groups

consist of families, usually only a husband and wife, ex
cept for The Subject Was Roses and The Effect of Gamma
Rays On Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds, in which the authors
include the children in the focal group.
Except for those scripts identified above as being
traditionally mimetic, the only apparent unity in these
plays is provided by a combination of both character and
thought.

Both of these elements will be discussed in more

detail in other chapters, and will be considered in their
relation to plot unity at present.

The characters have

enough human traits for the audience to care about them.
Yet, the authors belie their characters' credibility
through failure to sustain natural probability in the

plots.

Also, there is a compulsion to feel that thought

is consequential in the plays.

The authors give the im

pression that the actions are important, even though much
of the meaning generally remains nebulous.
Exactly what significance is held by the authors'
deviation from the traditional mimetic and didactic forms
of plot structure will be considered in the concluding
chapter.

At this point, it is only necessary to specify

unusual features of plotting in the thirteen plays.

CHAPTER III
CHARACTER
In the Poetics, Aristotle enumerates four qualities
for the characters of drama:

that they be good; that they

be appropriate; that their portrayal should reflect a sem
blance to human nature; and that they should be consis
tent.^

He explains that the most effective way for an

author to demonstrate a character's morality is through
that character's performance.

"The persons will have

character if. . . . their speech or action reveals the
moral quality of some choice, and good character if a good
choice."

2

Gudeman and Rostagni translate Aristotle's il

lustration of appropriateness in character as, "for there
is a manly character, but it is not fitting for a woman to
have a masculine character or to be powerful."

3

Aristotle's

description of consistency reads, "For even if the person
being imitated in inconsistent, and that kind of character

Aristotle, Aristotle Poetics, trans. Gerald F. Else
(Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1967), p. 43.
2

Aristotle, p. 43.

^ Aristotle, Poetics, trans. Gudeman and Rostagni, in
Literary Criticism, Plato to Dryden, ed. Allan H. Gilbert
(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1962), pp. 89-90.
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has been taken as the theme, he should be inconsistent in
a consistent fashion."

4

Hubert C. Heffner defines "character" and elaborates
on Aristotle's statement that plot "is the imitation of an
action and imitates the persons primarily for the sake of
their actions."

5

■

Heffner says:

A play is an action carried on or brought about
by human agents. . . . Whenever . . . one agent
is differentiated from another agent, that dif
ferentiation serves to characterize. . . . Play
wrights differentiate agents by ascribing to
them traits. The traits they ascribe to each
depend upon the function and the role which each
must play in the action. It also depends upon
the kind and style of role which the playwright
desires to create. If his objective is to cre
ate a fully-developed, complex, realistic modern
individual, he will employ a wide variety of
traits. If, on the other hand, his objective is
to create a ridiculous portrait of a certain
human trait, say jealousy or miserliness, he will
select only those traits which harmonize with
the dominant trait. The traits employed by
writers to characterize may be arranged in an
hierarchical order, as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Biological traits
Physical traits
Bent, disposition, attitude
Traits of feeling, emotion, desire
Traits or characteristics of thinking
Decisions6

Smiley expands somewhat on Heffner's discussion of
each of these traits.
4
5

According to Smiley, biological

Aristotle, trans. Else, p. 43.
Aristotle, trans. Else, p. 28.

g

Hubert C. Heffner, Modern Theatre Practice, 4th ed.
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1959), p. 86.

traits distinguish a character on the simplest level of
identification— human or animal, male or female.

Physi

cal traits include any distinctive feature of vocal qual
ity or bodily appearance, such as age, size, weight,
coloring, or posture.

The dispositional trait of a char

acter is his prevailing temperament.

Smiley believes

motivational traits are expressed in desires, which lead
a character to commit actions.

Deliberative traits are

closely associated with desires, or motivations.

Through

deliberation, or the consideration of options, the char
acter decides what to do about his desires.

Smiley calls

decisive traits the highest level of characterization be
cause the character reveals himself most completely by his
decisions.^
Brockett has adapted a procedure for character analy
sis from Heffner's original system.

In it, Brockett iden

tifies four levels of characterization.

The physical level

includes basic information, such as the character's sex,
age, size, and color.

Next, the social level indicates

the character's economic status, profession or trade, re
ligion, and family relationships.

The psychological level

contains the habitual responses, attitudes, desires, moti
vations, likes and dislikes of the character— in short,
the inner workings of the mind, both emotional and

7

Sam Smiley, Playwriting; The Structure of Action
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971),
pp. 84-88.

intellectual, which precede action.

Finally, the moral

level of characterization covers the character's ethical
standards-

Playwrights often demonstrate their charac

ters 1 ethical standards by having a character make a moral
decision.

This decision-making process usually requires

the character to examine his motives and values, thereby
revealing his true nature both to the audience and to him
self.8

Brockett's method of characterization analysis is

the standard for the examination of the authors' characters
in this study.
As stated earlier, the function and role of each
character are the measures which a dramatist uses to de
termine with which traits the character will be sndowed.
Two of the most usual roles found in playscripts are the
protagonist and the antagonist.

Smiley defines the pro

tagonist as being:
the character receiving the most attention from
the playwright, the other characters, and even
tually the audience. The protagonist is the
character with the most volition, the one who
makes events happen and propels the action.
. ... Furthermore, the protagonist makes the
major discoveries and decisions in a play. He
usually delivers the most speeches, is on stage
longest, and engages in the most activity, or at
least has the most things done to him.9

8 Oscar G. Brockett, The Theatre: An Introduction,
2nd ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,
1969), pp. 34-35.
9 Smiley, p. 96.
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Smiley defines the function of the antagonist as being
to oppose the protagonist.

He'adds, "An antagonist

usually best represents the obstacles. . . .

An antago

nist frequently is responsible for initiating the pro
tagonist's and the play's crucial problem.
No moral quality is inherent in the role of the pro
tagonist and the antagonist— either can be good or evil.
Neither function need necessarily be performed by a sin
gle character; groups can comprise the active and counter
active forces in a drama.

Moreover, the central location

of attention in a drama may not be on human agents at all.
Conceivably, a controversial situation could claim the
greatest consideration, with the drama's characters aligned
on opposing sides of the question.
Once the most important characters in a drama have
been recognized, the task of deciding the role of the re
maining parts becomes easier.

Many of the supporting

characters will advance either the protagonist or the an
tagonist.

Some will add to the drama's balance by provid

ing contrasts and complements in personalities and moods.
Additional characters serve purely technical roles, such
as the supplying of information crucial to the audience's
understanding of the action.

Of course, some characters

can serve in more than one of these functions.

Smiley, p. 97.

So, a dramatist largely determines his characters'
traits by the function he assigns the characters in his
script.

The playwright then establishes the characters'

traits in the mind of the audience chiefly through the
actions which he has each character perform.
Heffner points out the nature of the relationship
between plot, or action, and character.
Plots are essentially made out of characters,
what they do, think, and feel, because they are
the kinds of human beings who would do, think,
and feel the kinds of things ascribed to them.
Hence the material of plot is character and the
material of character is thought in all of its
aspects. But the kinds of characters that a
playwright puts into a play are determined by
the kinds of action which they have to do
throughout the play. The form of the character
is controlled by the plot. 3-1
On the same subject, Albright cites "identification"
as being the "distinguishing of the character as some certain kind of person and as an individual being." 12

He

says the four methods by which playwrights reveal a chaacter's traits are "(1) what other characters in the play
say about him;
he does;

^

(2) by what he says of himself;
(4) by his appearance." 13

(3) by what

Heffner, pp. 80-81.

H, D. Albright, William P. Halstead, and Lee
Mitchell, Principles of Theatre Art, 2nd ed. (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1968), p. 30.
^

Albright, p. 33.

Albright states that two types of motivation exist
to initiate the behavior of characters in a play— ethical
and pathetic.

Ethical motivation is "motivation by means

of those factors which are voluntary, such as reason, will,
faith, or belief in some principle."^

Pathetic motiva

tion is "motivation by means of those factors in human
behavior which are involuntary, such as emotion, impulse,
instinct, and conditioned response." 15
The following investigation of the selected thirteen
American dramas will analyze contemporary playwrights'
methods of character delineation.

A major objective of

this chapter will be to point out how these authors con
form and/or deviate in their characterizations from the
established theory reviewed above.

Finally, an evalaution

of the playwrights' work in characterization will be given
to determine whether their practice is stronger or less
strong than the theoretical standard.
Frank D. Gilroy invented three characters for The
Subject Was Roses.

They include John and Nettie Cleary,

and their son, Timmy.
protagonist.

The son functions as the play's

His return home begins the drama's action.

The resolution of his changing relationship with each of
his parents and his final decision to either remain with

Albright, p. 35.
Albright, p. 35.

them or leave dominates the plot.
The author provides the son with three years of ser
vice in the wartime army of the 1940's to motivate the
young man's advances toward maturation.

In Act One, the

father describes his son as being a sickly child, over
protected by his mother before he left for the service.
Gilroy demonstrates the son's major transformation
to be the reversal in his attitudes toward his father and
his mother.

The father remarks that he has gotten along

better with his son since the young man's return than any
other time in their relationship.

The young man makes an

overture of friendship by inviting his father to accompany
him to a ball game.

On the other hand, the son is unap

preciative of the fact that his mother fixed his favorite
breakfast.

However, Gilroy shows that the son is not hos

tile toward his mother by having him honor his promise to
dance with her on his first morning home.
Later in Act One, the playwright reveals more about
the son's nature when the young man admits to his father
that he never considered himself a good soldier.

The

character bases this evaluation on the fact that while he
obeyed orders conscientiously, he flatly refused to volun
teer for any special duty.
When the family returns home from an evening on the
town near the end of the first act, the son is drunk.
This action contradicts the character's previous aversion

to alcohol as a boy.

The father states in Act One that

he never knew his son to drink before.
Gilroy uses the character of the father, John Cleary,
as the play’s principal antagonist.

One of the son's

strongest desires in the play is to be closer to his
father, and Cleary blocks his son’s attempts at reconcilation throughout much of the drama.

In the end, how

ever, the father reunites with his son.
The author introduces the father in Act One in a
scene wherein he accuses his wife of overprotecting their
son.

In the same sequence, Gilroy also has the father

admit that he feels closer to the boy now than before his
son left for the army.

The father objects to his wife's

plan to buy new curtains, thereby demonstrating that he
is economy-minded.
John Cleary at first rejects his son's bid to see a
ball game, explaining that a game is not a sufficient ex
cuse for missing work.

Later, however, the father reverses

this decision, and returns home to go to the game with his
son.
point

In this manner, Gilroy shows the sincerity at this
of the father's desire to improve the relationship

with his son.

The father chooses to deny his basically prag

matic nature in order to spend a day of diversion with his
son.
The father and son return from the game with a bou
quet of roses as a gift for the mother.

Although bringing

the flowers was the son's idea, the father agrees to take
credit for the gesture.

In the following scene between

the father and son, Gilroy has the older man apologize
for considering his son too sickly to succeed in the army.
The son acknowledges that’ he admires his father's deter
mination in the face of his life’s difficulties.

The

father declares that he was not schooled past the fourth
grade, and that he was the sole support for his parents
at a early age.

Cleary also concedes that, despite his

self-reliance, he was very nervous around his wife when
they first met.
In a further departure from his usually pragmatic
nature, Cleary decides to treat his wife and son to a
celebration at an expensive night club.

After the family’s

arrival home from their night out, the father, in a drunken
state, attempts lovemaking with his wife.
wife destroys the gift of roses.

Infuriated, the

In retaliation, Cleary

declares that bringing the roses was the son's idea.
Gilroy uses the mother, Nettie Cleary, as a secondary
antagonist in that she is not in favor of her son's plan
to form a closer relationship with his father.

The dram

atist presents the mother's fundamental desire in the
play as being the wish to continue the relationship with
her son in the same manner as before he went away.
At the play's beginning, Gilroy has the husband ac
cuse his wife of sheltering their son.

The mother

evidences her desire to restore her former relationship
with her son by fixing his favorite breakfast and joining
him in one of their former pastimes, dancing to music on
the radio.
Later, when Cleary presents his wife with the gift
of roses, she is reminded of her father, who also used to
give her roses.

After returning from their night of cele

bration, the wife tells her husband that she has not for
gotten the trouble between them.

She repulses his roman

tic advances by smashing a vase containing her roses.
Thus, at the end of Act One, Gilroy has established
all three of his characters on several levels of charac
terization.

The author's characters are believable as

persons, and, as such, are appropriate to his realistic
script.
In Act Two, the playwright brings all three charac
ters to separate climactic stages in their development.
The mother and son quarrel, and the son accuses her of al
ways aligning herself with him against his father.

Re

jected by her son, the mother leaves home unexpectedly,
without announcing her plans.

The father has also left

after his wife supports the son's decision not to go to
church with his father.
The author also advances the son's characterization
during Act Two.

He declares to his father that he no

longer considers himself a Catholic.

Then, he chides his

mother for not upholding her husband’s point of view more
often.

Finally, he decides to attend church with his

father, rather than going with his mother to visit rela
tives .
Gilroy engages the father and son in an argument
while the characters await word concerning the mother’s
whereabouts.

The father admits his concern over his

wife's absence, recalls his childhood of poverty, and
strikes his son when the young man calls him a pig.

The

son drinks heavily, and reveals that, as a child, he be
came physically ill because of his parent's quarreling.
The author ends the episode with the mother's return.
She announces that the period of twelve hours that she
spent away was the first time of real freedom in her life.
Furthermore, the mother states that she only returned
home because she is a coward.
The son also reaches an important decision in Act
Two.

In a scene with his mother, the son tells of his

plans to move to his own apartment.

The mother reacts

philosophically, and talks to her son about her relation
ship with his father.

She says her father instilled a

desire in her for life's luxuries, and that she married
her husband because she felt he would be successful in
business.

The mother says that Cleary lost his youthful

enthusiasm during the Depression, and that he was never
temperamentally suited for intimate relationships.

The young man finally declares that he no longer blames
any one member of the family for their troubled relation
ships .
In the conclusion, Gilroy shows how each character
adjusts to the son's decision to leave home.

The mother

states that while she does not want her son to go, she
realizes that he must make the transition from home some
time.

The father tries to persuade the young man to stay.

For the first time in their lives, the father and son
openly declare their love for one another.

Folowing this

action, the son announces a decision to postpone leaving.
The father, however, insists that his son depart as plan
ned, and the son agrees to do so.
In this plav, Gilroy is most concerned with what
Brockett identifies as the social anc psychological levels
of-characterization.

The characters' relationships as

family members is the author's major interest.

Gilroy's

characters are all multi-dimensional, with clearly defined
motivations for their major actions.

A childhood of pov

erty and disillusionment during the Depression left the
father with an unwillingness to relate personally to any
one.

The mother is disenchanted with her husband's fail

ure to attain the level of financial success she had ex
pected.

The son grew up closer to his mother because of

his father's frequent absences on business trips.

How

ever, three years in the army prepared Timmy to view the

family's situation more objectively.
The playwright presents all three characters alter
nately as sympathetic and unsympathetic.

None has the

answer for all of their problems, and, as the son obser
ves, none is completely to blame.

This is further evi

dence of credibility in Gilroy's characters.
Gilroy demonstrates a progression in the characters
as the play unfolds.

At first, their motivations are

generally pathetic in nature? emotion rules most of their
actions.

Each parent jealously covets the son's atten

tions , and Timmy is angry with his mother for what he be
lieves to be her past attempts to turn him against his
father.

But, by the conclusion, ethical motivations have

overcome the emotion.

All three are able to reason that

the boy must leave home in the best interest of his per
sonal development.
In A Delicate Balance, each of Edward Albee's char
acters is recognizably human.

But for his purposes in

the play, Albee does not develop them as realistic, multi
dimensional characters.

Apparently the author designed

each character to contribute to the demonstration of an
argument in the script.

As such, the characters, instead

of being individuals, are roles, each inflexibly serving
a definite function.

Albee does not utilize any of the

levels of characterization to a significant degree in the
characters.

The personae include Tobias and Agnes, an affluent
middle-aged couple; Claire, Agnes's alcoholic sister;
Edna and Harry, the couple's best friends, and Julia,
Agnes and Tobias' daughter.

In addition to their more

specific functions, Tobias and Agnes also serve as the
drama's protagonists.

Albee designates Tobias as the

drama's principal protagonist.

As the male, the tradi

tional family head, Tobias has to make the major decisions
in the play.

Agnes is a secondary protagonist.

She

shares all of Tobias' experiences in the play, and is
equally affected by them.

Near the end of the play, how

ever, Agnes demands that her husband make a crucial deci
sion without her assistance.

One of the wife's most im

portant functions in the play is to point out to Tobias
his responsibilities as husband and father.
Each of the other characters is also a role.

They

are not important as individuals, but they function in
relation to Tobias and Agnes.

Each one represents a dif

ferent rank in the two protagonists' sphere of responsi
bilities to others.

In addition to Tobias and Agnes' ob

ligations to one another as man and wife, they also re
cognize their charges to their child, close relative, and
best friends.
Albee establishes most of the characters' roles in
Act One.

Agnes' sister reminds her that Tobias and Agnes

asked her to come live with them after her father's death;

and Claire further states that she remains there on
Tobias' charity.

Albee has Agnes express to her husband

an ambivalence toward the return home of their daughter.
AGNES
. . . it
her home, we are her parents, the
two' of us, and we have our obligations to her,
and I have reached an age, Tobias, when.I wish
we were always alone, you and I, without . . .
hangers-on . . . or anyone. 3-6
Finally, in Act One, Harry and Edna arrive and ask for
asylum in their friends' home without explaining what has
frightened them.

Tobias and Agnes permit them to stay.

By the end of the act, Albee has established his protag
onists' tolerancy.

Although they, especially Agnes, are

not anxious to continue carrying the burden of the depen
dent individuals who come to them for help, they turn no
one away.
In the second act, the visitors in Tobias and Agnes'
home compete for the couples' attention, resulting in a
greater disruption of Tobias and Agnes' lives.

Tobias

expresses a similar attitude as his wife toward the char
acters taking refuge in his home.
TOBIAS
Some times when it's going to be Agnes and
Tobias, and not just mother and Dad. Right?
Some times when the allowances aren't going to
be made.

IS

Unless otherwise indicated, all ellipses in quota
tions are the author's .

Yet, in spite of their impatience with the other
characters, Tobias and Agnes still suffer their intru
sions.

Whereas they might be expected to care for their

family members out of a feeling of duty, Tobias and Agnes'
sense of responsibility extends to calm endurance of the
mysterious presence of their friends, Harry and Edna.
Albee completed the development of the characters1
roles in the last act.

Agnes states her belief that it

is the husband's role in a home to make decisions concern
ing the family, and that the wife should help carry out
his plans.

But, she accuses Tobias of being weak, shirk

ing his duties as a husband.

She says he should have

taken a stronger hand with his daughter and forced her
to try harder to make at least one of her marriages last.
Also, Agnes voices her profound disappointment over Tobias'
refusal for them to have another child after the death of
their son.
Finally, Agnes comes to believe that the presence of
Harry and Edna may present a threat to their family.
Tobias decides for himself to ask their friends to stay.
Harry and Edna cannot claim the kinship that binds Tobias
to all of the other characters.

Tobias asks them to stay

purely out of his dedication to his idea of friendship.
Albee is primarily concerned with the moral level of
characterization in this play.

He presented the character

of Tobias with the necessity of making a moral decision,

whether or not to allow his friends to remain in his home.
In the first two acts the author has Tobias and Agnes
demonstrate their acceptance of the principle that their
relationships to others carry responsibilities.

They

allow the others to take up residence with them, although
they would prefer to live alone as man and wife.

Their

supreme demonstration of dedication to principle occurs
when they agree to harbor their friends without ever
really understanding why they have come.

In the final

act, Agnes seems to waver, and makes qualifications about
her devotion to Harry and Edna.

But, Tobias believes that

any denial of the principle of responsibility to others
brings into serious question the quality of their rela
tionships with anyone, including each other.
TOBIAS
Oh, for God's sake, Agnes! It is our friends!
What am I supposed to do? Say: "Look, you
can't stay here, you two, you’ve got trouble.
You're friends, and all, but you come in here
clean." Well, I can't do that. No Agnes, for
God's sake, if ... . if that's all Harry and
Edna mean to us, then . . . then what about us?
When we talk to each other . . . what have we
meant? Anything? When we touch, whe we pro
mise, and say . . . yes, or please. . . with
ourselves?. . . have we meant yes, but only if
. . . if there's any condition, Agnes! Then
it's . . . all been empty.
Perhaps most of Albee's characters seem too dimensional
for this morality play.

Tobias and Agnes especially seem

to be involved in serious personal problems, such as the
question of Tobias’ infidelity to his wife and the effect

of their son's death on them as individuals and on their
marriage.

The author implies a rivalry between the sis

ters that perhaps could account for Claire's defeatism
which she manifests in alcoholism.

The reasons behind

Julia's failure at four marriages receives some attention
from the author.
anonymous.

Only Harry and Edna remain practically

Albee's interest in his characters as complex

individuals with unique human problems obscures the char
acters ' dominant roles, and yet the characters are not
acceptable either as realistic human beings.
Howard Sackler involved thirty-five characters in
the plot of The Great White Hope.

Of this group, the most

important to the action are Jack Jefferson, Ellie Bachman,
Cap'n Dan, and Dixon.

Jefferson is the protagonist, the

first black heavyweight champion of the world.

Sackler

gave Jefferson two principal antagonists, Cap'n Dan, a
former champion, and Dixon, an agent of the federal De
partment of Justice.
tress.

Ellie Bachman is Jack's white mis

The antagonists are able to work against Jefferson

most effectively through his relationship with Ellie; she
unwittingly becomes his Achilles' heel.
The .author establishes his protagonist's independent
nature in Act One with Jefferson's successful challenge
of the current champion for the heavyweight title.

Jef

ferson further shows his individuality later in the act
by leaving the country while free on bail, rather than

subject himself to a sentence that he feels is unjust.
Sackler's protagonist is also practical.

When the

opening of his restaurant is threatened by a temperance
group's demonstration in Act One, Jefferson remains ratio
nal, using tact rather than violence to disarm the march
ers.

In the second act, Jefferson acts through reason

rather than emotion when he decides not to return to the
United States, where he awaits prosecution, upon receiv
ing word that his mother is near death.
The author contrasts his protagonist's rationality
by also having him act impulsively at times. Sackler first
gives indication of Jerrerson's temper in Act Two when
the character faces charges of disruption of the peace in
London.

In the same act, the character continues to dem

onstrate a tendency toward violence by seriously injuring
an opponent during a match in Paris.

By Act Three, the

protagonist allows his emotions to control him to the de
gree that he insults and repels his lover, Ellie, during
an argument, blaming her for his present lamentable cir
cumstances.

Later, after Ellie's suicide, Jefferson capit

ulates in a moment of rage and guilt, and agrees to ac
cept Cap'n Dan and Dixon's offer to participate in a fixed
fight.
Sackler endows his protagonist with a final major
trait— pride.

During the second act, and into the third,

Jerrerson steadfastly refuses to accept Dixon's increasingly

attractive offers of leniency in exchange for giving up
the title to a white in a fraudulent contest.
The playwright succeeds in creating credibility for
his protagonist by showing him, under different circum
stances, to be both practical and emotional.

The char

acter does not appear inconsistent because Sackler moti
vates his change from diplomacy at first to increasingly
unsound actions by his rapid deterioration in circum
stances from champion to vagrant.

It is conceivable that

a person of intense individuality and pride, such as
Jefferson, would react emotionally when confronted with
unfavorable circumstances seemingly beyond his control.
Sackler created the other main characters without
such widely divergent traits as those of the protagonist.
Ellie Bachman is consistently loyal to Jefferson through
out the drama.

In the first act she ignores her mother's

pleas to forsake her black lover and refuses to be intimi
dated by the threat of her mother's lawyer.

Also, Ellie

refuses to betray Jefferson while under questioning by a
district attorney, and she openly declares her love for
the fighter to the authorities.

In the second act, when

Jefferson is unable to make a living, she finds work for
them both as a vaudeville attraction.

Finally, in the

third act, Ellie, thinking that Jefferson has utterly re
jected her, commits suicide.

The author shows Cap'n Dan to be totally motivated
by a desire for revenge.

After Jefferson becomes the

first black man to take the title in Act One, Cap'n Dan
announces his occupation for the remainder of the script.
Well, so what do we doi
Wet our pants, cry in our beer about it?
No, sir, I'll tell you what we do,
we beat those bushes for another White Hope,
And if he's no good we find another White Hope,
We'll find them and we'll boost them up
till one stays —
What the hell is this country, Ethiopia?
In the second act, Cap'n Dan

finally discovers a viable

whitehope, and challenges Jefferson to return
United States and fight.

to the

Although reluctant at first,

Dan finally agrees with Dixon's demand that the title
fight be fixed by having Jefferson agree to lose. Sackler
makes Dan's preoccupation with revenge credible by his
openly racist attitude.
Sackler begins Jefferson's troubles in the first act
with Dixon's suggestion that the boxer be charged with
violating the Mann Act with Ellie.

Throughout most of

the script, Dixon is singularly contemptuous of Jefferson.
Although posing as a defender of the law, Dixon violates
it by engineering a bogus title defense for Jefferson.
In Act Two, Sackler shows that Dixon's apparent implaccable front masks an insecurity, even a fear, that moti
vates his pursuit of Jefferson.

When a man beats us out like this, we—
the law, that is—
suffer in prestige, and that's pretty serious.
How people regard the law is part of
its effectiveness,
it can't afford to look foolish, and this
applies
especially now to our Negro population .
I don't mean just the ones who always
flout the law,
and seeing their hero doing it in style
act up more than usual— those are police
concerns, not ours.
But though you may not be aware of it yet,
a very large, very black migration is in
progress.
They’re coming from the fields down there and
filling up the slums,
trouble's starting in Europe, and our mills and
factories•
have work for them now. And I'm talking
of hundreds
of thousands, maybe millions soon—
millions of ignorant Negroes, rapidly massing
together,
their leanings, their mood, their outlook,
suddenly
no longer regulated by the little places they
come from—
situations have arisen already.
We cannot allow the image of this man
to go on impressing and exciting these people.
The dramatist emphasized all of his characters' ethi
cal standards by having them make moral decisions.

In

each case, the author showed the characters to be ulti
mately weak and corrupt.

Jefferson finally accepts the

fixed fight, knowing that to do so is dishonest.
decides to kill herself.

Ellie

Dixon chooses to waive impor

tant points of the law in his zeal to make an example of
Jefferson.

Cap'n Dan decides that the match between Jef

ferson and his challenger must be fixed to insure against

further embarrassment to another white boxer.
Sackler places much emphasis on the moral level of
characterization, but little on the psychological.

The

audience never sees the characters in periods of delib
eration or introspection before making significant deci
sions.

The author clearly shows the characters' traits

through their actions, but he gives little more than in
timations of the origins of these traits within the in
dividuals.

So, the audience is unable to satisfactorily

determine why the characters are as they appear through
observing them.
The author's characters are more realistic than ab
stract.

Sackler prevents the audience from completely

accepting them as credible primarily by not portraying the
characters deeply enough on a psychological level.

With

the dominance of their respective traits, Ellie, Cap'n
Dan, and Dixon seem more like roles than Jefferson, who
is more dimensional.

Also, Sackler includes some fantasy

scenes wherein the secondary characters of Scipio, Mrs.
Bachman, and Clara, and to a lesser extent the major ,
character of Cap'n Dan, are given an aura of abstraction.
The author's blending of realistic and nonrealistic char
acterization techniques within the same characters coun
teracts their fundamentally realistic natures.
Paul Zindel includes five characters in The Effect
of Gamma Rays On Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds.

Beatrice is

the mother of two young girls, Tillie and Ruth.
a

senile woman who boards with them.

a

classmate of Tillie and Ruth.

Janice Vickery is

The author's protagonist is Tillie.
tral character

Nanny is

She is

the cen

because Tillie's participationin

the sci

ence fair initiates most of the action, and subsequently,
the conflicts.

Beatrice is Tillie's primary antagonist,

and Ruth functions as a secondary antagonist.
does not clarify Nanny's function.

Zindel

The author states in

Act One that Nanny's presence "pervades the room with
age," but Zindel did not make clear how the audience is
to realize his intent.

More practically, her rent pro

vides the family's only source of income.

The episode

with Janice Vickery in Act Two emphasizes Tillie's mag
nanimity by contrasting it with Janice's selfish attitude
toward participation in the science fair.

Also, Janice's

strong competition provides some suspense as to whether
Tillie will win the first prize; but the episode is short
and unimportant to the play's main thought and action.
The author used Ruth most prominently as a contrast
to Tillie by polarizing the two sisters' personalities.
Whereas Tillie is retiring, Ruth is brash.

It would be

inconsistent for Tillie to provoke and challenge Beatrice,
so Zindel also employs Ruth as an instigator of some ac
tions in the drama.

Zindel developed the dominant traits of the three
main characters, Tillie, Beatrice, and Ruth, through
their actions in the play.
and vulnerable.

He created Tillie as timorous

In Act One, Tillie's sister describes

her as an object of ridicule among the other students at
school.

Ruth relates to her mother Tillie's experience

as a participant in a science experiment during a school
assembly.
RUTH
This model of the atom . . . you know, it had
this crank and a long tower so that when you
turned it these little colored balls went spin
ning around like crazy. And there was Tillie,
cranking away, looking weird as a coot . . .
that old jumper with the raggy slip and the
lightning hair . . . cranking while some boy
with glasses was reading this stupid speech
. . . and everybody burst into laughter until
the teachers yelled at them. And all day long,
the kids kept coming up to me saying, "Is that
really your sister? How can you bear it?" And
you know, Chris Burns says to me, "She looks
like the one that went to the looney doctors."
I could have kissed him there and then.
At the beginning of Act Two, Tillie allows herself to
be victimized by her sister.

To keep Ruth from repeating

derogatory remarks the girl overheard at school about their
mother, Tillie gives her beloved pet rabbit to her sister.
Finally, when the g.irls learn of the rabbit's death, Ruth
reacts violently, whereas Tillie passively sobs.
Zindel shows another facet of Tillie's character only
to the audience.

Although defeated by circumstances of

her physical environment, Tillie remains hopeful in her

dreams.

The playwright begins the drama with an abstract

sequence in which Tillie expresses something of her con
cept of the universe.
And he said this thing was so
small— this part of me was so
small it couldn’t be seen— but
it was there from the beginning
of the world.
And he called this bit of me an
atom. And when he wrote the word,
I fell in love with it.
Atom.
Atom.
What a beautiful word.
Likewise, the script ends' with a recording of Tillie
discussing the benefits of her scientific experiment.
But most important, I suppose my experiment has
made me feel important— every atom in me, in
everybody, has come from the sun— from places
beyond our dreams. The atoms of our hands, the
atoms of our hearts . . .
Atom.
Atom.
What a beautiful word.
However, the girl's love of the atom does not fully
explain her motivation for entering the school contest.
She persists in her efforts to participate in the fair in
spite of her mother's objections.

In all other instances,

Tillie capitulates for the sake of keeping peace in the
house— she stays home from school to do chores, and even
gives up her pet to Ruth, all to avoid strife.

Her. speech

at the fair gives no indication of ambition to win.
Exactly why she desires to be in the contest so much

remains vague, and her uncharacteristically resolute
attitude toward the competition is inconsistent.
The mother, Beatrice, is self-pitying and spiteful.
In the first act this character threatens harm to Tillie'
pet rabbit to insure the girl's obedience.

The mother

/

speaks scornfully of the helpless old woman, Nanny.

Also

Beatrice reacts with sarcasm when she receives word from
Tillie's school that her daughter was chosen as a final
ist in her science project competition.
In the second act, Beatrice orders Ruth to stay home
with Nanny during the school fair.

Later, while intoxi

cated, the mother demands that Nanny's family take the
old woman away, and Beatrice executes her threat to des
troy the rabbit.

The character's last words in the play

express hatred at her existence, "I hate the world.

Do

you know that, Matilda?"
Zindel portrays Beatrice's psychological bent toward
despair in her bitterness, sarcasm, selfishness, temper,
drinking, and her cruelty.

The playwright offers some

motivation for Beatrice's present psychological state in
the story of her life which she relates to Ruth in Act
One.

Beatrice says that her mother died when Beatrice

was a child, leaving her alone with her father.

Zindel

implies that her attachment for him prevented her from
forming natural emotional attractions to other men.

She

tells her daughter, "My father made up for all the other

men in this whole world, Ruth."

But Beatrice's happiness

came to a sudden end with her father's death.

At this

point, Beatrice began her unsuccessful marriage to the
girls' father.
Zindel made Ruth’s character willful and spiteful.
In Act One, Ruth reports to Beatrice some descriptive
material she read in a file that the school keeps on the
girl.
RUTH
Oh, it says you're divorced and that
I went crazy . . . and my father took
a heart attack at Star Lake . . . and
now you're a widow.
BEATRICE
(Referring to the backscratching)
That's it! Hold it right there! Aaah!
RUTH
And it says that I exaggerate and tell stories
and that I'm afraid of death and have nightmares
. . . and all that stuff.
The author portrayed Ruth's character very clearly
at the start of Act Two when she coerces her sister into
giving her the rabbit.

After committing this blackmail,

Ruth promptly reverses herself when angered by her mother
and repeats the gossip concerning Beatrice she overheard
at school.
Ruth's nervous disorder is a defect that prevents
her from successfully withstanding Beatrice's domination
of the girls.

When overcome by emotion, Ruth loses con

trol of herself.

Zindel seems to attribute her willfulness

and lack of inhibitions to her psychological problem.
She does not consider the consequences of her actions/
therefore, she feels no hesitancy to lie to her teachers,
spy on Janice Vickery, blackmail Tillie, be somewhat ex
hibitionist in her dress, and peeve her mother.
But perhaps Zindel's use of Ruth’s handicap as the
only explanation to the extreme difference in the two
sisters' natures is not credible.

Sisters conditioned

similarly would logically behave more similarly than do
Zindel's two characters.

Beatrice makes a very unstable

home environment for her two daughters with her erratic
behavior, their lack of economic security, and her pes
simistic view of life.

The author attributes Ruth's

psychotic fear of death greatly to her experience in find
ing one of Beatrice's infirm boarders in his dying moments.
She has repeated the gloomy events of her past so often
that Ruth has the story memorized and waits for her fa
vorite parts, as if listening to a bedtime story.

In

addition, Beatrice appears to be attempting to indoctri
nate her daughters with her hatred of men by presenting
her poor treatment from their father as typical behavior
of all males.

The author does not show sufficient moti

vation for the psychological disparity between the two
characters of Ruth and Tillie, given the similarity of
their experiences.

While none of Zindel's characters are particularly
admirable, it is also true that none are entirely unsym
pathetic.

Tillie and Ruth are merely pitiable.

Beatrice

often arouses anger, but the author presents her in a few
moments in which she is deserving of compassion.

In Act

One she comforts Ruth during a storm; and she grudgingly
admits her pride in Tillie*s achievement in Act Two.

The

motivations Zindel offers for her actions are not adequate
explanations for her behavior, and her harmful impression
on her daughters.

However, her suffering prevents the

audience from considering Beatrice as an unqualified
malefactor.
Zindel*s script is fundamentally a mimetic drama,
and he offers his characters as realistic individuals.
Judged as such, the characters lack a sufficient variety
of traits to be believable.

All of the characters remain

basically unchanged at the end of the drama.

Zindel never

shows Tillie really involved with her project, except
during her bursts of enthusiasm in her dream world.
treats everyone the same.

Ruth

Beatrice is the most interest

ing character, but only because Zindel reveals more of her
on the psychological level than he does with the others.
John Guare's characters in The House of Blue Leaves
are appropriately nonrealistic in this abstract play.

Al

though the author does not present the characters mimetically, he still assigns them functions.

The major line

of action in the play concerns Artie Shaughnessy*s efforts
to become a professional songwriter.

This character's wife,

Bananas, presents the greatest obstacle to his plans, but
she is, at best, a dormant antagonist.

The author has

Bananas state her opposition to her husband's intention to
leave her for another woman, but she is too weak to actively
resist the scheme.

Bananas is a major impediment to Artie

only because of his ambivalent feelings toward her.

He

wants to get rid of her, but he also feels a responsibility
toward her because of her poor mental health.

Guare uses a

third major character, Bunny Flingus, to set his protagonist
in motion.

Bunny is the one with whom Artie wants to start

a new existence.
Among the secondary characters, Ronnie, Artie's son,
is a confused youth.

The playwright parallels the father

and son by placing both in a desperate guest for fame.
Billy, the film producer, is the incarnation of success,
but he is also the embodiment of egoism.

Guare uses Billy

as the instrument of fate; he chooses to grant Bunny's and
The Little Nun's dreams, but not Artie's.
The outline of this script's plot shows that Guare's
form closely fits Brockett's definition of farce. 17 The

17 Many critics treat farce as a separate form, al
though there is little to distinguish it from a comedy of
situation. Farce is often used as a classification for
those plays, or portions of plays, which rely principally
upon buffoonery, accident, and coincidence. Pies in the
face, beatings, the naive or mistaken views of characters,

author's emphasis is on the presentation of comic action
rather than the development of completely realized char
acters .
In part, Guare achieves antirealism in his charac
ters by exaggerating their desires and motivations.
Artie's desire for fame as a songwriter is an implausible
obsession.

While in the presence of his sick wife, he

callously plots to leave her for Bunny and go to Holly
wood.

Artie claims to adore his son, but in Act Two he

ignores Ronnie in his singleminded attempts to audition
his songs for Billy's protegee.

Finally, deserted by

Bunny and his hope for fame shattered, Artie suddenly
turns on his wife and emotionlessly strangles her.
Perhaps the most mysterious action in the play in
terms of meaning and motivation is Artie's killing of his
wife.

He is disturbed at being left by Bunny and Billy.

His wife assures him that things will be different for
them, but she immediately reverts to playing a pet dog,
barking and begging.

At this point, he kills her.

The

character performs the act with a complete lack of emo
tional display.
happy.

When it is over, he seems relieved and

The bearing of this action on the author's

the ludicrous situation arising from coincidence or cir
cumstantial evidence exemplify the devices of farce. Of
ten it seems a kind of inspired nonsense with situations
so obviously contrived that a sensible word from any char
acter would resolve the action at once (p. 45).

characterization of the protagonist is unclear.
Guare demonstrates Bananas1 mental instability in Act
One when she relates her fantasy about driving a car.

In

Bananas1 reverie, she forces Cardinal Spellman, Jackie
Kennedy, Bob Hope, and Lyndon Johnson all at once to ac
cept a ride in her Buick.

Her passengers escape when the

car's tires all blow out, and she imagines millions of
people are laughing at her predicament.
Bananas' ambition, like Artie's, goes unfulfilled.
Bananas apparently has been happy in her role as a wife
and mother.

Now, however, alienated from her husband, and

separated from her son who is in the army, she is deprived
of her role.

This is the only explanation that Guare in

fers as cause for the character's confused mental state.

At

the close of the first scene in Act Two, she attempts to
straighten her house after a bomb has exploded.

Her action

is a pitiable attempt to continue in her capacity as a
homemaker.
BANANAS
(Bananas comes down into the light. An unattached
vacuum hose is wrapped around her shoulders. She
cleans the floor with the metallic end of the hose
She smiles at us.)
My house is a mess. . . . Let me straighten up.
. . . I can do that. . . . I'm a housewife.
*

*

•
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Unless otherwise indicated, the ellipses are the
playwright's .
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Bunny's wish to experience a change in her life is
no less a fixation than Artie's singular desire.

In Act

One she regards marriage to Artie, whom she feels will
attain success in show business, as her only avenue for
revolutionizing her life.

To that end she prompts Artie

to call his friend, the Hollywood producer, and tell him
that they are coming to California.

By suddenly deciding

to go to Australia with Billy in the last act, she shows
that she is not emotionally attached to either man; to
her they are only important as a means of fulfilling
Bunny's ambition for her life.
Guare emphasized his characters' psychological states,
but he does not examine their motivations deeply.

All of

the characters have obviously reached some degree of dis
traction by realistic standards of conduct.

But, the

audience is not given to understood why the characters
behave as they do.

Imparting such understanding is usually

an author's main point in developing the psychological
level of his characters.
Guare's characters are appropriately nonrealistic in
this abstract play.

Traditionally, however, as Heffner

points out, if a playwright does not choose to create a
realistic individual, then he usually exaggerates a single
adverse human trait in a character in order to ridicule
that trait.

Guare's characterizations do not have a clearly

defined dominant trait.

They are all ridiculous in their

actions, but there is confusion as to what Guare intended
to demonstrate with their absurdity.

Guare's characters

are, in the main, not metaphoric, allegoric, or in any
other way clearly symbolic.
Charles Gordone's two major characterizations in No
Place To Be Somebody are Johnny Williams and Gabe Gabriel.
Williams is the protagonist of the drama.

His desire to

enter the white-dominated organized crime unit in his
neighborhood initiates the major line of action in the
script.
tagonist.

This desire identifies Williams as an evil pro
The author appears to make a point about right

and wrong behavior by presenting Williams as a model of
unprincipled conduct.

The character demonstrates a firey

temper and a willingness to kill; he cruelly and selfishly
manipulates two different women who love him; and he breaks
a promise made to a dying friend.
Gordone has Gabriel identify himself as the author of
the play.

Gabriel appears as a character in the drama,

but Gordone never uses him in a narrative function, or in
any other manner which would identify him as the author of
the play's actions.

The character's principal service is

as antagonist to Williams.

Gabriel tries to work within

the existing social system which is dominated by whites.
He warns Williams against becoming involved in crime.

Fi

nally, however, Gabriel becomes provoked with Williams and
kills him, the murderous act disallowing his law-abiding
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philosophy.
The author uses the racial backgrounds of all the
play's characters to produce an effect on this drama's
action.

Practically all. of the actions of every char

acter germinate from motivations influenced by their ra
cial heritages, or in relationships in which race is an
issue.

Gordone*s argument seems to be that race has been

the greatest influencing factor in his characters' lives,
depriving them of opportunities, and because of racial
stereotyping, predetermining their attitudes toward them
selves and others of different ethnic backgrounds.
Williams is ambitious, and he blames whites for hold
ing him down.

His major goal, to enter the rackets, is

blocked because the local crime czar does not like blacks.
Williams admonishes Gabriel several times for continuing
to try to please the white producers of the plays for
which he unsuccessfully auditions.
In

the second scene of Act Two, Williams tells Sweets

Crane that he believes what

the old man taught him:

Said the wors' crime I ever committed was cornin'
out'a my mama screamin' black. Tole me all
about white folks an' what to expect fromthe
best of 'em. You said as long as there was a
single white man on this earth, the black man
only had one free choice. That was the way he
died."
The author presents an opposing viewpoint to Wil
liams' in the character of Gabe Gabriel.

Gabriel continues

to try out for parts in plays, his determination un
daunted by Williams' criticism.

Gordone has Gabriel make

several ethical decisions which indicate the character's
basic integrity.

He pressures Williams to tell his white

girl friend, Mary Lou, the truth about how he intends to
use her father's papers, and he attempts to persuade Wil
liams not to go on with his plans for blackmail, but to
honor his promise to Sweets Crane instead.
Yet, Gordone has Gabriel kill Williams in Gabriel's
one impulsive decision of the play.

The action comes at

the moment in Act Three when Williams tries to enlist
Gabriel in his war against whites.
GABE
I-I don't wanna kill you . . .
JOHNNY
You ain't got the guts I You wanna believe you
kin sell papers an' become President! You're
a coward, Gabe! A lousy, yellow, screamin'
faggot coward!
(Enraged, Gabe fires at Johnny. Johnny
tumbles backward and then forward into
Gabe's arms. Gabe eases Johnny to the
floor. Johnny goes limp.)
After killing Johnny, Gabe continues to act impulsively
by wiping his fingerprints from the gun and running away.
Gordone would apparently have the audience accept
Williams' last verbal attack on Gabriel's principles sufficent motivation for Gabriel to be overcome with emotion
enough to kill.

The action proved Williams' point that

Gabriel, too, would become a victim of the "war" between

blacks and whites.

But having Gabriel suddenly turn mur

derer is inconsistent with his pacifistic nature which
Gordone constructed throughout all but the last page of
the play.

Gabriel demonstrates that he is not given to

emotional outbursts when he holds his temper during simi
lar earlier chastenings from Williams.

The author does

not provide sufficiently intemperate circumstances to
motivate such an unanticipated and complete reversal of
Gabriel's character.
Gordone apparently attempted to create realistic
characters in this play's mimetic sequences, which make
up a majority of the script.

Still, the driving bent is

prejudice in every character to such a degree that all
other traits are obscured.

With prejudice such a power

fully dominant trait, the characters seem little more than
types.
The playwright includes several fantasy scenes which
are completely separated from the mimetic portion of the
play except for the presence of Gabriel and Williams.
Gordone's juxtapositioning of abstract and realistic
scenes frustrates the play's realism throughout, and the
believability of the characterizations is accordingly
undermined.
Jason Miller's That Championship Season contains five
characters:

the Coach, Tom Daley, George Sikowski, James

Daley, and Phil Romano.

The author essayed, for the most

part, realistic, multi-dimensional characters in this
play.

He even assigned surnames for most of the char

acters, although these names are never used in the play.
In contrast, Miller set the Coach apart by not giving the
character a name at all.

The lack of an appellation for

this character might indicate that he is less of an in
dividual and more of a role.
Indeed, the Coach is Miller's antagonist, but it is
not the person of this character that presents opposition
in the play so much as the concept that the Coach repre
sents.
for

He is a focal point for the other men; a reminder

them of their pasts.

The Coach instilled in them

their values about success, and he continueis to drill them
as they strive for elusive success in the future.

The

Coach's major desire is to keep part of the past alive in
himself and his boys.
All the other men function as a group protagonist.
They are struggling to comprehend the realities of their
lives in the present, but the Coach bewilders them by his
efforts to have them take comfort in their past triumph
to ease the pain of their present failures.

Coach ex

ploits the men1s individual talents in order to keep his
delusion operative.

Their annual reunion has become a

religious-like ritual perpetually subdueing what creative
impulses still arise in the men.
The Coach’s age, a physical trait, is important to
his characterization.

He is the oldest of the men, and

the one most solidly established in the past.

In Act One,

Miller has the Coach state the philosophy that is so
zealously espoused and taught to the others.
Pain. The price is pain. Endurance. You en
dure pain to win, a law of life, no other way,
none. The pain in my gut. It's been there all
my life. It's good to hurt. The mind over
comes pain.
The Coach's decisions in the play reveal that he re
mained loyal to his conviction that victory is worth any
cost.

The character wants to use information about

George's political opponent having an uncle who was a
communist for George's advantage in the campaign.

Coach

favors replacing James as campaign manager with a profes
sional when it appears the project is floundering.

Also,

Tom reveals Coach's decision in the past to suppress in
formation that could have led to their being forced to
forfeit the basketball trophy.
Early in the play, Miller shows Coach in his capac
ity as a peacemaker and a unifying force among the men.
In Act One the character eases the men's feelings of dissatisfaction by creating anticipation of George's victory
in the campaign.

Coach restores order after George's dis

covery that Phil had an affair with his wife.

Then, in

Act Two, the Coach divides the men and renews his indoc
trination on ah individual basis.

In the final act,

Coach plays the recorded original broadcast narration of

the final moments of the team's winning game, part of the
ceremony involved in the annual reunions.

This literal

voice from the past rejuvenates the men's team spirit, van
quishing all desire for independence from the group.
Tom's outstanding physical traits are his drunkenness
and his age, near 40.

This character is approaching middle'

age with his life still in a state of aimlessness.

While

Miller does not explain Tom's utter failure, he does re
veal the man's psychological attitude toward it, and his
feelings toward the Coach's idea about success.
TOM
Never less than success. Pay the price. Get
yourself a name. I did. I really did. I fell
on my ass in ten cities, that's a record.
(Takes whiskey)
Here1s my trophy.
COACH
I read the fine print on you.
TOM
Find the other man's weakness— exploit him—
hook him to death.
(Manic)
Watch out— They're out to get you . . .
(Laughs)
Get that sonofabitch before he gets you, win,
win, only sin is losing, bless me Father for
I . . . Christ, I'm sick.
In Act Two, Miller has Tom oppose the Coach's pro
posal to use smear tactics against George's political op
ponent, and in Act Three, he challenges the Coach to admit
that the team won their trophy underhandedly.

In having

Tom contest the Coach's deceitful schemes, Miller shows him

to be a person of principle.
Miller has George reveal his candid opinion of him
self in Act Three.
I'm thirty-eight years old, used to have a
thirty-two inch waist. Shit I Used to be the
most popular boy in the school, used to have
friends. Everything is in the past . . . tense.
I'm in the past tense.
Also in Act Three, the author gives George a speech
in which he unveils something of his psychological con
dition .
You think I don't feel things, you think the
old clown doesn't have deep feelings, huhI
Phony bullshit artist, huh? None of you know
what goes on in my head, nobody knows. I can
understand . . . understand what makes a man
take a gun, go up a tower, and start blowing
people apart. I know the feeling. All smiles,
huh? I have rage in me . . . 1 hate, hate like
everybody, hate . . . things.
Miller demonstrates George's hatred in his impulsive
decision in Act One to shoot Phil after learning of Phil's
affair with his wife.

But, in Act Two, George is more

rational, and reconsiders his threat toward Phil.

George's

major interest is in protecting his chances for a success
ful campaign? to that end, he will escape scandal at all
cost.

He reveals in Act Three that he took the Coach's

advice and sent away his mongoloid son to an institution
without even naming the baby out of fear that parenting
a deformed child would hurt his career.

Also, he chooses

to believe his wife's story that she had sexual relations
with Phil so that George would not lose his financial
backing.

These decisions show George to be frightened,

weak-willed, and lacking in self-respect.
In Act Three, the playwright shows James' resentful
and grudging attitude toward those to whom he has offered
help.
JAMES
Do you know what the old man left me? He left
me when he finally died six-thousand in medical
bills and twelve-hundred for the funeral. And
me, old faithful, ends up ten years behind
everyone'else and for what?
James decides in Act One to desert George and offer
himself to Phil as a mayoral candidate.

Also, he reveals

to George the details about the affair between Phil and
George's wife.

In Act Two, James admits that if he were

in George’s place he would still accept money from Phil.
In addition, he threatens to spread a scandal about Phil
and George1s wife after he is released from duties as
George's campaign manager and struck by Phil.

In such a

manner, Miller shows James to be the most hostile and
treacherous member of the group.
In Act Two, Phil states that he lives a lonely, un
productive life, and that his only significant memory is
that of the team's championship season.

Finally, in Act

Three, Phil rescinds his decision, based on fear and ava
rice, not to contribute to George's campaign, and asks

for George's forgiveness.

Phil's motivation for continu

ing his support is also emotional; he does it out of sen
timentality for the past he has shared with George.
Miller created multi-dimensional characters for his
play, and they are appropriately realistic for the author'
mimetic drama.

While the Coach is not an abstract char

acter, he seems less of an individual than the others be
cause of the dominance of the character's role as an in
stigator.
Lanford Wilson exemplifies his method of characteri
zation in The Hot L

Baltimore in his two major characters

The Girl, a young call girl, and Bill Lewis, the night
clerk.

The Girl is most probably the play's protagonist.

While she initiates no action, she is the most assertive
character in the drama.

The Girl is sensitive to the pro

blems of all the other characters in the hotel, and she
tries to keep alive the search for the grandfather.
is a focal character.

Lewis

He is tolerant of the residents'

eccentricities, and Wilson uses him as a stablizing in
fluence in the residents' irregular environment.
It is ironic that The Girl is the only character
Wilson does not name, since she is concerned in the play
about depersonalization in contemporary society.

She is

more willing to relate than some of the other guests.

In

Act Two, she intervenes in a fight before either partici
pant can injure the other; she takes an interest in a

young man and his missing grandfather; and The Girl de
cides to tell a brother and sister that their land is
worthless rather than allowing them to go to Utah believ
ing that they could farm there.

Finally, she decides to

continue the search for the grandfather on her own, after
the grandson loses interest.
Wilson has The Girl make some statements in the play
that would suggest she has an inquisitive and forwardlooking, albeit fanciful, nature.

In Act Two she dis

cusses the possibility of the existence of ghosts.
OhI I want to see it! Spirits doing that!
Don't you hope it's true? I mean scientifi
cally true? I want them to come up with abso
lute scientific proof that there are spirits
and ghosts and reincarnation. I want everyone
to see them and talk to them. Something like
that! Some miracle. Something huge! I want
some major miracle in my lifetime!
And, in Act Three, referring to the young man's search for
his grandfather, The Girl states,
I mean, it's his idea to find him. I don't
think it matters what someone believes in. I
just think it's really chicken not to believe
in anything.
Wilson generally presents The Girl as an admirable
character.

But, her character is inconsistent.

She com

plains to others about not showing the courage of their
convictions, yet Wilson never has the character demonstrate
anything more than superficial interest in any of her many
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diversions.

She is complacent about her non-productive

occupation as a prostitute, and evidences a hypocritical
scorn for the men who hire her.

Like the other characters,

she makes no preparations for the future when the hotel
will be destroyed.

Wilson fosters the impression that

The Girl is the most sensitive of the characters, and, in
comparison to the apathy of the others, she well may be.
But, in the final analysis, she is just as egocentric as
the rest.
The dramatist suggests that Lewis has a romantic in
terest in the young prostitute, but this fact is not
clearly demonstrated.

Lewis is solicitous about the

Girl's welfare; he expresses concern over her lack of
sleep.

The character neither initiates nor involves him

self in any of the actions around him.
easygoing.

He is generally

He demonstrates punctiliousness when the pros

titutes behave immodestly.

In Act Three, Lewis tells The

Girl to wear more clothes when she comes to the Lobby, and,
when she uses profanity, he tells her to watch her lan
guage.

He also objects to her soliciting over the telephone

in the lobby.

After The Girl's final exit, Wilson notes

that, "Bill looks off after her, aching."

This action,

with the concern he shows in her welfare, suggests that
Lewis is interested in The Girl, but he never tells her.
Wilson contrasts Bill's aloofness with The Girl's will
ingness to become involved with others, and shows that

Lewis could be unfeeling.

In Act One, The Girl expresses

concern over the plight of a brother and sister who have
been evicted from the hotel.

Lewis’ advice is, "Don't

worry about them; they ain't worth it.”
Wilson gives attention only to the social level of
characterization in this play.

The characters do not have

any abiding desires or plans, and they make no important
decisions by which to judge their ethical standards.

The

only major problem Wilson poses in the play is that of
the demolition of the old hotel, the characters' home.
But, they do not even concern themselves with this poten
tial threat.

The only important element in Wilson's char

acterizations is the social relationship which they share
as residents in the same hotel.
The playswight's characters are only minimally be
lievable as individuals.
to his characterizations.

Wilson provides almost no depth
They exist only in the present,

since the author gives the audience scant information
about their backgrounds and never has the characters set
goals for the future.

With no attention given to the

psychological or moral levels of characterization, Wil
son's characters are unsatisfying as realistic portrayals.
David Rabe’s protagonist in Sticks and Bones is
David, the older son.

This character's strong desire in

the play is to teach the others of his family what he
learned about the emptiness of their values.

The rest of

David's family— Ozzie, the father, Harriet, the mother,
and Rick, David's younger brother— resist his attempts
at moralizing.

In so doing, they all act as David's

antagonists in the play.
This play is abstract, and Rabe's characters are
nonrealistic.

Rabe strongly emphasizes the psychological

level of characterization in this script, concentrating
on the characters' psychic processes which precede action.
Therefore, while observing the characters' actions is
somewhat helpful in discovering their traits, Rabe re
veals most about the characters through what they say
about their attitudes, instincts, inclinations, and sen
timents .
Ozzie's greatest desire is to be accepted, in middleage, as an individual.

In Act One, Rabe has the character

state,
I keep having this notion of wanting some . . .
thing . . . some material thing, and I've built
it. And then there's this feeling I'm of value,
that I'm on my way— I mean, moving— and I'm go
ing to come to something eventually, some kind
of achievement. All these feelings of a child
. . . in me . . . they shoot through me and then
they're gone and they're not anything . . .
anymore.
The playwright demonstrates the father's intolerance
of all that which is alien to him in his hostile reaction
to David's love affair with a Vietnamese mistress.

Both

parents unite against the young man in derision of his
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sexual activity with a foreign woman.

In the last act

the father finally acknowledges the Vietnamese woman's
apparition.

But, the recognition is only preliminary to

a violent climax in which the father attacks his son and
the foreign woman respectively, totally defeating both.
Rabe does not make Harriet as discontented with her
lot as Ozzie is with his.

The wife finds her fulfillment

in her role as wife and mother.

Now that David has re

turned and the family is complete again, Harriet singlemindedly essays her traditional capacity as the submis
sive, self-sacrificing female parent.

Rabe exemplifies

her attitude in one of Harriet's speeches in Act Two.
Ohh, it's so good to hear men's voices in the
house again, my two favorite men in all the
world, it's what I live for really. Would you
like some coffee? Oh, of course you would. Let
me put some on. Your humble servant at your
command, I do your bidding, bid me be gone.
■However, the mother is not completely benign.
bigotry matches the father's in intensity.

Her

In Act Two the

mother belittles David's relations with the Vietnamese
woman.
The human face was not meant to be that way. A
nose is a thinness— you know that and the lips
that are not thin are ugly, and it is we who dis
appear, David. They don't change and we are gone.
It is our triumph, our whiteness. We disappear.
Throughout the play, the mother attempts to reassure
her son by telling him he was correct in abandoning the
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woman in her native country rather than bringing her home.
After her husband has "killed" the woman in the last act,
Harriet hides the body and joins the other family members
in a ceremonial execution of David.
The author pictures Rick's most powerful desire in
the play as enjoyment of physical pleasure.
pletely hedonistic.

He is com

David points out his brother's shal

low nature in a speech to him in Act One.
You're so selfish, Rick; your hair is black;
it glistens. You smile. You sing. People think
you are the songs you sing. They never see you.
In Act Two, Ozzie says of his younger son, "He has no
acids rotting his heart.

He is all lies and music, his

brain small and scaly, the brain of a snake forever inno
cent of the fact that it crawls.

Lucky Ricky."

Rabe shows Rick constantly eating throughout the
play.

His appetite for food parallels in strength his

craving for other forms of physical gratification.

He

exults in telling Ozzie of copulating with a beautiful
woman earlier "tonight" in her car.
David is abjectly contrite over leaving the Vietnam
ese woman behind upon his return to the United States.
But, he is also filled with bitterness and open anger to
ward the members of his family, whom he blames for incul
cating within him the prejudicial attitudes which ulti
mately led him to reject his foreign lover.

The dramatist

shows David's expression of guilt over leaving the Viet
namese woman in this speech to her image in Act One.
I discarded you. I discarded you. Forgive me.
You moved to leave as if you were struggling
not to move, not to leave. "She's the thing
most possibly of value in my life," I said.
"She is garbage and filth and I must get her
back if I wish to live. Sickness, I must cher
ish her." Zung, there were old voices inside
me I had trusted all my life as if they were my
own. I didn't know I shouldn't hear them. So
reasonable and calm they seemed a source of
wisdom.
"She's all of everything impossible
made possible, cast her down." they said. "Go
home." And I did as they told; and now I know
that I am not awake but asleep, and in my sleep
. . . there is nothing . . . nothingI
The Vietnamese woman appears to David early in Act
One, and he flees from her at first.

Soon, however, he

recognizes her presence, begs her to forgive him, and
attempts to have the others accept her.

In Act Two, Rabe

again has David express his profound feeling of guilt
over the incident, and the added wish to have his family
share the culpability.

But, he is unsuccessful in his

attempts to win over his family.

Instead, they are effec

tive in overcoming the apparition's influence.

David ex

presses a wish to kill his family, but he is powerless to
prevent his own ritualistic death at their hands.
The action in Rabe's play is abstract, and much of
it appears to be symbolic.

Determination of the charac

ters ' traits based on their actions in the plot is neces
sarily speculative.

Rabe's accentuation of the
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psychological level of characterization requires that the
characters express their thoughts freely in order that
their attitudes, desires, and motivations be understood.
This freedom of expression does not seem out of place in
the action, given the drama's abstract level of prob
ability.
. With the exception of the father, the characters
consistently reveal dominant traits in their speeches.
As stated, David is bitter and remorseful; Harriet is
bigoted; and Rick is a libertine.

However, Rabe gives as

much emphasis to Ozzie's statements of profound discon
tent with his life at middle-age as he does to portraying
the character's racism.

In the whole of Act Two, until

the last, David's involvement with the Vietnamese woman
ceases to b e ■a topic of discussion with the father.

In

stead, Ozzie-expresses his concern, first stated in Act
One, that he has grossly subordinated his own identity to
his roles as husband and father.

At one point in Act

Two, Harriet admonishes her husband,
. . . You've got to stop thinking only of your
self. We don't matter, only the children.
When are you going to straighten out your think
ing? You've got to straighten out your thinking.
Ozzie's identity crisis remains a minor point of in
terest to the other characters, and he seems to forget it
himself at the play's end when he suddenly reverts to the
racial hatred expressed in Act One, killing the Vietnamese

woman.

But, throughout much of the play, Ozzie1s problem

attracts attention away from David.

Rabe makes the father

more dimensional, if any of the characters can be said to
be dimensional, by revealing this new facet of the father's
character, while the other family members remain recogniz
able types.

In fact, David's lack of concern for his

father's confused self-perspective makes the young man
seem less sympathetic.

David upbraids his family for

evidencing the same lack of compassion toward him that he
shows for his father.
Miguel Pinero created twelve characters for Short
Eyes.

Clark Davis is Pinero's protagonist; all of the

other characters in the play align themselves for or
against him.

His entrance into the prison begins the

play's major action.
Juan Otero.

Davis' only real friend in jail is

Besides being Davis' confidant, Juan may also

function as the author's mouthpiece in his warnings about
the harmful effects of prison life.
The other prisoners constitute a group antagonist.
They react hostilely toward Davis after learning that he
is accused of being a child molester, the most despicable
crime among the inmates.
Among the group of prisoners, Pinero included some
who serve as representations of the personal problems that
a prison environment can create.

Julio is the youngest of

the prisoners, and it is through his growing insensitivity

that Pinero demonstrates the general effect of imprison
ment on men.

In Act One, Julio does not participate in

the groups1 brutal harassment of Davis.

But, by the sec

ond act, the character has changed, and he takes part in
the final attack that ends in Davis' death.

Others among

the prisoners suffer more specific problems, and Pinero
presents them as character types.

Paco is a homosexual

who makes advances toward Julio throughout the play.

Ice

is a black character which Pinero uses to show the results
of sexual repression imposed by incarceration.

In Act

Two, Ice delivers to the other prisoners a long, inflam
matory story about his experiences with masturbation.
Another character, El Raheem, is a black nationalist, and
Omar is his disciple.

The author demonstrates the tense

ness of the racial relations among the men with violent
conflict between El Raheem and a white, Longshoe.
Pinero characterizes these prisoners mainly on the
social level.

They are important principally as they

demonstrate the effect of the prison social order in their
actions.

The dramatist does not deeply develop the char

acters on a psychological level, so the audience does not
have information about their personal motivations.

From

the only evidence the author gives, Pinero leads the audi
ence to conclude that the men are the way they appear
chiefly because of the effects of the prison environment
upon them.

The two major examples of Pinero's characterization
in this play are Clark Davis and Juan.

Pinero makes

Davis a sympathetic character despite the unpleasant
nature of Davis' psychological disorder.

Davis assures

Juan that he never physically harmed or coerced any of
the children who were his sex partners.

The character

shows remorse over what he has done, and he demonstrates
determination by promising Juan that he will seek pro
fessional help in finding a cure.

The author establishes

Davis' history of sexual encounters with children as the
result of a psychological problem rather than willful ac
tion during the character's long dialogue with Juan in
Act One.
I couldn't help myself . . . I couldn't help
myself . . . something drove me to it . . . 1
thought of killing myself . . . but I just
couldn't go through with it . . . I don't
really wanna die . . . I wanted to stop, really
X did . . . X just didn't know how. I thought
maybe I was crazy . . . but I read all types of
psychology books . . . I heard or read some
where that crazy people can't distinguish right
from wrong . . ’. yet I can . . . I know what's
right and I know what I'm doing is wrong, yet I
can't help myself.
Pinero increased sympathy for Davis by having him
posthumously acquitted of the molestation charge for which
he was arrested.

Moreover, Davis demonstrates admirable

bravery in standing up against the abuse from the other
prisoners in the face of overwhelming physical opposition.

The playwright has Juan consistently act from ethi
cal motivation while the other prisoners operate from emo
tion.

Juan befriends Davis out of a desire to see the

new man treated fairly.

He takes Davis' part when the

other men first threaten him, and Juan tries to reason
with the men in persuading them not to kill Davis.
Pinero discloses Juan on a psychological level during
his interchange with Davis in Act Two.

Juan demonstrates

his ability to overcome strong emotional impulses, and re
main steadfastly within his principles.

Juan's anger

flares when Davis reveals that many of the young girls
with whom he had relations were Puerto Ricans.
asks Juan to try to understand him.

But, Davis

Juan replies,

Motherfucker, try to understand you . . . if I
wasn't trying to, I would have killed you . . .
stone dead, punk . . .
(Juan, at downstage left corner, picks up
broom and bucket)
The minute you said that thing about the Rican
girls . . . If I was you I'd ask transfer to
protection . . . cause
(Juan returns to shower room)
if you remain on this floor you're asking to
die . . . you'll be committing involuntary
suicide . . .
Shit, why the fuck did you have to tell me all
of it . . . you don't know me from Adam . . .
why the hell did you have tomake me your father
confessor?
Why? Why didn't you stop, why?
CLARK
Cause you asked. Cause you . . . what I told
you I didn't even tell the doctor at the obser
vation ward . . . everything is coming down on
me so fast
. . . I needed to tell it all . . .
to someone
. . .Juan, you were willing to
listen.

The author does not explain the reasons behind Juan's
tenacity in maintaining a personal code of conduct at
odds with that of the other prisoners.

But it is his in

tegrity that makes Juan the most sympathetic character in
the play, and thus more useful as the author's spokesman.
The playwright's characters do.not appear as wellrounded individuals mainly because of Pinero's decision
not to develop them more on the psychological level.

The

author sufficiently endowed his characters with credibil
ity to make them acceptably realistic for this mimetic
drama, but still, except for Davis and Juan, they are
largely character types.
The characters of Joseph A. Walker's The River Niger
include a family and those around them who influence their
lives.

John Williams, the father, is Walker's protagonist.

This character's search for meaning in his life is the
author's main concern in the play.

John is the focal

character around which Walker constructs the script's ac
tion.
Jeff Williams, John's son, is in some ways an antag
onist to his father, but the son remains a sympathetic
character.

Jeff upsets his father's plans for him by

asserting his own individuality.

Walker introduces the

problems of the black youths in the play through Jeff's
activities.

Mattie Williams is the wife and mother.

She under

stands and supports John when he becomes temperamental
because of his feeling of unfulfillment.

Mattie acknow

ledges that the care of her and her relatives prevented
John from reaching his potential.

Walker uses Mattie to

confide personal information about John which adds to his
characterization, but which would be uncharacteristic for
him to present himself.
The author often uses Grandma Brown, Mattie’s mother,
as comic relief with her furtive enjoyment of alcohol.
But he also has her stand as an example of a generation
of blacks older than John's or Jeff's.

In telling the

story of her husband's murder by a white gang, Grandma
Brown reveals the earlier conditions of the blacks' strug
gle in society which continues in this play.
Walker created Dudley Stanton as a confidant for
John, and as a contrast to him.

Stanton is more educated,

a medical doctor, and he is more liberal in his racial
philosophy than John.

But their strong friendship dimi

nishes the tension of any conflict between the men.
Ann Vanderguild is Jeff's fiance and functions as
his romantic interest.

Jeff and Ann's relationship con

trasts with the more mature and settled love between John
and Mattie.

Walker has both Ann and Mattie function prin

cipally to support their men.
Mo, Jeff's best friend, draws the young man into a
violent demonstation against the white society.

Jeff's

involvement with the radicals eventually leads to the
killing of John.

Gail is Mo's girl, and another portrait

of a supportive female.
members of Mo's gang.

Chips and Skeeter are the other
Walker uses them mainly to provide

suspense and excitment through their violent natures.
is a police agent who poses as a gang member.

A1

The dis

covery of Al's identity also provides suspense and con
flict in a secondary plot.

Walker makes A1 the slayer of

John.
Walker demonstrates his techniques of characteriza
tion in his two major characters, John and Jeff Williams,
the father and son.

The author has the father state his

major desire in the play in Act One.
JOHN
I'm a fighter, Dudley. I don't like white folks
either, but I sure do love their war machines.
I'm a fighter who ain't got no battlefield. I
woke up one day, looked around, and said to my
self, "There's a war going on, but where's the
battlefield?" I'm gonna find it one day— you
watch.
DUDLEY
In other words, you'd gladly give your life foryour poor downtrodden black brothers and sis
ters if you only knew where to give it?
Right!

JOHN
For my people!

Eventually in Act Three, this desire serves as the char
acter's motivation to action when he has the opportunity
to exchange his life for the lives of a group of youths,
including his son.

The playwright reveals several of the father's traits
in the play's action.

In the first act, John demonstrates

bravery when he forces away a group of menacing youths
who have intruded into his home and insulted his son's
fiancee.

John shows stubborness and selfishness in his

argument with Jeff at the act's end.

The father insists

that the son should work for a successful career in the
Air Force.

John refuses to be convinced that he is being

unreasonable in demanding that his son find fulfillment
in life on the father's terms.
When his son refuses to consider the Air Force, the
father reacts with impetuousness.

He leaves home and

goes on a drunken spree for several days.

Upon returning,

the father shows that he is basically reasonable.

After

contemplation, he decider to return home and honor the
doctor's orders to give up drinking.

In addition, he

allows Jeff to follow his own plans for his life.
In the last act, the father again shows his bravery
and his resourcefulness under pressure.

When his home is

surrounded by police demanding the surrender of Jeff and
other youths, the father decides to pass himself off as
the gang's leader in order to give the youths another
chance at life.

John exchanges gunfire with an informer

in the gang, and dies of his wounds.

Thus, at the end,

the father accomplishes his ambition to find an ideal to
which he could dedicate himself.
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At age 25, Jeff is searching to find his own identity,
but he meets opposition from the pressuring of others to be
a model of his race in the white world.

Walker portrays

•Jeff as a sympathetic character whose most admirable virtue
is loyalty to those close to him.
The son

demonstrates that he can be violent in defense

of his loved ones.

In the first act, Jeff savagely beats a

gang member who has threatened Ann.

But, he later refuses

an offer to join the other youths in a violent public dem
onstration.
The son evidences his loyalty toward a boyhood friend
by agreeing to offer him assistance although the two are no
longer close.

Jeff consents to monitor a telephone in order

to catch the informer in M o 's gang.
Jeff's loyalty to his father, however, is not as strong
as his desire to be an individual.

He refuses in Act Two to

honor John’s demand that he return to the Air Force because
the son feels he would never be treated as an equal by the
whites in the service.

Walker uses Jeff's defense of his

right to be an individual as his principal moral decision
in the play.
Walker's characters are acceptably credible in this
realistic drama.

The father and son are especially be

lievable as well-developed individuals with a variety of
traits.

The two are faced with moral crises in their

relationships with one another and the others close to

them.

The author uses their actions and decisions in

these crises to demonstrate the characters' ethical stan
dards, thus developing them on the highest level of char
acterization.
Edward Albee employs both human and nonhuman char
acters in Seascape.

The author presents two representa

tives of the human species, a male and a female, in Nancy
and Charlie.

He also provides two amphibious creatures,

also male and female, with which the human couple inter
act.
Albee seems to fashion Nancy along the lines of
G. B. Shaw's idea of portraying woman in drama as the life
force.

She goads Charlie not to lose interest in exis

tence and pushes him into a new experience by encouraging
interaction with the amphibians.

In contrast to Nancy,

Charlie wishes to find a point in his development where
he can cease advancement.

Whereas she is concerned with

the essential elements of life, Charlie's interest is in
philosophical concepts, and other abstractions.

Even

with their differing natures, Albee uses Nancy and Charlie
as joint protagonists in the play because they unite in
their desire to persuade the creatures not to resist the
evolutionary process.
Leslie and Sarah both function as antagonists in
their noncompliance with the humans' efforts.

Since Les

lie makes the decisions for both of them, it is mainly he
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who obstracts Nancy and Charlie's efforts.

Sarah seems

to act as a civilizing influence on her mate by quelling
his sometimes brutish instincts.
Albee created a dichotomy of character traits on the
basis of the sex of his characters.

The males and fe

males of both species share similar traits, which are re
vealed in the course of the play's action.
Both the woman, Nancy, and the female amphibian,
Sarah, are enthusiastic and curious.

Early in Act One,

Nancy states her dissatisfaction with her husband's com
placency in middle-age.
You said, "I just want to do nothing; I'm happy
doing nothing." Yes? But is that what we've
. . . come all this way for?
(Some wonder and chiding)
Had the children? Spent all this time together?
All the sharing? For nothing? To lie back
down in the crib again? The same at the end as
at the beginning? Sleep? Pacifier? Milk?
Incomprehensible once more?
The appearance of the amphibians gives Nancy the
longed-for opportunity for a new experience.
unafraid of the newcomers from the first.

The woman is

She encourages

her husband to initiate conversation with the lizards.
Once communication opens between the couples, Nancy eagerly
exchanges information with the lizards in an effort to dis
cover something of their mode of living, and with a desire
to teach the lizards about the human lifestyle.

At the

end, Nancy restrains the lizard couple from returning to
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the sea, insisting that they must inevitably come back
again.
Sarah is likewise sociable.

She joins Nancy in

pleading with their respective mates to be friendly to
ward one another.

Also, Sarah is open to exchanging in

formation about herself with Nancy.

Near the end of the

second act, Sarah persuades her mate not to kill Charlie
after Leslie attacks the man for making Sarah cry.
In contrast to the females' communicative natures,
Albee presents the males as self-satisfied, suspicious,
vain, and alternately fearful and agressive.

Charlie

states his feelings about his wife's hunger for adventure
in Act One.
CHARLIE
(Final)
Nancy, I don't want to travel from beach to
beach, cliff to sand dune, see the races, count
the flies. Anything. I don't want to do . . .
anything.
NANCY
(Testy)
I see. Well.
CHARLIE
.g
I'm happy . . . doing .' . . nothing.
When the humans first sight the lizards, Charlie
immediately assumes that the creatures mean to attack, and
he prepares for combat by looking for a weapon.
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The ellipses are the playwright's.

Even after

urging by Nancy to communicate with the amphibians, Charlie
manages only a few blunt expressions.

As the two couples

gradually begin exchanging information, Charlie sets out to
establish his superiority over the creatures by depricating
their lack of knowledge concerning emotions and other ab
stract concepts.

Charlie doggedly pursues a definition of

mortality with Sarah, until she becomes upset and breaks
into tears.

In the end, however, Charlie overcomes his

initial contrariness and joins Nancy in imploring the liz
ards not to resist their evolutionary development.
Leslie possesses many traits similar to Charlie's.
The male lizard approaches the humans cautiously at first,
and he exhibits a warlike demeanor.

Leslie, too, opens

channels of communication only with the urging of his mate.
The male amphibian reveals vanity over his appearance and
a prejudicial attitude against lower forms of sea creatures,
especially fish, in his conversation.

Although some fea

tures of the dry land environment frighten Leslie, such as
the sound of a jet plane overhead, he maintains an exterior
show of force.

The lizard proves to be fiercely protective

of his mate, and almost kills Charlie for making her cry.
Finally, Leslie makes a decision based on reasoning, and
consents to stay on land rather than return to the sea.
While his characters have definite human traits, Albee makes no attempt at a realistic portrayal of life in

this abstract play.

The two male characters struggle with

making the same ethical decision, but the quality of this
decision is questionable.

The desire of Charlie and Les

lie to resist further development in their lives is not a
question of deciding right or wrong and then acting on
the basis of that judgment.

Albee emphasizes the inev

itability of progression at the end of the drama.

Having

Charlie and Leslie choose to do the unavoidable appears
to be an ineffective use of moral decision to denote a
character *s true nature.
Ed Bullins uses nine characters in The Taking of
Miss Janie.

Despite the author's use of one of the char

acters' name in the play's title, there is no focal char
acter in the script.
to all.

Bullins gives almost equal emphasis

Neither did the playwright design any of the

characters as overtly sympathetic or unsympathetic.

Be

cause of the drama's episodic structure, wherein most of
the characters discuss with the audience their past, pre
sent, and future in relation to the others, Bullins' char
acters all seem to function as narrators.

It is primarily

.through the characters' reviews of actions that occurred
offstage and actions that are yet to transpire that Bul
lins develops the characterizations in this play.
The various relationships of the characters are shown
in the following diagram.

(friend)

Monty

(lover)

Lonnie

JANIE

(friend)
Janie
(husband)— Peggy
(lover)
Flossy

MONTY

(wife)

Monty

(lover)

Flossy

PEGGY
LONNIE --

(lover)

- Janie

(husband)

Sharon

(Roommate)

Rick and Monty

LEN
(wife)

Len

(a fellow
Jew)

Mort

(lover)

Monty

(lover)

Peggy

SHARON

FLOSSY
(Roommate)

_

Monty and Len

RICK
(Adversary)

Lonnie
(acquaintance)

Monty

(a fellow Jew)

Sharon

MORT SILBERSTEIN

Although Bullins uses an unusual structure in his
play, his methods of characterization are traditional.
An examination of his development of the characters of
Monty and Janie shows that the author familiarizes the
audience with these characters by what other characters
say about them, by what they say of themselves, and by
what they do.

Bullins emphasizes the psychological level

of characterization in this script by devoting a majority
of the play to the characters’ self-disclosure.

Monty is young and black, two significant physical
traits since Bullins is greatly concerned in this play
with demonstrating racial relations between youths in the
era of the 1960's.
is an emotional one.

Monty's only stated desire in the play
He wants Janie.

In her monologue, Janie reports that Monty writes
good poetry, but that it is bitter and depressing.

Monty

classifies his own poetry as being anti-white in theme.
Rick explains Monty's attraction to Janie as being initi
ated by a common motivation among black males— a black
man wants to have a white woman in order to confirm his
manhood.
When Mort accuses Monty of lacking a social conscious
ness concerning his racial heritage, Monty says of him
self, "NO!

Nothin's in my head except Congo drums and

Freeway sounds and the 'A' train bearing down on 125th
Street."
Two of the characters closest to Monty give different
appraisals about his character.

His wife, Peggy, says

that she loved him.
But he never loved me. Damn, I don't believe
Monty ever loved anybody except Monty. He's
selfish, ya know. And kinda cruel.
She also says that Monty never really cared for Janie.
Flossy, with whom Monty carries on an affair while
married to Peggy, has a better opinion of him.

But I like Monty. We buddies . . . fuckin'
buddies. We make it every once in a while. I
like it with him. He makes me feel like a real
woman and a lady at the same time. He1s . . .
well, you know, intelligent and nice. And he
don't put me down when I act crazy or wild. Or
when I can't pronounce some of those big words
some of them be usin' around here or know what
they mean. These other brothers are messed up
but Monty's gettin' it together. If he could
ever get his nose out of these white bitches'
behinds he'd be better off. But he and Peggy
might do a thing. But I don't see no future in
it. They both got a lot of hang-ups, if you
know what I mean.
The dramatist characterizes Monty as an arrogant,
■shrewd charmer whose principal motivation is self-grati
fication.

In one of his early monologues, Monty says that

he is favoring Janie with his attention since, "All I got
to do is snap my fingers and I could have almost any woman
I wanted."

He says that when the time comes that he wants

Janie, he will "take her, get her, have her . . . whatever
I gotta do."

Bullins supports this impression of Monty

during the act of the rape when Janie asks for an explana
tion from him.
JANIE
Stopl Why are you forcing your will on me?
Why are you taking me like this?
MONTY
Because I want you, that's why.
Janie is young, in her early twenties, and white.
Her idealism is apparent in her reasons for continuing a
platonic relationship with Monty.

She sees Monty as a

talented and sensitive friend, and fears that they would
forfeit their friendship if they should become lovers.
Janie desires to attain with Monty "an ideal black/white
love," which she likens to a rare wine.
But, in a later speech, Bullins has Janie reveal that
she is not totally idealistic about the attraction she
holds for Monty.
JANIE '
I don't understand. Are you talking about Monty
and I? We're only friends, that’s all.
FLOSSIE
We only friends too . . . but he don11 look at
me the way he looks at you.
JANIE
Maybe he1s got what he wants from you . . . and
he wants what he thinks he can get from me.
Janie is not always so secure in her assessments of
others,or of herself.

Bullins

of her as confused, frightened,
image.

presents another picture
and possessing a poor self-

When she first discovers that Monty and Flossy are

lovers, she says,
I didn't know you had someone besides me . . .
Somebody real . . . somebody black and sensual
as the night who would blot out my pale image
like the cloud covering a dim, far constellation.
Lonnie, Janie's white boyfriend, describes her as be
ing chronically insecure during their relationship.

The

young man observes that Janie did not know what she wanted
from college, but made a "career" of being a student to
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please her parents.

During her relationship with Lonnie,

Janie had three abortions, but each time she never told
him about her condition until after the pregnancies were
terminated.

Janie admitted to Lonnie that she was afraid

of the future.
The author seems to verify the characterization of
Janie as bewildered and weak-willed in another of her
speeches.
I still didn't believe that I have so little
understanding of the world . . .Oh, Monty, I
have so little understanding of people and life
. . . and I don't know you, who I thought was my
friend, at all . . . And now . . . and now I
don't know what to believe any more . . . or
know what to do next.
Bullins1 method of characterization lacks skill be
cause it confuses the audience.

With the absence of ac

tions, the audience must form opinions of the characters
based only on what they hear from the characters them
selves and others.

The difficulty arises from the author's

lack of guidance as to which characters are reliable.

Most

of the characters voice contradictory information about
others, another cause of confusion.

Each sees the other

from his own viewpoint, influenced by the relationship
between him and the character he is discussing.

Virtually

all of the characters evidence irresponsibility in their
natures.

The dramatist leaves the audience with no sound

means of determining a definite characterization for any
of the play's personae.
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Some general conclusions may be inferred from this
examination of the playwrights' uses of characterization
in these thirteen plays.

First of all, the authors re

duced the prominence of protagonist and and antagonist
in these dramas.

In fact, it is impossible to identify

a single antagonist drawn in the traditional manner.
Some specific characters do menace the protagonists in a
few scripts, but these pseudoantagonists are agents of
the less obvious forces which really provide chief obsta
cles for the protagonists.

Three cases in point are Dixon

and Cap'n Dan in The Great White Hope, and Maffucci in No
Place To Be Somebody.

These characters are probably the

only real villains in all thirteen scripts.

But even in

Sackler's and Gordone's Pulitzer Prize winning plays it is
the presence of racial prejudice or some less well-defined
attitude that the authors see active in society that fuel
the opposition.

None of these miscreants have any per

sonal dislike for the protagonists; they strike out be
cause they perceive the protagonists to be a threat to
them.

In all of the plays, the antagonistic forces are

usually some attitude, some weakness within the prota
gonists themselves, or , for lack of a better word, fate.
As a matter of fact, the authors create no definite
protagonist in at least three of the plays.

Wilson's

The Hot L Baltimore, Albee's Seascape, and Bullins' The
Taking of Miss Janie do not define a protagonist.

The

absence of both a protagonist and an antagonist in these
scripts results in no pervading conflict underlying the
action.

The want of opposing forces in a drama addition

ally obsures the author's expression of thought.

Also,

plays such as these three strongly depend on elements
other than plot, character, and thought for audience in
terest.
None of the protagonists can be considered good in
the usual sense of the word.

All of these characters,

their social environment notwithstanding, have defects
which would be universally considered significant moral
shortcomings.

But the authors often try to give their

creations some redeeming characteristic, so as to make
them sympathetic, if not worthy of unqualified admira
tion.

For example, Albee's Tobias is an adulterer, but he

is dedicated to his friendship with Harry and Edna.

Is

Pinero's Juan, although a criminal by society's standards,
not a good man in the context of his prison environment
when he attempts to defend Davis' life and protect Julio
from further corruption?

Is Gordonefe Gabe Gabriel to be

considered evil as a consequence of his one impulsive act,
the killing of Williams?

Even John Williams, who sacri

fices his own life, protects his son's guilty acquaint
ances from the police and slays a law officer.

Despite

their frailties, the characters demonstrate a moral good
ness in some of their choices, and this is Aristotle's

requisite for the depiction of a good character.

The

authors seem concerned with the portrayal of human nature
in their protagonists as a mixture of the honorable and
the disreputable.

There are no paragons in any of the

dramas.
The playwrights make little use of such traditional
auxiliary characters as the foil, raisonneur, messenger,
confidant, or narrator.

The only two confidants are Juan

in Short Eyes and Dudley Stanton in The River Niger.

Ed

Bullins does use most of his characters from The Taking
of Miss Janie in a narrative function, demonstrating the
observation that narrative weakens dramatic action.
narrators appear in the other scripts.

No

Perhaps the ten

dency of the playwrights to have their major characters
use monologues and direct address to the audience accounts
in part for the small -use of auxiliary characters.

Play

wrights cause the major characters to reveal information
about themselves and show their psychological processes
on their own, thereby assuming the principal function of
the auxiliary characters.
Two character types long popular in drama, the drunk
ard and the prostitute, are still in vogue.
character types appear in seven of the plays.

One or both
Three of

these characters seem to have original functions in the
scripts in which they appear.

Instead of being the ob

jects of humor, scorn, or sympathy, as is usually the
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case, the alcoholics Claire (in A Delicate Balance), and
Tom Daley (in That Championship Season ), and The Girl,
a prostitute in The Hot L Baltimore, seem to be reposi
tories of truth.

The use of these character types is

discussed further in the chapter on thought.
Two new character types appear in eight of the plays.
These characters were familiar public figures in the late
1960's and early 1970's in which these plays were written
— the Disaffected Youth, and the Angry Black.

Rebellious

or dispirited young people appear in The House of Blue
Leaves (Ronnie), The Hot L Baltimore (Paul Granger III),
Sticks And Bones (David), and The Taking of Miss Janie
(Janie, Mort).

Blacks who express their outrage with

white society show up in The Great White Hope (Scipio),
No Place To Be Somebody (Johnny Williams, Machine Dog),
Short Eyes (El Raheem), The River Niger (Jeff Williams,
Mo), and The Taking of Miss Janie (Rick).

Yet not one of

the thirteen scripts is primarily concerned with the pro
blems of the Disaffected Youth or the Angry Black.
Another new character type that emerges in some of
these plays is the fantasy character.

There are five of

these characters in this group of scripts— Scipio, in The
Great White Hope, Gabe (in his appearances in Act I, Scenes
One and Two; Act II, Scene One; and Act III, Scenes One,
Three and the Epilogue) and Machine Dog in No Place To Be
Somebody, Sung in Sticks And Bones, and Mort Silberstein

in The Taking of Miss Janie.

These fantasy characters

are identifiable by the increased level of abstraction on
which they act, and by their function.
The authors seem to employ these characters symboli
cally and didactically.

For instance, in Act One of The

Great White Hope, Sackler suggests that Scipio is the
voice of black radicalism in his monologue espousing com
plete separation between the races, and in his argument
with the old-line, moderate black pastor in Act Three.
Bullins specifically calls Mort Silberstein a "mythic
character" in his introductory directions.

Mort identi

fies himself as a "beat poet" from the 1950's in one of
his speeches in The Taking of Miss Janie.
The effectiveness of the fantasy characters is ques
tionable.

The appearance of Scipio, Gabe, and Machine

Dog as abstractions in the context of otherwise primarily
realistic scripts is distracting and seems to weaken the
impact of the mimetic portion of the plays.

Except for

Zung, whom Rabe clearly identifies as the embodiment of
David's memory of his lost love in Sticks And Bones, none
of the other authors satisfactorily clarify their use of
the fantasy characters as symbols.
An analysis of the information presented in this
chapter reveals that of all the thirteen authors, only
V

Gilroy, Miller, Pinero, and Walker did not deviate from
established theory in their characterizations.
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As stated earlier, dramas with vertical plots usually
feature nonrealistic characters in which playwrights have
exaggerated a single human trait in order to make a point.
Albee, Guare, Wilson, Rabe, and Bullins, the authors of
the six vertically arranged dramas in the list, do not
emphasize single human traits in their characters.

Yet,

neither have they created realistic characters, or clari
fied in any other manner the specific purposes to be ac
complished by their major characters, thus underplaying
the importance of characterization in their scripts.
Playwrights who employ a horizontal plot tradition
ally create multidimensional, realistic characters.

Gil

roy, Miller, and Walker designed characters which are allinclusively realistic.

Pinero relies more on character

types than these three dramatists, but he has two realistic
leading characters.

Sackler, Zindel, and Gordone appear

to attempt realistic characterizations.

Their efforts are

weakened, however, by a failure to carry their characters'
development through to the higher levels of characteriza
tion.

Furthermore, Sackler, Zindel, and Gordone impair

their major characters' credibility by involving them in
interposing fantasy sequences amid mimetic action, and
de-emphasize characterization.
With this information, it is possible to draw an
association between strong characterization and the ef
fective use of horizontal, or causal, plotting in the

thirteen scripts under study.

Gilroy, Miller, Pinero,

and Walker are the only dramatists who used horizontal
plots undiluted by techniques common to vertically ar
ranged plays.

These four playwrights also were the only

writers successful in creating characters that clearly
reveal themselves through their actions in the scripts
in which they appear.

CHAPTER IV

THOUGHT
Aristotle develops a definition of the dramatic ele
ment of thought in his Poetics.

He begins by saying that

"thought” refers to "all the passages in which playwrights
attempt to prove some thesis or set forth an opinion.
Aristotle further specifies that thought is "the ability
to state the issues and appropriate points pertaining to
a given topic."2

Finally, he adds "thought is the pas

sages in which they try to prove that something is so or
not so, or state some general

p r i n c i p l e .

"3

A playwright has available two basic dramatic struc
tures in which, to present the thought in a play.

He may

use either a mimetic form or he may write in a didactic
form.

Heffner has stated that all plays can be consid

ered as arguments.
A play is an argument by means of illustration
rather than by means of abstract facts and

1 Aristotle, Aristotle Poetics, trans. Gerald F. Else
(Ann Arbor: The University ofMichigan Press, 1967), p. 26.
^ Aristotle, p. 28.
^ Aristotle, p. 29.
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logical proof. It is a dramatic argument by
demonstration. A play may be thought of as add
ing up to a kind of proof or statement, and in
one sense that is its meaning.^
But it is the author's directness in presenting his
argument that is the principal distinction between the
presentation of thought in mimetic and didactic drama.
Smiley notes that a dramatist writing in the mimetic struc
ture would imply his meanings within the play's action,
while the author using a didactic form clearly states his
meaning, often in set speeches by leading sympathetic
c h a r a c t e r s .

^

To aid in keeping this distinction clear,

mimetic plays will henceforth be referred to in this chap
ter as "plays of demonstration," and didactic dramas will
be termed "plays of direct rhetoric."
Within the framework of these two forms of drama,
authors express thought through the specific means of plot
ting, characterization, language and symbolism.^

The

author considers thought in his play in assigning sympa
thetic and unsympathetic qualities to the characters, and
in creating the other elements of the story.

The basic

motivations of the characters, the conflicts in which the

4 Hubert C. Heffner, et.al., Modern Theatre Practice,
5th ed. (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1973), p. 83.
^ Sam Smiley, Playwriting, The Structure of Action
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971), p. 105.
^ H. D. Albright, et. al., Principles of Theatre Art,
2nd ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1968), pp. 58-61.
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characters are engaged, the decisions they make in overcom'
ing the obstacles and settling the crises they encounter
and the final resolution of the story are all manipulated
by the author to present his general trilth.
Brockett defines a symbol as "a concrete object or
event which, while meaningful in itself, also suggests a
concept or set of relationships."7
bols may appear in a playscript.

Three types of sym

Arbitrary symbols are

universal in nature, or at least commonly recognizable to
all in a particular society.

Artificial symbols are usu

ally borrowed from literature, such as in references to
other characters.

Natural symbols are the author's own

creation, and their meaning must be explicit in the con
text of the drama.^
To recapitulate, Heffner concisely expresses how a
playwright may render thought in drama:

"by what the

characters say; by what the characters do; by the summa
tion and balancing of the sayings and doings."9
Each of the thirteen dramas will be analyzed sepa
rately following two parallel lines of study.

One line of

analysis will identify thought as a continuum revealed as

7 Oscar G. Brockett, The Theatre: An Introduction,
2nd ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,
1969), p. 38.
9 Smiley, p. 111.
9 Heffner, p. 84.
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the action progresses.

Smiley defines thought in this con

text as the playwright's "conceptual ideas about ethics,
morality, or t r u t h . A

second line of analysis will

discern the author's use of techniques in their statements
of thought.
The Subject Was Roses, by Frank D. Gilroy, is a play
of demonstration.

The thought in this drama is in the

actions of the characters.

Gilroy has chosen a universal

situation as a basis for the action— the decision of a
youth to leave his parents' home and begin life on his
own.
Gilroy begins the action with the son's return home
after three years in the army.

The youth returns as a

man in his father's eyes, instead of the boy who was over
protected by his mother.

A conflict arises between the

parents for their son's affections.
Gilroy derives his units of argument from the par
ents' strategies to hold or gain their son's favor.

The

playwright presents his reasoning directly, with no patent
use of symbolic writing.
The father and son argue over religion in the first
scene of Act Two.

Theological questions are not really at

issue in the conflict.

Gilroy makes the actual point in

dispute the son's right as an adult to have religious

Smiley, p. 105.

beliefs which differ from those of his parents.

The son is

supported by his mother in this issue.
In the same scene, the mother and son argue.

The

young man charges that his mother prevented her husband
from advancing in his work-because of her refusal to move
away from her mother.

The woman is angered, and leaves

with her coin collection.

She returns after a consider

able absence to report that her spree afforded her the
first real freedom she has known, and that her only reason
for returning is that she is a coward.
In the third scene of the second act, the young man
reveals his decision to leave home to his mother.

The

woman reminisces about her past and reveals something of
her father's influence on her.

Her father instilled in her

a desire for the luxuries of life.

This attitude later led

the woman to marry her husband, though they were not suited
to one another temperamentally.

She felt he had great

chances for material success, but his ambition was later
ruined in the Depression.

As a result of hearing the

story, the son states:
When I left this house three years ago, I blamed
him for everything that was wrong here . . .
when I came home, I blamed you . . . now I sus
pect that no one's to blame . . . not even me.
In the final portion of the play, the mother is re
conciled to her son's decision to move out, and supports
his judgment.

But the father and son argue over the
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youth's resolution to leave.

They, too, are reunited when

the boy expresses aloud for the first time his love for
his father.

At this point, the son abruptly announces a

reversal of his decision to leave immediately, but he is
overruled by his father.
The major conflict which the author resolves is the
youth's decision to leave.

The young man's feeling that

he must place the guilt for his family's unrest temporar
ily prevented his departure.

Throughout the play, how

ever, Gilroy points to the fact that, to be a whole per
son, the son must leave.

The mother's own situation,

brought about by her unwillingness to give up her life as
her parents' daughter, is an indicator of what is best
for the son.

The mother's devotion to her parents was so

strong that it eventually destroyed her marriage when re
maining close to them meant more to her than her role as
a wife.

The mother is a picture of one who always denied

herself what her son desires— the freedom to be on his
own.

Her use of the coin collection could imply a lin-

ering wish for independence in the form of the mainten
ance of an emergency fund.
Gilroy suggests that it is necessary to reach a cer
tain state of self-determination to be a mature adult,
and that the only way this condition can be reached is
for one to take complete responsibility for his life.
This is what the son finally realizes.
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Again, Gilroy's drama is a play of demonstration.
The author never has the characters directly state the
major argument in the play.

The author reveals his mes

sage in the drama's action.

Gilroy does not associate

ideas with sympathetic or unsympathetic characters; none
of the characters are completely worthy of praise or scorn.
This is a strong mark of realism in the script.

Instead,

the playwright communicates thought usually through the
changing relationships among the characters, and through
the creation and resolution of conflict.
The major thought of Gilroy's play— that youths must
eventually assume autonomy— is familiar.

The author suc

cessfully individualizes the situation with thorough char
acter development and a distinctive story.

In this way,

Gilroy manages to maintain audience interest in his state
ment of a universal truth.
Edward Albee's A Delicate Balance is primarily a play
of direct rhetoric.

The abstract nature of the piece can

be observed in the heightened expressiveness of the char
acters, the extreme degree of introspection of which they
seem capable and the extraordinarily candid and eloquent
manner in which they discuss their innermost feelings.
The playwright places his two protagonists, Tobias
and Agnes, in a situation wherein their sense of responsi
bility to others is tested to an extreme, even absurd,
magnitude.

But the play's action is too nonrealistic to
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allow communication of thought by means of demonstration
through character relationships and situations alone.
Albee provides several set speeches in which characters
convey unclear statements of thought.
One of the trials that the protagonists face is pre
sent in the character of the wife's alcoholic sister, who
lives with them.

Early in Act One, Albee has this char

acter discuss a motivation shared by most of the other
characters in the play— the inherent human need to feel
loved.

She says, "you want love, 1-o-v-e, so badly— com

fort and snuggling is what you really mean, of course."
Later in the act, the male protagonist expresses
much the same sentiment in a long story involving his boy
hood relationship with a pet cat.

Inexplicably, the cat

stopped showing any preference for him, and the animal
gradually grew more aloof.

One day the cat bit him, and

his love for the animal turned to hatred.
This speech reveals the man's need for love, and ser
ves as an analogy, comparing his cat's reaction to his
care with his wife's reaction to his care for her.
I had lived
thing. And
ponsibility
was nothing
accused.

with her; I had done . . . every
. . . and if there was a, any res
I'd failed in . . . well . . . there
I could do. And, and I was being

The wife expresses a consciousness of her responsi
bilities when discussing the imminent return home of their

daughter after the breakup of her fourth marriage.
. . . It is her home, we are her parents, the
two of us, and we have obligations to her, and
I have reached an age, Tobias, when I wish we
were always alone, you and I, without hangerson . . . or anyone.
In addition, the care of their best friends falls to
the protagonists.

The second couple arrive unexpectedly

near the end of the first act.

They will only say that

they are there because they became terrified sitting at
home.

The protagonists are confused, but offer them the

use of their daughter's room.

Earlier in the play, the

male protagonist expresses his thoughts about his respon
sibility to his friends.

Claire implies that friends

need each other for mutual encouragement.

Thus, Albee

creates a situation wherein the protagonists' sense* of
responsibility to each other, to their child, their close
relative, and to their best friends are all put to a test
at once under conditions of exaggerated intensity.
Of all these trials, the male protagonist stands most
firmly when his dedication to friendship is challenged.
Society sanctions and enforces responsibilities to one's
family; but, if a man supports his friends out of ro other
motivation except dedication to the idea of friendship,
then this is a truly selfless act.

In this way, Albee

proves his point that man is capable of magnanimity.
The author uses the female visitor in the second scene
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of Act Two to voice the meaning of friendship in the play.
She draws a parallel between friendship and marriage,
"Friendship is something like a marriage, is it not,
Tobias?

For better and for worse?"

Earlier in the scene,

the sister has communicated the thought that friendship is
not so highly prized in America, "We're not a communal
nation, dear; giving, but not sharing, outgoing, but not
friendly."

The daughter has denied her father's insis

tence that the visitors are their friends; she would
rather call them "intruders."
In the closing portion of the play, the male protag
onist defines what he means by friendship for himself and
champions the concept.

When even his wife has second

thoughts about the wisdom of their friends remaining any
longer in the house, the man strikes out.
What am I supposed to do? Say, "Look, you can't
stay here, you two, you've got trouble. You're
friends, and all, but you come in here clean."
Well, I can't do that. No. Agnes, for God’s
sake, if . . . if that's all Harry and Edna mean
to us then . . . then what about us? When we
talk to each other . . . what have we meant?
Anything? When we touch, when we promise, and
say . . . yes, or please . . . with ourselves
. . . have we meant, yes, but only if
I ^ Tf
there's any condition, Agnesi Then it's . . .
all been empty.
In one of the play's most important scenes, the male
visitor tells the protagonist that he and his wife know
that if Tobias and Agnes had come to their house asking
for asylum from the terror Harry and Edna would have
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refused to let them stay.

Thus, Albee removes a final

cause for Tobias' continuing loyalty to his friends— he
cannot even hope for some future reciprocal action on their
part.

However, the man passes this test, and in a long

and emotional speech tells the visitors that they have
earned the right to be in his home through his forty years
of acquaintance with them.
Besides Albee's use of character, plotting, and lan
guage noted here, he also employs the use of several sym
bols in the expression of thought.

The symbols are the

daughter’s room, disease, and darkness and light.

Albee

never explains his meaning for disease, however.
Possession of the daughter’s room is a major point of
conflict between the woman and the visitors in the play.
The alcoholic sister states the meaning of the room as a
symbol of comfort, or security, in Act Two, Scene Two.
JULIA
You'll make Mother mad.
do they want?

Harry and Edna:

what

CLAIRE
Succor?
JULIA
Pardon?
CLAIRE
Comfort.
(Sees Julia doesn't understand)
Warmth. A special room with a night light, or
the door ajar so you can look down the hall from
the bed and see that mommy's door is open.
JULIA
But that's my room.
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CLAIRE
It's . . - the room. Happens you were in it.
You're a visitor as much as anyone now.
The symbol of the disease represents a highly abstract
idea.

Albee pictures the disease as some dark force that

preys on everyone.

In the last act, the female protagonist

tells her husband that she has been thinking of their
friends and about disease.
AGNES
About disease— or, if you like, the terror.
CLAIRE
(Chuckles softly)
Unh, huh.
JULIA
Terror?
AGNES
Yes: the terror. Or the plague— they're both
the same. Edna and Harry have come to us— dear
friends, our very best, though there's a judg
ment to be made about that, I think— have come
to us and brought the plague. .
Albee seems to connect the terror to the theme of the
human need for love in the drama, but he never makes plain
his meaning.
The playwright uses the symbol of light and darkness,
but he does not fully explain it until the last lines of
the play.

Act One takes place on Friday night, Act Two

occurs on Saturday evening, and Act .Three begins early
Sunday morning.

When the visitors finally leave in Act

Three, time has progressed in the act from twilight to
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fulldaylight*

The working out of the plot occurs simul

taneously with the coming again of the light.

The wife

calls attention to the significance of night and day in
her final speech:
— I wonder if that’s why we sleep at night, be
cause the darkness still . .. frightens us?
They say we sleep to let the demons out— to let
the mind go raving mad, our dreams and night
mares, all our logic gone awry, the dark side of
our reason. And when the daylight comes again
. . . comes order with it.
Thus, Albee has all of the chaos in the play happen during
the dark hours, when, the wife says, reason is shadowy.
The writer resolves the play’s conflict with the coming of
day in the drama.
This analysis shows that Albee*s major thought in the
play is to praise man's capacity to resist the pressures
posed by contemporary society to abandon his responsibili
ties and live completely to himself.

The playwright blends

in this one script techniques for the expression of thought
characteristic of both plays of demonstration and plays of
direct rhetoric.

This may account for the author's gen

erally unclear statement of thought in his play.

The ac

tion is too abstract and the characters too unbelievable
as persons for the author to effectively communicate
thought as in a play of demonstration.

Albee presents most

of the important ideas in the characters' set speeches.
But his rhetoric remains too abstract to be persuasive.
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As Brockett has said, equivocalness is not necessarily a
fault in drama.

As an imitation of life, a script should

acknowledge that ambiguities do appear in existence.H
But, unlike mimetic drama, the didactic genre must not
rely primarily for its appeal upon any of the other dra
matic elements except thought.

And the thought in didac

tic drama should be directly challenging, not just a dem
onstration of some generally accepted truth or currently
popular position, which is sometimes the case of mimetic
plays.

Didactic drama should be a form of rhetoric, and

the best sort of persuasion is that which is clear, mem
orable, and impressive.

If the method is which the ideas

of any drama are presented defies rather than aids audi
ence comprehension, the form of the drama is weak.
Howard Sackler’s The Great White Hope is predominantly
a play of demonstration, so the author expresses the main
thought in the play through the action— specifically in
the situation of the protagonist.

The major character is

a black prizefighter who suffers defeat in his challenge
of racial prejudice in both the boxing profession and
society in general.

All that Sackler demonstrates, how

ever, is that racial prejudice exists in both blacks and
whites, and that this bigotry is ugly.

The playwright

fails to communicate any specific statement about his

11 Brockett, p. 3 8.
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general subject of racial intolerance in this play.
The author blunts the effectiveness of the script as
a play of demonstration with incongrouous lapses into the
abstract level.of probability.

During these abstract se

quences, the author employs set speeches directly addressed
to the audience to communicate thought.

Such a device is

traditionally used in plays of direct rhetoric.
Sackler uses this technique five times in the play.
The action halts while characters present monologues which
have little relevance to the ensuing action.

Taken as a

whole, the monologues convey the thought that a deep hatred
exists between the black and white races.

Both blacks and

whites view any effort toward mixing their races as a denial
of their separate cultures.

A typical example of this line

of thought appears in the following portion of a long mono
logue by a black character.
Waste a mah times . . .
An Ah don' care to talk to you neither!
But Ah sees two-three out there de same blood is
me, so Ah says good-evenin' to em, then Ah askin
em this:
How much white you up to? How much you done took
on?
How much white you pinin for? How white you wanna
be?
Oh, mebbe you done school yourself away fum
White Jesus— but how long you evah turn you
heart away frum WHITE! How you lookin, how you
movin, how you wishin an figgering— how white
you wanna be, that whut Ah askin!
How white you gaunta get— you tell me!
You watchin that boy? Nothing white-y bout him,
huh?
But whut he hustle after? White man's sportin
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prize!
Whut he gotta itch for? White man's poontang!
Whut his rich livin like? White man's nigger!
Thinks he walkin and talkin like a natchul man,
don't know how he's swimmin half-drownded in
the whitewash like they is, like you is, nevah
done diffrunt, gulpin it in e w y day, pickled
in it, right at home dere— tell me that ain't
how we living!
Tell me how it better you chokin on dat white
wash then wearin a iron colluh round you neck!
Oh, yeah, you sayin, but whut kin we do.
Whut kin us or dat boy or dem gospellers do, we
passin our days in de white man's world— well,
make you own, brothers!
Don't try an join em an don't try an beat em,
leave em all at once, all together, pack up!
Colleck you wages, grab whutevah here gonna
come in handy an sluff off de ress! Time to
get it goin!
Time again to make us a big new wise proud dark
man's world— again! Ah says again! Ah tellin
what we had once!
On the mimetic level, Sackler reinforces this idea of
the existence of bigotry within both blacks and whites.
The protagonist carries on a disastrous love affair with
his white mistress.

His association with the woman even

tually leads to his loss of the championship and her death.
There is nothing in the personalities of either the man or
the woman to prevent their love from successfully taking
a normal course.

Their ruin is brought about because of

the actions taken against them by black and white racists.
The idea of the corruption of American idealism also
appears in The Great White Hope.

A white fight promoter

is obsessed with bringing about the black man's loss of
the heavyweight title.

He schemes throughout to use the

organized forces of the boxing establishment to compel the

black to participate in a fixed fight in order to restore
the championship to a white man.

Also, a mysterious re

presentative of the federal government, Dixon, is deeply
involved in attempts to violate the spirit of the law to
make it serve private ends.

It is implied that Dixon,

ironically, is an agent of the Justice Department.

In a

speech aimed directly at the audience, this character
rationalizes his approach to law enforcement.
You seem to be indignant, sir. Yes, I heard you.
We have that all the time from people like you,
that old Machiavelli crap. Look into it further,
sir. But not in here or at home. Give it some
thought next time you're alone on the streets
late at night.
A summary of the script's mimetic action is helpful
in clarifying the struggle that most concerns the protag
onist.

Jack Jefferson, the protagonist, is accused of

violating the Mann Act with his white mistress, and he is
forced to flee from the United States to avoid arrest.

He

comes under tremendous pressure from Dixon and others to
return from Europe.

The government offers clemency in

return for promising to participate in a rigged title bout.
The protagonist is unable to get fights in Europe, and he
and his lover sink into desperate poverty.
Finally, they journey from Europe to Mexico.

Through

his influence, the fight promoter cuts off the champion's
last source of income, boxing exhibitions, and Dixon ar
ranges with Mexican authorities to have the fighter
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arrested.

Out of pity, the protagonist drives his mistress

away by pretending to no longer love her.

When news comes

of her suicide, however, his resistance is broken, and he
agrees to fight.

As the resolution of the action indi

cates, Sackler demonstrates as truth the idea that senti
ments of racial prejudice against blacks are pervasive
among whites.

Since Sackler presents the white fight pro

moter and the government agent as totally unsympathetic
characters, it is safe to assume that he considers their
prejudices and actions,unethical and immoral.
Sackler makes a slight use of symbolism in The Great
White Hope.

An arbitrary symbol of triumph, the heavy

weight championship belt, appears several times in the
play.

The protagonist's attitude toward the belt, and

about the success it symbolizes, changes during the drama.
In his first appearance after winning the trophy, the cham
pion's assistant flourishes the golden prize for a gathered
crown.

Later, when the fighter's fortunes have deterio

rated, a character asks what the belt means to him now.
He replies:
Champ don' mean piss-all ta me, man. Ah bin it,
all dat champ jive bin beat clear outa me. Dat
belt a yours juss hardware, woulden even hole
mah pants up. But Ah'm stuck widdit, see, a
hunk of junky hardware, but it don' let go, it
turnin' green on me, but it still ain lettin' go,
Ah'm stuck as>bad widdit as you all stuck wid
needin it offa me— shake it loose, man! Knock
me for ten and take it, understan? Ah be much
oblige!
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Sackler's drama is a play of demonstration in that
action and character are emphasized, and the author con
veys the main thought through implication.

The author

communicates the existence of prejudice in some of the
play's monologues and the main mimetic action.

The mono

logues of the black characters Scipio and Clara, express
hatred against whites and, in turn, as stated, the mimetic
action pictures a strong prejudice against blacks existing
among whites.

The author created a distressing picture of

racial conflict, but failed to make a specific statement
about the situation.
The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds,
by Paul Zindel, is a play of demonstration.

The author

contains the play's thought in the action and the relation
ships of the characters.

Zindel includes some nonrealistic

devices, such as set speeches delivered directly to the
audience.

But, the dramatist employs these speeches

mainly in the delineation of character, not for communica
tion of thought.

Zindel seems to illustrate through the

action that one is able to rise above his environment.
The author creates such a destructive atmosphere for
the drama's characters that he almost overcomes his essen^
tially hopeful premise.

A mother and her two young daugh

ters live a life surrounded and dominated by the past.
Their home is in the practically vacant remains of the
once-prosperous vegetable store operated by the woman's
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father.

Their only source of income is the money received

for housing Nanny, their senile boarder.

The older girl

has been left psychologically impaired by traumatic ex
periences in her life.

The younger is shy to the point

that she is considered an eccentric by her classmates at
school.
An opportunity for a new beginning for them all is
presented when the younger daughter becomes a finalist in
the competition at the school science fair for her experi
ment in exposing marigold seeds to radiation to produce
mutations.

Her sister and mother both feel pride of her

accomplishment for the first time.
A crisis erupts on the night of the science fair.
The mother says that the older girl must stay home and
care for Nanny, and the girl begins a fury of opposition.
As the mother holds a placard for the science experiment
labeled "The Past, The Present, and The Future," she ex
plains her feelings to her daughter.
Do you want to know why I'm going? Do you really
want to know why this once somebody else has to
stick with that dried prune for a few minutes?
Because this is the first time in my life I've
ever felt just a little bit proud over some
thing. Isn’t that silly? Somewhere in the back
of this turtle-sized brain of mine I feel just a
little bit proud I
But the girl crushes her mother's ambition by reveal
ing that she has overheard several teachers at the school
who remember the woman from her student days there
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anticipating with curiosity seeing "Betty the Loon" again.
The mother acknowledges defeat, and the girl goes in her
place.
The sisters return with the good news that the younger
has won the first prize.

They discover that in their ab

sence their mother has gotten drunk, informed Nanny's
daughter that the old woman must leave, and chloroformed,
the girls' pet rabbit.
However, the younger girl has the last word in the
drama.

Her recorded voice is heard speaking at the science

fair telling about her plans for the future.
For one thing, the effect of gamma rays on raanin-the-moon marigolds has made me curious about
the sun and the stars, for the universe itself
must be like a world of great atoms— and I want
to know more about it. But most important, I
suppose, my experiment has made me feel important--every atom in me, in everybody, has come
from the sun— from places beyond our dreams.
The atoms of our hands, the atoms of our hearts
(All sound out. Tillie speaks the rest
live— hopeful, glowing.)
Atom.
Atom.
What a beautiful word.
The control of the past has been broken in the girl's
life.

Unlike her mother and sister, she is able to look

toward the future with anticipation.
Elder Olson has pointed out a rule of drama that those
happenings which are only hinted at and not demonstrated

invariably make little impression on an audience.^

Ac

cordingly, the author might provide more substantial evi
dence that Tillie's tomorrows will be brighter.

The gen

tle melancholy of the ending is in keeping with Zindel's
tone of sentimentality throughout the play.

The play

wright's argument in the girl's favor appears to be based
on just hope for future poetic justice.
The author uses the character of the old woman to re
mind the audience of the past.

Upon the character's first

entrance in Act One, Zindel describes her as pervading the
room with age by her presence. ' But the playwright does
not use the character distinctively as a symbol.
pears infrequently and has no dialogue.

She ap

Likewise, the

author directs attention to the rabbit and the mutative
flowers.

However, he does not establish a definite mean

ing for them.
Zindel keeps the audience's sympathy with the young
girl throughout the script, mainly by having her suffer
so patiently her harsh treatment at the hands of her family
No doubt most would like to believe the author’s closing
impression that since the girl is still capable of finding
a source of joy in life, she will one day rise above her
present cheerless circumstance. But Zindel gives no con
crete evidence that this is a possibility.

12 Elder Olson, Tragedy and the Theory of Drama
(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1961), p. 97.
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John Guare1s The House of Blue Leaves is also a play
of demonstration.

The author makes a strong use of direct

address in the script, and the level of probability in the
play is abstract.

However, none of the characters make a

direct statement about the play's meaning or advocate a
point of view or a line of thought.

The author leaves his

audience to apply meaning from the characters and action,
even though these elements appear emphatically nonrealistic
in the play.

Through inference, Guare's script is a cen

sure of the value system which he sees as being dominant
in America in the middle 1960's.
In the play, the protagonist and his mistress yearn
for relief from the tedium of everyday existence.

They

venerate anyone who has attained recognition by the masses.
The couple glorify all well-known figures, including polit
ical and religious leaders, in a manner usually associ
ated with the worship of idols of popular entertainment.
The Pope's prestige is no different to them in class than
the fame of a movie headliner.

With this portrait, Guare

shows that Americans pay homage to the idea of fame with
little regard for the bearer of it, or the reason for the
person's notoriety.

Guare gives an example of this kind of

adoration in Act One when a character diminishes the plight
of a mentally deranged woman in contrast to the "suffering"
of a popular film star whose only problem is that she can
not find her hair curlers.
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Another character in the play is so damaged by his
failure as a child to win a movie role that he has plotted
a terrorist attack on the Pope in order to gain fame.
RONNIE
My father thinks I'm nothing. Billy. My ser
geant. They laugh at me. You laughing at me?
I'm going to fool you all. By tonight, I'll be
on headlines all over the world. Cover of Time.
Life. TV specials.
Finally, Guare uses the actions of three nuns in Act
Two to demonstrate that even agents of the church can be
obsessed with materialism.

The haughty nuns disdain the

protagonist’s hospitality because he cannot offer them
color television and imported beer.
At the beginning of the second scene of Act Two, Guare
has the recorded voice of the Pope heard praising the Amer
ican people for their asceticism.

In view of the portrait

of Americans that the author presents in this play, the
Pope's address is very ironic.
The author employs a device in the play which he may
have intended to be symbolic.
by the protagonist in Act One.

"Blue leaves" are mentioned
He recalls being fascinated

by a tree with "blue leaves," only to discover that the
"leaves" were blue birds that flew away, leaving the tree
bare.

The protagonist observes that any tree on which the

birds landed suddenly "blossomed" and became extraordi
narily attractive.

Guare does not use this image again

until the closing moments of the play.

The protagonist
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suddenly kills his wife.

Afterwards, the author says

that blue leaves float downward and fiil the stage.
Guare's use of the blue leaves is too isolated to communi
cate as a symbol.
As a writer of comedy, Guare does an admirable job
of pointing up foolish human conduct through exaggeration.
But the statement of his point of view is not clear.

The

play's action is too fantastic to hold relevant observa
tions about life.

All of the play's characters are buf

foons K thus leaving no one present to demonstrate the
author's idea of sensibility.

The only implication that

one may draw from Guare's work is the general notion that
he sees the American society debased in a harried pursuit
of fame and wealth.
Charles Gordone presents No Place To Be Somebody as a
play within a play.

The author prefaces some portions of

the drama with short sequences.

The action in these se

quences is abstract, in contrast to the major part of the
action, which is realistic.

Gordone uses a technique

associated with direct rhetoric in the abstract preliminary
episodes,

the set speech delivered to the audience.

How

ever, these prefatory sequences have little relation in
thought or otherwise to the main body of the script.

The

set speeches have the appearance of direct rhetoric, but
no consistent line of thought or clear-cut position is ad
vocated.

In the play as a whole, Gordone offers no direct
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statement of thought.

Since one receives meaning from the

script only by suggestion, it is a play of demonstration.
Gordone takes the position, in the play through implica
tion, that racial integration is not desirable because it
destroys the purity of a group's cultural characteristics.
The mimetic portion of the play chronicles the un
successful attempts by several characters to gain accep
tance from members of a race different from their own.

The

whites in the play who look to be accepted by the blacks
are forlorn characters who seem to be seeking love from
any quarter.
world"

The blacks who try to enter the "white

do so out of a desire for personal success.

They

are of the opinion that the white man is in control of
society, and that the only way for a black to compete is
first to come to the whites on their terms.
An old black ex-convict calls the desire to be ac
cepted by whites "Charlie Fever."

He takes the blame for

instilling the feeling in a young black man.
. . . Couldn't copy Charlie's good points an'
live like men. So we copied his bad points.
That was the way it was with my daddy an' his
daddy before him. We just pissed away our lives
tryin' to be like bad Charlie. With all our
fine clothes and' big cars. All it did was make
us hate him all the more an' ourselves too.
In the play one black unsuccessfully attempts to be
come part of an organized crime group composed of whites.
Finally, the hoodlums send their hit man to murder him.
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Two other black males try to succeed as artists, one as an
actor and the other as a dancer.
pursuing their careers.

They both decide to stop

The actor is taunted by a fellow

black with the idea that his failure is due to the fact
that he does not fit the white producers' ideas of what a
black should look like.

The character is a mulatto, a

personification of the mixing of black and white.

The

dancer quits because he feels he could never adapt to the
lifestyle expected of him by his dancing instructor, a
white.

A black woman falls in love with a white man, and

she is eventually rejected by him in the last act.

Upon

leaving, her white former lover not only repudiates her
but the whole black race in a speech wherein he declares
his pride in being white.
Two of the white female characters are in love with
the black man who aspires to be a mobster.

They also fare

poorly in their attempts to be accepted by a member of
another race.

The man acts as a procurer for one of the

women; she eventually commits suicide in a fit of depres
sion over her unrequited love for him.

The other white

woman befriends him, but the man uses their relationship
to persuade her to steal for him.
Gordone confuses the thought in his play with some
seemingly contradictory actions.

While most of the char

acters, both black and white, fail at being accepted by
other races, two of the characters succeed.

A black

X6Q

prostitute leaves her old life behind when she is hired by
a manufacturing company.

Another black woman marries a

Canadian doctor and leaves with him.

The fact that Gor

done allows these two relatively minor characters suddenly
to win acceptance in the white society negates his strongly
implied position that such endorsement is undesirable.
Only in the epilogue does the author appear to use a
single statement to corroborate his idea that mixing with
the white race would be harmful to blacks.

Even in this-

speech, which is delivered as one of the play's abstract
sequences, Gordone does not state a thought directly.
GABE
(Gabe enters dressed as a woman in mourning.
A black shawl is draped over his hear.)
I will mourn a passing.' The passing and the end
ing of a people dying. Of a people dying into
that new life. A people whose identity could
only be measured by the struggle, the dehumaniza- '
tion, the degradation they suffered. Or allowed
themselves to suffer perhaps. I will mourn the
ending of those years. I will mourn the death
of a people dying into that new life.
This speech is an interesting study in semantics.

The

speaker states that he feels grief over the end of the
blacks' struggle for an identity.

This statement suggests

that he feels the "new life" of the blacks will be inferior
to the old.

Gordone seems to say that a relinquishing by

blacks of their racial identity through assimilation into
the white society will be a bigger degradation than living
in subjection.
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The preliminary episode which begins Act Three is a
panegyric in poetry that extols the experience of being
black.

The speaker makes use of several articles, includ

ing a newspaper with the headline, "Negroes Riot!," a ban
ner which resembles an American flag, a molotov cocktail,
and what appears to be a large automatic pistol.

At the

end of the poem, the character cuts into the gun with a
knife and fork and eats a portion of it; then he drinks
from the molotov cocktail, and invites the audience to
join him.

The only explanation for the objects is that

they are the author's natural symbols.

However, the writer

fails in his effort at symbolization by offering no means
by which to interpret the significance of the articles.
Gordone's expression of thought in this play is vague.
Since he offers no direct statements of thought, the author's
point of view must be implied from the action.

As stated,

Gordone introduces action in the last act which seems con
trary to the position he developed in the first part of the
play.

His point that it is impossible for members of a

race to find satisfaction with people of another race or
their institutions is mitigated when two of his characters
do just that.

Gordone's epilogue, which traditionally is a

place in a drama where playwrights offer some clarification
of the piece, only offers more confusion with its perplex
ing diction.
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That Championship Season, by Jason Miller, is a play
of demonstration.

Miller is consistently realistic in his

use of all the dramatic elements in his script.

Conse

quently, there are no statements of direct rhetoric.
The playwright's thought must be inferred from the
action.

The major thought which Miller expresses in the

play is that reverence for the past is unfounded since it
is usually based on misconceptions which have been per
petuated.
The play's action concerns the annual reunion of a
small-town championship high school basketball team--a
celebration of an event of the past.
place in the home of the Coach.

The meeting takes

This character still oc

cupies the house in which he grew up.

Miller notes in his

stage directions that the house’s furnishings and the char'
acter's clothing reflect the styles of the 1950's, even
though the play's setting is in the early 1970's.

This

might suggest that the character is not open to change.
The philosophy with which the Coach infused his team
when they were youngsters has not proven to be a viable
basis for successful living.

The Coach always taught his

boys the value of exploiting the weaknesses of their op
ponents.

Or, as stated by one of the men:
Find the other man's weakness— exploit him— hook
him to death
(Manic)
Watch out— they're out to get you . . . .
(Laughs)
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Get the sonofabitch before he gets you, win,
win, only sin is losing, bless me Father for I
. . . Christ, I'm sick.
The Coach puts the same thought in different words in
Act Three.

He recites with deep conviction, according to

Miller's notes, the Greek credo on which he has based his
life.
The credit belongs to the man who is actually in
the arena,
Whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood.
A man who knows the great enthusiasms and the
great devotions.
Who spends himself in a worthy cause.
Who in the end knows the triumph of high achieve
ment
And if he fails, at least fails while daring
greatly
So that his place shall never be with those cold
and timid souls
Who know neither victory nor defeat.
As the characters interact during the reunion, they
begin to practice the philosophy of the exploitation of
others' weaknesses on each other.

In the course of the

drama, Miller reveals them all to be failures, or at least
mediocrities. One is afraid that he will lose his job as
mayor because of his ineptitude in the office.

He dis

covers that his wife agreed to sleep with one of his cam
paign financiers so that her husband would not lose a con
tribution.

Another character feels ensnared in his posi

tion as a junior high school principal, and thinks that he
could have risen to prominence in politics if he had not
been forced by circumstances to care for his ailing father.
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This character's brother, who is also present at the re
union, is an alcoholic.

The last team member inherited

wealth, but he says of his life in Act Two, "I'm so bored
half the time it's killing me.

Watching the same old

faces get old, same bullshit, day in and day out.

Bored."

Even the Coach himself ended his career in disgrace when
the school forced him to retire after he broke the jaw of
a student who insulted him.
One unseen character, Martin, has consistently missed
the reunions over the years.

He moved out of town and has

not maintained contact with the men.

Late in Act Three,

Miller reveals that one of the men, as well as the Coach,
knows why Martin dissociated himself with the team twenty
years ago.
TOM
He wanted you to publicly refuse the trophy, re
member? You told him in the third quarter to
get that nigger center, the kangaroo, remember?
He did. He went out and broke the guy's ribs.
COACH
I told him to stop him. That nigger was playing
him off the court, and I told him to get tough
under the boards and stop him.
TOM
He came to you a week after the game.
COACH
That's right, he did. He came to me . . . h e
walked in here. He came babbling something about
the truth. What truth, I said, we won. That
trophy is the truth, the only truth. I told him
to get mean, punish some people, put some fear
into them, you have to hate to win, it takes
hate to win. I didn't tell him to break any
body's ribs.
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Miller uses the team's old trophy as a symbol, a sig
nification of their achievement.

Coach explains what the

trophy means to him.
Is that trophy a myth! See the names engraved
on it! Don't grow old on me, boys, don't lose
faith, don't get old on me. I carved your names
in silver, last forever, forever, never forget
that, never. Nothing changes but the date, boys.
The trophy and what it stands for are eventually vio
lated.

One of the men becomes nauseous in Act Two at the

thought of the former teammates turning on one another,
and he uses the trophy as a receptacle when he vomits.
The alcoholic member voices his disillusion with the idea
emblematized by the trophy.

He calls the memento a fraud.

The men's animosities subside as they listen to a re
cording of the winning play in their championship game.
This reminder of the only event in their lives that has
any meaning brings them into a renewed comradeship.

They

pose for a picture together around the trophy which has now
been restored to its place of dignity.
Miller appears to demonstrate with this episode some
things mean more to men than the truth.

It also demon

strates the power that their past holds over them.

The

alcoholic acts as a soothsayer near the end when he likens
the men to an endangered species.
TOM
Whoop! Whoop. Whooping cranes, us and the
whooping cranes.
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COACH
Wha's that?
On the way out.

TOM
Cranes.

Whoop.

Miller effectively communicates thought in this drama.
He implies his point in the play's action and the relation
ships of the characters without ambiguity.

The playwright

demonstrates the failure of the Coach's philosophy which
makes success an idol and condones winning at all costs
in the lives of the characters.

He shows that their lives

are empty except for the memory of one triumph of the past,
and then Miller reveals even that accomplishment to be a
lie.

But, rather than live a life with no meaning at all,

the characters choose to ignore the truth and accept the
lie.

Furthermore, Miller clearly explains his use of the

trophy as an arbitrary symbol of achievement.
Lanford Wilson's The Hot L Baltimore contains no state
ments of direct rhetoric to clarify the author1s thought in
the script.

Wilson, therefore, intended the drama to be a

play of demonstration.

However, the only statement that

the author implies through the action, and it is a vague
suggestion, seems to be a dissatisfaction over the loss of
personal dignity and concern for others in contemporary
life.
Wilson uses several objects and references as remind
ers of the past.

He never establishes their meanings

clearly, so there is no way to determine if they are

symbols.

The cumulative effect of all of these references,

however, is to pervade the atmosphere of the play with
memories of events gone by.
The playwright describes the hotel, the environment
for his action and characters, as being once a grand hos
telry.

But is is now deteriorated into a dwelling for mis

fits and prostitutes.

Wilson explains in his notes that

the decline of the hotel was caused by a parallel diminish
ing of the railroads.

One of the characters emphasizes

this point by voicing dismay over the railroad’s decline.
At various points, Wilson interrupts the action of the play
with the sound of a train whistle.

The character notes in

Act One that passenger trains no longer offer their cus
tomers an environment in which order and courtesy exist.
The author refers to ghosts several times in the
script.

Ghosts, too, are usually associated with the past.

An elderly woman in the play claims to have the ability to
perceive the presence of ghosts, and she says that some re
side in the old hotel.
An unseen character in the play is Paul Granger.
old man is the object of a search by his grandson.

The

The

youth discusses the quest for his missing relative in Act
Two.

His search for his grandfather, whom he never met, is

a search for the past— a past he really never knew. Like the
hotels and the trains, with which the old man was associated,
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Paul's grandfather had his pride once, but he eventually
was forgotten.

Along with The Girl, the grandson is sen

timental over a representative of the past.
All of Wilson's characters lead lives marked by im
permanence.

The only two major figures who have jobs are

the hotel manager and the night clerk.

Both of these posi

tions are to be eliminated soon with the demolition of the
hotel.

All the rest are transients, prostitutes, and the

aged.

Even though the characters all know that their home

is destined to be torn down, they rarely comment on their
impending loss, and the author does not use this crisis to
create any particular conflicts in the story.

As with the

other objects of the past, the author seems to destine his
characters to slip gradually, quietly, and helplessly into
oblivion.

In the meantime, the characters quarrel, and

generally treat each other disrespectfully.

A young woman

steals from a helpless old man, and then abandons her
brother to an uncertain fate.

The night clerk's love for

the young prostitute goes unspoken.

At the end, their

empty lives continue in a dying universe, the old hotel.
As it stands, Wilson's play communicates only feelings
of melancholy and sentimentality.
plot.

There is no story to the

Much of the action is episodic— byplay between

characters that is entertaining but not informative.
author's use of symbols is unclear.

The

Many of the speeches

are pointless except as sentimental statements or humor.
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The author excludes comments which might communicate major
lines of thought.
David Rabe's Sticks and Bones is primarily a play of
direct rhetoric, since the author has not crehted mimetic
actions or believable characters. He offers no clear
statements of any specific line of thought through the
characters or their speeches.

Ultimately, the audience

is left to infer thought in this script, even though the
author1s action and characters are really too abstract to
serve as a basis for that inference.
The playwright's major theme appears to be the failure
of people to understand one another.

In addition, Rabe in

cludes a myriad of minor lines of thought, including the
identity crisis which sometimes accompanies middle age,
the unpleasantness of prejudice, the growth of barbarism
in our society, and the inability of contemporary religious
institutions to provide guidance for man.

The author's in

corporation of so many subordinate lines of thought dilutes
his substance by depriving his major thought of appropriate
amplification.
The play's abstract plot takes place in the framework
of a realistic situation.

The eldest son of an American

family returns home from Vietnam blinded and hostile.

The

author reveals through exposition that the young man is
filled with self-hatred for having left behind the Viet
namese woman whom he loved.

This son is the protagonist
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of the drama, and it is through him that Rabe presents the
major thought of the play.
Rabe uses two major techniques to communicate his
■

principal thought in the script— direct address of set
speeches to the audience, and the presence of a fantasy
character.
Early in the play, the oldest son disagrees with his
parents' teachings about the preeminence of the white race.
His parents assure him that his promiscuity while overseas
is forgivable if the objects of his attentions were white
girls.

But, they are very distressed to learn that their

■son lived with a Vietnamese woman.
The indoctrination continues in Act Two when the young
man talks with his mother.

It should be noted that Rabe

often uses ellipses in his diction to indicate a pause;
nothing has been omitted from these quotations that would
change the spirit of the thought expressed.
HARRIET
. . . Oh, David, David, I'm sure she was a lovely
little girl but I would be insane if I didn't
want you to marry someone of your own with whom
you could be happy, if I didn't want grandchil
dren who could be free and welcome in their world.
I couldn't want anything else, and still think I
loved you. David, think of their faces, their
poor funny little faces . . .
■

a

*

The human face was not meant to be that way. A
nose is a thinness— you know that and the lips
that are not thin are ugly, and it is we who
disappear, David. They don't change and we are
gone. It is our triumph, our whiteness.

At the end of Act One, the son speaks to the spectral
figure of his Vietnamese lover, explaining how he first
had to overcome the teaching of the "old voices" before he
could think of her as a human being.

He had been condi

tioned to regard the Vietnamese, as worthless, but he in
stinctively knew that he had something primary to gain from
drawing close to them.
. . . And it will be as it was in that moment when we looked in the dark and our eyes were
tongues that could speak and the hurting . . .
all of it . . . stopped, and there was total
understanding in you of me and in me of you . . .
and . . . such delight in your eyes that I felt
it, yet . . . I discarded you. I discarded you.
Forgive me. You moved to leave as if you were
struggling not to move, not to leave. "She's
the thing most possibly of value in my life," I
said. "She is garbage and filth and I must get
her back if I wish to live. Sickness, I must
cherish her." Zung, there were old voices in
side me I had trusted all my life as if they were
my own. I didn't know 1 shouldn't hear them.
So reasonable and calm they seemed a source of
wisdom. "She's all of everything impossible made
possible, cast her down," they said. "Go home."
And I did as they told; and now I know that I am
not awake but asleep, and in my sleep . . . there
is nothing . . . !
In his association with Zung, David achieved a satis
faction that had been denied him in life with his family.
The young man characterizes the interaction among the fam
ily members when he says, "We make signs in the dark.
know yours.

I understand my own.

You

We share . . . coffee!"

He speaks to the memory of Zung, his Vietnamese mis
tress, personified as an abstract character.

The young
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man desperately tries to recapture the perfection of their
consciousness of one another.
hypocrisy, and

None of the selfishness,

prejudice which isolate

ents, and his brother from one

another

the son, hispar
were presentin his

relationship with the-woman, according to his words.

But,

in the end, the attraction of his background proved too
powerful for him to resist.

When it came time to return

home, he decided to leave the woman behind in Viet Nam.
Rabe uses
young man in a

the Vietnam War as a means of putting the
foreign culture for the

first time.The

audience may infer from the character's speeches that this
situation led him to recognize the common bond of humanity
that exists among all people.
The young man also seems to learn that life consists
of more than an abundance of material goods to be enjoyed
in an unbroken state of felicity.

This is the sort of fu

ture his mother envisions for him.
HARRIET
That's all we've ever wanted, your father and me
— good sweet things for you and Rick— ease and
lovely children, a car, a wife, a good job. Time
to relax and go to church on Sundays . . . and on
holidays all the children and grandchildren come
together, mingling. It would be so wonderful—
everyone so happy— turkey. Twinkling lights!
In his relationship with the Vietnamese woman, the
young man is able to achieve a feeling of total intimacy?
he seems to think that she taught him to reach out in true
understanding to another person.
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The author uses the character's involvement in the war
as a wellspring of insights about his own humanity that were
hidden to him by his upbringing.
from the others by this knowledge.

The character is set apart
The main source of con

flict among David and his family and the priest is the chal
lenge the young man presents to their established beliefs.
Through his censure of the idea upon which their lives are
based, he quickens anger within the rest, for they will not
abide a trial of their morality.
Rabe emphasizes numerous objects, events, and actions
by the frequency of their appearance and the importance with
which the author seems to accord them.

If the playwright

intended for these items to be symbolic, their meanings are
unclear.

The items which he possibly proposes for symbols

are the protagonist's blindness, his dark glasses, and his
white cane; the younger son's guitar; the unseen character
of Hank Grenweller; the author's uses of the color green
and photography in the script; and the family's ritualistic
killing of the protagonist.
No meaning can be established for any of these items
from the dialogue or action which Rabe provides.

To give

an illustration of the author's obscure uses of these items,
Rabe's employment of three of the items will be examined—
the protagonist's blindness, his white cane, and his ritual
istic murder.
The young man comes home from war blinded in some cir
cumstance which the author never discusses.

From some
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of the character's lines, it is possible to make some con
jecture which connects the blindness with his rejection of
the Vietnamese woman.

He chose to move away from her back

into his lonely society wherein all persons exist in a
state of detachment from one another, as demonstrated by
the actions of his parents and brother.

The young man

tells the vision of his lover, "I did as they told; and
now I know that I am not awake but asleep, and in my sleep
. . . there is nothing."

The darkness of blindness is

suggested in the character's mentioning of sleep.

Pos

sibly the author means for the blindness to represent the.
character's loss of the knowledge about the understanding
of other people that he learned from the woman.
The character's white cane can also be used as an
example of the author's obscure symbolization.

In his

blindness, the character uses the cane to navigate around
the set.

Whenever he points the cane at his parents, they

complain of not being able to breathe.

He uses the cane

as a weapon against the priest when he attempts to bless
the young man.

Also, the character intimidates and seems

to threaten his mother with the cane while she is giving
him a sponge bath in bed.

In all of these instances, the

meaning of the cane remains mysterious.
The protagonist's "death" is another episode which
has no clear meaning. After he is brought down by a blow
with his brother's guitar, the family promptly goes about
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preparing for his ceremonial death.

They assemble silver

pans and towels; his brother offers him a straight razor,
and the protagonist submits to his brother's help in cut
ting his wrists.

The family members discuss the progress

of his demise.
HARRIET
And in a little while, it'll all be over.
feel so grand. No more funny talk.

You'll

RICK
You can shower, put on clean clothes. I've got
deodorant you can borrow. After Roses, Dave.
The scent of a thousand roses.
RICK
. . . Mom, I like David like this.
HARRIET
He's happier.
OZZIE
We're all happier.
RICK
Too bad he's gonna die.
OZZIE
No. No, he's not gonna die, Rick.
gonna nearly die. Only nearly.

He's only

The author's use of the fantasy character of the Viet
namese woman is also unclear.

The character moves through

out the play, first appearing shortly after the son's re
turn home.

For most of the time she is visible only to

him, and remains largely in the young man's room.
her presence torments him.

There

Late in the last act, he is

able to move his father for an instant to waver in his
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dedication to his values.

At this point, the older man also

sees the woman and experiences a guilt similar to his son's.
After the son is felled by his brother, the father turns
savagely on the figure of the woman.

He chokes her to

death.
Although Sticks And Bones is an abstract, didactic
play, Rabe requires the audience to reach a conclusion about
the thought he expresses through implication.

He does not

take advantage of the direct rhetoric form to clearly ex
press his point of view.

Consequently, he runs the same

risk of being mininterpreted as authors of plays of demonstartion.
Miguel Pinero's Short Eyes is a play of demonstration.
The author's major premise is that prison life destroys the
human spirit.

Pinero also deals with subordinate lines of

thought in the play, including a cohdemnation of prison of
ficials and police, the unwillingness of society to accept
an ex-convict, and the problem of homosexuality among men
in confinement.
The playwright expresses thought in the script exclu
sively through what the characters do and say.
noticeable use of symbolism.

He makes no

Pinero reflects his thought con

cerning the dehumanizing effect of prison life mainly in
the action and relationship of two characters in the
drama, Juan and Julio, or as he is most often called, Cup
cakes.

Julio is a youth, in prison for the first time,
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and Juan, a veteran inmate, acts as his mentor and pro
tects him from the homosexual advances of a third Puerto
Rican, Paco.

Pinero introduces another character into

this group of prisoners, which includes the three Puerto
Ricans, several blacks, and one white.

The new prisoner,

also a white man, is accused of being a "short eyes," or
child molester, a crime which the prisoners consider to
be the most heinous.

The accused quickly becomes the ob

ject of the prisoners' intense animosity.

Only Juan is

willing to give him the benefit of the doubt concerning
his innocence.
The author has the prisoners plan a gang rape of the
new inmate.

Juan suffers a disillusionment when Julio

agrees to take part in the plot.

Juan warns the young

man that, by so doing, he is allowing the prison environ
ment to rob him of his humanity.
PACO
Iiow about you, Cupcakes?
JUAN
Julio?
PACO
Well, it's either him or . . . well, Cakes . . .
make up your choice, now. Which way? Who you
stand with?
CUPCAKES
I go . . . I go with you.
JUAN
You punk, you little punk. Everything I taught
you just went in one ear and came out the other.
You want to be an animal too . . . You're letting
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this place destroy you.
The prisoners' attack on the new man quickly grows in
ferocity, and finally they murder him.

Immediately fol

lowing the killing, the prisoners turn their fury on each
other.

As Act Two ends, Julio realizes that Juan was cor

rect; the men are like beasts.

The ellipses in the quota

tions are those of the author.
CUPCAKES
Stop it, goddamn it. Stop it . . .Oh, my God
. . . is this really us.
The dramatist gives Juan the final words in the play.
Julio is released from prison at the end.

As he leaves,

Juan's parting statement reveals his conviction that the
young man has allowed the spirit of the prison to become
indelibly established upon his own soul.
JUAN
I ’ll give you something, a cheer, one last hooray,
that’s yours by law . . . cuz you're leaving this
place . . . and only becuz of that, I can't give
you no lifestyle pearls . . . no cues . . . be
cuz you, like the rest of us . . . became a part
of the walls . . . an extra bar in the gate
. . . to remain a number for the rest of your
life in the street world . . .
CUPCAKES
On the gate.
(Brown opens gate and walks away)
JUAN
Cupcake, you went past the money and blew it . . .
yah, that's right, this is cop and blow . . . and
you blew it becuz you placed yourself above under
standing.
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VOICE
On the bail, Mercado . . . get your ass out here
now.
JUAN
Oye, espera, no corra, just one thing, brother,
your fear of this place stole your spirit . . .
And this ain't no pawnshop.
Pinero implies through the actions and characters of
this drama that internment has a dehumanizing effect on
people.

The author leads the audience to this conclusion

by Juan's warnings to Julio that the prison environment
can make him an animal.

The playwright demonstrates that

this is true when Julio joins the hardened criminals in
the killing of the new man.

Finally, Pinero emphasizes

his point again with Juan's closing speech.
Joseph A. Walker communicates thought by demonstra
tion in The River Niger.

He makes no observable use of

direct rhetoric or symbolization.

The author's major

thought is the necessity of the sacrifice of the present
generation for their children.
Walker's action deals with the lives of a black family
in Harlem.

The father is the central character.

Early in

Act One, the character complains to a confidant that his
life is unfulfilled.
I'm a fighter, Dudley. I don't like white folks
either, but I sure do love their war machines.
I'm a fighter who ain't got no battlefield. I
woke up one day, looked around, and said to my
self, "There's a war going on, but where's the
battlefield?" I'm gonna find it one day— you
watch.
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The father's occupation as a housepainter hardly pro
vides an outlet for his creative talents.

To compensate,

he writes poems and creates artistic objects for his own
sake and for his wife.

The responsibilities of a family

came to him too early in life, and he was forced to drop
out of college.

His wife is aware that, now in his frus

tration, he is rapidly drinking himself to death.
The middle-aged characters in this play consider their
fates sealed.

Their hope for a better future for their

race rests upon the young.

In Act One, the wife explains

to her son's fiancee, "I rejoice in you young people, Ann.
You're the spring rains we need, 'cause we as a people got
a lot of growing to do.

Bless our young folk."

Walker reinforces the play's major thought in the
story that the fiancee relates about her own father in Act
One.

She tells the wife that her father has been jailed

in her native South Africa for nine years.

He turned him

self in to protect her two brothers, who were printing
antigovernment propaganda.

This situation somewhat paral

lels the protagonist's sacrifice at the end of the play to
keep his son from being taken by the police.
The son returns home from the Air Force because he
felt it was just another white racist organization.

He

refuses his father's request to see him in his uniform.
I feel ashamed of it. I feel that it's a kinda
copout. Pop— it makes me feel like a buffoon
every time I put it on. I should have burned
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my commission, not shown up, made it to Canada
or something. I really don't believe in this
country anymore.
The father strongly disagrees with his son's senti
ments .
It's a accomplishment, fool. How many of us ever
get there— to be an officer? God knows, this
country needs to be torn down, but don't we want
it torn down for the right to be an officer if
you're able? It's an accomplishment. And I'm
proud of your accomplishment.
Soon after returning home, the young man reluctantly
is drawn into his friend's plans for a violent protest.

A

public building is to be bombed in order to bring attention
to their cause.

However, the operation goes awry.

An army

of officers follows the gang to the young man's house and
surrounds the premises, demanding their surrender.
Inside the house, a police informer is uncovered in
the ranks, and a shoot-out occurs between him and the
father.

The father is fatally wounded.

Before dying, he

directs that he be acknowledged as the gang's leader.

He

orders all guns except his and the dead informer's hidden.
Thus, the man attains fulfillment in the knowledge that his
death will give the young men and women a renewed chance
at life.
field.

As he dies, he says that he has found his battle
He tells his wife, "Don't suffer long, honey.

Just give up and take my hand.
will be all right now."

The children— the children
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The playwright makes the success of the present gen
eration a major concern of all the older characters in the
play.

He demonstrates the selflessness of the older gen

eration first in the story of the fianceefe father, and
finally in the resolution of the play's action.

Walker

ends the drama with no indication of what opportunity, if
any, the youths will make of the father's sacrifice.

But,

the immolation of the older man is the author's illustra
tion of his main point in the play.
Seascape, by Edward Albee, is a highly abstract play,
which, normally, would classify it as a play of direct
rhetoric.

Yet, the author does not use the abstract level

of probability as an occasion to make statements of direct
rhetoric.

There is no clear use of symbolism.

The characters include a middle-aged human couple
and two anthropoid lizards, a male and female, whom they
meet on a beach.

Albee makes a comment about evolution

through the confrontation between man and his primordial
counterpart.

The author never crystallizes a specific

thought about this subject, however.

A line of thought

which one can generally imply from the action is that the
yearning men sometimes feel to return to a state of natural
innocence is really undesirable.

In the process, man would

forfeit his cognizance of emotions and abstract ideas as
well as the knowledge of mortality.
meaning.

Life would lose its

In short, man's rationality is the reward for
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evolution.
Albee opens the drama with the deafening sound of a
jet plane passing overhead.
times throughout the play.
ment is always the same:
one day.

This sound is repeated several
Each time, the husband's com

"They'll crash into the dunes

I don't know what good they do."

Because Albee

uses the sound frequently in the play and always emphasizes
it with the same lines from this character, he seems to
accord it some significance, perhaps as a symbol.

But,

he never establishes a clear meaning for the sound.
Early in the play, the wife chides her husband for
his desire, in middle age, to simply stop the progress of
his life and rest.

He says, "I just . . . want . . .

. . . do . . . nothing."

(The ellipses are Albee's.)

to
The

wife replies:
We are not going to be around forever, Charlie,
and you may not do nothing. If you don’t want
to do what 1^ want to do— which doesn't matter—
then we will do what you want to do, but we will
not do nothing. We will do something. So, tell
me what it is you want to do . . .
I said.

CHARLIE
Now give me back my . . .

NANCY
You said, "I just want to do nothing; I'm happy
doing nothing." Yes? But is that what we've
. . . come all this way for? Had the children?
For nothing? Spent all this time together? All
the sharing? For nothing? To lie back down in
the crib again? The same at the end as at the
beginning? Sleep? Pacifier? Milk? Incompre
hensible once more? Sleep? Sleep, Charlie?
Back to sleep?
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The man evades the question.

He reminisces about his

childhood ambition to live under the water. Asa child, he
liked to dive to the bottom of the family swimming pool
and stay there as long as possible.

When he grew to be

an adolescent, he enjoyed spending time at the beach.

As

a pastime, he carried stones into the water to sink to the
bottom of the ocean.
Amidst all these indirect references about returning
to a primeval evolutionary state, the lizards appear.
They are very manlike, including their excellent command
of language.
The two males, man and lizard, are both vain, agressive, and protective of their mates.

They engage in eru

dite arguments and attempt to prick each other's egos.

In

contrast, the girls are interested in the more basic mat
ters.

They discuss friendship, daily matters of life, sex,

and birth.

While the males regard each other warily, the

females are excited about exchanging information concern
ing themselves.
The husband spends a great deal of time trying to make
the lizards understand emotions, expecially love, by draw
ing examples from their own relationship.

As the female

lizard recounts the story of how she met her mate, the
male human tries to help her realize that the attraction
the lizards feel for one another is love.
From there, the man tries to bring the lizards into a

perception of mortality.

This the crucial knowledge that

separates man from the beasts, according to the husband.
The female is the first to understand the idea of mortal
ity, and it disturbs her.

Her mate becomes outraged with

the man for having upset her.

Only at the female's request

does he refrain from killing the man.

The two lizards pre

pare to return to the ocean.
The humans both plead with the lizards to reconsider.
The woman tells them, "You'll have to come back. . . sooner
or later.

You don't have any choice.

Don't you know that?

You'll have to come back up."
In a solemn moment, the male lizard makes the decision
to no longer postpone the inevitable.

The humans offer

help to the lizards in their growth on land.

After a moment

spent contemplating his prospective mentors, the male says,
"All right.

Begin."

Albee's device of a dialogue between modern man and
his prototype is unusual.

However, the author makes no

clarifying statements of his thoughts in any of the speeches.
He leaves the audience to determine the play's thought
through implication from the characters' relationships and
actions, but the actions are too abstract to be useful

in

this purpose.
In The Taking of Miss Janie, Ed Bullins surveys the
youth who grew up in the decade of the sixties.

His script

involves the continuing relationships of a group of young
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men and women during their years as young adults.

Bullins

uses an experimental structure in which past, present, and
future are indistinguishable.

This form permits the char

acters to confront each other at different stages of their
development.
Although the author has the characters directly ad
dress the audience often in this play, none of the speeches
contain clarifying statements of thought.

Neither does the

dramatist demonstrate his point of view through mimetic ac
tion in the drama.

Bullins follows a consistent procedure

in structuring the episodes in the play.

The characters

address the audience in a monologue, and then they are
joined by one or two other characters for a discussion.
The author provides exposition and prepares for succeeding
action entirely through these speeches.

None of the situa

tions which they discuss are ever illustrated in the play's
action.

Since Bullins leaves the audience to imply thought

from the dialogue in these sequences, the drama is a play
of demonstration, as regards the author's presentation of
thought.
As the monologues and discussions progress, Bullins
unfolds the story of the youths' unhappy lives.

One young

woman goes through relationships with a variety of lovers
and subsequent abortions.

She is finally raped by a man

with whom she carried on a platonic friendship for over a
decade.

Another woman adopts lesbianism after several
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unsuccessful attempts to sustain conventional love affairs.
One young man turns to a mystical religion to find peace
of spirit.

Another becomes a political radical, and leads

a life of violence.

Still another is a hopeless drug ad

dict.
In one of these exchanges, Bullins includes a speech
that seems to summarily condemn the characters.
PEGGY
We all failed. Failed ourselves in that serious
time known as the Sixties. And by failing our
selves we failed in the test of the times. We
had so much going for us . . . so much potential
. . . Do you realize it, man? We were the
youth of our times . . . And we blew it. Blew
it completely. Look where it all ended. Look
what happened?
(THEY are looking out front at the
audience)
We just turned out lookin' like a bunch of punks
and freaks and fuck-offs.
This speech cannot be taken as a clarifying statement
of the play's thought, however, for Bullins includes an
exception among the characters to which this blanket con
demnation does not apply.

Earlier in the play, one char

acter, a white woman, describes the difficulties she en
countered as the wife of a black man.

Her monologue ends

on a hopeful note as she speaks of the couple's determina
tion to conquer the odds against them.

We even
history
it. We
spoiled

SHARON
broke up a number of times. But that's
now. We're back together and are making
have a pretty large son now who is
bad as hell and looks just like Len.
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Len's got his own business now. I kid him about
his Marxist days now that he's a working capita
list, but he reminds me that he's really an in
tellectual. We're one of the lucky couples. We
made it. But it took a lot of doing.
But Bullins does not clarify why this character alone would
succeed, and not any of the others.
Bullins does not provide a clear statement of thought
in this play.

His use of mimetic action is minimal, and

the characters do not make direct statements of thought.
So, the audience can neither infer thought from the play's
action not receive thought in plain terms from the char
acters' speeches.
The analysis of the authors' presentation of thought
in these thirteen dramas reveals several findings.

First

of all, the playwrights used no non-conventional devices
for communication of thought in the scripts.

Only the

traditional means of expressing thought— plotting, char
acterization, language, and symbolism— appear in these
plays.
Although the writers chose to retain these standard
devices, their assertion of thought in the scripts is
generally uncertain.

A probable cause of this ambiguity

is the authors' unsuccessful intermixing of the techniques
of both demonstrative and rhetorical drama in single
scripts.

Customarily, a rhetorical drama is abstract.

Freedom from maintaining a realistic atmosphere in a script
enables an author to be more straightforward and single
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minded in the presentation of a thesis.

While many of

these plays are abstract, none of the authors give clari
fying statements distinctly pronouncing his point of view.
There are no truly rhetorical plays in this group of
dramas.
Only four scripts qualify as genuine plays of demon
stration.

These dramas are The Subject Was Roses, That

Championship Season, Short Eyes, and The River Niger.
These plays are sufficiently realistic so that audiences
can deduce thought from the plotting and characterization.
Seven of these thirteen plays have characteristics of
both rhetorical and demonstrative drama.

These plays are

A Delicate Balance, The Great White Hope, The Effect of
Gamma Rays On Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds , The House of Blue
Leaves, No Place To Be Somebody, Sticks And Bones, and
Seas'cape.

The authors of these dramas oblige their audi

ences to infer meaning in the absence of direct statements
of thought.

This demand can be difficult when working with

plays such as these which have elements of abstract drama.
It is easy to mininterpret actions which do not occur on
the realistic level of probability.

Abstract actions are

too unfamiliar to enable one to unhesitatingly imply truth
or right and wrong from them.

Without clarifying state

ments, the meanings of abstract actions usually remain
private with their authors.
Two of the thirteen dramas are neither rhetorical nor
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demonstrative in the presentation of thought.

These plays

are The Hot L Baltimore and The Taking of Miss Janie.

As

stated in the analysis, the characters and action of
Wilson's play operate to create a mood of sentimentality
rather than to demonstrate thought.

Bullins' drama con

tains no mimetic actions or rhetorical statements, thus
leaving the communication of thought completely to the
audience's conjecture.
The writers of the four genuine plays of demonstra
tion— Gilroy, Miller, Pinero, and Walker— did not vary from
established theory in communicating thought in their dramas.
These four playwrights presented thought through implica
tion in their uses of plotting, characterization, language,
and some symbolism.
All of the remaining eight writers eschewed the tradi
tional distinctions between plays of rhetoric and plays of
demonstration, but they did not succeed in developing ser
viceable new methods of communicating thought.

Since

thought appears so vaguely in these nine dramas, the dra
matic element is de-emphasized in the scripts.
It was shown in Chapter Two that the plays of Albee,
Scakler, Zindel, Guare, Gordone, Wilson, Rabe, and Bullins
contained weak plotting.

The investigation in Chapter

Three demonstrated that these dramas also suffered weak
characterization.

As Albright pointed out, plotting and

characterization are two of the. principal means available
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to playwrights for expressing thought, along with language
and symbolism.

Thus, it follows that inadequate presenta

tion of plot and character in a script would also impair
that drama's expression of thought.
As a further observation, the rarity of clearly didac
tic drama is amazing in light of the fact that the latter
1960's and early 1970's was an age of strongly felt ideol
ogies.

Two of the major issues of this time, the Vietnam

War and

the Civil Rights Movement, appear only in minor

lines of thought in the dramas.
writers

The major concerns of these

aremore general and universal in nature.

The thought in four of the dramas is unclear mainly
because the authors gave too much emphasis to subordinate
considerations in the plays.

In The Great White Hope, The

House of Blue Leaves, Sticks And Bones, and Short Eyes par
ticularly, the playwrights deal with a variety of issues,
failing to give sufficient development to any one subject.
Such a practice increases the difficulty of reaching a cor
rect interpretation of a drama.
A majority of these authors show a sensitivity to the
problems of the middle-aged.

The disillusionment that ac

companies the discovery that life will never be completely
as one supposed it, and other mid-life crises are a con
cern in eight of the thirteen dramas— The Subject Was Roses,
A Delicate Balance, The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-In-The
Moon Marigolds, The House of Blue Leaves, That Championship
Season, Sticks And Bones, The River Niger, and Seascape.
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The playwrights rarely make a definite use of symbol
ism in these plays.

Julia's room and darkness and light,

in A Delicate Balance, the championship belt in The Great
White Hope, and the trophy in That Championship Season are
the only effective symbols in all of the thirteen dramas.
Many items, several characters, and even some sounds (a
train whistle in The Hot L Baltimore and the noise of a
jet in Seascape) seem to have some value as symbols because
of the underscoring which the authors give them.

However,

none except the five mentioned are clearly identified as
symbols with unmistakable meanings in the context of the
plays.
In five of the plays in this study, the dramatists
put the truth not into the mouths of babes, but of drunk
ards and prostitutes.

The playwrights give the most pithy

speeches to characters under the influence of alcohol in
A Delicate Balance and That Championship Season; while a
prostitute has some of the most trenchant dialogue in
The Hot L Baltimore.

The playwrights seem to regard the

lifestyles of these characters as marked by a freedom from
the restraints of society which prevent the more conven
tional characters from being similarly outspoken.

CHAPTER FIVE
DICTION
Both ancient and modern theorists agree that diction
is fundamental to drama.

Aristotle emphasizes the impor

tance of a play's diction by stating that only through lan
guage is action imitated in drama.^

Brockett calls dia-

logue the "playwright's principal means of expression." 2
Likewise, Heffner says, "From the standpoint of the play
wright the writing of a play is a making with words. Words
are the central means of his art."3
Aristotle defines diction to mean any use of language
in a play.

He writes that "'verbal expression' is the con

veyance of thought through language:

a statement which has

the same meaning whether one says 'verses' or 'speeches.'"

4

Modern drama scholars seem to be in basic agreement
over the criteria to be used in judging a playwright's use

^ Aristotle, Poetics, trans. Gerald F. Else (Ann Arbor:
The University of Michigan Press, 1967), p. 27.
2

Oscar G. Brockett, The Theatre: An Introduction,
2nd ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1969),
p. 38.
3 Hubert C. Heffner, et. al., Modern Theatre Practice,
5th ed. (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1973), p. 84.
4
Aristotle, p. 29.
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of diction.

Reference in this analysis to their traditional

standards will illustrate how the authors of these thirteen
contemporary plays have conformed or deviated from conven
tional use of dramatic diction.
Heffner sets forth three measures by which dramatic
diction may be judged— its suitability to:
which is expressed;

(1) the thought

(2) the nature of the character who

speaks; and (3) the effect which the words are intended to
5
produce.
Smiley adds that the character's given circumstan
ces at the time he speaks, and the effect to be achieved by
the expression in the play as a whole should be considered
in determining the appropriateness of diction.^
Brockett attaches two additional standards:

Finally,

the level of

probability in a play, and the type of drama— whether it be
7
realistic, nonrealistic, or poetic.
From these observations, a composite list of standards
for judging the diction in the thirteen plays is drawn.
(1) the thought expressed by the words
(2) the nature of the speaker
(3) the total impression sought by the use of
language in the play
(4) the situation of the speaker
(5) the level of probability in a play— whether
realistic, nonrealistic, or any degree of
the two
(6) the type of play

^ Heffner, p. 84.
g

Sam Smiley, Playwritinq: The Structure of Action (Engle
wood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1971), p. 129.
7

Brockett, p . 40.
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Heffner mentions two other Aristotelian requisites for
diction— it must be clear, and it must be interesting.

g

This authority explains how a playwright can achieve these
properties in his use of language.
Diction is made clear by the use of ordinary and
commonly understood words; it is made interest
ing by the employment of strange and unusual
words. Idioms, dialect, slang, folk terms and
sayings, and similar terms are widely employed
in modern realistic prose dialogue for this
purpose.^
Heffner adds that diction can be made interesting also by
the unusualness of the thought expressed.10

Since none of

the plays which comprise this study is a verse drama, the
analysis will principally concentrate on the authors1 use
of prose dialogue.
Frank D. Gilroy composes the dialogue of The Subject
Was Roses entirely in conversational prose.

There are ex

tremely few speeches which consist of more than three or
four lines, approximating the structure of natural dis
course.

Also, the author includes colloquialisms which

were contemporary during the period of the mid-1940's in
which Gilroy places the action.

As an example, the son

uses such phrases as "digga digga do" and "night to howl."

0 Heffner, p. 85.
9

Heffner, p. 85.
10 Heffner, p. 88.
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At several points, Gilroy reduces diction to a level
of spectacle. 11

The author relies more on spectacle as an

efficacious means of expression than language in some of
the drama’s climactic moments.

At these points, the au

thor's use of language is unexceptional; he communicates
most vividly through spectacle.
In the third scene of Act One, the husband attempts
to force his affection on his wife.

As the scene pro

gresses, Gilroy's stage directions indicate that the hus
band "puts his arms around her waist . . . His lips brush
the nape of her neck . . . kisses her neck . . . squeezes
her waist .. . His hands moving to her breasts."

The hus

band’sactions illustrate his yearning to make love with
his wife, but his dialogue does not express the fervency
of his desire.

All he tells her is that she smells nice

and that he wants things to be right between them.

The

woman denies him, and Gilroy expresses the forcefulness
of her refusal mainly through spectacle.
NETTIE
Stopl
(She breaks free of him, regards him for a
moment, then picks up the vase of roses and
Heffner warns that the restrictive nature of con
versational prose dialogue could force an author to search
for additional means of expression still within the bounds
of realistic verisimilitude. He says, "Sometimes it will go
as far as to make a shrug of the shoulder or a facial ex
pression more highly effective than bald words. When this
happens, diction, the central means of the playwright's
art, has been reduced to a level of spectacle.” (p. 91).
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hurls them against the floor. The impact
is shattering. They both freeze. For a
moment there is silence. Now Timmy's door
opens.)
Again, in the first scene of Act Two, the mother and
son reach a crisis in their relationship, and the gravity
of the moment is conveyed through spectacle.
(Nettie, stunned by Timmy's assult, exits
from the kitchen, disappears into the bed
room. Immediately regretful at having
vented his feelings so strongly, Timmy moves
into the living room; is pondering the best
way to apologize, when Nettie, carrying a
pocketbook, appears; she puts pocketbook
on table above couch, then takes a coat from
the hall closet; puts it on.)
TIMMY
Where are you going?
(No answer.)
Your mother doesn't expect us till twelve.
(No answer.)
Give me a minute to dress and I'll go with you.
(No answer.)
Now look—
(As Nettie reaches for her pocketbook, Timmy
also reaches for it in an effort to prevent
her departure. He wrests it from her. As
he does so, his face registers surprise.)
This is like lead.
(He opens the bag, regards the contents,
looks at her puzzledly.)
You've got all your coins in here. . . . You're
taking your coins . . . What for?
(She extends her hand for the bag. He sur
renders it. She gets her hat fromtable and
moves toward the door.)
Finally, the father and son reconcile in the last
scene of the second act.

This critical point is portrayed

more in what the characters do rather than in what they
say.
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TIMMY
I love you, Pop.
(He crosses to C. John's eyes squeeze shut,
his entire body stiffens, as he fights to
repress what he feels.)
I love you.
(For another moment, John continues his los
ing battle, then, overwhelmed, turns, ex
tends his arms. Timmy goes to him. B.oth
in tears, they embrace. Nettie emerges
from Timmy's room, closes the door with
emphasis to alert them to her approach.
Timmy and John separate hastily.)
Gilroy's major objective for his dialogue in the play
is to reveal characterization.

The drama's language cre

ates no particular overall effect except the imitation of
natural conversation.

The author's dialogue is particu

larly appropriate to the realistic nature of the drama and
order of probability in the script.

The dialogue is clear

— no unfamiliar words appear in the play.

Gilroy holds

the audience's interest in the dialogue by using diction
to accomplish the gradual revelation of character and ex
position throughout the drama.
In A Delicate Balance, Albee's style of diction strikes
a balance between the two extremes of realistic and nonrealistic dialogue.

12

The writer introduces the

12

Brockett explains the traditional differences be
tween realistic and nonrealistic dramatic diction.
The dialogue of every play, no matter how realistic,
is more abstract and formal than normal conversation.
A dramatist always selects, arranges, and heightens
language more than anyone ever does in spontaneous
speech. Consequently in a realistic play, although
the dialogue is modeled after everyday usage, the
characters are more articulate and state their ideas
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characteristics of a heightened use of language— such as
general fluency and easy employment of figurative speech—
in the first speeches of the script.
AGNES
(Speaks usually softly/ with tiny hint of
a smile on her face: Not sardonic/ not sad
. . . wistful, maybe)
What I find most astonishing— aside from that
belief of mine which never ceases to surprise me
by the very fact of its surprising lack of un
pleasantness/ the belief that I might very easily
— as they say— lose my mind one day, not that I
suspect I am about to, or am even . . . nearby
TOBIAS.
(He speaks somewhat the same way)
There is no saner woman on earth, Agnes.
(Putters at the bottles)
AGNES
. . for I'm not that sort; merely that it is not
beyond . . . happening: some gentle loosening of
the moorings sending the balloon adrift— and I
think that is the only outweighing thing: adrift;
the . . . becoming a stranger in . . . the world,
quite . . . uninvolved, for I never see it as vio
lent, only a drifting— what are you looking for,
Tobias?

and feelings more precisely than would their reallife counterparts. On the other hand, realistic
dialogue may retain the rhythms, tempos, and basic
vocabulary of colloquial speech.
The dialogue of nonrealistic plays may deviate
markedly from normal speech. . . . Non-realistic
drama employs a larger vocabulary, abandons the
rhythms of conversation, and makes considerable
use of imagery and meter. A larger vocabulary
allows a more precise choice of words, avoids the
frequent repitions of colloquail speech, and per
mits more forceful expression when characters must
transcend the ordinary (p. 39).
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These speeches also illustrate Albee's propensity for
using ellipses as marks of punctuation to separate struc
tural units of the dialogue.

Albee continues this prac

tice in almost every speech of over four or five lines.
The playwright seems to employ ellipses to indicate pauses
within the speeches.

In turn, the rhythm and tempo of the

dialogue is affected, giving many of the longer speeches
an unhurried pace, as the characters choose their words
deliberately.
Later in Act One, the alcoholic character explains
the physical and psychological consequences of her disease.
The speech is characteristic of many in the play in which
the characters effortlessly discuss difficult and personal
matters.
CLAIRE
Warn me when she's*coming; I ’ll act drunk. Pre
tend you're very sick, Tobias, like you were with
the stomach business, but pretend you feel your
insides are all green, and stink, and mixed up
and your eyes hurt and you’re half deaf and your
brain keeps turning off, and you've got periph
eral neuritis and you can hardly walk and you
hate. You hate with the same stinking sickness
you feel your bowels have turned into . . . your
self, and everybody. Hate, and, oh, God! you
want love, 1-o-v-e, so badly— comfort and snug
gling is what you really mean, of course— but
you hate, and you notice— with a sort of detach
ment that amuses you, you think— that you're more
like an animal every day. . . you snarl, and grab
for things, and hide things and forget where you
hid them like not-very-bright dogs, and you wash
less, prefer to be washed, and once or twice
you've actually soiled your bed and laid in it
because you can't get up . . . pretend all that.
No, you don't like that, Tobias?
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In some instances, Albee employs a contrasting style
of dialogue.

Instead of the usual smooth-spoken diction,

some occasions are marked by the inability of the charac
ters involved to express themselves concerning experiences
which deeply affect them.

Such a circumstance appears in

Act One with the entrance of the second couple, Harry and
Edna.
CLARE(Quietly)
And then?
HARRY
(Looks over to her, a little dreamlike, as
if he didn’t know where he was)
Hmmm?
CLAIRE(Nicely)
And then?
HARRY(Looks at EDNA)
I . . . I don't know quite what happened then;
we were . . . it was all very quiet, and we were
all alone . . .
(EDNA begins to weep, quietly; AGNES notices,
the others do not; AGNES does nothing)
. . . and then . . . nothing happened, but . . .
(EDNA is crying more openly now)'
. . . nothing at all happened, but . . .
EDNA(Open weeping; loud)
WE GOT . . . FRIGHTENED.
(Open sobbing; no one moves)
HARRY
(Quiet wonder, confusion)
We got scared.
EDNA(Through her sobbing)
WE WERE . . . FRIGHTENED.
HARRY
There was nothing . . . but we were very scared.
(AGNES comforts EDNA, who is in free sob
bing anguish. CLAIRE lies slowly back on
the floor)
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EDNA
We . . . were . . . terrified.
HARRY
We were scared.
(Silence: AGNES comforting EDNA. HARRY
stock still.
Quite innocent, almost childlike)
It was like being lost; very young again, with
the dark, and lost. There was no . . . thing
. . . to be . . frightened of, but . . .
EDNA(Tears; quite hysteria)
WE WERE FRIGHTENED . . . AND THERE WAS NOTHING.
(Silence in the room)
Albee immediately creates an enigma with the charac
ters' entrance.
by the guests.

The geniality of the hosts is not returned
In fact, the new arrivals appear not to be

listening at all.

This state of affairs is emphasized in

Claire's typically brusque repetition of Agnes' question,
which had heretofore gone ignored by the visitors.

The

subjects of the conversation are initially mundane, typical
of the palaver which usually commences more meaningful soc
ial discourse.

The playwright uses an extremely simple

structure in the diction throughout the episode.

Albee's

diction is more realistic here than at most other points in
the play.

But the dialogue abruptly becomes inexpressive

as the visitors try to explain why they have come.

Albee

returns a strongly nonrealistic style to the diction, and
the dialogue continues in this tone until the end of the
act.

Albee uses diction to define his characters1 most
outstanding attitudes in this play.

In the case of the

wife, Agnes, the author has her flatly state in Scene Two
of the second act what she sees to be her role.
AGNES
(Some irritation toward both of them)
. .. The longer viewas well as the shorter.
There is a balance to be maintained, after all,
though the rest of you teeter, unconcerned or
uncaring, assuming you're on level ground . . .
by divine right,- I gather, though that is hardly
so. And if I must be the fulcrum . . .
(Sees neither of them is really listening,
says in the same tone)
. . . I think I shall have a divorce.
(Smiles to see that her words have had no
effect)
The unusual frankness with which she speaks, and her
easy command of expression give further evidence of Albee'
style of heightened language.

Also, the character's meta

phorical reference likening her position to that of a ful
crum is a significant expression of thought in the drama—
an allusion to the "delicate balance" in the play.
In contrast to the wife's undemonstrative disposition
Albee indicates the instability of the daughter later in
the same scene through the character's disruptive exhibi
tion of emotion.
HARRY
(Makes a move toward the sideboard)
God.
JULIA
Don't you go near that!
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AGNES
Julia . . .
JULIA
I want!
AGNES
(Sad smile)
What do you want, Julia?
JULIA
I . . .
HARRY
Jesus.
JULIA
I WANT . . . WHAT IS. MINE!1
Gripped by vehemence, the daughter suddenly develops the
same indistinctness in expression experienced earlier by the
visitors as they endeavored to explain their fundamental
longings.

As cited in the earlier instance, Albee again

adopts an extreme simplicity of construction in the diction
when a character becomes passionate.
The final, climactic speech of the drama occurs in the
third act.

Tobias tells his friends that he wants them to

remain in his house no matter what the personal cost to him
self.
(Loud)
BRING YOUR PLAGUE!
(The four women appear in the archway, coffee
cups in hand, stand, watch)
I DON'T WANT YOU HERE!
YOU ASKED?!
NO! I DON’T
(Loud)

BUT BY CHRIST YOU'RE GOING TO
STAY HERE!
YOU'VE GOT THE RIGHT!
THE RIGHT!
DO YOU KNOW THE WORD?
THE RIGHT!
(Soft)
You've put nearly forty years in it,
baby; so have I, and if it's nothing,
I don't give a damn, you've got the
right to be here, you've earned it
(Loud)
AND BY GOD YOU'RE GOING TO
TAKE IT!
DO YOU HEAR ME?!
YOU BRING YOUR TERROR AND YOU
COME IN HERE AND YOU LIVE WITH
US!
YOU BRING YOUR PLAGUE!
YOU STAY WITH US!
I DON’T WANT YOU HERE!
I DON'T LOVE YOU!
BUT BY GOD . . . YOU STAY!!
(Pause)
STAY!
(Softer)
Stay!
(Soft, tears)
Stay.
(Pause)
. Stay?

Please?

Stay?

Please?

Stay?

While Albee's notations for the speech are mainly spe
cific qualifications about the desired effect to be achieved
through the sound of these words, his use of diction illus
trates once more the established pattern in this drama.
Albee diminishes the ability of his characters to express
themselves in their most impassioned dialogue; in contract,
the characters are unrealistically gifted in their phrase
ology when their emotions are under control.

In the ear

lier examples, the visitors cannot explain the cause of
their fright; neither can the daughter put into words the
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thing she so desparately wants.

Likewise, Albee makes this

speech of Tobias' highly paradoxical, and he does not clar
ify the character's use of the word "plague."
The playwright maintains an economy in his diction
throughout the script.
simple.

The sentence structure is usually

The diction reflects the confused level of pro

bability active in the play.

Albee blends concreteness and

abstraction in the play's action, and his dialogue is also
divided between the real and the unreal.

The characters

remain limited in their powers of expression within the
realm of conversational prose.

But, in their lucid moments,

they are unnaturally precise in their choice of diction,
being particularly given to candor.
However, another situation exists when the characters
are overcome with emotion.

Instead of allowing his char

acters an expanded use of language, Albee curtails their
powers of expression in times of crisis.

The sentences be

come extremely simplistic in construction— even to the
point of incompletness— and the author 1s use of monosyl
lables increases.

In short, Albee's diction becomes more

fundamental in ratio to the primary nature of the thought
being expressed.

The daughter's cry of "I want" and the

visitors' explanation that they "were frightened . . . and
there was nothing" are utterances of emotions so intense
that they defy verbalization.

Thereby, Albee indicates

his belief that although words are the writer's essential

tools, they are inadequate to describe some of man's most
vital impressions.
Albee's diction is not always clear because of the
obscurity of the thought expressed, but it is generally in
teresting.

The simplicity of construction is unusual

enough in itself to catch the audience's attention.

Also,

the frankness with which the characters sometimes state
their feelings is striking.
In his introductory directions to The Great White
Hope, Howard Sackler states that all dialogue that appears
in boldface type is to be addressed directly to the audi
ence.

Sackler includes lines to be spoken in direct ad

dress on virtually every page of the script.

Sometimes a

character speaks to the audience as if they were another
person onstage, as in this example from Act Two, Scene
Four:
DIXON
Oh, I think the country can hold up a little
while.
(They laugh, Dixon waves them silent)
Excuse me—
You seem to be indigent, sir. Yes, X heard you.
We have that all the time from people like you,
that old Machiavelli crap. Look into it further
sir. But not in here, or at home. Give it some
thought next time you1re alone on the streets
late at night.
(To Cap'n Dan)
I'll be in touch with you.
Usually, these lines addressed to the audience seem
similar to asides, in that the words pass without comment
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from the other characters within hearing range.

Occasion

ally, however, another character will respond as if the
line was addressed openly to anyone, as in this instance
from Act One, Scene Five:
DETECTIVE
Too bad, Al.
Nearly did get him on five seventy-one, though.
CAMERON
Rah!
SMITTY
Makes your hair stand up, don11 it?
DETECTIVE
Sure does.
She's like a kid with a piece of chocolate cake.
Sackler does not establish a clear pattern or purpose
for these direct address passages within the context of the
regular dialogue.

The lines are sometimes comments concern

ing the present situation, but they rarely offer explanatory
information.

Neither do the lines usually add to character

izations or express pertinent thoughts.

Often, the author's

purpose with these remarks seems to be the provision of
droll or waggish humor.

But such witticisms are atypical

of most of the characters' diction in their dialogue
directed onstage, thereby weakineing the author's consis
tency of characterization.

Likewise, the overall effect

of the direct addresses is to violate the generally realis
tic level of probability in the play.
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The author inserts a series of five monologues, all of
which are delivered to the audience, throughout the play's
three acts-

The diction in the five monologues is not com

pletely uncharacteristic of the speakers, but Sackler does
employ a more heightened form of expression in some of these
special instances than he uses for the same characters in
the majority of their speeches.

The order of probability of

the monologues is nonrealistic, so the nonrealistic nature
of the diction therein is appropriate.

Finally, the mono

logues are expressive of thought and character.

Sackler re

veals the point of view of the speaker more candidly than
in the realistic portions of the play.

In addition, the

author appears to use the characters symbolically in the
monologues to air the bigoted viewpoints of the character
speaking.
All of these points are illustrated in the following
monologue from Act Two, Scene Six.
MRS. BACHMAN
I know what most of you watching this believe in,
or think you believe in, or try to believe in.
But I know something else too, I know what Black
means, and not just to me because of my daughter,
to everyone in here. All of us know, though it
might take some of you a daughter you've cared
for to make you say it, what it means, yes,
means, what it is to you truthfully-BLACKNESS I
— there, feel it, what it sets off in your heart,
in the memories and words and shapes you think
with, the dark to be afraid of, pitch black,
black as dirt, the black hole and the black pit,
what's burned or stained or cursed or hideous,
poison and spite and the waste from your body
and the horrors crawling up into your mind—
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I hate what I 'm saying1 As much as you do 1
I hate that it's so, I wish to God it weren't
And if it was God who intended it so, and still
willed that color on a race of human beings,
and brought us face to face here, how He must
hate all of us! Go on imagining that time and
justice can change it in you now, or that when
it disappears in the singing of songs it's being
destroyed. Tell yourselves it's only one more
wrong to-be righted, and that I'm a half-mad
woman, oh, making far too much of it. Wait until
it is your every other thought, like it is theirs,
like it is mine.
Wait until it touches your own flesh and blood.
Another distinction of Sackler's use of language is
his denotation of the different dialects of the play's
characters.

In all of the following examples, Sackler is

conscientious to denote the given dialect in the speeches.
However, the author restricts his representation of the
dialects to articulation and syntax, with little attention
to idiom or vocabulary.
An example of the author's black dialect is taken from
Act One, Scene Seven:
MRS. JEFFERSON
Fum when he was chile Ah knowed this day comin.
Looka that, Momma, why cain't Ah, Momma, lemme
lone, Momma. Nevah stop. Fidgety feet an, oh,
them great big eyes, roamin an reachin, all ovuh.
Tried to learn him like you gotta learn a cullud
boy.
Dass'nt, dass'nt, dass'nt, that ain't for you!
Roll right off him. Tried to learn it to him
meaner--Mo chile you got, the meaner you go to .
if you lovin you chile. That plain cullud sense.
Sackler renders a Jewish dialect in the second scene
of Act One:
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GOLDIE
. . . So you don't know the score, huh?
Well, I'll tell you the score, right now I'll
tell you.
And you should listen too, miss.
I can see you're a fine serious girl, not a bum,
better you should know, so there's no hard feel
ings here.
First, Jack, they hate your guts a little bit—
OK!
You don't put on gloves everybody should like
you.
Then they hate your guts some more— Still OK!
That makes you wanna fight, some kinda pep it
give you.
And then they hate you so much they're paying
through the nose
to see a white boy maybe knock you on your can—
well, that's more than OK, cash in, after all,
it's so nice to be colored you shouldn’t have a
bonus?
The author wrote the whole second scene of Act Two,
which takes place in Paris, in the French language.

Audi

ence members who do not speak French presumably infer what
is being said from the actors' use of spectacle.
*

Sackler created realistic dialogue which is appro
priate to this basically mimetic play.

However, he weakens

this impression of realism by the use of monologues and
lines spoken to the audience.

The playwright generally

fails to individualize the diction of each character.

Most

of the differentiation occurs in the use of dialects.

But

even the author's dialects only distinguish the characters
as members of different ethnic groups.

There is nothing

in the diction that sets the characters apart according to
social class, education, profession, age, or other personal
characteristics.

Paul Zindel uses two different styles of diction in

the dialogue of his protagonist, Tillie, in The Effect Of
Gamma Rays On Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds.

In the realistic

episodes, the character is hesitant to speak out, and her
speeches are rarely over two or three lines in length.

In

the nonrealistic portions, which Zindel presents as mono
logues, the character is highly expressive and gifted in
the use of figurative language.

An example of these mono

logues is found in Act One.
TILLIE'S VOICE:
He told me to look at my hand, for a part of it
came from a star that exploded too long ago to
imagine. This part of me was formed from a ton
gue of fire that screamed through the heavens un
til there was our sun. And this part of me— thi
tiny part of me— was on the sun when it itself
exploded and whirled in a great storm until the
plants came to be.
(Lights start in.)
And this small part of me was then a whisper of
the earth. When there was life, perhaps this
part of me got lost in a fern that was crushed
and covered until it was coal. And then it was
a diamond millions of years later--it must have
been a diamond as beautiful as the star from
which it had first come.
TILLIE:
(Taking over from recorded voice.)
Or perhaps this part of me became lost in a ter
rible beast, or became part of a huge bird that
flew above the primeval swamps.
And he said this thing was so small— this part
of me was so small it couldn't be seen— but it
was there from the beginning of the world.
And he called this bit of me an atom. And when
he wrote the word, I fell in love with it.
Atom.
Atom.
What a beautiful word.
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The author's diction specifies the outstanding psycho
logical bent of each of the major characters of the play.
In addition to Tillie, there is Ruth, the older sister.
Zindel suggests this character's aberration several ways in
her dialogue.
ROTH
And then I told him to go look up the history and
then he'd find out. Whenever they go look up the
history then they don't bother me anymore 'cause
they think I'm crazy.
BEATRICE
Ruth—
RUTH
And I told him the disease you had was fatal and
that there wasn't much hope for you.
BEATRICE
What kind of history is it?
RUTH
Just a little folder with the story of our lives
in it, that's all.
BEATRICE
How did you ever see it?
RUTH
I read the whole thing last term when Miss Hanley
dragged me into the record room because I didn't
want to climb the ropes in gym and I told her my
skull was growing.
BEATRICE
A little lower, please.
RUTH
Lower! Higher! I wish you'd make up your mind.
If you'd switch back to Kools it might be worth
it, but ugh! these are awful. You know, I really
did think my skull was growing. Either that or
a tumor. So she dragged me out of gym class, and
she thought I couldn't read upside down while she
was sitting opposite me with the history. But I
could.
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Zindel uses a run-on sentence construction often in
Ruth’s dialogue to give the effect of nervous babbling.
Also, the unusual choice of subjects, especially evident
in the character's fascination with the grotesque, add to
the impression of her unstable, excitable nature.
The playwright's choice of diction for the mother is
indicative of this character's bitter attitude.
BEATRICE
Science, science, science! Don't they teach our
misfits anything anymore? Anything decent and
meaningful and sensitive? Do you know what I'd
be now if it wasn't for this mud pool I got
sucked into? I'd probably be a dancer. Miss
Betty Frank, The Best Dancer of the Class of
19 . . . something. One minute I'm the best dan
cer in school— smart as a whip— the head of the
whole crowd! And the next minute . . .
One mistake. That's how it starts. Marry the
wrong man and before you know it he's got you
tied down with two stones around your neck for
the rest of your life.
Zindel's diction is largely realistic in tone, except
for the abstract episodes cited wherein the author endows
the daughter, Tillie, with heightened powers of expression.
The playwright makes his play's diction interesting mainly
through the dialogue of the characters of Ruth and Beatrice.
The daughter's frank, eccentric manner of speech, and the
mother's uninhibited language, with her sardonic humor,
provide color and a disarming quality to the diction.
John Guare composed original music and lyrics for four
songs in The House of Blue Leaves. The songs remain
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peripheral in importance to the script, except for some
use in furthering the characterization of the protagonist
as a songwriter.

The lyrics contain no references to the

characters or the action of the play, neither do they pro
vide exposition.

For these reasons, an analysis of Guare's

lyrics appears in the Chapter on music.
The author begins his farce with an appropriately
buoyant discourse.

The opening speech establishes a lively

tempo and initiates a nonsensical atmosphere for the piece.
In addition, the playwright immediately portrays the lead
ing characteristic of the speaker's nature— her vivacity—
as she describes preparations in New York for the Pope's
arrival.
BUNNY
Lucky for you I got a sense of history. You
finished last night's? Oooo. it's freezing out
there. Breath's coming out of everybody's mouth
like a balloon in a cartoon. People have been
up for hours. Queens Boulevard— lined for blocks
already! Steam coming out of everybody's mouth!
Cripples laid out in the streets in stretchers
with earmuffs on over their bandages. Nuns— you
never seen so many nuns in your life! Ordinary
people like you and me in from New Jersey and
Connecticut and there's a lady even drove in from
Ohio— Ohio!— just for today! She drove four of
the most crippled people in Toledo. They're
stretched out in the gutter waiting for the sun
to come out so they can start snapping pictures.
I haven't seen so many people, Artie, so excited
since the premiere of Cleopatra. It's that big.
Breathe! There's miracles in the air!
Guare continues the aura of preposterousness in prac
tically every speech in the play. Even with the potentially
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pathetic character of the mentally deranged wife, the author
manages to suggest her disorder while maintaining the effect
of broad comedy in her speech.
BANANAS
I can't go out of the house . . . my fingernails
are all different lengths. I couldn't leave the
house. . . . Look— I cut this one just yesterday
and look how long it is already . . . but this
one . . . I cut it months ago right down to the
quick and it hasn't moved that much. I don't
understand that. . . .
I couldn't see the Pope.
I'd embarrass him. My nails are all different.
I can feel them growing . . . they're connected
to my veins and heart and pulling my insides out
my fingers.
The playwright regularly has the characters speak to
the audience throughout the play.

There is no noticeably

different structure or tone to the diction of these speeches.
The other characters on stage freely hear and react to what
is said in the direct addresses, so no specialized or con
fidential information is imparted to the audience.

Guare's

use of the direct address appears to be the use of diction
as an antirealistic device to further emphasize the fantas
tic nature of the action.
Guare opens the second act with a long monologue by
Ronnie, the protagonist's son.

This is a singular example

of the author's use of a direct address to the audience to
give exposition and to further characterization.

The char

acter explains his boyhood ambition to audition for the
role of Huckleberry Finn in a motion picture to be pro
duced by his father's friend, Billy.

He further relates
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the disappointing results of the interview.
My father thinks I'm nothing. Billy. My
sergeant. They laugh at me. You laughing at
me? I'm going to fool you all. By tonight, I'll
be on headlines all over the world. Cover of
Time. Life. TV specials. (Shows a picture of
himself on the wall.) I hope they use this pic
ture of me— I look better with hair— Go ahead—
laugh. Because you know what I think of you?
(Gives us hesitant Bronx cheers.) I'm sorry you
had to hear that— pay seven or eight dollars to
hear that. But I don't care. I'll show you all.
I'll be too big for any of you.
This author is mainly concerned with the comic effect
of the play's diction.

The ludicrousness of the characters

and situations is matched by that of the diction.

The ab

stract level of probability of the action is reflected in
the dialogue.
The diction is interesting for several reasons.

The

sheer extravagance of the low comedy communicated through
the language is entertaining.

Th unusual ease with which

the characters express insults toward one another is strik
ing.

Also, Guare's use of outlandish figurative language

is appealing in its variety and originality.
A major feature of the diction in Charles Gordone's
No Place To Be Somebody is the author's notation of the
black dialect.

Gordone differentiates the dialects of

several of the black characters in the play, with some be
ing pronounced in the use of traditional black dialect;
others hardly use dialect at all; finally, some of the
blacks are proficient in the use of contemporary slang,'
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or "jive."
An example of Gordone's use of an extreme black dia
lect occurs in the first act.
CORA
Well, fan me with a bricki Th's one Nigro you
jus1 cain't be civil with.
(She sips her drink as Shanty finishes
sweeping the floor.)
Eb'm as a chile— give him a piece'a candy, wudn't
the kin* he wanted, he'd rare back an' th'ow it
at you. An' he'd stan' there lookin' all slang
eyed darin' you to touch him.
Gordone gives the character of ,Gabe speech that is
practically free of dialect, even though the character's
diction is informal and colloquial.
.
. Right now I'm working on a play. They say
if you wanna be a writer you gotta go out an'
live. I don't believe that no more. Take my
play for instance. Might not believe it but I'm
gonna make it all up in my head as I go along.
Before I prove it to you, wanna warn you not to
be thinkin' I'm tellin' you a bunch'a barefaced
lies. An' no matter how far out I git, don't
want you goin' out'a here with the idea what you
see happenin' is all a figment of my grassy imag
ination.
'Cause it ain't!
In the last scene of the first act, the character of
Johnny delivers a speech which exemplifies the "jive" lan
guage.

The most striking features of this form are its

rhythmical patterns, heightened use of figurative language
and bawdiness, and the curious juxtaposition of vulgarisms
and pompously formal terms.
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JOHNNY
Jizzum juice. A triple dose of jizmistic juice.
Any minute you gonna turn into a depraved sex
maniac 1 A teenage Jeckle an* Hide. Yo' head is
gon' sprout fuzzy like somebody from the Feegee
Eye-Ian's. Yo' hot tongue’ll roll out'a your
mouth like 1a fat snake. You'll pant like*a go
rilla in heat. Yo' buzzooms will blow up like
gas balloons an' the nipples will swell an' hang
like ripe purple plums. Yo' bellin' will begin
to work like the o l 1 gray mare an' you'll strut
aroun' flappin* y o 1 wings like'a raped duck.
Then you'll suck me up with one mighty slurp an*
fly out'a here a screamin' vampire. They'll
finally subdue an' slay you on top'a the Empire
State Buildin1, with ray guns where you'll be
attemptin' to empale yo'self astride that giant
antenna. An' nobody will ever know that you,
li'1 Mary Lou Bolton, who jus' graduated from
Elmira College, was lookin' to lay down in front
of a big, black bulldozer, to keep America safe
for democracy.
Gordone includes some poetic diction in the script, but
it is in the nature of an interjection rather than an inte
gral part of the dialogue.

The character of Gabe is known

as a writer, and occasionally he delivers one of his com
positions.

The character's diction in these poems generally

falls much more into the category of traditional black dia
lect than the diction Gordone normally uses for Gabe.

The

following excerpt is from the poem which opens Act Three.
Bein' black has a way'a makin' ya wear bright
Colors an' knowin' what a fine hat or a good
Pair'a shoes look like an' then— an' then—
It has a way'a makin' ya finger pop! Invent a
New dance! Sing the blues! Drink good Scotch!
Smoke a big seegar while pushin' a black Cadil
lac With white sidewall tires! It's conkin' yo'
Head! Wearin' a black rag to keep the wave!

Carryin' a razor!
Gut-bucket jazz!

Smokin' boo an' listenin' to

It is possible to draw several conclusions concerning
Gordone's application of the conventional black dialect in
this play.

The author generally has those characters who

are less educated use the dialect the most, no matter what
their ages.

At times, the characters, like Gabe, who do

not normally speak with a pronounced dialect, assume an
exaggerated form of it as a symbolic gesture to acknowledge
their cultural heritage.

At other times, the playwright

has the characters use the old dialect in mocking terms,
to ridicule the stereotyped "Uncle Tom" image of blacks.
This script proceeds throughout on two levels of pro
bability.

The author's diction in most of the abstract

scenes is no different from the conversational prose style
he employs in most of the script. However, the diction of
the epilogue is more figurative and not as direct in the
expression of thought as the more realistic dialogue.
GABE
Like my costume? You like it? You don't like
it! I know what I am by what I see in your
faces. You are my mirrors. But unlike a metal
lic reflection, you will not hold my image for
very long. Your capacity for attention is very
short. Therefore, I must try to provoke you.
Provoke your attention. Change my part over and
over again. I am rehearsing at the moment. For
tomorrow, I will go out amongst you, "The Black
Lady in Mourning." I will weep, I will wail,
and I will mourn. But my cries will not be heard.
No one will wipe away my bitter tears. My black
anguish will fall upon deaf ears. I will mourn
a passing! Yes. The passing and the ending of
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a people dying. Of a people dying into that new
life. A people whose identity could only be
measured by the struggle, the dehumanization,
the degradation they suffered. Or allowed them
selves to suffer perhaps. I will mourn the end
ing of those years. I will mourn the death of
a people dying. Of a people dying into that new
life.
While Gordone does incorporate some poetry into the
diction of this play, the great majority of the dialogue
is in the style of conversational prose.

The author is

mindful of signifying the dialects in the play through
punctuation and changes in spelling to denote the proper
pronunciation.

Gordone abruptly changes the level of

probability in the play's action from the realistic to the
abstract several times, but he does not always mark the
transition with a use of heightened expression in the
abstract sequences.
Jason Miller's That Championship Season is a realistic
drama, and the author's diction is, appropriately, in the
form of conversational prose.

Miller reveals the nature

of the characters mainly by what they say in the drama.
Also, the author's diction is influenced by the situation
he has created in the play— a gathering of middle-aged men
who are well-known to each other.
The playwright places the men in an informal social
situation.

In such circumstances, the characters' diction

might be expected to be more indelicate in nature.

The

principal subjects of discussion among the characters are

their careers, their family life, the fear of the loss of
masculinity, and their sexual activities.
As perhaps is befitting in the.stag situation, the
topic which pervades most of the dialogue is sex, and the
author's diction related to this theme is the most coarse
in the play.

In the first act, the men discuss the show

ing of pornographic films in a humorous vein.
GEORGE
Hey, Phil, did you bring along your dirty movies?
He's got pornographic movies, the dirty bastard.
I love him. I should arrest him.
PHIL
Arrest me? I rent them from your brother-in-law,
the Chief of Police.
(To Tom)
The Police Department is a library for stag films
By the third act, the subject has become more serious
and personal to the characters.
PHIL
It gets more desperate, people get more desparate
(Yelling.) Why is everyone so fucking desperate?
Everyone wants a piece of me. Like Namath, right
I'm only my money . . . nothing else. (Takes out
paper.) This is a dentist's bill. Four thousand
dollars. My wife. For four thousand dollars you
could cap a shark's mouth. I'm expected to fi
nance everybody's life.
(Pause.) Marion brought
up the campaign money. About the third r.ime I
laid her, she brought it up, very casually, and
then talked about it for three hours.
(Pause.)
I expected it . . . I knew it . . . she laid it
in. Well, she worked for itl I made her earn
it!
TOM
You wanted George to . . . find out.
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PHIL
Yeah, Maybe. I don't know. She worked for it.
I took her up to the Holiday one afternoon and
fucked her on the bed, floor, chair, tub, toilet
. . . everywhere but the ice machine.
(Pause.)
You know the only woman I ever loved . . . my
mother, fuck the psychiatrists . . . my mother
is the only . . . woman I ever knew. The rest
are all cunts.
The author has written several speeches for each char
acter in the play in which the character straightforwardly
expresses significant information about his nature.
places most of these speeches in the second act.

Miller

The fol

lowing examples are typical of the dialogue.
GEORGE
(Very maudlin)
I'm thirty-eight years old, used to have a thirtytwo inch waist. ShitI Used to be the most pop
ular boy in the school, used to have friends.
Everything is in the past . . . tense. I'm in
the past tense.
•

*

«

•

JAMES
Mediocrity. My son, Jimmy, the bright one, asked
me what it meant, definition of the word medio
crity. "It means of low excellence." You know
why he asked? Because that's what he thinks of
me, how he sees me, how I'm beginning to see my
self.
In Act Three, Miller presents a speech which clari
fies the character of the Coach, and also expresses an im
portant thought of the play— the emphasis on success.

It

is a climactic speech which draws the characters closer
together in spirit after they have become assailed by self
doubt.

The playwright's use of imagery at the beginning

of this speech is more pronounced than at any other point
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in his dialogue.
tional.

The effect

of the words is highly emo

Miller achieves this response by the use of repe

tition, presentation of challenge, and the generally virile
tone of the discourse.
I made the supreme sacrifice
and went to work in the mines for my courtry.
You got to fight back, fight back, fight forever!
They killed McCarthy too. Kennedy. Patton,
even.
(Pause.) There are no leaders, boys, all
the great ones in stone. Somebody has to lead
the country back again. I'm talking about sur
vival. All we have is ourselves, boys, and the
race is to the quickest and this country is
fighting for her life, and we are the heart and
we play always to win!
(Drunk but in control.).
You won't lose, boys— because I won't let you
lose, I'll whip your ass to the bone, drive you
into the ground. Your soul belongs to God but
your ass belongs to me, remember that one, yes
sir, we can do it, we are going to win because
we can't lose, dare not lose, won't lose, lose
is not in our vocabulary! I shaped you boys,
never forget that. I ran you till the blisters
busted, ran you right into perfection, bloody
socks and all; you had no character, you couldn't
put on your jocks, awkward, all legs, afraid, a
mistake a second. I made you winners. I made
you winners
The playwright generally maintains a realistic style
of diction throughout the drama.

The language has a dis

tinctly masculine tone with the profane and erotic expres
sions in use throughout.

Miller maintains interest in his

dialogue with this vulgarity, and also by the frank and re
vealing nature of the personal information which the char
acters devolve.
Lanford Wilson fashioned the diction of The Hot L
Baltimore principally to fit the natures of his speakers.
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While all the characters share a common existence during
the present action of the play, they vary in age and back
ground.

Wilson assigns each character a single attitude

through the use of diction.
The scoffing, but basically sanguine, prostitute,
April, is possibly the character most contented with her
lot in the play.

Wison characterizes her dialogue by in

formality, unself-conscious use of profanity, and a sense
of humor.
APRIL
I don't keep clocks. Clocks and dogs. My
clock's outside my window on the front of the
terminal. Says a quarter after five. Twentyfour hours a day.
(Laughing)
I.figger that's a good enough time for just about
anything.
(Laughing)
Guy came up to me last week— couldn't think of
anything to say— said— "Uh, uh, excuse me, you
don't happen to know what time it is, do you?"
I said, Sure, it's a quarter after five. The
son of a bitch was so surprised he looked at his
goddamned watch.
(Laughs)
In contrast, the author created Jackie with a much
more tense nature than the other characters.

The character

is engaged in a conflict with the world, and her combative
ness and perturbation are obvious in her language.
JACKIE
What with? With what? I'm not asking you for
money. I'm not a borrower. I don't take a penny
from nobody I don't know. I wouldn't have to pay
the hundred, I'd just need sixty-five down and
quarterly, if I hadn't got canned from the pet
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shop— Only X wasn't canned. I saw what was com
ing and walked out on them. The pansy manager
was trying to get me fired so his little friend
could have my job. I hit him with a birdcage
and walked out on the bastard. He kept live
snakes as pets, if you want to know the sort of
person he was. Let them run loose in the shop
at night.
A third distinctive character is Mr. Morse.

The play

wright presents this character as old, helpless, but yet
fiercely independent.

The fact that he is largely ignored

by the other characters makes Morse even more hostile.
Wilson demonstrates the character's demanding disposition
by his constant cavilling.

Also, by starting a separate,

simultaneous conversation between two other characters, the
author showed that Morse is not given any notice by the
others onstage.
JACKIE
(Entering, followed by
Jamie, who goes immedi
ately to the sofa and
sits.)
JACKIE
(To April)
Listen, April, could I
ask you a personal
thing— one thing.
APRIL
I'm just trying to get
to bed, lady.
JACKIE
Sure, right, that's
cool.
(To Girl)
Bitch of a day, ain't
it.

MORSE
I put a towel into the
crack and I wrapped up
my chest and neck, and
it still didn't help.
And I— I am going to
hold the hotel respon
sible, I got very lit
tle sleep. You're res
ponsible if something
isn't done. Because
there's dampness in my
room. And if I'm taken
to the hospital, I'm
going to hold the hotel
responsible for the
bill I
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Aside from portraying his characters' principal dis
positions in their diction, Wilson does not achieve any
other major purpose with his use of language.

The conver

sational prose is fitting to the drama’s realistic style.
Wilson makes the diction interesting by the inclusion of
profanity and other vulgarisms, and by his verbal wit.
Other than these primary functions, Wilson's diction is unmemorable.

His dialogue approximates normal conversation

so closely, that there is almost no heightening of language,
as Brockett described it,

in the script.

Wilson's char

acters are not particularly articulate; they fail almost
completely to precisely communicate their feelings and
ideas.

The characters exist in, and are only concerned

for, the present.

The substance of most of the dialogue

concerns topics which are of fleeting interest to the
play's characters and which have no lasting import in the
drama.

Like the subjects his characters discuss, Wilson's

diction is immediately interesting, but soon disregarded.
David Rabe's Sticks And Bones is a highly abstract
script, and the author's diction reflects the lack of real
ism in its heightened use of language.

Rabe creates a

nonrealistic effect with the dialogue almost from the first
of the play.

There is a curious lack of communication among

the characters; the subjects discussed change rapidly and
without transition; and sometimes the characters are
not really listening to each other— either they do not
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respond at all, or they reply inappropriately.
The nonrealistic diction corresponds to the abstract
nature of the play from the first with the return of the
son from Vietnam.
viously distraught.

David has been blinded and he is ob
But his father is too concerned with

showing cordiality to the Sergeant-Major, who brought David
home, to pay attention to his son's painful condition.

The

Sergeant-Major’s reaction to the situation is equally non
realistic.

He speaks of the wounded soldiers that he es

corts as if they were freight.
SGT. MAJOR
No. I haven't time. I ’ve got to get going.
I've got trucks out there backed up for blocks.
Other boys. I got to get on to Chicago and some
of them to Denver and Cleveland, Reno, New
Orleans, Boston, Trenton, Watts, Atlanta. And
when I get' back they’ll be layin' all over the
grass; layin' there in pieces all over the grass,
their backs been broken, their brains jellied,
their insides turned into garbage. No-legged
boys and one-legged boys. I ’m due in Harlem; I
got to get to the Bronx and Queens, Cincinnati,
St. Louis, Reading. I don't have time for cof
fee. I got deliveries to make all across this
country.
One of the father's speeches from Act One illustrates
Rabe's use of some of the traditional qualities of non
realistic dialogue, including a substantial employment of
imagery and meter.

This speech is dissimilar to ordinary

conversation in its heightened and forceful expression.
. . . I would sit out on this old wood porch on
the front of our house and my strength was in me,
quiet and mine. Around the corner would come
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some old Model T Ford and scampering up the
walk this ancient bonestiff buck-toothed farmer
raw as winter and cawing at me like a crow: they
had one for me. Out at the edge of town. A run
ner from another county. My shoes are in a brown
paper bag at my feet and I snatch it up and set
out into the dusk, easy as breathing. There's
an old white fence and we run for the sun . . .
For a hundred yards or a thousand yards or a
thousand thousand. It doesn't matter. What
ever they want. We run the race they think their
speciality and I beat them. They sweat and strug
gle, I simply glide on one step beyond . . . no
matter what their effort and the sun bleeds be
fore me . . . W e cross rivers and deserts: we
clamber over mountains. I run the races the
farmers arrange and win the bets they make; and
then a few days after the race money comes to me
anonymously in the mail; but it's not for the
money that I run. In the fields and factories,
they speak my name when they sit down to their
lunches. If there's a prize to be run for, it's
me they send for. It's to be the-one-sent-for
that I run.
Rabe's use of heightened expression is inconsistent.
In some instances, such as this dialogue from Act One, the
author is deliberately obscure.
DAVID
Yes! That's right; yes. What I mean is, yes, of
course, that's what I am— a young . . . blind man
in a room . . . in a house in the.dark, raising
nothing in a gesture of no meaning toward two
voices who are not speaking . . . of a certain
. . . incredible . . . connection!
Rabe often demonstrates lack of communication among
his characters.

At these points, such as in this example

from Act One, his diction is again inscrutable.
HARRIET
Ozzie, can you think of a four letter word that
starts with "G" and ends with "B"?
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RICK
Glub.
HARRIET

Glub?

OZZIE
(Almost simultaneously.)

Glub?

RICK
It's a cartoon word. Cartoon people say it when
they're drowning. G-L-U-B.
OZZIE
(On his feet now.) Ricky. Ricky, I was
wondering . . . when I was sleeping, were my
eyes open? Was I seeing?
RICK
I didn't notice, Dad.
HARRIET
"Glub" doesn't work, Rick.
RICK
Rick. Try GRUB. That's what sourdoughs call
their food. It's G-RWAIT A MINUTE!
G-R—

OZZIE
RICK

OZZIE
ALL OF YOU WAIT A MINUTE! LISTEN!
Listen. I mean, I look for explanations. I look
inside myself. For an explanation. I mean, I
look inside my self. As I would look into water
or the sky . . . the ocean. They're silver.
Answers . . . silver and elusive . . . like fish.
But if you can catch them in the sea . . . hook
them as they flash by, snatch them up . . .,
drag them down like birds from the sky . . .
against all their struggle . . . when you're
adrift and starving . . . they . . . can help
you live.
(He falters; he stands among them,
straining to go further, searching for some
sign of comprehension in their facts.)
RICK
Mom, Dad's hungry . . .
fish, I—

I think.

He wants some

OZZIE

SHUT UP!
In summary, Rabe's diction is appropriate to the non
realistic nature of this play.

The occurrences of truly

heightened language keep the dialogue interesting.

How

ever, Rabe's calculated obscurity is at odds with the usual
purpose for nonrealistic dialogue.

As Brockett pointed out

nonrealistic language permits greatly increased clarity and
impressiveness in diction.

But, Rabe chose to create a

total impression of outlandishness with his dialogue.

His

generally enigmatic diction contributes to the elusive qual
ity of the whole script.

It should be recalled that the

theorists quoted at the first of this chapter say diction
is the principal means by which a playwright imitates ac
tion and conveys:thought.

This being the case, Rabe pre

cludes audience comprehension of his work in his use of
confusing diction.
Miguel Pinero uses prison slang so excessively in his
diction for Short Eyes that a glossary of the jargon is in
cluded at the end of the script.

The author created char

acters with three major ethnic heritages— black, Puerto
Rican, and white.

Of these three groups, Piriero writes in

dialect only for the blacks.

All of the characters share

the prison jargon in common.
Pinero individualizes one of the black characters by
making him a Black Muslim.

The character does not speak
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with a traditional black dialect.

Instead, the author

fashions his speech largely from the shibboleth of that
religious group.
EL RAHEEM
Yacoub . . . maker and creator of the devil . . .
swine merchant. Your time is near at hand. Fuck
around and your time will be now. Soon all
devils* heads will roll and now rivers shall flow
through the city— created by the blood of Whitey
. . . Devil . . . beast.
The author's diction is appropriate to the naturalistic
action and the situation in the drama.

The brutal quality

of the diction reflects the harsh and dangerous prison en
vironment.

Pinero has created a world entirely populated

by men, and this situation is reflected in the bawdy lan
guage .
The author builds two of the most protracted sequences
in the play around the motifs of violence and sex.

In both

cases, the language is highly emotional, but there is a
difference in the playwright's diction between the two ep
isodes.

Pinero uses words sparingly in the murder scene

from Act Two.

Most of the lines of the characters who

urge the homicide are short, fragmentary commands; the word
"kill" is repeated again and again.

The author contrasts

this dialogue with the words of the one character who tries
to prevent the crime.

This character speaks deliberately

and in full sentences as he tries to reason with the reluctant assassin.

Murder is a crime of passion, and Pinero

creates an extremely vigorous and energy-charged atmos
phere appropriate to the action with his diction, as il
lustrated in this excerpt.
LONGSHOE
Kill him . . . standing up . . . laying down
. . . sitting . . . Either way, he's dead.
EL RAHEEM
It's not the same thing . . .

I just can't do it.

LONGSHOE ■
Kill him . . . kill him.
PACO
He's a devil, El Raheem.
CUPCAKES
Oh, my God.
(CUPCAKES pushes EL RAHEEM to shower and
restrains him)
JUAN
Don't, El, don't do it. That's not the way a
black god kills. That's a devil's way.
CLARK
Please . . . don't kill me . : please, I didn't
mean what I said. I didn't mean it. I won't
tell anybody . . . please do what you want but
don't kill me. I got a wife and kids.. Please
don't . . . please.
EL RAHEEM
(Breaking loose from CUPCAKES, tries once
more to kill CLARK)
Allah Akbar, Allah Akbar, I can't do it— I just
can't do it.
LONGSHOE
Give that knife, punk.
(Swings knife, cutting CLARK's throat)
Scream, bastard . . . rat . . . Scream . . .
monster . . . die . . . die . . .
(Everyone is silent.

Also in Act Two, Pinero devised a scene of another
sort of passion.

An inmate recounts a time in the past

when he was overcome with sexual desire while looking at
pornographic literature.

As the speaker becomes more

emotional, the diction deteriorates in structure to sen
tence fragments.

Occasionally, Pinero's notation drops

below the level of speech, and he represents sounds, not
words.

The author's long speech is marked by explicitly

suggestive detail and extreme vulgarity.

The character's

diction is written as a mixture of black dialect, prison
jargon, and slang terms with sexual reference.

Piiiero's

point in treating the episode at such length and with such
bluntness apparently is to impress upon the audience the
ferocity with which repressed emotions are sometimes re
leased among prisoners.

The intended effect of the words

is clearly to create a sympathetic arousal of emotions with
in the listeners.

A portion of this speech reads as fol

lows :

ICE
Wesson Oil never had it so good. Oh, Jane baby.
Oh Jane mama. Ooooo Jane. Come here, get a
part of some reallll downnnn home gut-stomped
black buck fucking . . . Man, I was really run
ning. Wow. She was in front of me. Dancing,
spreading her legs wider and wider . . . Till I
could see her throatmmm. Them white thighs
crushing me to death. Wiggling and crawling on
the floor. Calling her name out, Janneee babyyyy
. . . ooooo Janeeee baby . . . This is black
power. Git honey, git honey, git git git . . .
ununhahahaha . . . mmmmm, calling her name out
faster, a little bit louder. A little bit faster
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a little bit louder . . . And I'm whipping my
Johnson to the bone . . . Soon everybody on the
tier knew I was working out cause soon every
body' s voices is with me. And we're all tryin'
to get this one last big nut together. . . .
Git it, git it. Janneeee . . . baby . . . Get
it, get it, get it, get it, get it, get it, get
it. I scream, my knees buckle . . . and I'm
kneeling there, beat as a son of a bitch, be
cause that's the way I felt, beat as a son of a
bitch.
Pinero's diction is appropriate to the characters,
situation, and the realistic level of probability in the
script.

The effect of the author's language is often to

stimulate an emotional response.

The playwright makes the

diction interesting with a proliferation of slang, jargon,
and profanity.
Joseph A. Walker's The River Niger is another realistic
drama, and the author uses conversational prose as the dom
inant style of diction.

The playwright makes a slight use

of a black dialect in this script.

Unlike the other plays,

all of Walker's characters are black, so there is not so
much need to differentiate their speech from non-blacks.
The only one of Walker's characters to speak consis
tently with some suggestion of a dialect is the grandmother.
This diction is appropriate to the nature of the character,
whom Walker creates as older and more traditional than the
other characters.
GRANDMA
Don't be calling me no black nothing. I ain't
black! I'm half-full-blooded Cherokee Indian my
self. Black folks is 'hewers of wood and drawers
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of water' for their masters. Says so in the
Scriptures. I ain't no hewer of no wood myself.
I'm a Cherokee aristocrat myself.
Walker uses a black dialect at other points in the
script to indicate agitation in the characters.

The char

acters who normally speak with little or no dialect some
times fall into an extreme dialect when under stress .
JEPP
(Walking around the room.)
Goddamn, goddamn!
. . . Where's the hootch? I
know Pop got some somewhere.
(Looks around frantically.)
I know the refrig used to be one of his favorite
places.
(Finds it.)
Damn! Almost half full! Lawd hep me!
'Cause
these niggers don' gon' crazy.
(Takes a drink.)
Hep me, Lawd. Hep me, hep me, Lawd.
(Takes another drink and sings the words
. . .)
" 'Cause the niggers don' gon' crazy!"
Sometimes a character uses the old black dialect mock
ingly, seemingly in reference to the stereotyped picture
of subjugated blacks.
DUDLEY
It means that the African warrior is always
sneaking around like Brer Rabbit instead of walk
ing up to the captain and saying, "Captain Mattie,
I's worked hard 'nuff— I's taking a rest and a
mint julep at the Apple!" I mean, I want to see
some evidence of your spear-throwing, baby— not
just words. Words are. outta style.
The author's diction is different when the male char
acters converse while not in the presence of females.

The
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author pictures two of the characters as old friends, and
this relationship also is reflected in their diction.

The

men freely use vulgarisms and profanity when alone together.
Walker illustrates the depth of their friendship with the
use of insults as substitutes for more usual terms of en
dearment.

In this way, he makes their dialogue reflect

their masculine camaraderie.
JOHN
Where in the hell you been?
DUDLEY
Can I take off my coat first?
JOHN
Take off your jockstrap for all I care.
in the hell you been?
DUDLEY
To Mexico on vacation— fishing, man.
what fishing, Man, I tell you.

Where

And oh,

JOHN
Did it ever occur to you that your old buddy might
like to go fishing too? Did that ever cross your
mind?
DUDLEY
You ain't never got no vacation time coming.
use it up faster than you earn it.

You

JOHN
Well, at least you could have let a buddy know
you were going.
(Sees the bottle under DUDLEY'S arm.)
Give me a drink?
DUDLEY
Sure thing.
(Hands JOHN the bottle.)
Vodka!
vodka.

JOHN
I be damned! You know I can't stand
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Walker incorporates some poetry into the play's dic
tion, but never in the form of poetic dialogue.

The pro

tagonist is an unpublished poet who occasionally reads from
his works.

The author's poetry is always separate from

the action of the play, but it does serve a dramatic func
tion in that it adds to the characterization of the father.
Walker's poems are expressions of the character's pride in
his black heritage.
The writer's diction is consistently appropriate to
the characters and action of the script.

Walker does not

rely strongly on the black dialect to delineate the nature
of the characters.

But, the playwright distinguishes his

language in the play through the use of dialect, with its
colorful expressions, along with the poetry, and a mild
application of vulgarity.
Edward Albee's Seascape is a highly abstract piece,
and the author's diction is suitably nonrealistic.

The

play does not reach its full degree of abstraction until
the appearance of the two manlike lizards well into the
first act.

But before Albee reaches that point, he estab

lishes the abstract nature of the play with the dialogue
between the man and wife.
The author’s heightened expression is illustrated in
this speech of the wife's from Act One.
NANCY
We've earned a little rest. Well, why don't we
act like the old folks, why don't we sell off,
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and take one bag apiece and to California, off in
the desert where they have the farms— the retire
ment farms, the old folks' cities? Why don't we
settle in to waiting, like . . . like the camels
that we saw in Egypt— groan down on all fours,
sigh, and eat the grass, or whatever it is. Why
don't we go and wait the judgment with our peers?
Take our teeth out, throw away our corset, give
in to the palsy, let our mind go dim, play lotto
and canasta with the widows and the widowers,
eat cereal . . .
Albee's diction is nonrealistic in its eloquence, fig
ures of speech, and the deliberateness of the sentence
structure.

Similar qualities can be observed in a speech

of the husband also from Act One.

In addition to the stated

characteristics of heightened expression, this speech also
contains an unusualness of thought that identifies it as
abstract.

Charlie relates to his wife his youthful pas

time of sinking to the bottom of bodies of water and re
maining submerged for as long as possible.
And I would go into the water, take two
stones, as large as I could manage, swim out a
bit, tread, look up one final time at the sky '
. . . relax . . . begin to go down. Oh, twenty
feet, fifteen, soft landing without a sound, the
white sand clouding up where your feet touch,
and all around you ferns . . . and lichen. You
can stay down there so long! You can build it
up, and last . . . so long, enough for the sand
to settle and the fish come back. And they do
— comeback— all sizes, some slowly, eyeing past;
some streak, and you think for a moment they're
larger than they are, sharks, maybe, but they
never are, and one stops being an intruder, fi
nally— just one more object come to the bottom,
or living thing, part of the undulation and the
silence. It was very good.
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Albee does not give the lizards any dialogue until
Act Two.

But when they speak, there is no noticable dif

ference between their style of expression and that of the
humans.
LESLIE
Well . . . they don’t look very . . . formidable
— in the sense of prepossessing. Not young.
They've got their teeth bared, but they don't
look as though they're going to bite. Their
hide is funny— feels soft.
The majority of Albee's diction in this play falls
into a recognizable form.

The lines are usually simple,

short, and they follow each other quickly, creating a stac
cato effect on the page.
SARAH
How many have you birthed?
NANCY
Three.
SARAH
(Still with the wonder of that)
Only three.
NANCY
Of course, there's another reason we keep them
with us.
Oh?

SARAH
What is that?

NANCY
(Puzzled at her question)
Well . . . we love them.
(Pause)
LESLIE
Pardon?
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CHARLIE

We love them.
LESLIE
Explain.
CHARLIE
What?
LESLIE
What you said.
CHARLIE
We said we love them.
LESLIE
Yes; explain.
CHARLIE
(Incredulous)
What love means?!
Albee has designed the diction of this play mainly to
be expressive of thought, rather than to signify the nature
of the characters.

He chose to concentrate on the possi

bilities for philosophical debate in the situation he cre
ated— the meeting of modern man and a primordial life form.
The streamlined, literate, ultra-civilized quality of
Albee's diction contributes to the effect of fantasy in the •
play and adds to the humor of the piece.

The incongruency

of the language to the situation and the characters, es
pecially the lizards, is a calculated comic effect.
Ed Bullins' The Taking of Miss Janie is generally non
realistic throughout.

But Bullins creates the play's high

est degree of abstraction in a section comprised of speeches
which the author calls "raps."

The language of the "raps"

is the most abstract of any of the other diction in the
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drama.
The playwright puts the raps in the form of monologues,
delivered separately by most of the characters.

The char

acters address the audience directly, as if speaking to a
confidant.

The characters’ diction remains individualized,

but their powers of expression are somewhat heightened.
Generally, there is a light increase in the use of figura
tive language.
Bullins denotes increased abstraction in the diction of
the raps principally through the thoughts expressed and the
subject matter discussed.

The characters comment on epi

sodes of their lives from the past and future.
of view is no longer bound by time.

Their point

They become extremely

objective in their evaluations of their actions and of the
actions of others.

These assays have a cathartic effect for

many of the characters.

Their viability is renewed near the

end of the drama when the raps are concluded.
One of the "raps" of the title character is a typical
example of all of these speeches.
JANIE
(Smokes a joint, ladylike)
I ’m not really lonely. At least so I would know
it. But there's not many people I can relate to
... or even talk to. That's why I like Monty as
a friend. He's nice. Sensitive. Serious. And
with so much talent. That's why I can't allow
him to get too close to me. I want him as a
friend. That's all. It's not because of Lonnie.
I'm tired of Lonnie. But he's like a bad habit
I can't shake. I once thought he was the one
for me. But I was younger and more innocent and
didn't realize the vast differences and problems
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that lay between us. Lonnie will never be any
thing more than Lonnie, I guess, he'll never
have a big name in jazz.
Never really do more than be a second rate sideman at the Whiskey A-Go-Go. So it isn't Lonnie
that keeps me from letting Monty have his way
with me. Nor is it becauseMonty's black and I'm
white. Gee ... I think colored people are neat.
And I've made it with black guys before. And I
guess I'll do it some more. But not with Monty.
He's a friend. A lifelong friend, I hope. And
I know that men and women more often than not
sacrifice their friendships when they become
lovers. So I'll be true to Monty. To keep our
friendship alive. And perhaps our relationship
will mature into the purest of loves one day.
An ideal black/white love. Like sweet grapes
change with age and care into a distinctive
bouquet upon choice, rare wines.
One of the characters, Mort Silberstein, is a symbolic
progenitor from the 1950's of the youth culture of the
1960's.

Bullins distinguishes this monologue from the

rest by breaking the established pattern.

This character

does not "rap;" rather, he takes the occasion to ask the
audience for -money to buy drugs.
sonalized toward the audience.

The diction is more per
The character, unlike the

others, does not try to analyze his situation or rational
ize his actions.

His only goal is to get another "high

on."
MORT SILBERSTEIN
... How about lendin* me ten bucks? Ten bucks,
okay? How about it? Okay? ... no? Well, then,
five. C'mon. Five fucken bucks for Christ
sakesi Look ... I ain't no crummy wino. I got
some kinda class. It takes at least five bucks
to cop scag. Now ain't that right? So be a
good guy and let me have ten. You won't even
miss it. Take it off your taxes as a donation
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to art ... I'm a Beat Poet from the Fifties,
see. Put it on your expense account ... or
somethin'. I can get a nickle bag of smoke and
get fixed up for a ten. What? You say I've
lost my bearings and am quoting East Coast
Seventies prices? Wow! Dig him. A drug cul
ture freak. Hey, man, I'm only tryin' to get a
fucken high on, not earn a fucken degree.
The author does not employ a different form of dic
tion with the character even though he is a more abstract
figure than the others.

The character's speech seems to

approximate in structure the muddled diction of one under
the influence of drugs.
Although the drama is abstract, the author's language
is generally of a commonplace quality.

Bullins writes all

of his diction in the form of conversational prose.

He

draws from black dialect, idioms of the contemporary youth
culture, and the jargon of the black nationalist philosophy
for colorful and unusual words to add interest to his ex
pression.
The composite list of standards for judging diction
appearing at the beginning of this chapter provides the
basis for summarizing each writer's use of language.

Using

these criteria, the most effective scripts in the use of
diction are:

The Subject Was Roses, That Championship

Season, Short Eyes, and The River Niger.

As explained in

this chapter, the writers of these four plays capably com
municate thought through their characters' diction, and
suit the language to the nature of the individual characters.
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The total impression of the language in all four plays is
that of realistic, conversational prose, which is appro
priate in these four mimetic dramas.

Gilroy, Miller,

Pinero, and Walker also harmonize the diction in their
plays with the given situation of the characters.

The

language of The Subject Was Roses and The River Niger is
appropriate to the state of affairs in the two character
ized families; the language in Short Eyes vividly reflects
the prison environment and its effects on the inmates; and
Miller's diction in That Championship Season correctly re
calls the diction heard at an all-male social event.

The

diction in these plays is suitable to the naturalistic
level of probability active in all four scripts.

Finally,

the playwrights use of diction in The Subject Was Roses,
That Championship Season, Short Eyes, and The River Niger
befits the type of play represented by each script— serious,
mimetic, horizontal drama.
In contrast, this analysis shows that the remaining
authors obsurely present thought in the diction of their
plays.

The nature of the speakers is partially disclosed

in A Delicate Balance, The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-InThe Moon Marigolds, and The Hot L Baltimore.

However, Al-

bee, Zindel, and Wilson only show the single most outstand
ing character trait of their main characters in their dia
logue, instead of revealing a complete picture of the true
nature of their characters.

With the exception of Gilroy,
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Miller, Pinero, and Walker, none of the other eight play
wrights consistently advance a total impression with the
language of their scripts.

Sackler, Zindel, and Gordone

unevenly divide the impression of their scripts between
the realistic and the fantastic levels of action; while
it is not readily apparent what total impression, if any,
the other five writers strive for in their dramas.

Ex

pecting the plays of Gilroy, Miller, Pinero, and Walker,
no one overall level of probability exists in any of the
dramas.

But, the other eight writers are generally suc

cessful in depicting degrees of reality in their plays.
Only Gordone and Bullins are ineffective in this measure.
Since only the plays of Gilroy, Miller, Pinero, and Walker
fall into a currently recognized type of drama, the sixth
standard does not apply to the remaining nine scripts.
This Summary points out an ineffective use of diction
by eight of the twelve playwrights under study.

These

eight authors' nonsuccess with diction is a serious short
coming in their scripts considering the previously cited
statements by Aristotle that drama is primarily an imita
tion of men's actions and that only through diction is ac
tion imitated in a drama.

A playwright's miscarriage of

diction in a drama would certainly correspond to, and per
haps generate, a weakness in the script's other dramatic
elements.

It is not surprising, then, that the scripts

of these eight playwrights— Albee, Sackler, Zindel, Guare,
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Gordone, Wilson, Rabe, and Bullins— have proven to be faulty
in plot, characterization, and communication of thought in
the preceding chapters in this study.
In addition to these observations based on the com
posite list of standards, this analysis of the diction of
the plays offers other findings.
A major conclusion to be drawn from this survey of
diction in thirteen contemporary American scripts is that
prose remains the principal form of dramatic expression.
Some of the authors, particularly Gordone and Walker, ex
hibit a desire to include poetry' in the diction of their
works, but not in the form of dialogue.

Sackler, Guare,

and Rabe involve the use of song lyrics in their dramas.
But, again, the authors do not use this form of poetic ex
pression in an important way to contribute to the gist of
their dramas as a whole.

The authors of these contemporary

plays only use poetic expression as a appendage to prose.
As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the pre
dominant use of prose dialogue inhibits playwrights.-^

-*-3 Heffner expresses it this way:
Realistic prose dialogue is usually held to a strict
verisimilitude and characters are allowed to utter
nothing which could not be thought or felt within
the completely natural, ordinary environment of their
actions. Such a conception of character and speech
restricts the variety of motive and emotion which
may be projected in dialogue.
(p. 91).
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The twelve contemporary playwrights under observation have
devised several strategies in attempting to overcome this
problem.

Six of the dramatists use the nonrealistic tech

nique of direct address to the audience as a means of add
ing variety to their diction and allowing their characters
an increased opportunity to transcend the limits of realis
tic prose.

Bullins employs a specialized form of direct

address with the "raps" he delivers through his characters.
Zindel uses a device made possible by modern theatre tech
nology— the recorded speech played over action onstage— to
accomplish similar ends.
Others of these writers increase the range of expres
sion of their diction in the plain spoken manner in which
their characters state their feelings and describe their
emotional states.

The authors often use this technique

to have the characters declare feelings of hostility and
other baser emotions and to reveal intimate details about
themselves— two types of information not usually offered
freely in realistic conversations.

The authors of A Deli

cate Balance, The House of Blue Leaves, Sticks And Bones,
and Short Eyes all employ this technique in their different
styles.
Both of these devices— direct address and straight
forwardness in the statement of emotions— are modern usages
of similar forms long traditional in the structure of dra
matic diction.

Both methods last enjoyed popularity in

Nineteenth-Century melodrama.
Another old form of diction which reappears in the
works of these modern playwrights is the notation of dia
lects.

Five of the authors seem to have been influenced by

the ascendancy of the civil rights issue in the American
social consciousness of the latter 1960's and early 1970's.
Four of the playwrights are themselves members of minority
ethnic groups.

The dialects and idioms of these groups

have a major influence on the diction in The Great White
Hope, No Place To Be Somebody, Short Eyes, The River Niger,
and The Taking of Miss Janie.
An additional notable phenonenon in these authors' dic
tion is the use of explicit vulgarity.

Whereas naturalistic

diction was once a sign of realism in drama, profane and
salacious language frequently appears both in the natura
listic and the most abstract of these thirteen scripts.

CHAPTER SIX
MUSIC
Aristotle gives only a vague definition in the Poetics
of the dramatic element of music.

Else translated the

philosopher’s denotation of music as "something whose mean
ing is entirely clear."1

Two other renderings of the Poet

ics cite "music" as "that, the whole power of which is apparent."

2

and "that to which all the obvious meaning of the

word can apply.
Obviously, a problem exists in specifying Aristotle's
application of music in drama.

Heffner, Smiley, and Brock-

ett all relate music in modern drama to the rhythmic and
tonal properties of the dialogue.

Smiley says:

Melody, as Aristotle pointed out, is at once the
most pleasurable part of drama and the basic

1 Aristotle, Aristotle Poetics, trans. Gerald F.- Else
(Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1967), p. 26.
2

Aristotle, The Poetics, trans. Theodore Buckley, in
European Theories of the Drama, ed. Barrett H. Clark, 2nd
ed. (New York: Crown Publishers, Inc., 1965), p. 8.
^ Aristotle, The Poetics, trans. Alfred Gudeman, in
Literary Criticism, Plato to Dryden, ed. Allan H. Gilbert
(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1962), p. 76.
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material of the literary part of the constructed
play. . * . Melody, as the fifth qualitative
part of drama, encompasses all the auditory mate
rial of a play— verbal, mechanical, incidental,
and accidental.4
f

However, to include all sounds, planned or otherwise,
that occur during a performance as part of the music of the
drama seems to extend Aristotle’s original intention out of
proportion.

Else recognizes the difficulty that moderns

experience when theorizing about the music in Greek drama
since present knowledge is so limited about that music.

He

states, "The crucial point I would argue for is that under
1song-composition' Aristotle includes both the music and
the words of the songs."

5

There is no doubt that a script's dialogue, containing
the sound of human language in patterned forms, can have a
quality and appeal akin to that of music created by manmade instruments.

But dialogue is most commonly considered

the speeches of the characters to themselves and to the
audience, which approximate normal conversation, and which
are not accompanied by melodies.

The words of songs, or

lyrics, are most commonly considered part of the music of
a play rather than the dialogue.

It should be remembered

that Aristotle differentiates between diction and music in

4

Sam Smiley, Playwriting: The Structure of Action
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971),
p. 163.
5
Else, p. 90.

the Poetics, treating them in separate sections of that
work.

Aristotle defines diction as "the expression of

meaning by words; this has the same function in both metrical and non-metrical language."

g

Evidence of the segrega

tion Aristotle makes between diction and music lies in the
fact that he pranks diction greater in importance to drama
than music in his hierarchy of the six dramatic elements.
Accordingly, in this study, the lyrics of some of the songs
.in the thirteen scripts will be considered in this chapter
on music, while examination of the dialogue proceeds in the
section .devoted to diction.
Oscar G. Brockett has specified two major categories
of music in drama:

Incidental and dramatic.

He defines

incidental music as that incorporated in a script, but not
an indispensable part of it.

Incidental music may appear

in an overture, between acts, and sometimes during scenes
as a.musical motif; in modern drama it is more often re
corded than performed live.

Songs which heighten the emo

tion of a moment or give enjoyment of themselves without
forwarding the plot are also incidental music, as is music
which accompanies dances.

The purposes of incidental music,

according to Brockett, are to "set a mood, to underscore
or heighten emotions, and to bridge scenes."

g

7

Aristotle, The Poetics, trans. Gudeman, p. 79.

7 Oscar G. Brockett, The Theatre: An Introduction, 2nd
ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1969), p. 524.
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Brockett's second major category of music is dramatic
music.

This term refers to the use of music in the drama

tic forms of opera and musical drama in which the music is
composed specifically for a production and is indispensable
to the single effect of the work.

Dramatic music is usually
Q

performed live as part of the production.
In addition to these major categories, Brockett has
provided a summary list of the functions of music in drama.
His terminology is helpful in discussing the utilization
of music by the authors of the thirteen contemporary Ameri
can plays in this study.

Brockett identifies the functions

of music as being to (1) "establish mood and enhance expec
tations;" (2) "establish the level of probability;"
"characterize;"

(4) "convey ideas;"

(3)

(5) "condense by speed

ing up characterization and exposition;"
9
and (7) "be pleasurable in itself."

(6) "lend variety;"

Music adds another channel by which drama transfers
its substance to an audience.

Like spectacle, the music

of a play must be appropriate to the script, unobtrusive,
and reflective of the drama's purpose, mood, atmosphere,
and style.

Also like the visual elements of a play, music

can be used to identify and emphasize; music can contribute
to the expression of thought, characterization, and setting.

Q

Brockett, p. 525.
g

Oscar G. Brockett, The Essential Theatre {New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1976), p. 22.
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Melodies created by the live use of musical instruments
in conjunction with a drama's performance, or recordings of
such melodies will be considered music in this study.

The

lyrics to some of the music in The House of Blue Leaves and
Sticks And Bones are noted, but only the meanings of the
words as they contribute to the complete effect of the music
is considered.

The purely linguistic patterns contained in

the plays are examined in the section on diction.

This

chapter will report the authors' specifications for their
use of music in the thirteen contemporary dramas under con
sideration.

Sound effects of a non-musical nature are

viewed as part of the spectacle in that these sounds are
designed to produce distinct visual images in the mind of
the audience, or the sounds accompany some feature of the
physical stage setting.
The dramas in this study in which the authors make a
significant use of music throughout the script include The
Great White Hope, The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-In-TheMoon Marigolds, The House of Blue Leaves, and The River
Niger.

In addition, music is employed in varying degrees of

importance in some scenes of the following scripts:

The

Subject Was Roses, No Place To Be Somebody, That Champion
ship Season, The Hot L Baltimore, Sticks And Bones, and
The Taking of Miss Janie.

Albee gives no directions for the

use of music in A Delicate Balance or Seascape, nor does
Pinero for Short Eyes.
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Music pervades Howard Sackler's The Great White Hope.
The production's music is predominantly incidental in form
and purpose.

However, all of the music in the play is per

formed live either on or off stage.
Sackler uses music in Scene Three of the first act to
create mood and atmosphere, convey an idea, and as a bridge
between scenes.

The author's directions state that a "band

strikes up nearby" in the scene in which the black chal
lenger meets the white title-holder in the play's first
fight sequence.

The author does not specify whether the

band is onstage at the beginning of the scene or not.

When

the white champion, Brady, enters, the band plays "Oh, You
Beautiful Doll."

In contrast, when Jack, the black, enters,

all music stops.

Thus Sackler pointedly establishes the

sentiments of the mostly white crowd toward the two fight
ers.

The playing of "The Star-Spangled Banner" in the dis

tance signals the beginning of the fight offstage.

As the

fight progresses, a crowd of Negroes sings a spiritual,
providing atmosphere and a characterization of the crowd
who rely on God to aid their fellow black.

A band is heard

playing "Sweet Georgia Brown" during the transition between
scenes.
Sackler continues his use of music as an aid to char
acterization in scene four.

A band onstage plays "Shine"

as the black fighter, his mistress, and a crowd of Negroes
cakewalk around the stage.

In one sense, the music only
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accompanies the dance.

But, the racial connotations of the

song, as well as the dance,, emphasize the black heritage of
most of the participants in the episode.
offstage

Later, drum beats

provide a transition within the scene, creating

expectations in the audience for the appearance of a march
ing temperance group.

The drumming is accompanied by a

trombone playing "Onward Christian Soldiers" before the
group appears onstage.

At the close of the scene, the

group exits to the same drum beat, their departure signi
fied by the fading of the sound in the background.
In Scenes Six and Seven of the first act, the play
wright creates atmosphere and heightens emotion with music.
Scipio's bitter monologue in Scene Six concerning the state
of the black race is accompanied by "soft, woeful singing"
offstage.

The pastor's speech in Scene Seven is backed by

the soft singing of the Negro crowd.

Jack's escape from

the police ends the scene in a frenzy of emotion, and the
group switches to a lively spiritual to emphasize the nature
of the action.
Sackler uses music to set locale in the following few
scenes.

The sound of a band playing during the blackout

between the first and second acts bridges the scenes and
aids in establishing locale.

The lights reveal the scene,

a band is onstage playing at a welcoming ceremony for the
black fighter.

Music which the author identifies as that

of a German band plays in the distance during the transition
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between Scenes Four and Five to establish the locale of
Scene Five, set in Berlin.

During Scene Five, Sackler uses

the sound of "rhythmical clanging" offstage to announce the
entrance of four Germans, one of whom is seen to be beat
ing on a dustbin lid with a chair leg.

During the black

out following Scene Five, a cymbal crash is heard, then a
"tinny rendering of 'Chiri-biri-bin,'" indicating the new
locale of a nightclub.
Sackler uses music for a variety of purposes in Scene
Six, the cabaret setting.

The scene begins with a juggler

performing in time to a waltz.

The author never specifies

during the scene that the band is visible to the audience.
A saxophone playing "My Old Kentucky Home" provides transi
tion as Jack and Ellie's performance of Uncle Tom1s Cabin
begins.

Piano music accompanies Jack's song, "Ah Sees A

Ban Uh Sperrits Bright."

Emotions* are heightened by the

sudden cessation of the piano as Jack interrupts his song
when the audience behaves rudely.

The piano and drums, a

tambourine, and a Jew's harp accompany a character singing
"I Always Think I'm Up In Heaven When I'm Down In Dixie
land. "

A saxophone playing "Old Black Joe" provides tran

sition to Little Eva's death scene.
The music helps to reinforce the racial stereotyping
in the Uncle Tom*s Cabin sequence.

Also, the songs played

in cabaret style contribute to the atmosphere of the scene
and are simultaneously appropriate for the skit itself.
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The "How Long Blues," played offstage in a slow tempo
is heard during the blackout which begins Act Three.

Sack

ler specified that a bass drum, clarinet, and a trombone
play the composition.

The scene reveals a funeral pro

cession, the band appearing first, followed by those carry
ing the coffin.

The music ends as the coffin is set down

and the pastor begins his address.

Thus, Sackler employs

music here to create atmosphere, provide a bridge between
scenes, and as part of the locale.
The playwright creates a properly mournful atmosphere
for the monologue in Scene Two with the sound of a distant
bell chiming midnight.

The bell chimes as Clara comes into

the spotlight and delivers a sorrowful, self-pitying speech
foreshadowing the black fighter’s downfall.
Music to heighten and underscore emotions appears in
Scene Four.

No bridge separates Scene Four from the pre

vious one.

As the last character of Scene Three exits, a

group hurriedly enters, one beating a bass drum.

The

scene concerns the efforts of the group to raise money from
passersby.

The scene is quick-paced, and the frenzy is

emphasized by the continuous beating of the drum until the
end.

This heightened state of activity is prelude to a

similar atmosphere in the following scene which begins
virtually without interruption.

So, Sackler employs the

drum beat to enhance emotions in Scene Four, and does not
allow these emotions to subside before Scene Five begins.
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The final fight is over at the end of Scene Five, and
"snatches of band music from within" are heard outside the
.arena, adding atmosphere.

Again, a drumbeat is heard, and

a "March Triumphal" plays as the crowd inside the arena
surges forth with the new champion on their shoulders.
The march conveys the idea of the new champion's victory.
Also, the music heightens the irony of the scene for the
audience since the new champion receives his accolades so
stoically, and because the audience knows from the former
champion's experiences that the title can bring ruin to
its bearer.
The author's use of music in The Great White Hope
would probably be classified as incidental using Brockett's
terms since most, if not all, of the music was not com
posed for the script, none of the music being identified
as original.

Still, it cannot be concluded that the music

is completely non-dramatic since it does meet needs in the
play and contributes to the overall style of the script.
Sackler often uses familiar music already replete with emo
tional connotations, even without the context in which he
has built for it to be played.
Sackler's principal use of music in the play is to
condense by providing exposition.

The many changes of

locale in the play virtually preclude an extensive use of
spectacle to set the scenes as the characters travel around
the world.

Often the audience is informed of changes in
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locale/ and of the actual setting itself, as in the caba
ret, through the playwright's use of music.
Also, Sackler employs a unique approach by gradually
revealing multiple uses of music in some instances.
acts as a bridge for almost all scene transitions.

Music
Often,

the audience first hears the music in a blackout-bridging,
adding atmosphere, and setting locale.

As the lights come

up on some scenes, the audience learns that the music is
originating from a band which is now visible on stage.
Thus the music takes on a dramatic significance by becom
ing part of the action itself.
Sackler does not establish a musical motif for his
play, but varies the music in accordance with the emotional
coloring of the scenes in which it is used.

He usually

specifies that particular songs be played, instead of call
ing for music in general.

Often, the dramatist even speci

fies which musical instruments are to be used.

This atten

tion to detail shows that Sackler wishes the musical sound
to have a certain quality that he feels is most appropriate
for the action and characters on stage.
Paul Zindel's use of music in The Effect of Gamma
Rays On Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds is much more indefinite
than Sackler's.

Yet, Zindel does employ music purposely

to create mood, condense, accentuate action, and to aid
characterization.
As Act One begins, Zindel states that the musical in
troduction should "creep in."

He describes the sound of
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the music as "a theme for lost children, the near misbe
gotten."

This refers to the state of the children in the

play, especially the protagonist, Tillie.

Thus, the drama

tist uses music to establish mood and character.
Later in the first act, Zindel calls for "the music
theme" to reappear in a minor key.

It is not clear if he

is referring to the theme which is heard at the beginning
of the play.

This second musical theme is first heard

playing softly, but the dramatist says that loud pulses
appear in the music and eventually become replaced with
the sound of thunder.

The music accomplishes the bridge

between scenes, heightens emotional excitement, and con
denses the time by introducing

the thunderstorm in the

next episode.
The playwright uses a melody as transition between
scenes many times throughout the play.

At these points,

he simply directs that "music" is heard, no further desig
nations being made, with one exception.

Zindel slightly

qualifies the sound of the music when the protagonist
finishes her speech at the science fair in Act Two.

The

playwright instructs that the music pulses as the girl is
spotlighted and her voice is electronically amplified.
The pulsating music aids in intensifying the emotional im
pact of the episode and accentuates the action.

It also

provides a transition between scenes.
The only other particular use of music in the play
occurs in the second act as the two girls present their

speeches at the science fair.

Both speeches are organized

around three divisions— the past, present, and future.

A

gong sounds as the girls finish each part of their speeches
a signal to the characters, and to the audience, that a new
segment of the speeches is beginning.
In general, Zindel only uses music infrequently in
this play.

As with Sackler's drama, the music is not in

tegral, nor is it unique enough to the script to be wholly
classified as dramatic in its function.

But, if the music

were omitted, the play might suffer a loss of emotional
potency.

Zindel gives the director considerable latitude

in selection of music, concerning himself totally with
when music should appear to produce the desired sensation
in the audience.

This practice is a potential weakness in

the author's use of music.

If left entirely to the di

rector's discretion, the choice of music for each produc
tion of the script most probably would be different.

Some

pieces would be more correct than others in producing the
dramatic function which Zindel intends for music to per
form in his drama, making consistency in the quality of
music's role in the script difficult to achieve.
John Guare gives himself much opportunity to include
music in The House of Blue Leaves by making his protagonist
Artie Shaughnessy, an aspiring songwriter.
both the music and lyrics for the script.

Guare wrote
Most of the

songs are short— only one verse is heard at a time— and
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seem to arise spontaneously, inspired by and reflective of
the state of mind of the character who sings the tune.

Thus

the songs often aid characterization.
A majority of the play's four original pieces of music
are'introducted in the Prologue and the first act.

The pro

tagonist first sings "Back Together Again" in the Prologue.
Guare directs that the piece is performed brightly, so the
play begins in a lively mood.
Back together again
Back together again
Since we split up,
The skies we lit up
Looked all bit up
Like Fido chewed them
But they're
Back together again
You can say you knew us when
We were together
Now w e 're apart
Thunder and lightning's back in my heart
And that1s the weather to be
When you're back together with me.
In addition to establishing a'mood for the script, the song,
by its comical triteness, characterizes the protagonist as
one who has deluded himself with his dreams of becoming a
professional songwriter.
The character also presents "I'm Looking For Something"
in the Prologue.
tal ballad.

Guare describes this song as a sentimen

The song is the most serious of all the au-

.thor's original pieces, the others being mainly imitations
of stock love songs.

It conveys the idea, later estab

lished more clearly in the plot, of the character's
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profound dissatisfaction with his life.

Like the first,

this song is intentionally hackneyed to further character
ize the protagonist.

The lyrics to "I'm Looking For Some

thing" read:
I'm looking for something
1 1ve searched everywhere
I'm looking for something
And just when I'm there
Whenever I 'm near it
I can see it and hear it
I'm almost upon it
Then it1s gone.
It seems I'm looking for something
But what can it be?
I just need a someone
To hold close to me.
I'll tell you a secret
Please keep it entre nous
That someone
I thought it was you.
The author introduces the third of his original com
positions at the end of the Prologue. .The song is "Where
Is The Devil In Evelyn," and its lyrics are:
Where is the devil in Evelyn?
What's it doing in Angela's eyes?
Evelyn is heavenly
But Angela's in a devil's disguise.
I know about the sin in Cynthia
And the hell in Helen of Troy
Where is the devil in Evelyn?
What's it doing in Angela's eyes?
This song provides the third consecutive reinforce
ment of the protagonist's lack of ability as a songwriter.
It is more comically inane than the first two songs, and
also is pleasurable in itself.

In addition, the introduction
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of these three songs in the Prologue serves as exposition.
The audience decides for itself from hearing the pieces
that the protagonist is untalented in his chosen field,
making unnecessary the establishment of that fact through
an episode in the plot.
Guare's final original song for the play, "I'm Here
With Bells On," appears in the first act.

The song is

given in its entirety only in an appendix to the play— it
is never sung completely in the text of the script.

The

portion of the song that appears in the script reads:
I'm here with bells on.
Ringing out how I feel.
I'll ring,
I'll roar,.
I '11 sing
Encore!
I'm here with bells on.
Ring! Ring! Ring!
The protagonist bursts into this song in his elation
after he convinces himself that a Hollywood producer is in
terested in his work.

It is an example of how most of the

songs provide characterization by arising from and reflect
ing the emotional state of the characters at the time the
songs are sung.

These songs also provide comedy with their

farciality.
Music is used with the greatest frequency in the first
act of the play.

The audience sees the protagonist in the

act of instantly creating one of his pieces at the piano—
"The Day The Pope Came to New York"

(The day the Pope came
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to New York/It really was comical./The Pope wore a yarmulke
/The day that the Pope came to New York)— to commemorate the
event mentioned in the song’s title.
Two of the tunes in the first act serve as character
ization devices by being musical verbalizations of the char
acter's inner thought process.

Guare puts the character

in a position to make a decision, and he deliberates in
song.

When the character tries to decide whether to see

the Pope's arrival, Guare says he "thoughtfully" sings,
"Bridges are for burning/Tables are for turning," and then
decides to go.

Later, as the character endeavors to per

suade his mistress to cook for him, he sings to her, "If
you Cooked My Words," in which he expresses his love for
her in images from cookery(Take my words,/Garlic and oil
them,/Butter and broil them,/Sautee and boil them.).
There is an episode in the first act in which Guare
incorporates some easily recognizable songs into the play.
As the protagonist's wife tells a story about the last
time she drove a car in New York City, her husband accom
panies her on the piano with, successively, "The Anniver
sary Waltz," "In My Merry Oldsmobile," and "Forty-Second
Street."

The effect of the music is to heighten the com

edy provided by her nonsensical tale.
In the second act of The House of Blue Leaves, the
songs remain the same, but they take on added functions.
The songs continue to characterize by being expressive of
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the characters1 emotional states, but Guare also uses the
music for establishing mood and conveying ideas in this
section.

When visited by the protegee of his producer

friend, the protagonist doggedly auditions by playing "Back
Together Again," amidst intensifying disruptions created by
the other characters.

His ability to concentrate on the

music while surrounded by disorder emphasizes the impor
tance of the audition to him and provides humor through
contrast.
Guare also uses music to convey irony and to add com
edy and characterization in the First Scene of Act Two.
The protagonist proudly plays "I Love You So I Keep Dream
ing," the first song he ever wrote, and the one, he says,
that "showed me I should go on."

The melody is instantly

identified as that of "White Christmas" by his wife.

The

fact that the character did not know the familiar tune of
"White Christmas," aside from being ironic, proves again
his ignorance of music, and it is humorous.
The producer himself enters in the Second Scene of
Act Two, and the protagonist again auditions.

He plays

"Where Is The Devil In Evelyn" through once in a normal
manner.

But the character's anxiety becomes evident when

the producer starts to leave.

The music grows in hysteri

cal intensity as the character pounds the piano in an ef
fort to command attention.

The character's emotions are

expressed, and the climactic action of the producer leaving
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with the protagonist's mistress is accentuated by the reck
less music.
The character is left alone with his wife, and she
sings "Back Together Again."

Again, the author uses music

to effect irony, because the couple is far from being re
conciled, as the words to the song may suggest; the pro
tagonist suddenly attacks and kills his wife moments after
she sings the song.
The drama ends with the protagonist back in the bar
and grill setting of the Prologue performing "I'm Here With
Bells On."

The happy tempo lends irony and a disquieting

atmosphere, coming so soon after the murder.
Guare's use of music in The House of Blue Leaves is
dramatic, rather than incidental, although the play is not
a "musical" in the usual sense.

The music of the play

meets Brockett's requirements for dramatic music:

most of

the songs were originally created by the author to meet the
needs of his script; the effect of the play is dependent
upon the inclusion of the music; and, all the songs are
performed live by the characters,, with the protagonist
giving instrumental accompaniment on the piano for most of
the pieces.

The music is integral in its contributions to

characterization, exposition, the heightening of climactic
actions, and the humor in the script.
The final play of the thirteen in which the author
uses music throughout his entire script is Joseph A.
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Walker's The River Niger.

Walker begins the drama with a

musical sound that he describes as a "bass counterpoint."
The playwright includes a "bass player" in his list of
characters, and describes him as "highly skillful at creat
ing a mood (not seen), provides musical poetry for the
play."

Even though the author indicates that the bass does

not always play the same melody, it seems to serve as a
sort of theme, or trademark, by its constant reappearance
in the script.

Another of its principal functions appears

to be that of providing atmosphere.
The bass "creeps in" at the beginning of the play and
accompanies the actions of the grandmother who is discovered
on stage.

As this character goes through her pantomime,

she hums "Rock of Ages."

Walker, in another use of music,

employs familiar pieces of sacred music to characterize
the grandmother.

She hums and sings several traditional

hymns, usually when she is involved in times of stress in
the script.

The music represents her as being religious in

an open manner.

In addition, her old spirituals mark her

as a survivor of a bygone generation of blacks.
When the father of the family first reads a portion
of his poem, "The River Niger," the bass line materializes
again.

Some variation of the bass sound usually is present

whenever he reads from his works, again serving the iden
tifying function of a theme.
Also, the bass line plays in connection with several
entrances of characters in the script.

For example, when
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Ann Vanderguild first appears, she is accompanied by a "bass
line of beautiful melancholy” which continues for several
minutes into her initial.dialogue.

The author never asso

ciates the bass with any particular character, however.
Walker is never very specific about the melody played
by the bass, but twice in the script he indicates that some
variation be given to the sound.

In Act One the father

reads a poem, "Lord, I Don't Feel Noways Tired," an upbeat
piece with a slightly militant spirit.

Here, Walker says

the accompanying bass should have a "jazz theme."

In this

instance, the bass is used to complement the mood of the
poem.

Again, in Act Three, the father performs his com

pleted version of "The River Niger."

This poem recalls

the black heritage, and accordingly, the author directs that
the "bass begins low with African motif and gradually rises."
Thus,'the music accentuates the reading and adds atmosphere
for the poem.
The bass emerges occasionally to stress important
speeches and climactic moments in, the script.

In Act One,

the character of Ann, accompanied by the bass, tells her
story about the oppression of her father by whites in South
Africa.

The bass plays again, in Act Two, when the mother

explains how her husband was forced to abandon his hopes
for a college education.

The father describes his love for

poetry in Act Two against the bass in the background.

The

bass also plays in this act during the son's angry account
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of the prejudice he encountered in the Air Force.

In Act

Three, the bass appears as the grandmother recalls how her
husband was murdered.

Finally, the bass conterpoint comes

in as the grandmother sings "Rock of Ages" while the father
lies dying from a gunshot wound.

The bass creates mood

and accentuates the action in all of these examples.
Only once does Walker use music as a bridge between
scenes.

In Act Three the mother confronts her husband,

who is distraught by the news of her illness. As the
lights dim on this episode, the bass rises.

Walker directs

that the music should continue until the actors are able
to get into their positions for the next scene.
Walker's use of music in The River Niger is incidental,
rather than dramatic, since it is principally utilized to
establish mood and underscore emotions; the music is not
essential to the over-all effect of the play.

There are

no explicit patterns or recognizable consistency in the
playwright's use of music in this script.

The single musi

cal sound, the bass line, is employed in a variety of func
tions, therefore preventing the audience from assigning a
definite significance to it.

However, his use of the old

spirituals clearly is designed to add to the characteriza
tion of the grandmother.
Frank D. Gilroy uses recorded music as part of the
action in the first scene of The Subject Was Roses.

The

mother and son dance to the music heard playing on the
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radio.

The author directs that first a band is heard play

ing "a. slow fox trot/' and the pair moves in time to the
rhythm.

Then, the son dials to a polka, and their dancing

quickens accordingly.

The music accentuates the action and

sets a pace for the episode.

The characters’ emotions build

higher as they dance in time to the faster music.

Also,

the music aids in characterization, in a sense, because in
formation about the mother and son’s relationship as well
as their individual personalities is communicated by the
dance.

Actually, the character revelation lies more in the

spectacle of the episode, but the music contributes to the
composite effect of the dance sequence.
Charles Gordone employs music to aid characterization
as well as to provide exposition in No Place To Be Somebody.
Throughout a large portion of the script, the character of
Shanty Mulligan boasts of his talent as a drummer.

In the

third scene of Act Two, he is forced into a situation where
in he must prove his .talent by playing a set of drums on
stage.

His performance is inept, and ends with the charac

ter beating wildly on the drums.

There could be some ques

tion as to whether or not this can be considered music since
no ''patterned sound," to use Brockett's term, is produced.
But, since a performance on a musical instrument is employed
in a dramatic function in the episode, it is probably cor
rect to consider this a conscious use of music in the drama
by Gordone. ■The character's clumsy performance on the drums
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reveals he has knowlingly given false information about
himself.

No further exposition is needed by the audience

to establish his lack of musical talent.
The playwright uses music to assist characterisation
and to convey an idea in Jason Miller's That Championship
Season.

In the final moments of Act Three, all of the

characters are reconciled after a night of hostilities.
They join together in the singing of their old high school
basketball fight song, which ends with the words, "to the
foe we'll never yield."

The performance of this song

firmly establishes in the audience the idea of the men's
reuniting.

Also, the performance characterizes the men as

being able to find relief from their present difficulties
by taking solace from reminders of another time.

As in

the dance sequence in The Subject Was Roses, here it is
probably the action of performing the song that accomplishes
these functions more than the music itself, but again the
music is an integral part of the effectiveness of the ac
tion.
Lanford Wilson uses music as part of the setting, to
provide atmosphere, and to denote transitions between acts
of The Hot L Baltimore.

The playwright explains the func

tion he intends for music to serve in the script as part
of his preliminary directions.
About the radio: the play is designed to incor
porate music popular during production. The
music plays in the theater before the acts, and
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as the lights dim, the sound fades into the radio
on stage. At the end of the acts the radio music
builds again; moving into the house. The first
and third acts should end with an upbeat, a song
that one has heard in passing a dozen times but
never listened to closely.
Music appears prominently in two episodes of David
Rabe's Sticks And Bones.

The first instance occurs in Act

One when Rick sings a song for his family.

Rabe uses the

music to characterize the younger son and to give infor
mation about the characters of his father and older brother.
The piece performed was created for this script.

Rabe wrote

the music, but not the lyrics for the song, "Baby, When. I
Find You."
The boy demonstrates his musical talent through the
performance of the number.
from his parents.

It is received with accolades

The father and older son both openly re

veal that they envy the boy's talent.

Also, there is an

indication that Rick realizes the compelling quality of his
musical ability.

Just before he sings, he tells his

brother,
Dave, you just listen to me go! I'm gonna build
(and there is an excited lead into the song).
I'm gonna build, build, build.
In addition, Rabe accompanies many of the blackouts
in the script with what he designates as "music;" the func
tion apparently is to provide a musical bridge between some
episodes in the play.

Since the author tells no more about
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the quality of the music to be heard at these points, it is
impossible to know if the melody creates an atmosphere of
any sort for the action.
Ed Bullins uses music to indicate transitions between
scenes and, to a small extent, for purposes of characteriza
tion and atmosphere in The Taking of Miss Janie.

During the

first episode in the play, the characters Monty and Janie
lie in bed.

The author directs that there is "silence ex

cept for a tinny sounding radio playing the Beatles, off
somewheres."

The songs of the musical group, the Beatles,

were popular in the 1960's, the time in which the play's ac
tion occurs.

Also early in the script, the flashback episode

in which the characters of Monty and Janie appear as college
students is introduced by changes in the spectacle and a
musical bridge.

The author states that "music' is heard.

The transition from this episode and the next, a party, is
also aided by a musical bridge.

This time "party music" is

heard before the lights rise on the scene.

So, the music

acts to establish locale and lend atmosphere as well as to
bridge the scenes'.
Bullins utilizes music once more as part of a transi
tion between scenes with the entrance of Mort Silberstein.
With the introduction of this character, the action moves to
a different level of probability— from a natural plane to the
abstract.

Bullins describes the character's approach:

"And

Mort Silberstein comes through the door singing and dancing
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a stylized rock horah."

The author's choice of the horah

may be an uncertain attempt to establish the character's
Jewish heritage.

Also, the rock music could contribute an

atmosphere of abandon as the plot leaves the causal pattern
and becomes episodic.

But, what a "stylized rock horah"

would sound like is open to many interpretations, and the
author offers no more information.
Several characteristics have emerged concerning the
authors uses of music in these playscripts.

First, the tra

ditional means of classifying music in drama do not always
apply to the music in all of these plays.

Using Brockett's

distinctions between incidental and dramatic music in drama
as a guide, it can be determined that the music in at least
one of the scripts satisfies the requirements for both cate
gories.

In Guare's The House of Blue Leaves, the author

wrote both melody and lyrics to most of the music in the
script, indicating that the music is designed to meet unique
needs of that script, and that the composite effect of the
drama would be lessened if the music was not present.

The

authors of The Great White Hope, The House of Blue Leaves,
and Sticks And Bones direct that music be performed live
within

the context of the action, rather than at the begin

ning and ending or between acts.

The music in The Great

White Hope, The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-In-The-Moon
Marigolds, The House Of Blue Leaves, No Place To Be Somebody,
That Championship Season, Sticks And Bones and The River
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Niger communicates ideas, provides exposition, and charac
terizes— all dramatic functions without which the effect of
the scripts would be altered.

In general, while the music

in these seven plays might be considered incidental in that
it is not utilized to the extent found in musical drama or
opera, its dramatic function is too important to regard it
as peripheral to the scripts.
Another observation is that all of the playwrights ex
cept Albee and Pinero seem to reflect the influence of the
electronic media in their use of music in the plays.

These

contemporary playwrights apparently feel that music should
be used, as it is in the electronic media, as a continuing
influence upon the audience throughout all playscripts, and
not only those designated as "musicals."'^
^ One text for authors of radio and television dramas
lists the function of music as being:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

as a signature ortheme for a drama series or for a par
ticular drama in a series;
as a transition between scenes, acting as a curtain for
the scene that is ending and an an introduction to the
scene that is about to begin?
as a background to a scene or to a sequence of narration;
as part of the action itself, an example being the or
chestra music in a night club setting;
as a stab or sting to point up critical stages in the
dramatic development;
as a symbolic effect tosuggest such ideas as a soft,
spring day or the churning of angry emotions.

(Edgar E. Willis, Writing Television and Radio Programs
[New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1967], p.
174)
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None of the authors who significantly use music in
their scripts provides an explicit statement concerning its
use.

Most make no specifications as to what music should be

heard at the points in the plays where music is called for.
The exact effect that they hope to achieve with the music
also often remains indefinite through lack of a statement by
the playwrights.

Allowing someone else, supposedly the di

rector, to make the final choice about what music accompan
ies their scripts is possibly a serious failing of a play
wright.

If the author thinks that music is needed in a play,

and even goes so far as to decide when it should appear in
the text (as all of these thirteen authors do, except Albee
and Pinero), he must have a definite idea about the contri
bution to be made by the music.

The failure to provide a

clear statement about what form music is to take in a script
opens the way for misinterpretations which could be detri
mental to the effect of the whole play.
In order to more clearly see what uses these playwrights
made of music, it is helpful to name the plays containing
music for each of the element's seven functions in drama
which Brockett identified.

The seven dramas in which music

establishes mood and enhances expectations are:

The Subject

Was Roses, The Great White Hope, The Effect of Gamma Rays On
Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds, The House of Blue Leaves, The Hot
L Baltimore, The River Niger, and The Taking of Miss Janie.
Music helps to establish the level of probability in three
dramas:

The Great White Hope, The Hot L Baltimore, and The
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Taking of Miss Janie.

Seven of the playwrights characterize

with music in The Subject Was Roses, The Great White Hope,
The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds, The
House of Blue Leaves, No Place To Be Somebody, That Cham
pionship Season, and Sticks And Bones. Music functions to
convey ideas in four scripts:

The Great White Hope, The

House of Blue Leaves, That Championship Season, and Sticks
And Bones.

Seven writers use music to condense action and

give exposition in The Great White Hope, The Effect of Gamma
Rays On Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds, No Place To Be Somebody,
The Hot L Baltimore, Sticks And Bones, The River Niger, and
The Taking of Miss Janie. Music lends variety to The Great
White Hope and The House of Blue Leaves.

Finally, the music

in The House of Blue Leaves is also pleasurable in itself.
The most popular uses of music among the playwrights,
then, are to characterise, establish mood, and condense ac
tion.

In a descending order of popularity, the playwrights

also used music to convey ideas, establish levels of prob
ability, lend variety, and, last, to add pleasure.
Perhaps the correct approach to judging the effective
ness of the uses of music in these dramas is to clarify the
playwrights' applications of the element as a device to
strengthen the structure of their plays.

A descending order

of structural significance of music's uses would be:

(1)

bridge music for aiding continuity and coherence, (2) inci
dental uses not related to coherence in the scripts, and
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(.3) dramatic uses of music which add more to a play's single
effect than contribute to its continuity and coherence-

Con

ceivably, any one of the eleven plays containing music might
appear in all three categories.
Falling under the first category of plays in which a
prominent use of music is to aid continuity and coherence,
are The Great White Hope, The Effect of Gamma Rays on ManIn-The-Moon Marigolds, and The River Niger.

The plays in

which music has an incidental use not related to the script's
coherence are The Subject Was Roses, The Great White Hope,
The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds, No
Place To Be Somebody, That Championship Season, The Hot L
Baltimore, Sticks And Bones, The River Niger, and The Taking
of Miss Janie.

Two plays contain significant dramatic uses

of music throughout— The Great White Hope and The House of
Blue Leaves.
It is apparent, then, that Sackler, Zindel, and Walker,
whose plays pertain to the first category, use music most
effectively to add coherence and continuity to the structures
of their dramas.

CHAPTER VII
SPECTACLE
Aristotle's term for the visual features of drama is
traditionally translated as "spectacle."

A contemporary

rendering of the Poetics calls this element the drama's
"visual adornment."^

Aristotle does not offer a detailed

definition of spectacle.

In fact, he seems to consider

this aspect more technical in nature than any of the other
elements of drama.
. . . the visual adornment of the dramatic per
sons can have a strong emotional effect but is
the least artistic element, the least connected
with the poetic art; in fact the force of trag
edy can be felt even without benefit of public
performance and actors, while for the production
of the visual effect the property man's art is
even more decisive than that of the poet's.2
In its appearance on stage, the spectacle of a drama
without doubt depends more upon the artistry of the de
signer and carpenter than that of the playwright.

But,

like all the dramatic elements, the concept of a script's

^ Aristotle, Aristotle Poetics, trans. Gerald F. Else
(Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1967), p. 26.
2 Aristotle, p. 29.
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spectacle is first of all the task of the dramatist.

Sam

Smiley says,
A playwright is as much responsible for creating
the spectacle of his drama as he is for its char
acters and thoughts. The formulation of a play's
spectacle is another organic element in the to
tal creation; without it the play is merely a
verbal poem, not a drama. A dramatist conceives
the spectacle— the acting, setting, costuming,
etc.— not as stage embellishments, but as inte
gral elements of the total image which is the
play. A play is a visual image as well as an
imaginative and verbal one.3
Likewise, Brockett names spectacle as one of the play
wright’s major forms of expression.

He includes under the

heading of spectacle "the action, the characters, the light
ing, the setting, the costumes, the properties, and the
spatial relationships. . . ."4

Hubert C. Heffner would

add another means by which spectacle can be presented.
Spectacle is dominantly visual, a space art, but
it can be symbolically rendered by sound. For
example, the sound effects that signalize an ap
proaching train or those that signalize a colli
sion of automobiles really stand for s p e c t a c l e . ^

3 Sam Smiley, Flaywriting: The Structure of Action
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971),
p. 189.
4 Oscar G. Brockett, The Theatre: An Introduction,
2nd ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1969)
p. 40.
5 Hubert C. Heffner, Modern Theatre Practice, 4th ed.
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1959), p. 98.
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This idea that spectacle need not be a visible repre
sentation on stage expands the element's definition.

Spec

tacle might include any device used by the author to create
a simulacrum for the audience, whether it be concrete or
imaginative.

Descriptions given in the course of the drama

of actions, settings, characters, lighting, or costumes may
*

be considered as much a part of the play's spectacle as the
actual appearance on stage of the forms portrayed.

This

type of spectacle— created by the author to exist only in
the audience's mind— is more artistic, according to Aris
totle's standards, since it does not depend upon technical
effects for its execution.
However, to be a part of the play's spectacle, the
thing described should exist in the present within the
time of -/.he play's action.

Descriptions contained in the

characters' recollections of the past or projections of the
future are not rightly a part of the spectacle of the pre
sent, even though such passages may create a picture in the
audience's imagination.

It seems that a drama's spectacle,

even though intangible, must exist within the time frame
of the plot and serve a dramatic function.

Otherwise, it

would be impossible to draw a distinction between an au
thor's use of imaginative spectacle and narration.
Brockett describes the four functions of spectacle in
drama.

First, it gives information by establishing an en

vironment for the play.

The author reveals his decisions

about the relative importance to the script of time and
place.

Secondly, spectacle delineates characterizations

by presenting indicators of their material and psycholo
gical contexts.

A third function of spectacle is to estab

lish the order of probability in the script as abstract,
realistic, or any degree between these two absolutes.

The

final function of the visual elements of a drama is to form
a mood and atmosphere for the piece, generally either comic
or serxous. 6
Two means are available for the playwright in specify
ing the spectacle in a drama.

Evidence of an author’s use

of the visual can appear in the dialogue and in stage di
rections.

There are three classifications of directions.

Environmental directions include information about time,
spacial relations, light, temperature, and physical ob
jects.

Specifications given before the commencement of

dialogue in the script are called introductory directions.
Character references indicate or qualify the characters1
words and actions.

7

This study describes and analyzes details about each
of the thirteen dramas’ visual elements contained in the
author's dialogue and stage directions.

® Brockett, p. 41.
7 Smiley, pp. 218-219.
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It is a usual practice to transport some directions
concerning spectacle from productions of dramas to the pub
lished versions of the scripts.

For this reason, it is

impossible to claim unfailingly which specifications about
spectacle are originally those of the authors.

Still, the

published scripts are the adaptations which communicate
these dramas to the public, and especially to prospective
directors and performers.

Also, it can be assumed that as

much as the scripts are typical of the overall dramatic
style of each playwright, they are faithful in signifying
his use of spectacle.

So, this analysis has validity.

Frank D. Gilroy provides a description of the single
setting for The Subject Was Roses.

The set is divided into

two areas— the kitchen and living room of a "middle-class"
apartment in the West Bronx in 1946.

Gilroy directs that

the furniture be of the fashion of the late 1920's and
early '30's.

The fact that the household goods are approx

imately twenty years old comments on the economic level of
the inhabitants of the apartment.
in the opening spectacle.

Some exposition occurs

A beer keg, folding chairs, and

a banner reading "Welcome Home Timmy" give evidence of a
recent homecoming.
Before the dialogue begins, the father plays out an
action which gives information about his characterization.
The father tries on his son's army uniform jacket, which
is hanging onstage.

Gilroy says the character is "enjoying
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what is obviously a secret moment" when he hears the sound
of a key opening the front door.

The father pretends to be

reading a newspaper when the mother enters.
Gilroy uses the dining ritual often in the play as the
characters meet and interact.

The playwright gives many

environmental directions and outlines the characters' stage
business in some detail.

All this indicates that an illu

sion of reality is important to the author's intentions for
the drama.
The son is costumed in his army "sun-tans," a signifi
cant reference to the son's characterization.

The boy's

old clothes no longer fit him— an allusion to the father's
observation that time spent away in the army has changed
and matured the young man.
Gilroy uses spectacle several times in the first act
to delineate characterizations.

The audience learns that

the young man hates to hear his parents argue when he
covers his ears at the sound of their quarreling.

The hus

band hides his wallet from his wife's view as he removes
some money; later the father reveals to his son that he
wishes to keep the amount of his worth a secret.
the son and mother dance to music on the radio.

Finally,
The in

tensity of their dance increases accordingly with the
quickening pace of the music, and finally they collapse to
the floor in hysterical laughter.

Gilroy presents a stage

picture which illustrates the estrangement of the husband
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from his wife and son by bringing the man onstage at this
moment to stand surprised, looking at the mother and son
on the floor together.
In the Second Scene of Act One Gilroy introduces an
important property— a bouquet of red roses.

The flowers

are especially meaningful to the wife since she accepts
the gift as a token of her husband's affection.

The play

wright uses this prop again in the next scene to under
score the renewed division between husband and wife when
the woman smashes a vase containing the roses.
Gilroy presents both exposition and characterization
in the opening spectacle of the second scene of Act Two.
The son holds a highball glass as he sits on the sofa; a
whiskey bottle is in front of him on a coffee table.

The

playwright says that "it is plain that he has been drink
ing for some time."

In contrast, the father appears con

cerned by pacing the room and looking at his watch.

Gilroy

thus demonstrates the two men's different ways of reacting
to the unexplained absence of the wife.
Later in the scene, a crisis in the father and son's
relationship is punctuated by the older man slapping his
son.

The crisis is finally resolved in the closing scene

of the play when the father and son embrace.
For Gilroy, the stage setting is functional, but not
vital.

He makes no effort to individualize the set to

reflect the years of living in these rooms by this family.
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The playwright mainly uses the set to give information about
the family's economic status and as a place for the action
to occur.
script.

The spectacle supports the realistic mood of the
As mentioned before, the dining scenes are espe- .

cially helpful in showing the family engaged in a familiar
function of life.

In general, the setting is appropriate,

but not expressive.

In his use of stage business and spa

tial relationships, Gilroy is effective in aiding charac
terizations and clarifying interrelationships among the
characters.
Edward Albee uses a single setting in A Delicate Bal
ance.

The author describes the scene simply as "the living

room of a large and well-appointed suburban house”; the
time is the present.

Additional brief introductory direc

tions add a few details.

The scene is a "library-living-

room, 11 and one of the characters is gazing at a shelf of
cordial bottles.
Throughout the drama, Albee makes an extensive use of
character references— especially in qualifying the manner
in which the dialogue is delivered.
tions are imprecise.

But usually his direc

For example, the author says that the

wife, Agnes, "speaks usually softly, with a tiny hint of a
smile on her face:

not sardonic, not sad . . . wistful,

maybe."
Such vagueness is also characteristic of Albee's des
criptions of his characters * appearances.

Agnes is

described as "handsome" and in her late fifties; Tobias is
"a few years older"; Claire is "several years younger";
Julia is thirty-six and "angular”; and Edna and Harry are
only described as "very much like Agnes and Tobias."
Albee delineates character, gives information concern
ing the probability in the script, and creates an atmos
phere for the drama using spectacle in the first act.

The

author directs that Claire deliver some dialogue while ly
ing on the floor, balancing a glass on her forehead.

Her

irregular position for conversation reinforces the impres
sion that Claire is a social maverick.

The entrance of

Harry and Edna arouses a mood of suspense and apprehension.
Edna weeps for no apparent reason, and the couple, accord
ing to Albee, "seem somewhat ill at ease, strained for such
close friends."

The author does not specifically say how

actors should physically communicate being "somewhat ill
at ease," but he does declare that the spectacle suggests
a tense mood in the episode.
In the first scene of Act Two, Albee directs that
Harry and Edna exit "tentatively" while all others on stage
motionless and silent, glare at them.

This spectacle re

calls the disquieting feeling produced by Harry and Edna's
first entrance in Act One.
Again in Act Two, Albee creates a startling action for
Claire to strengthen her characterization as a nonconfor
mist.

The character suddenly

appears wearing an accordion

Albee punctuates the rivalry between the two sisters by
having Claire obscure Agnes' dialogue with blasts on the
instrument.

The author's use of the accordion appears dis-

tractingly pointless, however, and seems to be a technique
intended mainly to draw laughter from the audience.
Albee portrays the daughter, Julia, as childish, in
secure, and volatile; her actions in the second scene of
Act Two strengthen this characterization.

The woman

spreads herself before a sideboard containing bottles of
liquor to prevent a character from mixing a drink.

Her

father describes her offstage actions moments after leav
ing the room:
Twisted on your bed, lots of breathing and the
great wide eyes? The spread all gathered under
her, your big lace pillow in her arms— like a
lover— her eyes wide open, no tears now? Though
if you come near her the sounds start and you
think she'll scream if you touch her?
Although this is a description of offstage action, it
is part of the drama’s spectacle since it enables the audi
ence to picture for themselves an action that is occurring
at that moment in the play.
The daughter performs her most extreme action later
in the scene.

Albee describes the movement.

Julia appears in the archway,
others; her hair is wild, her
streaked; she carries Tobias'
pointed; awkwardly and facing

unseen by the
face is tearpistol, but not
down.

They all see Julia and the gun simultaneously;
Edna gasps but does not panic; Harry retreats a
little; Tobias moves slowly toward Julia.

Moving toward her, slowly, calmly, speaking in a
quiet voice.
«

«

•

Calmly she hands the gun to Tobias, nods.
At the beginning of Act Three, Albee uses costumes to
denote time and to aid a characterization.

It is 7:30 a.m.,

and Agnes and Tobias both appear in their night clothes.
Albee describes the wife's costume as resembling a "hos
tess gown."

Thus, the wife's costume denotes affluence,

and it supports her characterization as a conditioned soc
ial conformist— she is playing the role of hostess.
Several observations may be forwarded concerning Albee's use of spectacle in A Delicate Balance.

From the

author's failure to provide more details concerning the
physical setting of this drama, it can be inferred that the
setting is not vital to the actions.
The playwright's major use of spectacle is to bolster
characterizations and sustain an abstract level of proba
bility in the play.

Albee uses the actions of the visi

tors, the younger sister, and the daughter to convey the
idea of abstraction.

Nothing in the author's descriptions

of the other elements of spectacle indicates that the en
vironment is not realistic, however.

This contradictory
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information could lead to confusion in the audience as to
the level of probability intended by the author.
With over thirty speaking roles, and nineteen scenes
which take place in seventeen different locales, Howard
Sackler's The Great White Hope is visually overwhelming.
Despite the prevalence of spectacle in the script, the
author provides few specific descriptions of the many set
tings , characters, and costumes.
Sackler uses lighting to contribute to the pacing and
atmosphere in his script.

The playwright uses blackouts

to separate scenes and acts.

With so many different scenes

in the drama, blackouts are an efficient means of plot ar
ticulation.

In addition, all of the monologues in the

script are set apart from the rest of the drama, lifting
action to a more abstract plane of probability by being
played on a darkened stage with only the solitary speaker
lighted.
Among the most involved settings in the play are those
depicting the two championship fights.

The first occurs in

the third scene of Act One.
Across the stage a banner: RENO THE HUB OP THE
UNIVERSE. Many small American flags in evidence.
Stage milling with white men of every sort: at
the center is a huge crap game, at the rear a
Blackface performer entertaining another group,
at one side a few men breaking up a fight, at
the other a man supporting a singing drunk, in
the foreground a Bettor with a fistful of money
looking for a tout.
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From the author's description, it is the action of the
crowd, not the setting itself, which establishes a mood and
atmosphere for the scene.

Such is also the case in the last

scene of Act Three, the other fight scene.

Again, the au

thor fills the stage with several crowd groupings engaged
in separate activities, but all contributing to the atmos
phere of the prizefight.

The second fight scene is the

more fervent of the two with the suggestion of great heat:
"In the fierce heat all coats have been discarded, most
shirts as well. . . . "

The crowds' actions in both scenes

communicate the atmosphere of abandon generated by the emo
tional rite of combat.
At the end of Scene Three in Act One, Sackler inserts
the first of'the script's monologues.

The spectacle in

this episode is similar to that of the other monologues in
the play.

The major actions of the third scene end, and a

blackout takes place.

Then, the audience first sees a

match lit upstage, followed by the disclosure of Cap'n Dan
lighting a cigar.

Supposedly, though Sackler does not

specifically so state, sufficient illumination occurs for
the character to be seen.

No other scenery is visible.

The monologue takes place in a setting of indeterminate
time and place, distinguishing that episode from the rest
of the scene.
Sackler presents another of the play’s numerous crowd
scenes in the fourth scene of Act One.

There are three

separate groups involved in the action:

a crown of "well-

dressed Negroes," a parade of temperance marchers, and the
parade’s escourt of police.

The author does not further

specify the size or appearance of any of the groups.
Other crowd scenes occur in the second scene of Act
Two and first scene of the third act.

The former depicts

the welcoming of a Polish prizefighter at the docks in
Paris, and the latter crowd scene involves a funeral pro
cession of blacks which turns into a riot as they grapple
with police.

Sackler appears to depend on crowd activity

more than scenery to establish environment and create at
mosphere.

He probably uses this technique since the large

numbers of locales required in the play precludes a realis
tic depiction of each place.

The practically empty stage

is animated by almost constant physical activity.
The author makes a special use of costuming in the
monologues of Scipio in Act One and Clara in Act Three.
In the other monologues the characters do not differ in
appearance from their usual aspect in the play.

Sackler's

description of Scipio in Act One immediately characterizes
the individual's abstract natureHe wears a shabby purple cloak fastened with a
gold clasp over a shabby dark suit, a bowler hat
with a long plume hanging from it, fawn shoes,
and several large totemic-looking rings. His
manner is feverish.
The costume Sackler envisions for Clara in Act Three
is also distinctive.

The character appears in a "flimsy
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stained garment," which she holds out a full length at the
end of the speech, revealing the costume to be "a nightgown,
stiff with blood and excrement."
The appropriateness of Sackler's uses of costuming in
these two instances is questionable.

Without doubt, the

author intends a significance for the costumes since he
describes them in a fair amount of detail.
what the costumes communicate is vague.

Still, exactly

The speeches of

both monologues condemn the protagonist of the play for
courting the favor of whites.

The author's relation of

this theme to the abstract and bizarre spectacle of the
monologues is not clear.
A final notable use of spectacle occurs in the third
scene of Act Three.

The action of the scene is interrupted

by the entrance of three characters carrying the wet and
muddy body of the protagonist's mistress.

The fact of the

unexpected death is an important element in the plot, but
the major purpose of the spectacle provided by carrying
the body onstage would appear to be surprise, and possibly
sensationalism.
As a whole, Sackler*s use of spectacle often seems in
appropriate to the effect he apparently desires in the
script.

For the most part, he draws the characters and

events realistically in the script, but the presence of
antirealistic elements of staging detracts from the impact
of the essentially mimetic drama.
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Sackler sets the time for his play as "the years pre
ceding the First World War," and the action takes place on
a world-wide scale, but the playwright gives only imprecise
directions concerning the depiction of the historical pe
riod or the locations involved through scenery and costumes.
Some of the spectacle is suggested through the use of music
and sound effects, such as boat and train whistles.

It can

be concluded that the play's environment.is not meant to be
vital to the action or influential on the characters.
Likewise, the spectacle does little to delineate char
acterization.

The author does not specify any individual

izing elements of the characters1 costumes. Nothing in
the environment suggests the individual mark of the char
acters.

The author only superficially represents the pro

tagonist's profession as a prizefighter in the spectacle.
Sackler constantly engages the audience's imagination
and attention with a bombardment of spectacle. Audiences,
for the most part, must create complete settings in their
minds suggested by sounds, music, and highly generalized
scenery.

Action is always in progress, frequently utiliz

ing the stage filled with crowds and violence.
Paul Zindel creates a single setting for The Effect
of Gamma Rays On Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds. The author
describes the scenery in his introductory directions.
A room of wood which was once a vegetable store .
...
A door to Nanny's room leads off from
this main room, and in front of the door hang
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faded curtains which allow ventilation in the
summer. There is a hallway and a telephone. A
heavy wood staircase leads to a landing with a
balustrade, two doors, and a short hall.
Objects...are scattered about the main room:
newspapers, magazines, dishes; empty bottles;
clothes; suitcases; last week's sheets.
On a table near the front left of the room is a
small wire cage designed to hold a rabbit. Near
this are several school books, notebook papers,
and other weapons of high school children. A
kitchen area, boasting a hot plate, has been
carved near the bottom of the staircase, and the
window...is now mostly covered with old newspa
pers so that passersby cannot see in. A bit of
the clear glass remains at the top— but drab,
lifeless drapes line the sides of the window.
Zindel's directions call for a realistic, individual
ized setting which gives the audience information concern
ing the nature and background of the characters who dwell
in this house.

The only change the author makes in the ap

pearance of the scenery comes at the beginning of Act Two.
Without offering any suggestion for implementing the modi
fication, Zindel says that at the start of the second act
the room should look "somewhat cheery."
The playwright offers no descriptions of the charac
ters' physical appearances.

He emphasizes the advanced

age of Nanny, but his specifications would be difficult to
transfer to the stage.

Of the old woman, Zindel says, "She

is utterly wrinkled and dried, perhaps a century old."

He

also notes that "great cataracts" can be seen on each of
her eyes "if one looked closely."

While such details are

helpful to a degree, the first is so general as to be open
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to interpretation, and the second so specific that it would
he impractical to try to reproduce the effect on stage.
Zindel differentiates scenes and acts, and indicates
shifts between realistic and abstract orders of probability
through lighting.

The lighting is not consistently realis

tic because the author does not always try to simulate nat
ural light.

Frequently Zindel emphasizes certain areas of

the stage and creates mood and atmosphere with lighting
alone.

The spotlighting of the mother's face in Act One

as the stage fades into darkness when she talks on the
telephone, and the highlighting of the girl during her
musings about the oneness of the universe are two examples
of Zindel's antirealistic lighting.
Two properites act in the script to aid characteriza
tion.

A caged rabbit is the object of love from Tillie,

jealousy from her sister, and hostility from her mother.
A second important prop is described by Zindel.
A large three-panel screen stands on one of the
tables. THE EFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS ON MAN-IN-THE
MOON MARIGOLDS is printed in large letters run
ning across the top of three panels. Below this
on each panel there is a subtopic; THE PAST; THE
PRESENT; THE FUTURE. Additional charts and data
appear below the titles.
The panel comments on the family's situation in the
play— they are unable to escape their debilitating pasts;
their present is dim; and their future in uncertain.
Act Two, the mother holds the placard with "The Past"

In

facing outward as she fears meeting old acquaintances.
Zindel gives information about the character of the
older sister in the second act.

He writes:

"She has put

on too much makeup, and her lipstick has been extended be
yond the natural line of her lips.

She almost appears to

be sinister." This is appropriate, since the girl has been
established as slightly mentally defective.

Also, she does

become menacing in the scene, as the makeup suggests, in
conflicts with her mother and sister.
The few notations which the author gives concerning
costuming emphasize some abnormality in the characteriza
tions.

In Act One, the older sister's dress reflects her

mental condition.
She is dressed for school, and though her clothes
are simple she gives the impression of being
slightly strange. Her hair isn't quite combed,
her sweater doesn't quite fit, etc.
Her mother dresses Tillie in Act Two, revealing some
thing of her own tastes, and also possibly how she sees the
girl.
Tillie has been dressed by her mother in clothes
which are clean but too girlish for her awkward
ness. Her hair has been curled, she sports a
large bow, and her dress is a starched flair.
Also, in the second act, the mother's own costume in
dicates something about her character, although Zindel does
not express himself clearly:

"Her costume is strange, but
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not that strange, by any means."
Of all his directions concerning spectacle, the play
wright is most articulate in describing stage business and
spacial relationships.

Several times in the second act the

mother performs actions without speaking.

Zindel describes

the second of these episodes:
She slams down the phone and bursts into laughter.
The laughter subsides somewhat as she pours her
self another drink. She takes the drink to a
chair and as she sits down her foot accidentally
hits the rabbit cage. She gives the cage a lit
tle kick and then an idea strikes. She gets up
and finds a large blue towel which she flings
over her shoulder. She gets the bottle of chloro
form and approaches the cage. Having reached a
decision she picks up the cage and takes it up
stairs .
The stage picture at closing states the hopelessness
of the family's plight.

The mother sits folding napkins,

concentrating on her unworkable plan to open a business;
the girl, Tillie, holds her dead rabbit.
She gently lays the rabbit near the door. She
tucks Ruth in on the couch and sits a few minutes
by her sleeping sister.
Music starts in softly as Beatrice continues
folding napkins with her back to the others.
There is the sound of someone at the curtained
doorway, and Nanny commences negotiating herself
into the room. Slowly she advances with the
tubular frame— unaware, desiccated, in some other
land.

The lights have started down, the music makes its
presence known, and a spot clings to Tillie. She
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moves to the staircase and the rest of the set
goes to black during the following speech. As
she starts up the stairs her recorded voice takes
over as in the opening of the play.
A consideration of Zindel's use of spectacle reveals
some possible strengths and weaknesses.

The setting is a

vital part of the action— it is distinctive and gives in
formation about the people who live there.
Whereas the setting represents a grim reality, the
author's manipulations of sound and lighting sometimes sug
gest a contrasting degree of abstraction.

The inconsistency

is confusing.
The greatest weakness of the play's spectacle is that
the effect of the script appears to depend too heavily on
the mechanics of the visual aspect.

Recalling Aristotle's

opinion that the force of drama should be felt even without
the advantage of performance, Zindel's script might need
too much help from spectacle to accomplish its influence.
There is one basic setting in John Guare's The House
of Blue Leaves.

The author describes the setting of the

play's prologue as "The stage of the El Dorado Bar and
Grill," but, in actuality, his directions indicate that
the scene is played on the apron of the stage in front of
closed curtins.

An upright piano, sheet music, and an

opened bottle of beer suggest the bar setting.

When the

curtain rises, the major setting becomes visible.
describes the scenery:

Guare
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CURTAIN UP. A shabby apartment in Sunnyside,
Queens. A living room filled with many lamps and
pictures of movie stars and jungle animals. The
piano in the apartment is filled with hundreds of
pieces of sheet music and manuscript paper and
beer bottles. Artie1s pants are draped over the
end of the piano nearest the window. The one
window in the apartment is U.C. In place of cur
tains, it has the kind of criss-cross barred cage
door that jewelers draw across their stores at
night. It's late at night so you might as well
have the street light beam some light into this
dark place through this caged window.
We can see Artie asleep on the couch, zipped
tightly into a sleeping bag, snoring fitfully
and mumbling. . . . We can see a Pullman kitchen
with its doors open far R. Three other doors in
the apartment. A front door with many bolts on
it. Two other doors that lead to bedrooms.
The somber and oppressive stage picture does not contribute
immediately to an atmosphere for comedy in the piece.
Before the dialogue begins, a young man enters, and
Guare provides a partial description of him.
Ronnie, Artie's 18-year old son, climbs in the
window. . . . He's a young 18. All his hair is
shaved off and he wears big glasses. He wears a
heavy Army overcoat and under that a suit of Army
fatigue clothes.
Guare gives fragmentary descriptions of two other char
acters in the play. ■ The protagonist, Artie Shaughnessy, is
45 years old and dresses in ski pajamas.

His mistress ap

pears next.
Bunny Flingus throws open the door. The hall be
hind her is brilliantly lit. She is a pretty,
pink, electric woman in her forties. She wears
a fur-collar coat and plastic booties, and two
Brownie cameras on strings clunking against the
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binox. At the moment she is freezing, uncomfort
able and furious. She storms to the foot of the
couch.
The author indicates the protagonist's occupation
through a costume note, and describes the man's wife when
she enters.

Guare says Artie's clothes, which are draped

over the piano, are "the green clothes, the pants and suit
of a city employee."

The wife's costume and movement de

lineate her character.
Bananas comes out of the bedroom. She's lived in
her nightgown for the last six months. She's in
her early forties and has been crying for as long
as she's had her nightgown on. She walks uncer
tainly as if hidden barriers lay scattered in her
path.
Later in Act One the wife changes costumes, but her
appearance still reflects her aberration.
Bananas comes out of the bedroom, a coat over her
nightgown, a hat cocked on her head, two different
shoes, one higher than the other. She is smiling.
She is pulling on gloves.
Guare expresses the characters' stage business in de
tail throughout the script.

An example of the typically

outlandish actions is the manner in which the husband and
wife have breakfast in Act One.
Artie fixes Bananas' food on a plate. She sits
up on her haunches and puts her hands, palms
downwards, under her chin.
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He throws her the food. She catches it in her
mouth. She rolls on her back.
Possibly, these bizarre actions contribute to the
antirealism of the characterizations in the play, as well
as aiding in establishing and sustaining a farcical mood
in the script.

More probably, the actions are simply ex

amples of physical comedy.

A particularly obscure action

of this sort appears in Act One when the wife puts on a
"red mask" and scares the mistress, who runs screaming from
the area.
At different points in the play, most of the charac
ters address the audience directly, adding even more to the
general impression of an abstract order of probability in
the play.

But the almost naturalistic setting suggests

realism.
The author continues to use costumes to delineate
characterizations in the second act.

The son appears

dressed as an altar boy, a reminder of a more pleasant time
as a child.

Three nuns enter in traditional dress.

Also,

an attendant from a mental institution is identifiable in
his conventional white uniform.
Guare ends the play with a striking spectacle.
Bananas begins barking. She crawls-on all fours.
She barks happily. She wags her behind. She
licks Artie's hands. Artie looks at her. He
touches the piano. She rubs her face against
his pants leg, nuzzling him. She whimpers hap
pily. She barks. She sits up, begging, her
hands tucked under her chin. Her hands swing
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out. She knocks the music on the floor. She
rubs her face into Artie’s legs. He pats her
head. She is thrilled. He kneels down in front
of her. He is crying. He touches her face. She
beams. She licks his hand. He kisses her. He
strokes her throat. He looks away. He holds
her. He kisses her fully. She kisses him. He
leans into her. She looks up at him with a beau
tiful smile as his hands go softly on her throat
as if she had always been waiting for this. He
kisses her temples, her cheeks. His hands
tighten around her throat. Their bodies blend
as he moves on top of her. He lays her body
gently on the floor. Soft piano music plays.
The stage begins to change. Blue leaves begin to
filter all over the room until it looks like
Artie is standing in a forest of leaves that are
blue. A blue spotlight appears D. and he steps
into it. He is very happy and he smiles at us.
Despite the strong emotional effect of this spectacle,
it appears to exist apart from, not in support of, the plot.
Exactly what the author intends to communicate through spec
tacle here is indeterminate.
The playwright effectively sets forth an environment
for his play, making the setting distinctive and reflective
of the characters.

But, despite this detail in describing

the scenery, he makes minimal use of it as a channel for
expression.

Still, the attitude of impermanence and in

stability communicated by the set is a visual representa
tion of the psychological context of the characters.
The order of probability in the play vacillates sud
denly between degrees of abstractness, usually unaided by
spectacle, which, again, reflects realism for most of the
drama.

The confusion which exists throughout over how

seriously one is to take the script is greatly manifested
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by the closing spectacle in which the husband dispassion
ately murders his wife.

Most of Guare's stage business is

appropriate to farce, but the closing spectacle intimates
that possibly a more serious underlying thought is intended.
Charles Gordone states that his play, No Place To Be
Somebody, is set in "Johnny's Bar" in Harlem.

Gordone in

troduces the presence of some properites with his descrip
tions of the characters' actions.

For instance, he states

that one character sits near a jukebox; another raps on a
bar with drumsticks.

In such a manner, Gordone gradually

creates a generalized picture of the bar.
Many of Gordone's directions about spectacle concern
the characters' appearances.

However, the details of the

characters' appearance rarely'aid in delineation of the
characterizations.

For example, the information that the

aspiring dancer's head is "almost clean-shaven" and that
the titular narrator of the piece dresses in an army rain
coat does not contribute to an understanding of these char
acters; it remains only irrelevant miscellaneous data.
The playwright uses action in the Second Scene of Act
Two in order to establish character traits.

The owner of

the bar insults a female patron and throws her to the floor
when she attempts to strike him.

Her boyfriend starts to

come to her defense, but checks his action and turns away.
The woman gets to her feet, crosses to her friend and puts
her arm around him, but he rejects her overture and exits.
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The violent nature of the one man, the cowardice of the
other, and the understanding nature of the woman are all
projected through this spectacle.
Gordone again incorporates spectacle as a tool of
characterization in the third scene of Act Two.

An em

ployee of the bar constantly brags about his talent as a
drummer until he is finally put in a position to prove his
proficiency.
Shanty sits on the stool. Fumbles. Acciden
tally puts foot on pedal. Strikes pose. Taps
cymbals. Moves to snares. Mixes. Pumps. Works.
Gets loud. Cora fidgets. Anxious. Shanty
fakes. Can’t cover up. Becomes frustrated.
Louder. Stands. Begins to beat wildly. Moves
around the drums banging for all he's worth.
Cora is ashamed. Gabe frowns. Cora grabs
Shanty's arm. He pushes her away. Becomes a
windmill.

Shanty beats as if possessed. Cora is helpless.
Johnny calmly reaches behind the bar. Gets
pitcher of water. Pours it over Shanty's head.
This hysterical display underscores the man's high-strung
nature, and marks him as a deceiver in his claims of musi
cal talent.
One of the few points wherein the author uses specta
cle to differentiate between the levels of probability in
the script occurs at the beginning of the first scene in
Act Three.
At rise: Table at center has a folded newspaper
leaning against a large Molotov cocktail. Its
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headline reads: "Negroes Riot!" A banner re
sembling the American flag dangles from a flagstand. Next to the Molotov cocktail is a plate,
on which rests a large black automatic pistol.
Beside the plate is a knife and fork. A toilet
is heard flushing. Gabe comes on stage zipping
his pants. His attitude is ceremonial.
The sound of the flushing toilet suggests an unseen
property.

Gordone's description of the character's atti

tude as "ceremonial," while not specific, still contributes
to the idea of the scene's heightened abstraction in its
suggestion of unnatural movement.

The antirealistic nature

of the scene is reconfirmed by the character's use of the
props at the end of the episode.
Gabe sits at table. Cuts into gun with knife and
fork. Finally picks gun up. Bites into it.
Chews and swallows. Takes drink from Molotov
cocktail. Wipes mouth.
Later in the scene, Gordone utilizes spectacle to give
corporeal expression to a character's psychological desire.
A white girl applies shoe polish to her face, seeming to
visualize her longing to appear black.

This spectacle is

not helpful in character delineation, however, because the
author fails to make clear the girl's motivation for want
ing to be black.
Gordone provides another indication of character de
lineation in the last scene of the third act.
appears dressed in a "shabby military uniform."

Machine Dog,
The cos

tume appropriately reflects the militant black nationalist

philosophy which the character seems to represent.

Also,

to further reinforce this attitude, the character repeat
edly performs a "Nazi-like salute" as he proclaims his
manifesto.
Violence and the threat of violence is prevalent
throughout this script.

The ferocity reaches a climax in

the third scene of the last act.

One of the leading char

acters, Johnny, is menaced by a gun-weilding killer, Maffucci.

This episode ends in a burst of violence:
Sweets lunges at Maffucci as Maffucci fires.
Knife penetrates Maffucci's heart. Johnny kills
Louie. Whirls and fires three shots into Maf
fucci . Rushes to Sweets.

The character's deliverance is only temporary.

Before the

scene is over, Johnny is also gunned down.
A character makes direct reference to his costume in
the play's epilogue.
appearance:

Gordone describes the character's

"Gabe enters dressed as a woman in mourning.

A black shawl is draped over his head."

The character

speaks to the audience concerning his dress:
Like my costume? You like it? You don't like
it! I know what I see in your faces. You are
my mirrors. But unlike a metallic reflection,
you will not hold my image for very long. Your
capacity for attention is very short. Therefore,
I must try to provoke you. Provoke your atten
tion. Change my part over and over again. I am
rehearsing at the moment. For tomorrow, I will
go out amongst you. "The Black Lady in Mourn
ing ."

The author does not specifically describe the costume, nei
ther does he explain its significance, except to say that
it is meant to provoke the audience's attention.
As a whole, Gordone's qualifications of his charac
ters 1 actions are more clear-cut than his account of the
scenery or the script's environment.

From this lack of de

tails, it can be concluded that the play's setting holds
little influence in the script.
Possibly the author is most confusing in his use of
spectacle to establish an order of probability in the
script.

At some points in the play, notably the introduc

tions of several scenes in the first act and the episode
with Machine Dog in Act Three, the plane of probability is
difficult to perceive.

The setting remains the same

throughout the drama; and, since most of the action is
realistic in nature, it must be assumed that the environ
ment reflects this reality.

But when abstract episodes

occur in the concrete environment, the effect can be mo
mentarily perplexing.

This is especially true since usu

ally in these instances the costuming, action, and dialogue
likewise give little indication of a change of probability.
Jason Miller places the action of That Championship
Season in "The Coach's house, somewhere in the Lackawanna
Valley."

The author's introductory remarks about the

play's environment read as follows:
Set: A large and expansive living room in a
Gothic-Victorian tradition. The dominant mood
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of the room is nostalgia. Its furnishings are
frayed, dusty, the cool and airless serenity of
a museum fills the room. The furniture is a com
pilation of decades. Down stage left, a large
mahogany table, over it, a Tiffany lamp. A Stromberg-Carlson console Upstage Center. Large
leather sofa and matching chairs are scattered
around the room. Gun-racks, with shotguns, on
both walls. Doilies on the sofa and chairs.
Glass bookcase Upstage Right filled with leather
bound books, on top of it a small collection of
silver trophies. Upstage Center a large spiral
ling staircase winds up into the second floor.
Overlarge and faded pictures of Teddy Roosevelt,
John Kennedy, Senator Joseph McCarthy hang from
the walls. Floor lamps flank the staircase. The
wall paper is faded and stained and the oriental
rug covering the floor is worn and obviously in
need of cleaning. An early make 1950ish, four
teen-inch television set, with rabbit ears, sits
neglected in the corner. Upstage Center is the
main entrance. Downstage left is the entrance to
the kitchen. Soiled lace curtains cover the two
narrow Upstage windows. On the dining table sits
a huge silver trophy. At Rise: Tom Daley stands
at the gun-racks. He suddenly takes a shotgun
from the wall-rack.
This environment is indicative of the characterization
of the Coach.

As Miller states, the room suggests the nos

talgia which is a strong trait in the character.

There is

the contrasting mixture of both masculine and feminine in
fluences with the gun-racks and the doilies and lace cur
tains.

Also, the author later reveals that the character

keeps pictures of Roosevelt, Kennedy, and McCarthy on the
walls because he admires these men.

Perhaps the author is

suggesting something about the character's personality by
pointing out the men whom he idolizes.

The character says

that he admires them all because of their courageous indi
vidualism; and, he feels that Kennedy and McCarthy

especially were martyred by unnamed insiduous forces within
the American society.
Miller describes the Coach at the time of the char
acter's first entrance in Act One.
Coach comes in dressed in a brown suit, 1940 cut.
White shirt. Tie.. Gold watch chain. Huge man.
Old Testament temperament. A superb actor. A
man of immense and powerful contradictions.
The character's costume reinforces the nostalgia reflected
by the room.

However, character references such as an "Old

Testament temperament" are not precise enough to be very
helpful.
Miller appears to use the characters' actions through
out the play both to reveal their personalities and to
arouse the audience with sudden jarring incidents of vio
lence.

For example, in Act One, the Coach does ten push

ups to demonstrate his physical fitness, but later he has
to be helped upstairs after collapsing during a moment of
exhuberant dancing.

The men relive their days as a cham

pionship basketball team when one reenacts a winning play,
and the others pass a basketball among themselves as they
talk.

Act One ends in a suspenseful action, with one of

the characters removing a gun from the racks and threaten
ing one of his former teammates.
The playwright picks up this action again in the be
ginning of Act Two with all of the characters in the same
position.

Another succession of forceful actions ensues
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in this act.

One of the characters who has a drinking pro

blem emphasizes the extent of his difficulty by falling
down a flight of stairs while drunk.

During a quarrel,

one of the men slaps another, knocking out his dental plate.
The character, who complains about the lack of respect he
receives, is further degraded by pathetically searching on
his knees for the dentures.

Finally, at the close of the

act, a man becomes sick and lunges for the team's old cham
pionship trophy, with the idea of using it as a receptacle.
This debasement of the symbol of the team's accomplishment
is an emphatic use of spectacle.
Miller continues the action of the third act without
a break from the end of the second— the same technique he
used between Acts One and Two.

The author uses gestures

and action in the final act to portray the emotional
changes the characters undergo as they become reconciled.
The transformation begins when the men play a recording of
their championship game.

The characters sit transfixed

with a complete absence of movement as they listen.

Fol

lowing this episode, two of the men who are bitter enemies
throughout the play embrace each other and cry.

The men

join together in singing their school song; then, they
gather around the trophy as the Coach takes their picture.
The play ends with the Coach posing for a photograph of
himself alone, holding the trophy.

Miller indicates that

the lights fade, spotlighting the Coach.

The playwright is more specific in his use of spec
tacle to depict the Coach than he is with other characters
in the play.

Miller maintains a realistic order of pro

bability and a serious mood with the spectacle throughout
the script.

There is some inconsistency with the overall

realistic style at the ending where the Coach is spot
lighted, disrupting the simulation of natural lighting in
the play.
In his introductory directions to The Hot L Baltimore,
Lanford Wilson gives some generalized information concern
ing his characters' physical appearance, age, vocal quali
ties, and sometimes their costumes, movement, and gestures.
A few examples of his descriptions are:
Mr. Katz: The hotel manager. Thirty-five, bald
ing a little but hiding it. Firm and wary and at
times more than a little weary. Dark, in an in
expensive dark suit. A baritone.
Bill Lewis: The night clerk. Thirty, large-fea
tured, well-built in a beefy way, a handsome but
not aggressive face. He covers his difficulty
in communicating his feelings for the Girl with
a kind of clumsy, friendly bluster. Baritone.
Jackie: Twenty-four. Jeans, boots, her name
written on the back of her denim jacket. Her
manner, voice, and stance are those of a young
stevedore. To her humiliation, she is, under
the manner, both femininely vulnerable and pretty.
In addition, Wilson also provides some particular de
tails about the representation of the single environment
for the play.
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The Scene: Once there was a railroad and the
neighborhood of the railroad terminals bloomed
(boomed) with gracious hotels.
The Hotel Baltimore. . .is a five-story es
tablishment intended to be an elegant and rest
ful haven. . . . The marble stairs and floor,
the carved wood paneling have aged as neglected
ivory ages, into a dull gold.
The lobby is represented by three areas that
rise as the remains of a building already largely
demolished: the Front Desk, the lounge, and the
stairway.
Much of the action of the play is in the area
behind the Front Desk. It should be open to the
audience so we can follow the routine of the
staff. Above this inner sanctum is a Riverastyle mural depicting the railroad's progress
westward. Against the mural are stacked dozens
of record books, boxes of files and letters. A
broken TV is used as a table for paperbacks, a
hotplate, and a radio. There is a card table;
folding chairs where- the hookers congregate; the
usual switchboard (which should be practical);
pigeon holes; and a sweeping desk that faces the
lounge.
The lounge: a sofa and three or four chairs,
none original to the hotel, are all re-covered
in plastic fabric. There is a table large enough
to set up a checkerboard. From the lounge the
marble stairway rises and curves, leading off to
one side.
There could be an elevator with a barricade
across the doors. There is a door to a broom
closet and the skeletal indication of the front
door.
Over the center of the lobby is a non-work
ing and almost unseen bronze chandelier that
serves as the source of power, via two extention
cords, for the tinny radio and the office hot
plate.
It is difficult to determine from this description
the degree of realism which the author feels is appropriate
to the script.

A realistic order of probability is main

tained throughout the script, however, and the environment
does not seriously violate this naturalistic effect.
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The author's major use of spectacle in the text of the
script is to delineate character and create comedy through
the characters' actions.

The sequence of actions which

ends the first act is representative of the comic activity
in the play.

One of the prostitutes, dressed only in a

towel, surprises a young man carrying a box of goods down
a flight of stairs.

The man drops the box, spilling its

contents and creating a disturbance.

This sudden excit-

ment prompts another character to begin performing physical
fitness exercises and singing.

The night clerk responds by

turning the radio up to full volume, and the other charac
ters onstage argue.
The author reveals the staid night clerk's modesty
through the character's reactions to two different costumes
in the play.

In the first act the clerk is infuriated when

a prostitute enters the hotel lobby dressed in her night
gown and assumes an unladylike stance with one leg up on a
chair.

Again, in Act Three, the clerk objects to a girl

wearing her robe and slippers downstairs.
As episode in Act Two combines the functions of char
acter delineation and comic effect.

Two characters, Jamie,

a youngster, and Mr. Morse, an old man, argue over a game
of checkers.
Morse takes Jamie's checker from the board and
throws it to the floor. Glares at him. Millie
follows this exchange, looking from one to the
other, just before the action. Paul ignores it
to the end or nearly (beat). Mr. Morse takes a
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checker and throws it on the floor. Each further
move is an affront. They glare. Jamie getting
hurt and belligerent; Mr. Morse angry and belli
gerent— Jamie takes a checker and throws it to
the floor (beat). Mr. Morse takes the candy
stick from Jamie's mouth and throws it to the
floor (beat). Jamie takes a pencil from Mr.
Morse's pocket, breaks it in his hands, throws
it on the floor. Mr. Morse stands. Jamie stands.
Mr. Morse takes up the board, spilling the check
ers, and with difficulty tears it in two along
the spine and throws it on the floor. Jamie
glares. Takes up the checker box, tears it in
two, and throws it to the floor (beat). Mr.
Morse overturns Jamie's chair. Now they grapple,
slapping weakly at each other and making inco
herent noises and grunts, two very weak individ
uals trying to do injury to each other. Injury
would be impossible. When they struggle, Millie
stands to get away.
The weakness and childishness of the two combatants
is revealed, along with the reluctance of the other char
acters to interfere with the fight in any way.

The inef

fectual demonstrations of anger are ridiculous, and comic.
The sound of a train whistle in the distance is used
in the first and third acts of the play, suggesting a por
tion of the spectacle which is not actually shown.
Wilson has created a special environment to fit this
play.

His careful attention to details in describing the

scenery indicates that it is an important element.

The

author may intend to convey an idea about the characters
by reflecting something of their condition in the scenery,
but this is not clarified in the script.
The author's use of spectacle to delineate character
is slight.

Their lower economic status is established, but
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more personal information is generally lacking.
The spectacle maintains a realistic level of probabil
ity appropriate to the script.

The author evidences no

particular concern for creating an illusion of life, how
ever.

The characters are not pictured in a variety of life

situations.

Wilson usually portrays them either talking or

engaged in some non-essential activity they have contrived
to pass the time.
David Rabe places the action of Sticks And Bones in a
single space— "the family home."

Rabe describes the locale

in his environmental directions:
There is a bright flash and the stage is immedi
ately illuminated. The set is an American home,
very modern, a quality of brightness, green walls,
green rug. There is a naturalness, yet a sense of
space,and, oddly, a sense also that this room,
these stairs belong in the gloss of an advertise
ment. Downstage, on wheels, a TV faces upstage,
glowing, murmuring.
The author suggests an impression of artificiality
about the scenery with his comment that the stage setting
belongs "in the gloss of an advertisement."

This unnatural

atmosphere alerts the audience that the playwright employs
an abstract order of probability in the script.
Rabe does not immediately reveal the scene at the
play's beginning, however.

He opens the script with the

projection of a series of slides.
Slides appear on either side of stage: black and
white medium close-up of a young man, mood and
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clothing of the Nineteen Hundreds. He is lean,
reasonably handsome, black hair parted in the
center.

Slide 2: Group photo, same era, eight or ten
people, all ages.

Slide 3:

Small boy, black hair, black knicketfs.

Slide 4:

Different boy, same pose.

And there is a new slide:

Young girl, 17 or 18.

And there is a new slide:
young, 1940s era.

Ozzie and Harriet,

As there is a new slide, two young boys, 5 and
9 years old.

New slide: Photo, close-up of David from the
last moment of the play, a stricken look.

New slide: Ozzie, Harriet and Father Donald.
Father Donald wearing a Gym suit, his back to the
camera, stands holding a basketball in one hand.
Ozzie and Harriet face him, one on either side.
The author seems to use this technique to introduce
some of the play's major characters and form a mood and
atmosphere for the action.

Rabe possibly plans to invite

the audience's attention by presenting an enigma with this
approach; the relevance of the slides is not clearly evi
dent.

Also, the showing of slides at the beginning, ending
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and periodically throughout the play may be a unifying de
vice for the script.

Rabe designates the last slide to

appear at the conclusion as being:
Flash, slide: close-up of David's face, nothing
visible but the face. It is the slide of David
that, appearing at the very start of the play,
was referred to as "somebody sick." Now it hov
ers, stricken, sightless, revealed.
Of course, the author's choice of this method may have been
based on the popularity of the multi-media technique in
drama during the sixties.

The script provides no infor

mation helpful in determining the exact reasons for the
decision.
Rabe uses spectacle to delineate the character of the
younger son, Rick, in the play.

The author describes the

young man.
He is young, 17; . . . His hair is long and neat,
sideburns. His clothing is elaborate, very up
to date. He carries a guitar on his shoulder.
The character's studied attention to fashion adds to his
general impression as an egocentric.
Rabe gives extensive and usually specific directions
about the movements of the characters on the stage.

Some

times, however, these directions are contradictory, or, at
least unsure.

He describes the entrance of the Sergeant-

Major in the first act:
But the door is thrust open and a man, Black or
of Spanish descent enters dressed in the uniform

of a Sgt. Major. He has many campaign ribbons.
Perhaps he enters abruptly. Or perhaps more
gradually, speaking at first off in the dark, his
words slowly forcing Ozzie back and the door
slowly open.
Rabe employs a great deal of striking, and often mys
terious, actions throughout the script.

In the first act,

for example, the older son's feelings of confinement are
visually portrayed as the character thrashes the objects
around him.
There is furniture around him; he is caged, he
pokes with his cane.

And he smashes into the stairs, goes down, flails,
pounding his cane.
The entrance of the abstract character of Zung is sud
den and unexpected.
And the door to the outside bursts open. There
is a small girl in the doorway, an Asian Girl.
She wears the Vietnamese A1 Dai, black slacks
and white tunic slit up the sides. Slowly, she
enters, carrying before her a small straw hat.
Later in the act, the mother regurgitates upon learn
ing her son had a foreign mistress, emphasizing her dis
pleasure at the thought of the young man's conjugation with
one of another race.
And she vomits, her hands at her mouth, her back
turning. There is a silence. They stand. Ozzie
starts toward her, falters, starts, reaches,
stops.
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Near the end of the first act, the two brothers vie
for the possession of a guitar.

The conflict ends with

the older brother taking possession, and sending the other
character sprawling.

This is the first instance in the

play wherein Rabe expresses the two characters' rivalry in
terms of physical action.
The author includes an unusual use of spectacle also
in the

first act.The characters gather to view a film

supposedly made in Vietnam.

Rabe gives a notation on the

execution of this episode.
Note: in
projected
or round,
must show
possible
used.

proscenium, let it seem the film is
on the fourth wall. In three-quarter
a screen may be necessary, but nothing
upon it but a flickering of green.
If
in proscenium, the screen should be

Although nothing appears on the screen, the older son
narrates a scene, which he apparently believes to be visi
ble, of the torture of a Vietnamese couple at the hands of
soldiers.

The character's description no doubt creates a

vivid picture in the mind of the audience, and it should be
considered a part of the play's spectacle.
Rabe closes the drama with sudden bursts of violent
action.

The father, without warning, attacks and strangles

the Asian girl.
His hands rising, have driven to her throat.
The fingers close. . . . And he is over her.
They are sprawled on the ground. Silence as no
one moves. The girl lies like a rag beneath him.
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Finally, the author describes the ritualistic killing
of the older son.
Harriet has brought silver pans and towels with
roosters on them. The towels cover the arms of
the chair and David's lap. The pans will catch
the blood. All has been neatly placed. David,
with Ricky's help, will cut one wrists, then the
other.
Rabe employs

all of these and more singular, unantic

ipatedactions in
of expectation.

the play to keep the audience in a state
An abstract order of probability, and a

•

serious, tension-filled atmosphere is fostered and main
tained through the action.
In brief, the antirealistic qualities of the environ
ment and action are appropriate to the abstract nature of
the script.

Specifics of locale or costumes, and the phy

sical appearance of the characters go largely unattended
by the playwright.

The scenery does suggest a middle to

upper economic level for the characters; the costumes of
the younger son, the Asian girl, and the typical dress worn
by the priest add to character delineation.

But'Rabe's

purpose in designating the spectacle could never be sup
posed to be a completely realistic depiction of life.
Miguel Pinero's use of spectacle in the prison drama,
Short Eyes, seems appropriate to the realistic and violent
atmosphere of the script.

He describes the single environ

ment in introductory directions.
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Dayroom in the House of Detention. Upstage right
is entrance gate. Upstage left is gate leading
to shower room and slop sink. Upstage center is
a toilet and drinking fountain. Above is a cat
walk. Stage left is a table and chairs. Down
stage right is a garbage can. Upstage right is
a TV set on a stand. Early-morning lock-in af
ter the morning meal.
The author is most specific in his directions concern
ing the movement of the characters.
tic

A major characteris

of the play's action is unbridled violence.

Physical

combat ranging in degrees of intensity from taunting skirmishes to savagery is a common occurrence onstage.

Pinero

concludes the first act with a climactic scene of brutality.
Omar, Longshoe, Paco pick up Clark to put his
head in toilet bowl. They use him as a ramrod,
making three runs at the toilet, Clark screaming.
On the third run, toilet is flushed, and lights
fade.
Luridness

continues in the second act as a character,

suddenly and without apparent cause, becomes ill and vomits
into the toilet.

The playwright accomplishes character .

delineation by establishing one of the men as a homosexual
in an immediately following episode.
Paco alone in room, with Cupcakes in shower. Paco
flushes toilet and waits until men have crossed
catwalk above. He enters shower and joins Cup
cakes singing. Paco sneaks up on Cupcakes and
embraces and kisses him on the neck.
The climactic act of violence in the piece is a pro
longed, grueling episode in Act Two in which a prisoner is
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murdered by his fellow inmates. A prisoner twice attempts
to commit the killing, but each time his nerve fails.

The

onlookers fight among themselves, and the victim helplessly
runs, pleading for his life.

The murder is completed on

the third attempt when the character's throat is cut.
Pinero makes no descriptive statement of the final action
other than, "Swings knife, cutting Clark's throat."
Despite the generally naturalistic qualities of the
script, Pinero leaves much to conjecture in his descrip
tions of the spectacle.

The prison locale is distinctive,

and an issue is made in the play concerning the effect of
the environment on the characters.
Character delineation through spectacle is limited in
the script.

The author's introductory directions concern

ing the physical appearances of the characters are fairly
precise in stating their ages and ethnic backgrounds, but
lack

distinctness in qualifying other factors, such as in

the following examples:
Paco:

A Puerto Rican in his early thirties with
look of a dope fiend.

Captain Allard:

Officer in House of Detention.
Straight and gung-ho.

Vague descriptive phrases such as "the look of a dope
fiend" and "straight and gung-ho" leave much about the
characters' aspects to supposition.
Overall, from what information Pinero provides in the
script, the spectacle seems to work in maintaining an
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atmosphere befitting to the realistic order, of probability
in the play.

A detracting element may be the high level

of graphic violence, which usually appears to transcend
realism and become sensationalism.
Joseph A. Walker begins his description of the spec
tacle of The River Niger in the introductory directions of
the characters.

The only information given which is rele

vant to the characters' appearance is their ages.
Walker places the action in an apartment in Harlem.
His directions concerning the placement of scenic pieces
onstage is specific, but he does not describe the environ
ment in detail.
Brownstone on 133rd between Lexox and Seventh.
Living room and kitchen cross section. Living
room a subdued green. Modest living-room suite
consisting of coffee table, two easy chairs, and
a sofa. The chairs and sofa are covered with
transparent plastic slipcovers. There is a tele
vision set with its back to the audience.
The kitchen is almost as large as the living
room. There are a large kitchen table and four
chairs. Stage right is an entrance from the back
porch to the kitchen. Stage left is an entrance
that leads from a small vestibule to a hallway—
to the living room. In the hallway is a stairway
that leads upstairs.
The house is not luxuriously decorated, of
course, but it is not garish either. The "at
tempt" is to be cozy. Even though the place is
very clean, there are many magazines and old
newspapers around— giving the general appearance
of casual "clutter."
The author introduces two characters before the dia
logue begins, and he begins to delineate their character
izations through spectacle.

The Grandmother enters and
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furtively enjoys a glass of whiskey, returning the bottle
to its hiding place when she is disturbed by the entrance
of the father.

Walker pictures the Grandmother's protec

tion of her cache in a similar manner several times again
in the play, all with the apparent attempt to provide humor
as well as characterization.
Walker describes the father in some detail at the
point of the character's entrance.
It is John Williams, a thin, medium-sized brown
man in his middle fifties. His hair is gray at
the temples and slicked down. He has a salt-and
pepper mustache. He wears a brown topcoat, com
bat boots, corduroy pants— on his head a heavily
crusted painter's cap.
Other descriptions of characters in the first act are
not so clearly stated.

For instance, the character of Chips

is described as a "tall, rangy young man," who has the "air
of ’I'm a bad nigger' about him."

Walker describes the move

ment of another member of the street gang as "constantly
out of it and desperate."

The author's idiomatic phrases

do not accurately communicate his intentions.
Walker uses the movement of still another gang member
as character delineation and foreshadowing.

The author des

cribes the character A1 as appearing "intensely observant."
Much later, A1 is revealed to be an undercover police agent
assigned to engage in surveillance on the gang.
The first of several scenes of violence in the play
appears in Act One.

The father holding a rifle and a hand
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grenade, confronts the gang of youths in his home.

One of

the youths responds by reaching for a revolver, and the
father throws the bolt on his rifle.

The characters si

lently face each other "for a long moment" before the gang
leader backs down.
The playwright immediately established the relation
ship between the two lovers with some character delinea
tion of the young man, Jeff, upon that character's entrance.
Jeff enters, sees Ann on sofa, and is very pleased.
He is a lanky young man in his middle twenties.
There is a heavy seriousness about him, frosted
over with the wildness he has inherited from his
father. His presence is strong and commanding.
He is dressed casually in a turtleneck, bellbottom slacks, boots, and long-styled topcoat.
Magazines protrude from his overcoat pocket. His
hair is a modified or shortened afro. His face
is clean. He takes off his coat, sits directly
opposite Ann, fumbles in his pockets, comes up
with a plastic bag of marijuana, rolls a joint,
and lights up. After a couple of puffs, he leans
over and kisses Ann on the lips. She groans; he
then takes a heavy drag on the joint and blows
it full in her face. She awakens with a soft
sputter. She is overwhelmed at seeing him.
Without saying a word, he extends the joint to
her. She sits upright and drags on it. He grabs
her foot and gently kisses the arch.
Walker shows a more tempestuous side of the young
man's character in Act Two.

The character retaliates when

a member of the gang makes insulting advances and threats
toward his girl.

The protracted episode begins with the

young man holding a pistol against the offender's head.
Then, Walker directs that "Jeff smacks him brutally across
the face;" followed by, "Jeff wallops Chips in the pit of
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his stomach.

Chip's knees buckle to the floor."

Similar incidents of violent action become more fre
quent in Act Three.

The father returns after a drunken

spree with his appearance somewhat altered.
He has a week's growth of beard. His eyes have
the deep-socket look of an alcoholic who's been
on a substantial bender. His overall appearance
is gaunt and shoddy. His clothes are filthy and
wrinkled. He obviously smells. His hands have
a slight tremor. There is a deep gash above his
left eye.
Shortly thereafter the father learns that his wife has
cancer, and Walker has the character react in a rage.
At this point, John goes berserk. Screams at the
top of his voice. Racing around the room, whip
ping with an imaginary whip, and screaming. . . .
He falls to the floor— somewhat exhausted, looks
up as if to heaven.
Later, the house is surrounded by the police.

This

action is suggested entirely through the use of lighting
and sound effects:

"In the next second, a confusion of

sirens and police whistles— lights shining through the
front windows and the back door, and a policeman on a bull
horn ."
The author culminates the action of the third act with
a final gun battle.

"A1 whirls and shoots.

exchange of gun play between the two men.
killed instantly.

There is an
A1 goes down,

John also goes down, mortally wounded.”

Walker1s environment is appropriate for the serious,
realistic nature of this play.

However, the locale is not
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really distinctive, and largely, serves only as a location
for the action.

The environment possibly reflects the

characters' economic level, but the author does not in
dividualize the place any further.
Walker's use of spectacle to delineate characteriza
tions is minimal.

The father's costume at the beginning

establishes his profession as a painter, but the few other
costumes the author describes in any detail, such as the
son's, are typical and do little to add to the character's
portrayal.
The only violation of realism in the spectacle occurs
periodically in the lighting.

Walker sometimes abandons

the appearance of natural lighting while the father reads
his poetry, and directs that the general lighting fade
while the character is spotlighted.
The River Higer is another of the plays considered in
this study in which the action is characterized by a pre
ponderance of violence, most of which occurs onstage.
Edward Albee describes the locale for Seascape as sim
ply "a sand dune." He states that there is bright sunlight.
The author says that the characters on stage are "dressed
informally," with no further elaboration.
Before the dialogue begins, Albee declares that "a
jet plane is heard from stage right to stage left— growing,
becoming deafeningly loud, diminishing."

This use of a

sound effect to signify spectacle recurs twice more in the
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first act and once in the second act.

Each time, the char

acters pause and comment on the plane passing overhead.
Albee seems to use the presence of the jet as a.symbol of
modern man's technology in the play, but the writer does
not make this point clear.
The author sometimes indicates the unimportance of
certain activities of the characters in his imprecise man
ner of describing the actions.

An example of his casual

ness in this regard occurs in the first act in a scene be
tween the wife and husband when the playwright directs that
she "takes something from him, a pillow, perhaps."
Albee introduces the creatures from the sea in Act One
when the male rises from behind the dune for an instant,
exposing the upper half >of his body.

The author never pro

vides a complete description of the sea creatures.

In sub

sequent stage directions in 'the first act, he states that
they have tails and paws.

Albee describes their movement

once when the two creatures are frightened by the sound of
a jet by saying they race away crawling on their bellies.
But the two creatures do not usually move as quadrupeds.
The playwright says that they are in an upright position
when they reappear, and they remain standing throughout
most of the script.
Albee qualifies the action in the conflict near the
end of the second act when the male creature attacks the
man.

"Leslie begins to choke Charlie, standing behind
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Charlie, his arm around Charlie's throat.

It has the look

of slow, massive inevitability, not fight and panic."
The author visually demonstrates the male creature's
resolution of his indecision at the close of the play through
the character's actions.

Determined to return to the sea,

the character moves upstage to exit.

After deciding to re

main, Albee says, "Leslie pauses; descends a step down the
dune; crouches; stares at them."
Albee is generally indiscriminate in his specifica
tions for all the play's spectacle.

The beach is a sin

gularly appropriate environment for the encounter with the
sea creatures depicted in the play, but Albee's description
of the place leaves much to the imagination.

The same is

true of the author's use of spectacle to delineate charac
terization.

Albee describes the appearance of the sea

creatures only in the most sweeping terms.

The costumes

of these characters are among the few indications that the
play is a fantasy provided in the spectacle.
Ed Bullins indicates the general ages and broadly des
cribes the characters of The Taking of Miss Janie in his
introductory directions.

The playwright's directions are

weakened by a lack of clarity and his use of colloquial
isms.

For example:
Janie:

White. Early twenties. Blond. Brown
eyes. Fairly good figure. A California
beach girl turned perennial student. An
air of innonence. Moody. Reflective.
Too all-american to be overtly sexy, but
very attractive to men.
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Lonnie:

White. Late twenties. Hides an uneasi
ness behind a supercool pose.

Sharon:

White. Brunette. Pretty. A California
lotus-eater. Early twenties.

The author projects the antirealism of the play in his
description of the environment.
Time:

The sixties

Place: California and Elsewhere
An abstract depiction of a decade of cheap
living spaces— for students, artists,
musicians, poets, and other transients—
studio apartments with pull-down wallbeds, sofas, couches and cots in dingy
rooms, single beds in motel rooms, etc.
But the stage is uncluttered.
The locales could be Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Manhattan, Boston, etc.
Bui- ins marks changes of locale within this general
ized environment by a slight alteration of the spectacle.
When the location shifts to a college campus, the author
says that "campus sounds" are heard during a blackout.
Then,
Monty and Janie momentarily disappear in the dark
ness upon stage, and a slide comes on with their
images. They are meeting, looking somewhat
younger and are dressed in the Southern Califor
nia collegiate styles of the late 1950's.
The slide holds for a moment then the light comes
up on Monty and Janie as they play out the scene.
Thus, the setting of a college campus is suggested
only by sound effects and the use of slides.

Bullins does
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not clearly indicate whether the characters actually appear
onstage in different costumes when the dialogue begins, or
if the 1950's styles of clothing are only also implied by
the images on the slides.
Bullins accomplishes the next change of locale mainly
with the use of sound effects.

The location changes to a

party in a character's apartment.
music rises.

The lights come up as voices are heard.

is Monty's apartment.
complete."

Bullins says, "Party
It

The Party preparations are nearly

Since the author indicates no other change in

the spectacle, the abstract depiction of a living area he
describes in the introductory directions may be assumed to
serve as Monty's apartment.
The playwright somewhat delineates the characteriza
tion of several of the characters through their movements
in the party episode.

Bullins figuratively describes the

aggressive character, Rick, as strutting like "an immacu
late bantam rooster."

At another point, two characters

"approximate" a "traditional African greeting," demonstrat
ing their ethnic pride.

Bullins does not provide adequate

details in these instructions in order for his exact in
tentions for the spectacle to be reproduced.
In general, the author specifies that the entire party
episode has an "improvisational quality."

Again, he is too

nebulous in describing his design to insure a proper recrea
tion of the spectacle onstage.
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The spectacle undergoes a third alteration with the
entrance of the character of Mort Silberstein.
The lights deepen more. And Mort Silberstein
comes through the door singing and dancing a
stylized rock horah.
The room divides into two camps:
other white.

one black, the

Mort Silberstein wears a greasy vest, a black
bowler hat, baggy grey tweed pants, red suspend
ers, white sneakers and a short-sleeved denim
shirt beneath his dark brown vest. He has on
dark glasses and affects an unkempt beard.
He sings and dances about the room like a shadow
as the characters make their speeches. And he
passes out marijuana cigarettes to everyone,
while the other characters pass in turn through
a colored spotlight and give their raps.
Bullins contributes to the delineation of Mort's char
acterization with the character's movements and appearance
in this episode.

Mort functions as a symbolic character

in this segment, representing the counter-culture of the
1960's.

The costume is an exaggerated representation of

the eclectic style of casual dress associated with the
"flower children" of the 1960's.

Bullins' description of

the character's dance as a "stylized rock horah" lacks par
ticularization, but the word "stylized" indicates that the
dance is unrealistic.
Other factors of the spectacle at this point also ad
vance an impression of increasing abstraction in the order
of probability.
change.

Bullins says that the lighting effects

The illumination lessens, as indicated in the

author's stage directions, when Mort enters.

A colored

spotlight appears before the dialogue resumes, although
Bullins does not specify the light's hue.

In addition to

the lighting effects, the mechanical division of the char
acters into racial groups also indicates heightened anti
realism.
Bullins uses movements and gestures to denote a spe
cial relationship of two of the characters.
Peggy, declares that she is a lesbian.

A woman,

Another female

character, who has shown no previous outward indications
of homosexuality, embraces the first woman; they "kiss
passionately, then walk off into the shadows, hand-inhand," Bullins says.
Throughout most of the remaining text, Bullins brings
the characters forward one or two at a time to play epi
sodes.

The only modification noted concerning the spec

tacle between these segments is "The light changes."

Bul

lins offers no explanation of the light change which he
envisions.
The action near the end of the script continues to
project the idea of the play's advanced degree of abstrac
tion.

Two characters, Monty and Mort Silberstein, quarrel

and begin to fight.

As they scream at each other and ex

change blows, the other characters, Bullins says, "move
about as if sleep-walking."
The action culminates when "Monty beats Mort Silber
stein unconscious, then rests.

The others in the room
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wake and stir."

The action continues on an abstract plane

until Mort Silberstein is dragged offstage.

Just as this

character's entrance marked the beginning of increased ab
straction in the play, Bullins uses his exit from the stage
to denote a return toward greater realism.
The playwright concludes this drama with an erotic
episode.

One of the male characters is in the process of

raping one of the women.

Bullins indicates the progression

of the action through stage directions.
He begins undoing her clothes. . . .
The lights dim.- He fully undresses her. . . .
Monty pushes her back on the couch as he tears
the last of her clothing away and the lights go
down to blackness.
Undressing the character onstage serves no apparent
dramatic function.

The action is probably indicative of

the trend toward nudity on stage which was contemporary
with the writing of this play.
To summarize, Bullins indicates in the introductory
directions that the scenic environment of the drama is ab
stract.

The author consistently maintains this quality of

antirealism in the areas of spectacle which he adequately
describes.

Bullins usually does not give enough details

in his descriptions to permit envisioning his concepts for
the spectacle, however.
Several generalizations about the application of spec
tacle by contemporary American playwrights can be drawn from
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this investigation.

First, realism, with qualifications,

remains the prevalent scenic style.

Of the thirteen plays,

only The Taking of Miss Janie occurs in an abstract en
vironment, according to its author.

And even with this

exception, the environment is not so abstract that it can
not be recognized as a representative depiction of a liv
ing area of a specific social group.
Nine of the dramas utilize a singular setting.

Of the

remaining, three more— The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-InThe-Moon Marigolds, No Place To Be Somebody, and The Taking
of Miss Janie— occur essentially within a single setting,
with only lighting and sound effects to suggest a change of
locale.

It cannot be said whether the cause for this phe

nomenon was the authors' desire to economize, or if they
were placing a value on the effect of unity of place in
their dramas.
All of the authors except one chose to set the action
of their plays in contemporary times.

Howard Sackler's

The Great White Hope occurs in the years, preceding the
first World War.

It might be concluded that the authors

reveal a concern with current events in their scripts.
Some of the authors use spotlighting effects to under
score certain actions in their plays.

This occurs princi

pally in The Great White Hope, The Effect of Gamma Rays On
Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds, The House of Blue Leaves, That
Championship Season, and The River Niger.

The practice is
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not the same as space staging, in which several areas of
the stage are lighted to represent different locales.

In

the dramas named, the authors direct that the general
lighting fade out and a character is spotlighted, usually
during scenes with high emotional content.

The process

seems similar in function to some methods used in the re
cording of drama by camera.

The spotlighting is the

stage's equivalent to such camera techniques as the closeup shot and the split-screen effect in which the audience's
attention is directed to selected details to the exclusion
of other stimuli.
Another notable feature of the spectacle in these thir
teen plays is the amount of violent action which the authors
include.

Violence is especially evident in No Place To Be

Somebody, That Championship Season, Sticks And Bones, Short
Byes, The River Niger, and The Taking of Miss Janie.

The

violence in these plays most often takes the form of brutal
beatings and murders by physical force or gunplay, always
enacted on stage.

It might be supposed that the authors

were reflecting the increased incidence of violence in Amer
ican society during the period in which the plays were writ
ten.

Another possibility is that the multiplication of

violent acts onstage is another example of the legitimate
drama of the times borrowing a popular device from cinema
and television.
Finally, Gilroy, Miller, Pinero, and Walker best co
ordinate all the elements of spectacle into a single
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expression in their scripts.

The spectacle in The Subject

Was Roses, That Championship Season, Short Eyes, and The
River Niger sustains the mimetic structural pattern common
to all four plays.

As noted, the plot structures in the

remaining nine plays are not as clear-cut, apparently pre
venting the other dramatists from maintaining a consistent
style in their use of spectacle.
None of the writers are successful in creating com
pletely distinctive visual elements.

All fail to give com

plete details when describing one or more of the elements
of spectacle:

action, characters, lighting, costumes, pro

perties, and spatial relationships.

In seven of the plays

— The Great White Hope, The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-In
The Moon Marigolds, The House of Blue Leaves, No Place To
Be Somebody, Sticks And Bones, Seascape, and The Taking of
Miss Janie— the spectacle usually contributes to confusion
by showing little or no change as the order of probability
of a script moves from realism toward abstraction.

Through

their lack of attention to the visual elements, the play
wrights communicate disdain for framing the spectacle for
their plays.

They are content to leave the formulation of

some elements of spectacle in their dramas largely to the
discretion of theatre artists other than themselves. Con
temporary theatre practice permits great flexibility in
staging.

Playwrights cannot afford to take for granted

that the spectacle of their plays will reach the stage in

a form similar to their original ideas.

There is a need

for the authors to make clear expository comments about
the visual elements of their plays.

CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this entire study, as stated in the in
troductory unit, is to present a structural analysis and
criticism of thirteen selected contemporary American plays.
Emphasis in on surveying the playwrights' uses of the ele
ments of drama as identified by Aristotle:
thought, diction, music, and spectacle.

plot, character,

As previously noted,

the point of this analysis is to gain knowledge of contem
porary usage of these elements of drama, pointing out rela
tive emphasis the writers made of the elements, and describ
ing any experimental forms in which the elements appear.
This summary chapter consists of three divisions*.

The

first section considers each drama individually, describing
how the writers employ each of the six dramatic elements.
In the second section, the survey views the appearance of
the elements in the plays as a group.

A final section pre

sents appropriate conclusions.
Since Aristotle considered plot to be the most funda
mental of the’1elements, the arrangement of the plays in the
first section is according to the two traditional types of
structural patterns used in composing plots.

A discussion

of the mimetic, horizontal plays comes initially, followed
342
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by a review of the didactic, vertically plotted dramas.

For

the purposes of classification, Gordone's No Place To Be
Somebody will appear as a horizontal drama, although its
plot does contain vertical sequences.

The other horizon

tally plotted scripts are The Subject Was Roses, The Great
White Hope, The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-In-The-Moon
Marigolds, That Championship Season, Short Eyes, and The
River Niger.

The remaining six dramas are vertically plot

ted— A Delicate Balance, The House of Blue Leaves, The Hot
L

Baltimore, Sticks And Bones, Seascape, and The Taking of

Miss Janie.
In The Subject Was Roses, Frank D. Gilroy created a
traditional causally developed plot, allowing no violation
of natural probability, and achieving consistent unity
through causality, story, thought, and characterization.
Gilroy emphasizes plot, and effectively realizes the element
in his script.

The playwright's characters are realisti

cally drawn and have strong credibility, as appropriate to
the mimetic plot.

Gilroy reveals thought clearly in the

characters' actions, which, again, is suitable in a mimetic
play of demonstration.

The writer effectively presents dic

tion in the form of conversational prose.

He employs music

minimally in the first scene to accentuate the action and
aid characterization.

Finally, Gilroy's setting is realis

tic, supporting the script's mimetic nature.

The spectacle

is functional, but not especially individualistic.

Gilroy
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effectively uses all six of the dramatic elements in his
drama.
Howard Sackler's plot in The Great White Hope is ex
tensively mimetic, but the writer disregards natural prob
ability with periodic fantasy sequences in Act One, Scene
Six, Act Two, Scene Six, and Act Three, Scenes One and Two.
This inconsistent use of causality weakens the plot's unity.
Sackler does not effectively use plot in this drama.

The

writer’s characters are generally realistic, but he neglects
development of their psychological levels, and they lack di
mension.

In his ineffective presentation of thought, Sack

ler combines techniques common to plays of demonstration and
plays of direct rhetoric to make an unclear statement about
the existence of racial prejudice among both whites and
blacks.

The diction of the play further confuses the order

• of probability and fails to personalize the characters.
Sackler employs incidental music to a significant degree,
making detailed specifications about implementation of the
element in his play.

Concerning spectacle, Sackler's char

acters and events are realistic, but his imprecise directions
call for anti-realistic staging methods.

This playwright

does not feature the use of any of the elements.
Paul Zindel’s The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-In-TheMoon Marigolds is largely mimetic in plot structure, but the
antirealistic nature of the drama’s opening and closing vio
lates natural probability.

One of his main characters, the
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mother, is dimensional, but the two daughters are merely
types.

Zindel implies a line of thought concerning the pos

sibility of rising above life's unfavorable circumstances in
the play's action, but he fails to conclusively demonstrate
this thought.

The dramatist effectively differentiates his

characters through their diction, and Zindel's heightened
use of language is apparent and suitable in the fantasy se
quences.

The play contains a significant use of incidental

music, but the playwright's directions for the music lack
specifics.

Zindel created an individualised realistic set

ting for the action. ’ Some of the lighting effects infringe
upon the play's basic realism, however.
The plot structure is comprehensively mimetic in Jason
Miller's That Championship Season. All of the drama's char
acters are believably realistic.

Miller effectively demon

strates thought in his utilization of action and symboliza
tion.

The play's diction acceptably simulates conversational

prose, and the playwright is especially effective in differ
entiating the characters through their speeches.

In Act

Three Miller clearly aids characterization and conveys an
idea with music as the group sings their old high school
fight song.

Miller maintains a realistic order of probabil

ity throughout in his use of spectacle.
Miguel Pinero's Short Eyes is thoroughly mimetic in
plot structure in its emphasis of causality, story, thought,
and character to achieve unity.

The protagonist and the
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murder victim are acceptably realistic for this mimetic
drama, but the rest of the characters are types.

Pinero ef

fectively demonstrates thought in the play's action.

The
i

writer makes an excessive use of prison jargon which could
interfere with an audience's comprehension of the diction.
Overall, the use of naturalistic, brutal diction effectively
distinguishes the characters and their situation.

Pinero

does not include directions for music in the play.

Finally,

his specifications for spectacle are effective, but his use
of the element to delineate characterization is limited.
The River Niger, by Joseph A. Walker, has a completely
mimetic plot structure.

The playwright draws believable

characterizations, effectively demonstrates thought through
action, and maintains realistic diction appropriate to the
characters and their situation.

Walker extensively uses in

cidental music to establish mood, but his directions for the
music are very generalized.

The dramatist's directions about

the play's environment are specific, but he is less unequiv
ocal about creating his characters' appearance.
Charles Gordone combines both horizontal and mimetic
movement in the plot of No Place To Be Somebody.

The verti

cal segments lack unity because there is no clear statement
of the writer's thought, and the presence of the vertical
portion weakens causality in the mimetic sequences.

All of

the characters are just types in the mimetic portion, and
Gordone further undermines the believability of the two major
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characters by involving them in the series of vertically
plotted actions.

Gordone offers no clear statements of

thought in the rhetorical portion, and the play's action
presents conflicting implications concerning the subject of
racial integration.

The playwright's use of diction does

not significantly change when the order of probability moves
from natural to fantastic.

Gordone is more concerned about

qualifying his characters' actions than describing the set
ting.

The writer indicates no accompanying change in the

general environment when the order of probability changes
from realistic to fantastic.
Edward Albee's A Delicate Balance is a vertically plot
ted play.

Thought, which is usually a source of unity in

vertical plots, is ambiguously expressed in this play, mak
ing it difficult to understand the purpose behind Albee's
structuring of the events.

The dramatist's characters are

more dimensional than those usually found in vertical plots,
but they are not as credible as the realistic portraits in
mimetic drama.

Albee's diction also is a blend of the real

istic and nonrealistic.

The playwright's use of language

helps to define the nature of his characters, and Albee
achieves interest with the simplicity and frankness of the
dialogue.

Albee's diction is obscure in the expression of

thought, however.

Music serves no function in this play.

The dramatist's lack of specifications about the setting in
dicates that the environment is not vital.

Albee's direc

tions concerning action and spatial relationships support
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the abstract nature of the play.
Seascape, Albee's other play in this study, is also ver
tically plotted, and, it too lacks a clear statement of
thought to give the plot unity.

The play's characters are

more abstract than those in A Delicate Balance, but Albee
chooses not to exaggerate any of their traits in order to
make a point.

Again, the playwright's diction is interest

ing because of its austerity, however, Albee does not clearly
convey thought in the speeches.
music in the drama.

There are no directions for

Albee's descriptions of the setting and

characters are not particular.
John Guare's The House of Blue Leaves has a vertically
arranged plot.

Guare's use of plot is rendered ineffective

because it lacks a unifying element.

His characters are

neither clearly realistic nor symbolic; the reasons for
their actions are vague.

The drama's action is too bizarre

to communicate thought by implication, and there are no
clarifying statements in the play, so its thought remains un
clear.

Guare uses diction well to create an energetic atmos

phere for the comic action, and to delineate characteriza
tion and give exposition.
matic music in the play.

There is a significant use of dra
The total effect of the play is

partially dependent on the performance of the original music
Guare created for this drama.

The somber, realistic setting

is not appropriate to either the farcical action or the nonrealistic nature of the script.
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The plot of Lanford Wilson's The Hot L Baltimore is
vertical, but none of the actions began are ever advanced or
resolved in the play.

Wilson developed his characters only

on the social level; they are minimally believable and not
apparently symbolic.

This is a play of demonstration, but

Wilson vaguely communicates thought.

Wilson seems more con

cerned with creating a total mood than conveying thought by
the drama's action.

Wilson's diction serves to individual

ize the characters by making plain their outstanding atti
tudes, but he does not disclose their feelings and ideas.
The music in the play helps to create atmosphere.

The

writer provides a generalized description of the characters1
appearance, but gives careful attention to details of the
environment.
David Rabe vertically arranged the plot of Sticks And
Bones, but he does not supply a source of unity for the ac
tion.

His characters are nonrealistic, but not openly sym

bolic, so they are difficult to interpret.

Rabe gives no

clear rhetorical statements of thought in the script.

The

writer's unrealistic, sometimes inscrutable, diction is per
haps appropriate in nature to this abstract play, but the
language conveys little evident meaning.

Rabe employs music

most importantly to aid characterization of the younger son
by that character's performance with a guitar.

The play's

spectacle indicates the abstract order of probability.
Rabe is specific in outlining the characters' actions, but

his details concerning environment and appearance of the
characters are more general.

There is much surprising, but

mysterious, action in the drama.

Rabe effectively uses spec

tacle to maintain a tension-filled atmosphere.
Ed Bullins1 The Taking of Miss Janie is vertically plot
ted, but contains no unifying elements.
zations lack skill.

Bullins' characteri

There is little action, so the audience

must interpret the characters by what others on the stage,
some of whom are unreliable, say about them.

Bullins gives

no clear statements or discernable implications of thought
in the play.

The diction begins as conversational prose,

but grows more fanciful when the characters "rap" during
monologues.

There is a slight use of music as a transi

tional device between scenes and to add information about
one of the play's Jewish characters.

Bullins gives no dis

tinctive directions about the drama's environment, but the
spectacle does not consistently support the abstract order
of probability active in the play.
The information in this summary substantiates the pre
viously ‘noted position that Gilroy, Miller, Pinero, and
Walker are the writers in this study who best use the ele
ments in their plays.

These playwrights' four dramas— Gil

roy 's The Subject Was Roses, Miller's That Champions hip Sea
son, Pinero's Short Eyes, and Walker's The River Niger— have
the most effectively developed plots, characters, thought
content, diction, and spectacle of all the thirteen plays.

This is not to argue that competent drama is possible only
in purely mimetic, horizontally developed scripts such as
the four noted.

There is an indication, however, that the

other eight playwrights failed in their attempts to bring
together techniques of dramaturgy heretofore considered ex
clusive to either vertically or horizontally plotted plays.
The combination of dramatic styles in the remaining nine
plays weakened the structure of the dramas.
This second section deals with the appearance of the
six elements of drama in the thirteen plays as a whole.
Concerning plot, the principal observation is that there is
no type of structure that is common to most of the dramas.
A causal structure appears in The Subj ect Was Roses, The
Great White Hope, The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-In-TheMoon Marigolds, That Championship Season, Short Eyes, and
The River Niger. A version of the traditional vertical plot
in which an author unifies actions by thought typifies six
of the remaining seven plays.

The last drama, No Place To

Be Somebody, contains two separate plots, one vertical, the
other horizontal.
Except for Gilroy, Miller, Pinero, and Walker, whose
plays are causally plotted, the playwrights do not maintain
accepted distinctions between horizontal and vertical plots
in their dramas.

A major weakness of the remaining eight

playwrights is their mixing of the natural and abstract or
ders of probability in their plays with no apparent design.
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As a result of this mixture, there is no definite unifying
element in the plots of Albee, Sackler, Zindel, Guare, Gor
done, Wilson, Rabe, and Bullins.
easily confuse an audience.^"

Plots which lack unity can

Perhaps the apparent lack of

a dominant unifying factor or method of plot arrangement in
some of these contemporary plays harbingers the development
of a new form.

Or, it could only be an indication of in

eptitude.

As Hubert C. Heffner says, a play may end in an ap
parent enigma, the author's purpose being to pose such a
puzzle. In such cases, it is still requisite upon the au
thor to have a definite method of unity in his drama and
provide enough information to enable comprehension of the
work.
(Modern Theatre Practice, 5th ed. [New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1973], p. 60).
Also, Heffner rightly points out that there is no
wrong, per se, in a playwright's mixture of the real and the
abstract in a plot:
No important dramatist slavishly adheres to any
one theory or style of drama. For him style is
merely a means to an end. The competent drama
tist employs any or all of these as they suit his
purposes. Hence the sometimes expressed idea that
a mingling of styles in drama is artistically im
possible is a misconception. A play may begin in
complete realism and gradually progress into ro
mantic fantasy or into expressionism. The impor
tant procedure is for the playwright and the di
rector so to lead the audience on to acceptance
of whatever style is used or is desirable in the
rendering of the meaning and effects of the play
(pp. 75-76) .
But some of the authors of the plays under discussion
do not prepare the audience for acceptance of their eclectic
methods of plot arrangement, neither do they ever make the
meaning of their works clear. This condition is especially
evident in A Delicate Balance, The Great White Hope, The
House of Blue Leaves, No Place To Be Somebody, Sticks And
Bones, Seascape, and The Taking of Miss Janie.
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The following observations are noted pertaining to the
authors' uses of character.

A reduction is evident in the

writers1 distinguishing between protagonists and antagonists
in many of the scripts.

Instead of setting certain charac

ters in opposition to each other, the authors' protagonists
face resistance from antagonistic attitudes present in soci
ety, personal weaknesses, or fate.

There is an absence of

opposing forces in The Hot L Baltimore, Seascape, and The
Taking of Miss Janie. Neither do the playwrights make use
of auxiliary characters with purely technical functions, such
as the foil, raisonneur, messenger, confidant, or narrator.

Heffner clearly thinks that the playwright should not
be constrained to decide finally upon a meaning for his work.
Using Ionesco's The Chairs as an example, Heffner says,
Many other contemporary plays such as Beckett's
Endgame and Albee's Tiny Alice are similarly enig
matic in effect and meaning. All Harold Pinter's
plays are of a similar nature. Hence these plays
are dependent upon the interpretation of directors
and actors. . . .
In the last analysis, their ef
fective interpretation depends upon the ingenuity
of an imaginative director and highly skilled ac
tors rather than upon the playwrights {p. 99).
This view, however, seems to diminish the playwright’s
prerogative. Sam Smiley states that at the core of drama
"is aplay, a verbal object made by a writer. . . . "
(Playwriting: The Structure of Action [Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971], p. 9).
Smiley says that the final cause for the creation of
that product which is a drama is "the end to which the whole
is organized. It is the purpose, goal, or function of the
art object. No matter how abstract or concrete the purpose
of a given work may be, the artist needs an awareness of the
basic nature of the work, to whom it is directed, and what
response it should elicit (p. 10."
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Two character types which reflect the historical pe
riod in which the plays appeared emerge.

First, the rebel

lious disaffected youth, such as Ronnie in The House of Blue
Leaves, Paul Granger III in The Hot L Baltimore, and David
in Sticks And Bones.

Also, the angry black person who feels

oppressed by whites in the American society appears in the
characters of Jack Jefferson in The Great White Hope, Johnny
Williams in No Place To Be Somebody, Jeff Williams and Mo
in The River Niger, El Raheem and Omar in Short Eyes, and
Monty, Rick, and Len in The Taking of Miss Janie.
There are no completely admirable, or "good," charac
ters in these plays.

The writers contrast praiseworthy and

deplorable qualities in all of their major characters.

In

so doing, the playwrights reveal their objective to picture
"what life is" rather than "what life ought to be" in the
persons of the principal characters of the dramas.
By and large, the dramatists develop their characters
traditionally.

Character delineation in these plays usually

occurs through speeches of the characters about themselves
and others, their actions, and their appearance.

The play

wrights generally have little concern for strictly preserv
ing realism in their characterizations, yet none of the
authors goes to the extreme of creating neutral characters.
All of the roles are individualized, and the playwrights
use the overwhelming majority of them in definite functions.
The most abstract of the fictional persons are the
several fantasy characters, Scipio in The Great White Hope,
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Machine Dog in No Place To Be Somebody, Zung in Sticks
And Bones, the lizards in Seascape, and Mort Silberstein
■*-n

Taking of Miss Janie.

But, even in their abstract-

ness, these characters are individualized by their dialogue,
costumes, and other factors.

Even they are not anonymous

agents.
Concerning the authors' use of thought, none of the
six vertically plotted plays are purely didactic, dramas.
Even though all of these thirteen dramas except Gilroy's,
Miller's, Pinero's and Walker's are somewhat antirealistic,
the writers still infer thought through the action and
speeches of the characters, as in mimetic drama.
The playwrights show concern about universal humanistic
issues rather than the problems associated with a specific
society.

Sackler, Zindel, Guare, Rabe, and Albee in A

Delicate Balance, write about the loss of love and even com
munication between family members.

Also in A Delicate Bal

ance Albee examines a man's dedication to an ideal.

The

problem of racial prejudice appears in the works of Sackler,
Gordone, Rabe, Pinero, Walker, and Bullins.

Miller and

Wilson picture the ruinous effects of ignoring life's pre
sent realities and longing for the past.

All of the dramas,

possibly exceping Short Eyes, deal in some way with finding
personal fulfillment in life.

The dramatists show no in

terest in politics, science, economics, or any such realms
of activity in their society.

They give minimal attention

to the war in Vietnam and its effects on this country.
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Overall, the playwrights1 failure to deal with speci
fic issues renders inconsequential the thought in their
plays.

Instead of providing guidance, the dramatists only

give back an image of what they observe in life, largely
without comment.
same observation.

Any average citizen can readily make the
As such, the scripts are closer in kind

to popular entertainment than theatre art.

2

Several of the authors raise many questions; none give
any answers; most are unclear in their expression of thought.
For example, in Sticks And Bones David Rabe draws attention
to Vietnam, bigotry, family interrelations, loss of personal
identity and the boredom of everyday life.

Out of this pleth

ora of ideas, the author fails to make a single significant
comment.

This is a common problem among the dramatists.

2

Oscar G. Brockett says that popular entertainment can
be distinguished from theatre art by the following charac
teristics:
As the term applies, popular entertainment seeks
primarily to provide diversion for a mass audi
ence. It draws on {either consciously or uncon
sciously) the dominant attitudes, prejudices, and
interests of the day; it usually employs easily
recognizable (even stereotyped) characters, situa
tions and theatrical conventions, while manipula
ting them with sufficient novelty to be entertain
ing but usually without offering important new per
ceptions or raising any disturbing questions that
challenge the audience's views.
(The Essential
Theatre [New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1976], p. 6).
In contrast, Brockett says that art "shapes percep
tions about human experience into forms (or patterned re
lationships) that help us order our views about mankind and
the universe (p. 7)."
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Because the playwrights are so intensely concerned
with individual problems, rather than political, philosoph
ical, or sociological issues, they are unable to advocate a
single point of view or limit themselves to a solitary mat
ter to be settled.

They strongly imply that these are the

topics which should most concern the audience too, that
world events are out of the people's control, and they must
now decide what their personal reactions will be and how
they, can best maintain an identity.

However, the lack of

concreteness in thought in the plays suggests that these
dramas are only diversions, superficially concerning them
selves with current problems in order to evidence a veneer
of relevancy.
Regarding the authors' use of diction, realistic prose
remains the principal form of expression in these contempo
rary scripts.

Some poetry, but not in the form of dialogue,

and several song lyrics, some original, appear in the plays.
But, the dramatists' use of poetry in these fashions is
merely adjunct.

It is never an integral part of the script,

and seems to exist only to add variety to the diction in the
plays.
The authors employ several measures to make their prose
novel and interesting.

Sackler, Guare, Gordone, Rabe, and

Bullins make use of direct address to the audience.

There

appears to be a significant use of outspokenness, whereby
chai*acters express intimate feelings and discuss emotions
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freely in the dramas of Albee, Sackler, Zindel, Guare, and
Miller, among others-

The personal and revealing nature of

these self-disclosures contains some interest.

In addition,

there is a traditional use of dialects and idioms in The
Great White Hope, No Place To Be Somebody, Short Eyes, The
River Niger, and The Taking of Miss Janie; especially pro
minent is the idiom of minority ethnic groups.

Also, there

is a profound increase in profanity and vulgarity of the
most coarse sort, especially in No Place To Be Somebody,
That Championship Season, Sticks And Bones, Short Eyes, and
3

The Taking of Miss Janie.

However these writers do not demonstrate the complete
disregard for language held by proponents of some earlier
modern theatrical forms, such as the "absurdists."

In their

attempts to simulate realistic conversation and in indivi
dualizing the speech of their characters, they affirm their
^ The problem of poor quality diction has been with
modern theatre for quite a while. Thirty years ago John
Howard Lawson wrote,
In the past fifteen years, the theatre has made a
desperate effort to find more colorful material, .
more vibrant speech. Playwrights have discovered
the lively talk of soldiers, gangsters, jockeys,
chorus girls, prizefighters. The stage has gained
tremendously by this— but the approach to this
material has been limited and one-sided; drama
tists have looked only for sensation and cheap ef
fects slang and tough phrases, and they have
found exactly what they were looking for.
Lawson's comments hold true when applied to the dic
tion of these thirteen plays.
(Theory and Technique of Playwriting and Screenwriting, 2nd ed. [New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons, 1949], p. 292).
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beliefs in the utility of words and in the possibility of
communication.
These contemporary playwrights show some interesting
developments in their use of music in their plays.

From

their directions for the use of music in The Great White
Hope, The House of Blue Leaves, Sticks And Bones and others,
a breakdown in traditional distinctions between incidental
and dramatic uses of music is observable.

Although none of

these plays is a "musical," the authors give music a more
essential role in contributing to the complete effect of the
drama.

A suggestion appears in the chapter on music that

the modern theatre is following the lead of film and tele
vision in utilizing music to complement action.

Very few

of the authors cledrly articulate the exact effect that they
wish to achieve with music in their plays, or how that ef
fect should be implemented.

In a way, this budding interest

in music by the playwrights is a resurrection of the element
as a part of serious drama.

It has only been during the

late modern period of theatre history that some form of
music was not a common part of most stage productions, even
though maybe not an integral part.
Gerald Else, as it has been noted, translates "music"
from the Poetics as referring to the composition of melody
and song lyrics.

Some modern theorists, including Brockett,

have expanded this definition to also include the sound ef
fects which accompany a play.

If there is any new element

of drama not considered by Aristotle in the Poetics, it is
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the element of sound.

From the discussion in the chapter on

music, it seems evident that Aristotle did not allude to all
conscious use of sound by the playwright in his term,
4

"music," or "song-composition."

The observation of the writers' uses of spectacle in
their plays yielded the information that realism remains the
prevailing scenic style, as it has been for many decades.
The playwrights show a partiality for single settings, or
environments, in their scripts.
due to economic factors.

This preference may be

Perhaps, however, in some of

these dramas, such as The Hot L Baltimore, the unchanging

4

The importance of sound as a dramatic element is grow
ing. In the .fifth edition of Heffner's Modern Theatre Prac
tice, Kenneth K. Jones included an entire chapter entitled
"Sound In The Theatre" (pp. 523-558). While Jones does
closely relate sound effects and music, he does acknowledge
that a difference exists between them. Jones explains the
reasons behind present advancements in the use of sound as
part of drama.
The use of recorded sound effects and musical back
ground in theatre production has become recognized
and fully accepted only during the last decade.
Partly because of the heritage of pit orchestras
playing music in a very formalized manner to serve
as a prelude and as an entr'acte to the main en
tertainment of the play, and partly because of the
"state of the art" of electronic equipment neces
sary to provide a resonant amplified sound through
out the theatre house with good fidelity has only
recently come into its own, the playwright and the
stage director are just beginning to realize the
full potential of dramatic sound and music to en
hance the action of the play (Jones, in Modern
Theatre Practice, p. 523).
In his conclusion, Jones calls sound effects and back
ground music "an integral element of theatre production
(p. 558)."
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environment is the only unifying element.

Previously noted

was the apparent use of lighting in some plays , notably
The Great White Hope, The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-In-TheMoon Marigolds, and The House of Blue Leaves, to direct the
audience's attention in a manner similar to some camera tech
niques in recorded drama.

Violent action onstage marks many

of the scripts, and is especially evident in No Place To Be
Somebody, Short Eyes, and The River Niger. Also, there is
an increased use of some naturalistic acts, including vom
iting, in Sticks And Bones and That Championship Season,
and physical demonstrations of affection between homosex
uals in Short Eyes and The Taking of Miss Janie.
The final section of this chapter considers the ques
tion why were these thirteen plays judged the best American
dramas between 196 5 and 19 75 by three major, unconnected
groups of critics?

At least two explanations exist.

appeal lies, in part, in the plays' structures.

Their

The struc

tures of these thirteen plays represent moderation in a
period of great change in dramatic

form.5

Their structures

5 Oscar Brockett sees Jean-Claude van Itallie's The
Serpent: A Ceremony, a production of the Open Theatre, as
a representative work of theatre's avant-garde. He says the
work's structure exemplifies the form of many of the most
modern dramas.
. This play exhibits many features typical of much,
though by no means all, contemporary drama. First,
the action is discontinuous-r-that is, apparently
unconnected events are juxtaposed. Second, time
and place are completely fluid, since scenes from
widely varying times and places are mingled. Third,
there is almost no concern for scenery, and the
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are syntheses of the forms of such groups as the Living
Theatre and the Open Theatre, and the older, more tradi
tional dramatic structure.

The writers of these thirteen

plays retain character, some semblance of story, and they
utilize .dialogue and scenery.

These playwrights combine a

version of the challenging, unfamiliar features of the new
with the more comfortable, recognizable characteristics of
the traditional.

The authors apparently were inspired by

the radical forms, and acknowledge them in some areas of
their plays.
A second reason for the appeal of these thirteen plays
is the effect of their spectacle.

The execution of stage

actors improvise what they need as they go along.
This is true of sound effects as well. Fourth,
the actors shift identities rapidly, the same per
former playing many different parts and even, at
times, himself. Furthermore, there is little con
cern for individualizing the characters. . . .
The players speak the lines and perform the ac
tions of characters, but there is no pretense that
they are the characters they present. No actor
changes costume at any time; all wear a kind of
neutral uniform throughout. Thus, the emphasis is
upon significant experiences of mankind, rather
than upon the story of individuals. Fifth, the
play is a parable held together by didactic in
tentions. It does not impart a lesson directly
but uses familiar events . . . to suggest certain
conclusions. Nevertheless, the spectator must
deduce the meaning from clues. . . . This need to
seek meanings illustrates another characteristic
of much contemporary drama— that is, what on the
surface seems illogical often turns out to be nearallegorical (Perspectives On Contemporary Theatre
[Baton Rouge, La.: The Louisiana State University
Press, 1971}, pp. 76-77).
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movement and scenic effects by skilled actors and techni
cians can elevate a drama into prominence, compelling atten
tion.

This conclusion recalls the statement by Vera Mowry

Roberts noted in Chapter I of this study that contemporary
playwrights emphasize spectacle over the other five elements
of drama.

Accordingly, some elements of the spectacle of

each of the thirteen plays are potentially captivating.
For example, visible confrontations between and inter
actions among the characters adds interest to both The Sub
ject Was Roses and The Hot L Baltimore.

In A Delicate Bal

ance Albee's infrequent use of mechanical movement with
Harry and Edna, sudden bursts of violent activity like the
daughter's tantrum, and the author's concealment of the
motivations for many other actions, such as Claire's episode
with the accordion, cultivate the audience's curiosity.
Many of the actions in Sticks And Bones, such as the pro
tagonist's ceremonial death, are also mysterious, and there
fore interesting.

In addition, Rabe uses the cinematic-like

effects of slides and spotlighting for visual emphasis to
add audience appeal.

Similar uses of lighting are present

in the monologues in The Great White Hope and at the begin
ning and conclusion of The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-InThe-Moon Marigolds.

Broadly played slapstick action and

spotlighting for emphasis contribute interest to The House
of Blue Leaves.

The unique costumes of the lizards add

novelty to Seascape.

To see talking lizards come up out of

the sea is a spectacle man's curiosity opens to.

Violence

in the fight between Monty and Mort Silberstein, slides,
and brief nudity punctuate The Taking of Miss Janie.

Ex

treme violence characterizes the spectacle of the remaining
dramas, No Place To Be Somebody, That Championship Season,
Short Eyes, and The River Niger, with beatings, stabbings,
gunfire, and murder taking place on stage in these scripts.
Because the appeal of the spectacle is so important to
the success of these contemporary plays, it can be stated
that the authors give spectacle the greatest emphasis among
the six elements.

This is not to say that spectacle is ex

traordinarily original or well-defined in the scripts. Ac
tually, spectacle in the plays generally serves as a glit
tering theatrical bauble, distracting the audience's atten
tion from the sometimes pedestrian quality of the other
elements.
Exactly what types of structure will appear in dramas
of the future, however, is impossible to predict unhesita
tingly.

There is no need to look for a progression in radi

calism in the list of the thirteen plays, although the ear
liest, The Subject Was Roses (1965), and the latest, The
Taking of Miss Janie (19 75), are on opposite ends of the
spectrum between the traditional and the radical in struc
ture.

The River Niger, which won a best play award only

one year before the radical The Taking of Miss Janie, is
traditional in form.
But one should refrain from making value judgments
about a drama's structure.

As Brockett has noted.
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This does not mean that all art is equally effec
tive. As in other human activities, it has a
range of quality from the excellent to the unsat
isfactory, and we are constantly faced with the
problem of distinguishing relative value. Is
Hamlet a good play? Is it better than Death of A
Salesman? Why? These questions illustrate the
problem. It is much easier to pose such questions
than to answer them, for no one can lay down a set
of rules for judging a r t . 6
As Gerald Else stated in his translation of the Poetics,
Aristotle's work is an examination of the structure of Greek
poetry, and its author does not pretend it to be anything
more.

Yet, all six elements which Aristotle originally iden

tified as

the basic constituents of drama still appear in

some form in the works of contemporary playwrights.

In art,

as in life, the past shapes the present, and the present in
fluences the future.

Already, the information in this study

is a discussion of the past.

Coming seasons of theatre will

bring new works by new playwrights with new methods.

Some

of these writers will inevitably seek to redefine drama, to
adapt it into a more accurate expression of life.

Perhaps

some artists have come closer to truly redefining theatre in
the present age than ever before.

But Aristotle's six ele

ments remain intact in what has been judged the best contem
porary American drama.

Drama will actually be redefined only

when new elements are added to the group of six or when cur
rent elements fall into disuse.

g

This has not yet occurred.

Oscar G. Brockett, The Theatre: An Introduction,
2nd ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1969),
pp. 14-16.
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